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ADVERTISEMENT. 

The Central Board of Irrigation as a body is not responsible 
either for the statements made or for the opinions 

expressed in the following pages. 



FOREWORD. 

CENTRAL BOARD 01!' lRRIGATIO N 

SIMLA, INDIA. 

This "Annual Report ", which is published to make known to En 
IZ'ineers ·in India and other countries the' problems confronting Irrigation 
:Engineers in India, and the research and investigations, undertaken to solve 
them, is the fifth issue of its kincl, and records the technical work of the 
Central Board of Irrigation during the year 1938-39. 

The technical discussions are the result of three meetings given here
under in chronological order :-

(i) The Third Winter Meeting of the Research Committee, March ' 
1939. 

(ii) The Ninth Annual Meeting of the Research Committee, JulY 
1939. . 

(iii) The Tenth Annual Meeting of the Central Board of Irrigation, 
November 1939. 

For the infonnation of the two last named meetings, summaries were 
prepared of the work done during 1938-39 by the five Research Stations which 
operate under the aegis of the Central Board of Irrigation, and are included 
with discussions in this publication. 

The technical contents of the volume have been divided into seventeen 
groups, and the relevant discussions of the three meetings appear under their 
respective groups. It is thought that this new arrangement will facilitate 
reference. 

Efforts have been made to provide a fully comprehensive index. 
The undersigned would like to repeat the request contained in previous 

reports, for the supply of information relating to any of the problems men
tioned in this publication, or any other matters of interest to Irrigation 
Engineers. He will gladly furnish further details of any of the e:li..'"Periments, 
im·estigations, etc., or other information relating to the problems mentioned 
in this Report, · 

Dated the 8th January, 1940. 

{ i ) 

A. R. B. EDGECOMBE, 

Secretary, 

Central Board of Irrigation. 
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MEETINGS OF TilE BOARD AND CO:\L\liTTEES DURIXG 1939. 

TnE TmRo \VI~TEH illE~:TI~G oF TilE HESEAHCH ('o~DIITTEE, 1939. 

The Tllird \\'inter :\Ieetin~ ol the R!'se,lrdt Committ~~e of the Central Board of 
Irrigation wns helrl at Lahore, l'unjah, fro:n the !Hh to th) I Ith 1\Iareh 1939, at the 
tim.J of the Annunl l\It'cting of the Punjab Ell';in~?rin:( Ctm~t·;.-s>;. 

~\t. the im·itation of tho Punjnh Engineering Congrcs.; Committe!', the Research 
('ommittee attended the meetings of the Congress during the discu'lsions on some of 
the papers. 

The Committee paid Rcvcral visits to the Punjab Irrigation Re~carch Institute, 
when Dr. 1\ll'Kenzie-Taylor anrl hi;; stall' explained. the various experiments in progres~. 
An inforttwl meeting of the Committ(.'C, presi1led over by Mr. S. H. Bigsby, was held at 
the Punjab lrrigat ion ~ecretariat on ~aturday, the lith 1\larch, and the following officers 
were present :-

1. S. H. Bigsby, C.I.E., I.S.E. 
2. T. l\1. Lyle, C.I.E., I.S.E. . 

3. G. A. l\1. Brown, O.B.E., I.S.E. 
4. Capt. C. G. ('affin, R.E. 
5. E. S. Crump, C.I.E., I.~.E. 
6. l\1. T. GiLling, I.H.E .. 

7. G. E. Hartley, I.S.E. . 
8. J.P. Jain 
!.l •. H. S. Kahai 

10. Dr. E. McKenzie-Taylor, 1\I.B.E. 
11. J. N. Mitra 

The·meeting discussed items connected with-

Vice-President. 
Executive Com

mittee l\Iember. 
N.-W. F. P. 

Do. 
Punjab. 
Secretary, Central 

Board of Irri
gation. 

United Provinces .. 
Do. 

Sind. · 

Punjab. 
Assistant Secre

tary, Central 
Board of Irri
gation. 

(a) Canal Losses and l\leans of Conserving Irrigation Water (Staunching of 
Canals). 

(b) Water logging and Land Reclamation. 
(c) :Field Results of Measures Adopted after l\Iodel Experiments. 

Records of the discussions appear under the appropriate groups in the body of this 
Report with the exception of (a), under which heading l\Ir. H. S. Kahai gave the Com
mittee the information given on page 22 of this Report. 

The meeting was then adjourned with a._vote of thanks to the Chair. 
Several members of the Research Committee paid a Yisit to Trimmu (The Head

works of the Haveli l'roject ), leaving Lahore on the lith l\Iarch, and returning the next 
day. Rai Bahadur Khosla and his staff kindly entertained the party, and conducted 
them round the works. 

NINTH ANNUAL l\IEETING OF THE RESI<tARCH COMMITTEE, 1939. 

This l\Ieeting was held at Simla from the lith to the 15th July, 1!!39 .• 
The Chair was taken by l\Ir. S. H. Bigsby, C.I.E., I.S.E., Vice-President of the 

Board. The following is a list of members of the Committee :-

1. S. H. Bigsby, C.I.E., J.S.E. 
2. T. Blench, I.S.E. 
3. Dr. N. K. Bose, l\I.Sc., PH.D. 
4. E. 0. Cox, l\LB.E., I.S.E. . 
5. E. S. Crump, C.I.E., I.S.E. 
6. G. H. Dundon, I.S.E. 

1 

Punjab. 
Punjab. 
Punjab. 
Punjab. 
Punjab. 
Punjab. 



7. A. R. B. Edgecombe, I.S.E. 
8. N. B. Cadre, I.S.E. 
9. F. F. Haigh, I.S.E .. 

10 .. G. E. Hartley, I.S.E. 
1 I. D. A. Howell 
12. J.P. Jain 
13. H. S. Kahai 
14. G. Lacey, I.S.E. 
15. T. 1\f. J,yle, C.I.E., I.S.E.' . 
16. Dr. J. K. Malhotra . 
17. W. N.l\IcLeod, I.S.E. 
18. C. H. McKenna, I.S.E. 
19. Dr. E. McKenzie-Taylor, lVf.B.E. 
20. M. L. Mehta 
21. A. R. Thomnf', J.S.E. 
22. L. Venkataluishnaiyer, I.S.E. 

Secretary. 
Bombay. 
Punjab. 
United Provinces. 
Punjab. 
United Provinces. 

.t Sind. 
United Provincc8, 
United Provinces. 
Punjab. 
Punjab. 
Punjab. 
Punjab. 
Punjab. 
C. I. & H. Res. Stn. 
Madras. 

The Committee considered the annual reports, 1938-39, of the five research stations; 
revised programmes for 1939-40 ; and reports on the following subjects:- ' 

I. Field Results of Measures Adopted after Model Experiments. 
2. Design of Canal Falls. 
3. Meandering of Rivers. 
4. The Role of Reservoirs in River Flood Control, and Floods and Deforesta-

tion. · 

5. Canal Losses and Means of Conserving Irrigation Water (Staunching of 
Canals). 

6. Waterlogging and Land Reclamation. 
7. The Design of Drains in Irtigated Areas. 
8. Silting of Reservoirs. 
9. Silt Excluders and Ejectors. 

10. The Collection of Hydraulic Data of Torrents in Boulder Rivers and 
Streams. 

The discussions' under each subject are r~corded in the body of this Report uuder 
the appropria~e group. 

TENTH ANNUAL MEETING OF THE CENTRAL BOARD OF IRRIGATION, 1939. 

The Tenth Annual Meeting of the Board commenced on Saturday the 4th Novem· 
her, 1939, at the Hotel Cecil, Delhi, the following officers being present :-

Members of the Board. , 
1. A. Gordon, C.I.E., I.S.E. 
2. S. H. Bigsby, C.I.E., I.S.E. 
3. Khan Bahadur l\:L Abdul Aziz, C.I.E., I.S.E. 
4. C. E. Aitken, I.S.E. 
5. E. 0. Cox, 1\LB.E., I.S.E. . 
6. F. A. Farquharson, M.C., I.S.E. 
7. T. M. Lyle, C.I;E., I.S.E. 
8. S. C. Majumdar, I.S.E. 
9. A. Oram, I.S.E. 

10. A. Vipan, C.I.E. 

Attendin{J Officers. 

Sind (President). 
Punjab (Vice-President). 
United Provinces. 
Bombay. 
Punjab. 

Do. 
United Provinces. 
Bengal. 
N.-W. F. P. 
Orissa. 

11. The Hon'ble Mr. l\L S. A. Hydari, C.I.E., I.C.S., Secretary to the Govern· 
ment of India, Labour Department (attended on the 4th November). 

12. W. G. Came, I.S.E. (Deputy Chief Engineer, P. W. D., Bihar). 
13. A. R. B. Edgecombe, I.S.E., Secretary. 
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Mr. Gordon, President, took the Chair, and opened the proceedings at 10-30 A.M 
with the following Presidential Address :-

"GB:NTLEMEN: 

I have to thank you for the great honour you have done me in electing me as your 
President, particularly as you were aware that I could not do full justice to my respon
sibilities, and the Board, and particularly myself, are very much indebted to l\Ir. Bigsby 
who has had to do much more work than is normally expected of a Vice-President, 
nnd has ungrudgingly devoted himself to the work, which, I can assure you, involves 
not only sacrificing one's time, but also undertaking considerable responsibility. 

I wish to welcome those who have been able to come here to-day. Considering 
the conditions, the provinces are very well represented. We all know that these meet
ings do produce valuable results, but I am afraid that modern conditions tend to in
trease the difficulty in getting away from one's Province-particularly where irrigation 
work is only a fraction of that which had to be done by the Chief Engineer-and that 
difficulty is increased to-day by the existing political situation. Apologies have been 
received from 1\lr. Dow ley of 1\Iadras, Col. Pyne of Baluchistan and Mr. l\Ioung of Burma. 
Those of you who were present two years ago will particularly regret the fact that we 
are not to have the benefit of Mr. Dowley's assistance. "\Ve welcome those who are 
attending the meetings of this Board for the first time. · 

We are meeting to-day under conditions which could not exist if the rulers of the 
world had scientifically ordered minds. Whatever the outcome of the struggle in which 
we are engaged, aU parties stand to lose. To India, it will be more important than 
ever that its irrigation systems should be maintained on as economical a basis as possible, 
i.e., in a high state of efficiency and at the minimum cost possible. 

The Irrigation Department is. a large spending Department, and Finance Depart
ments are apt to regard it as. a convenient outlet fro,m the exchequer to use as a balanc
ing control. "\Ve know that any such action under 'present day circumstances would 
have serious effects on the development of the country, but it is to be hoped that the 
people, through their representatives. in the Legislatures, will ins.is.t on the efficiency of 
irrigation systems being maintained. 

We are' now reaching a stage when the value of this body as a co-ordinating one for 
the results of research and experiment is becoming very apparent. Hydrodynamic 
experiments have been giving results which can be easily appreciated even by the lay
man. Diffusion of effort has been minimized by the existence of a Central Hydro
tlynamic and Research Station, and by the opportunities given to discuss results and 
.programmes at the meetings of this Board, and.the meetings of Research Officers held 
at Lahore and Simla. It is highly desirable that Research Officers should be in touch 
with field conditions, and for that reason, if no other, it is hoped that it will always. be 
possible to draw a considerable proportion of the Research Officers from Irrigation 
Officers with an intimate knowledge of field conditions. When we come to consider the 
position regarding research, it will be appreciated that a: very large and valuable pro
gramme is being carried out. • 

The affairs of this Board have always been run with a very modest expenditure. 
I feel convinced that any other country in the world would be astonished at what has. 
been done considering the s.mall outlay. While we still desire to avoid increasing ex
penditure, we have reached a stage where our ~ctivities will have to be curtailed or else 
mcrea.sed funds placed at our disposal. The contingency has already arisen, and it will 
be most unfortunate should this state of affairs continue. Important papers which are 
out of print cannot be reprinted, and others. have to be produced without illustrations 
which would greatly add to their value. · . 

. We are living in a period of transition, when the Officers who have built up India's 
irrigation s.ystems are being replaced by Indians. who have a different upbringing, and 
have not the same opportunity for being in touch with practical engineering from an 
early age. Their task will be a difficult one, particularly in the early stages, but with 
the help and guidance of the Officers at present in service it is to be . hoped that a. 
standard of efficiency will be maintained which will prevent any deterioration in our 
irrigation systems. 

Were we in a position to put forward a. clear statement of the financial benefits of 
irrigation, the necessity for the maintenance of a highly efficient service would be 
more appreciated. Naturally, most people look to the financial return on capital ex
pended, and seldom beyond that, but there is a large accession to the wealth of the 
country which is indirectly due to irrigation, and would not exist but for irrigation. 
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Probably more than any of the other services we realize that the cultivator ha 1 

little to come and go on, and that it takes very little to make the difference between 
having a full stomach and inadequate nutrition. There is, therefore, a very lar{l'e number 
of human beings who suffer severely if the best possible result is not obtalnod from 
our canals, and .such results can only be obtained if our establishment be highly efficient. 
I hope I am wrong, but my opinion is that the new services which are being introduced 
are not likely to attract the type of man who is required. · 

We are indebted to Khan Babadur Abdul Aziz and Rao Bahadur B. Viswa Natb 
for placing facilities at our disposal to visit the tube well area, and the Imperial Insti
tute of Agricultural Research. The former may shortly be taking over t.lto post of Prin
cipal of the Thomason Civil Engineering College at Roorkee, and I am sure that those 
of us who have had the privilege of working with him on this Board consider the College 
lucky to have his services, and we all wish hill} every success in what was always an 
important post, and is particularly so now that the Irrigation Departments are to be 
staffed in a different way from in the past. 

During our meetings we hoped to have the benefit of help from Dr. Burns of the 
Agricultural Department, but circumstances prevent his attending, but Dr. Corrie of 
the Forest Department will lend us assistance, and we are grateful to him for sparin" 
time to help us in our deliberations. . " 

We had now better get down tobusiness. Besides technical matters, we have to 
discuss the future constitution of the Board under the ·new political conditions, and it 
is hoped that we shall be able to reach unanimity on this difficult subject. .Mr. Hydari, 
Secretary to the Department of Labour has shown a keen interest in the affairs of this 
Board, and we have had the benefit of discussion with him, and of very helpful guidance. 

Developments in recent years would seem to indicate that ve.ry close examination 
will require to be made as to the responsibility of different Provinces in river control 
matters, and it might be advisable for the Government of India to look ahead, and con
sider how this pro]:>lem is ·~o be tackled. 

We shall now proceed. to consider t.he agenda before us. It is essential that W9, 

should stick to our time .table, and your Secretary has given every assistance by care
fully preparing a thorough resume of each subject. 

I think you will agree that be has prepared the material for this meeting very 
thoroughly, and given every indication that our selection of a Secretary has been 
fortunate." 

During the Meeting the Board considered the annual reports, 1938-39, of the five 
research stations and the 9th Research Committee's discussions thereon ; the research 
programmes for 1939-40 and the 9th Research Committee's discussion thereon; and 
the following technical subjects-

!. Field Results of Measures Adopted after Model Experiments. 

2. The Design of Canal Falls. 

3. The Meandering of Rivers. 

4. The Role of Reservoirs in River Flood Control. 

5. Canal Losses and Means· of ·conserving Irrigation Water (Staunching of 
Canals). 

6. Waterlogging and Land Reclamation. 

7. Drainage Systems in Irrigated Areas. 

8. Soil Denudation as an Adverse Factor on River Supplies and Agriculture. 

9. The Fair Incidence of the Cost of Irrigation Water on Different Classes of 
Crops. 

10. The Design of Channels in Alluvium. 

II. The Design of Distributary Heads. 

It will be observed that subjects I to 7 are identical to those listed on pnge 2 
as discussed by the 9th Research Committee, and in discussing them the Board con
sidered the discussions of that Committee. 

The Board also passed a resolution on subject 8 of the 9th Research Con1mittee's 
list given on page 2. 

The discussions of the Board appear in the body of the Report under the relevant 
groups·. 



During the " Professional and 'rech~i~al " proceedings of the ~oa~d Meeting! the 
following ReReareh Officers and other v1s1tors attended the meetmg m an adv1sory 
t'llpaeity in addition to the Board 1\Iembers :-

1. W. G. Came, I.S.E. Bihar. 
2. Dr. H.. l\1. Gorrie, D.Sc., I.F.S. 

3. F. F. Haigh, I.S.E. 
4. G. E. Hartley, I.S.E. ~ 

5. Rai Bahadur A. N. Khosla, I.S.E. 
6. Gerald Lacey, I.S.E. 
7. Dr. E. McKenzie-Taylor, 1\I.B.E. 

B. W. N:. McLeod, I.S.E •. 
9. J. Shaw, I.S.E. . 

Punjab. (Attended 
on the 8th and 9th 
November). 

Punjab. 
United Provinces. , 
Punjab. 
United Provinces. 
DirectOl' of the Punjab 

Irrigation Research 
lnst:tute. 

Punjab. 
Orissa. 

Several visits were arranged for the Board during the Meeting at Delhi. 

Tuesday the 7th November, 1939, was occupied in a tour of tube well areas in the 
vicinity of Hapur and l\Ieerut in the United Provinces. An account of the discussion 
which took place at Meerut will be found on pages 152 to 163. 

The President opened the proceedings on the 8th November with the foUowing 
remarks : "Before commencing the programme set for to-day, I will take this oppor
hmity of thanking Khan Bahadur Abdul Aziz for the great trouble he took in arranging 
yesterday's most interest tour. 

We returned with a great deal of most valuable infonna.tion on tube wells, which 
will be incorporated in our annual technical report. The efforts of Messrs. Hutchinson, 
and Ram Chandra Sahai, have produced for us a mass of invaluable data.". 

The President proposed the following resolution, which was carried by acclama
tion. 

Resolved-" THAT THE THANKS OF THE MEETING BE GIVEN TO KHAN 
BAIJADUR ABDUL AZIZ FOR ARRANGING A TOUR OF TUBE WELLS, AND 
PROVIDING THE MEMBERS JVITH LUNCH. 

THE SECRETARY IS INSTRUCTED TO CONVEY THE THANKS OF THE 
BOARD TO KHAN BAHADURABDULAZIZANDHIS STAFF, WITH SPECIAL 
REFERENCE TO MESSRS. HUTCHINSON AND RAM CHANDRA SAHAI." 

' The President welcomed Dr. R. l\1. Gorrie, D.Sc., I.F.S., who attended the meeting 
on this and the following day. 

The Board visited the Imperial Agricultural Research Institute, New Delhi, on the 
morning of the 9th November, and when they assembled later in the morning the Presi
dent opened proceedings with the following remarks :-

"Before commencing the discussion set f()r to-day, I would like to propose a. hearty 
vote of thanks to Rao Bahadur B. Viswa Nath, and the officers of the Imperial Agri
cultural Research Institute, for the trouble they have taken in arranging what has proved 
a most interesting and instructive visit. In my opinion our future discussions on a 
subject like "The Fair Incidence of the Cost of Irrigation Water on Different Classes 
of Crops" might be held with advantage at the Institute, where so much valuable data. 
is ready to hand, and where the various agricultural experts could attend, to our mutual 
advantage. Such a meeting could be combined with the annual visit to the Institute, 
an tern of our Delhi visit which I consider to be a. very important one." 

Resolved-" THAT THE THANKS OF THE BOARD BE GIVEN TO RAO 
BAHADUR B. VISWA NATH, F.I.C., AND THE OFFICERS OF THE IMPERIAL 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE, FOR SO KINDLY ARRANGING 
A CONDUCTED TOUR OF THEIR VARIOUS DEPARTMENTS BY THE 
BOARD." 

An account of the visit will be found on pages 147 to 149. 
On Friday, November lOth, by kind invitation of Lt.-Col. G. Covell, C.I.E., I.l\I.S., 

D:rector, Members of the l\Ieeting visited the 1\Iala.ria. Institute of India., Delhi. An 
account of the visit will be found on pages 150 to 151. 

When the Board met later on the same morning, the President proposed the follow
ing resolution which was duly carried. 
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Resoived-" THAT THE THANKS OF THE MEETING BE GIVEN TO L1'.
COL. G. COVELL, AND OFFICERS OF THE NALARIA INSTI'l'UTE OF INDIA 
FOR THE VERY INFORMATIVE VISIT TO THE INS1'I1'UTE, AND FOR THE 
DETAILED EXPOSITION OF THEIR ACTIVITIES IN COMBA1'ING 1'HR 
INCIDENCE OF MALARIA." 

The President, in winding up the proceedings on Friday the lOth November. 
thanked the Members for the help they had given to the Meeting. 

He said that the criticism, that the Board often failed to reach final conclusions, 
was frequently levelled at them. But this was due to the very complex nature of 
some of the subjects on their agenda. 

Continuing, the President maintained that meetings, such as the one then ter
minating, were excellent for the dissemination of information. 

Mter twelve years of existence, the Board was reaching a much more aclvanred 
stage. They were now able to lay down principles which could not have been laid 
down before the Board was constituted. 

As regards their advisory functions to the Government of India, the President. 
felt they had been well and usefully performed, and that in the near future tho Boar,} 
would be called upon to provide yet more committees. 

On the motion of Mr. T. M. Lyle, it was resolved-" THAT THE THANKS OF 
THE MEETING BE ACCORDED TO MR. A. GORDON, PRESIDENT OF THE 
BOARD, FOR HIS CONDUCT OF THE BUSINESS AS CHAIRMAN OF 1'/lE 
MEETING." 

The President acknowledged the Resolution. 
The proceedings then ended. 



S(J"DtAltiZBD 1U~P0f{.1' OJ!; Tiig CE.~H;RAL IRl{.IGATION AND HYDRO
DYNAMIC HESEAHCH STATION, POONA (INDIA) 1!'01{. 1938-39. 

GENERAL. 

Tho report is divided into three parts. Part I deals with specific experiments: 
Part II with basic experiments ; and Part III with advisory work which did not entail 
experiments. 

There is an introduction giving particulars of the Staff, and saying that during the 
year" Silt Control at Heads of Canals and Distributaries" by C. C. Inglis and Rao Sahib 
Joglekar, was published as Bombay P. W. D. Technical Paper No. 59. 
· A map of India shows the various places connected with experiments and enquiries 
dealt with by the Central Irrigation and Hydrodynamic Research Station. 

BA.SIO EXPERThiENTS. 

(a) Jlodel of t!te Indu.~ and the Lloyd Barrage at Sukkur.-Thcre is a slight curve on 
the Indus so that the left bank canals draw little silt while the right bank canals draw 
excessive bed silt. 

The object of the experiments was to test varioUs alternative designs to reduce 
silting. 

Suitable scale ratios were decided by three tests. 
The device experimented with was a single large radius vane in the river. With 

high discharges it appears that the vane would be effective but not so with low discharges 
-such as might occur, it is added, if the Bhakra Dam is constructed. 

It appeared possible that the conditions might be improved by controlling the 
discharge passing through the right gorge between Bukkur and Sukkur. Experiments 
showed that conditions could be so improved. 

The building up and scouring of the central sand bank which has formed upstream 
of the barrage was studied on the model. 

The final design put forward takes the form of an approach channel embodying the 
principle of curvature of flow for silt exclusion, and formed by an embankment in the 
shape of an elongated S running from the barrage upstream and parallel to the right 
bank. This design is based on the same principle as the silt excluding approach channel 
to the Mithrao Canal from the N ara at Makhi. 

(b) Training of the River Sarda above the Barrage at Banbasaa, United Provinces.
There are two spurs projecting from the left bank of the river above the barrage, 

the Burma and the Nepal Spurs, the latter being upstream of the former. It should 
also be explained that the river has three approach channels above the barrage, the East
ern channel on the left, the Western channel nearby and then, separated by the large 
Kala-Jala island, the Solani Got channel near the right bank. 

While model experiments were being conducted with a view to forcing the river from 
its eastern channel, the prototype took to meandering and in the flood of 1937 switched 
into the Solani Got channel near the right bank and threatened the right upstream afflux 
bund of the barrage. Ever since this occurrence the river has been in a condition des
cribed as sensitive. 

The latest model experiments concentrated on protecting the right afflux buncL 
A series of experiments wa~ first conducted in an endeavour to reproduce the proto

type conditions, the C'riterion being that the model laid according to 1936 conditions 
should reproduce the development of 1937 conditions. 

Then followed a series of experiments with the Nepal spur extended. The model 
was run for the equivalent of 5 years. The extension failed to produce the desired 
curvature of flow. 

The next series of experimenfs was to discover whether two proposed bunds for the 
dinrsion of water into the 'Vestern Channel would be effective. This was in addition 
to the extension of the Nepal Spur. The device was not successful. 

The protection oftl1e right afflux buml was then the object of a series of experiments. 
A short spur projceting from the right afflux bund appeared to improve matters . 

.:\Iodifieations of the spur were the subject of experiments run for a period equi
valent to three years. Further experiments are in progress. 
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(c) i'he !I.' raining of the Riter j umn~ at New Del!ti.-The Delhi Gate Pumping Sta• 
tionwas constructed on the right bank of the Jumna in 1!J22 when the river's course was 
along that bank. The river subsequently showed a preference for the left bank. 

The alteration of existing spurs and the construction of a new spur near the pumping 
station and on the same bank, was tested on the model with a view to brinrring the river 
back to the pumping station. "' 

Vertical exaggeration exaggerated the beneficial influence, of the spurs. Therefore 
the model was reconstructed with a vertical exaggeration of one l1alf the first model. 

Further experiments with tl1is latter model are in progress. 
(d) Training of the JVatrack River to protect ](ah·a Town Gujarat (Bombay Presi

dency).-Erosion has been taking place at a sharp bend oft he river just upstream of Kaira 
Town. TheN. W. corner of the town wall was undermined and collapsed into the river 
together with some houses, and there was every indication that the erosion would ex
tend. Groynes constructed on the concave bank had been washed away. 

The primary object was to protect the corner of the town, but it was also important 
to deflect attack away from the west wall of the town for its whole length, and, if practi
cable, to reduce further erosion of the river upstream. 

Experiments were carried out with two models : A vertically exaggerated model 
to discover the effect on the river course of various spurs, and a geometrically similar 
model to show the flow and local scour around certain spurs. 

The problem was complicated by a proposal to bridge the river. 
Recommendations were made for the location of the bridge and suitable river 

protection. 
(e) Experiments with a Model of the Rajuri Nala and Aqueduct 14-Nira Rigltt Bank 

Canal (Bombay).-Aqueduct 14 crosses the Rajuri Nala. The right wing wall of the 
aqueduct collapsed in the floods of 1937 and the cause of the collapse was discovered 
by model experiments to be ~vertopping and not underscour as was at first thought. 

Model experiments were conducted with a view to reducing the afflux by straighten
ing the course of the rivers up stream, and to test the efficiency of various forms of right 
wing walls. 

The ultimate recommendation was a warped wing wall for the aqueduct. 

(f) 1/500 Model of the Ganges above the Hardinge Bridge (E. B. Railway), Experi
ments to Reproduce the Changes in the River Course in 1935-37.-The experiments comprise 
the 15th series with a model of the Ganges (scale ratios 1/500 horizontal : 1/65 vertical) 
and have as their object the development of the technique of reproduting, in a model 
the changes in the course of a large alluvial river. · 

To overcome the difficulty of reproducing silt depositions the discharge was in
creased as an experiment, the slope being increased by 50 per cent. The time scale 
was also increased to allow more settlement. 

The results of the 1935 flood on the model were almost identical with those of tho 
prototype, and the course of the river above Raita in 1937 was almost identical with 
that of the prototype. 

It is now considered possible to forecast tendencies to changes in the river cour11e 
one year in advance, and that the accuracy with which this can be done will increase 
with further improvement in the technique of river model research. 

Further experiments are in progress. 
(g) Experiments with a Model of the Proposed Railway Bridge (Eastem Bengal Rail

way) at Amingaon across the Brahmaputra River.-River inve:;tigations in connect-ion 
with this experiment showed that when the discharge exceeds about I million cusecs 
scour commences at the bridge site and reaches a maximum on a falling flood. During 
a very rapidly rising flood, the, river does not scour and may actually silt and there is 
a very rapid increase in velocity ; whereas during a steady fiood, scour takes place and 
the velocity and gauge readings drop. For this reason, the discharge-gang~ graph 
is not reliable, the scatter for different conditions being wide ; and it may be said that 
if a gauge of I 78 has ever been attained, it must have occurred on a rapidly rising flood 
with a rising bed. It is considered unlikely that the discharge has ever exceeded 21 
million cusecs. 

Probable scour around the bridge piers could not be reproduced in a v.crtically ex
aggerated model, and was therefore estimated from the known scour wluch occurred 
around the Hardinge Bridge over the Ganges. 

The position at which stone protection around the piers would stabilise was deter
mined by choosing one of the Hardinge Bridge experiments to fit the conditions of.the 
Brahmaputra Bridge. Stone pitching ( 1/8 inch to 1/4 inch grade 88lbs. stone as agamst 
120 lbs. stone, which Would be more stable, proposed for tho B~ahmaputra Bridgo) was 
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laid at a depth of 1· 18 feet ( -7 4 feet) below water level, and it sank {due to scouring 
action under steady axial flow with q =I· 8 cusecsjft.- c 900 cusecs/ft. if the linear 
scale ratio were 1/63) to 1· 4 ft. ( 88 ft.) below water level. Under these conditions 
the stone protection at the Brahmaputra Bridge pier would stabilize at R. L. 171-88= 
R. L. 83·0. 

(h) Experiments with models of the Proportional and Non-Proportional Standing Wave 
Flume Jleter Fall at R. D.40280, Nontgomery-Pakpattan Link (Punjab).-As a result 
of experiments on a I/5 scale model of a 700 cusec proportional S. W. F. Meter Fall, 
the standard design of bed and side slope deflectors with two rows of control blocks added 
was considered suitable and was finally adopted. 

Maximum scour with 25 per cent. retrogression downstream, and wave wash near 
the banks, were taken into consideration. 

(i) EJ:periments U'ith a Non-Proportional S. JV. F. M. Fall.-Flumed Falls designed 
to be "proportional "-i.e., no afflux or draw-down throughout the range' of discharge
have a lower hump and narrower throat than would otherwise be necessary. This adds 
to the length of expansion and thus increases cost. Proportionality is frequently not 
required, for example, the general practice in the Punjab is to run canals only at full 
supply. An alternative design to that described under (h) above was therefore tested 
on a 1/5 scale ratio model, all tests being carried out with 25 per cent. retrogression of 
the D. S. water level. 

A drawing is given of the design thus evolved. There are two rows of control blocks, 
and bed and side slope deflectors as in the design adopted in (h) above. 

(j) Experiments tl'ith Jfodels of Sttbmersible Bridges.-Several submersible bridges 
in the Central Provinces had their deck f:llabs carried away during floods and model 
experiments were carried out to in>vestigate the phenomenon, and at the same time to 
estimate the magnitude of the pressures on the slabs. 

The steady uplift pressures were found to be small at all stages of flood, and the move
ment of the unanchored slabs was explained by vibration caused by turbulence or 
instability of flow. 

Suggestions for the future construction of such bridge decks were advanced. 

BASIC ExPERIMENTS. 

(a) Record of Tttrbulance by Hot. Wire and Oscillograph.-The hot wire consists of 
a short platinum wire (in this case I·cm. long and 0·1 mm. dia.), through which an elec
tric current is passed, sufficient to heat it. The wire when placed in flowing water is 
cooled to a degree which depends on the speed of flow. The cooling reduces the resis
tance and so induces a greater flow of current through the wire, thus the higher the speed 
the greater the current. 

If the flow of water is laminar, the speed and therefore aiso the electric current are 
constant. In turbulent flow, however, the hot wire is subjected to a fluctuating velo
city, the amplitude and pattern of the fluctuations depending on the degree and pattern 
of the turbulence. 

Some results obtained on models of aS. W. F. Fall and a submersible bridge are 
shown. 

(b) Experiments with Falling Aprons. E.ffec~ of Disposition of Stone.-The experiments 
are described and certain conclusions are arrived at. It is inferred that angular stone 
is more economical and offers better protection than rounded stone. 

(c) The Protection of Bridge Piers against Scour.-At the request of the Railway 
Board, experiments are being carried out to determine the best means of protecting 
bridge piers against scour, with particular reference to the piers of the Hardinge Bridge 
(E. B. Railway) across the R-iver Ganges. 

EXJleriments so far carried out and the results are described. 
Further experiments are in progress. 
(d) Di11ergence Experiments.-Experiments were continued to find a practical 

method of causing flow to follow a divergence or expansion, in an open channel, 
without the development of return flow or one sided or unstable flow downstream. 

Baffle type stabilizers and stabilizers designed to create turbulence have lilhown 
practical disadvantages. A third type was therefore investigated, viz., stabilizer 
blocks fixed to the bed, as often used in the expansion below canal falls. 

Referring to all the types, experiments nave shown that a baffle convex upstream 
was an in1provement over the straight and concave designs. The best height for the 
straight staLilizer was found to be d/4 and the same applies to the blocks. 

It was decided to continue experiments with the blocks placed so that their diagonals 
jn plan were parallel to the axis of the stream. · 
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Tl1e effect of a 1 in 5 divergence was experimented on, return flow lwing reduced 
to a minimum by an arrangement of blocks. 

The experiments will be continued wit.h other shapes of divergence. 
(e) Calibration of a Standing JV ave Flume witlw1tt Side Contraction~ in a 5 .ft. 0/vmnel.

The calibration of a standing wave flume suitable for measuring dh;charrres with a small 
loss of head in a rectangular channel is fully described. 

0 

(f) Experiment~ with Silt Channels to find their relatit•e divergence. from. Lacey Regime 
Channels for T'arious Disc/ta.rges.-It was found that small channels of limited lenrrth 
flowing in silt or sand without side restraint, used for experimental purposes at this Sta
tion, tend to assume stable dimensions which depart from the Lacey formulro for regime 
channels. In general the sections are broader and sha.Ilower. 

An experiment was carried out with a model channel of 3 · 8 cusecs. A table shows 
the divergence from Lacey's formula-. There was a very close agreement with the regime 
test formula V = 16 Rl Si . 

(g) Silt Clwnnel Experiments without Injection.-Experiments were carried out with 
channels in incoherent sand designed and laid according to Lacey's formula for dis
charges 1; 1·5; 2; 4; 6; 9; 12 and 18 cusecs . 

. 1\s regards the various ' f ' values f VQ appears to agree with fd better than other 
values do for discharges of 4 to 18 cusecs, the formula being f=2·014 va;Q lor say 
2V3 /Qt. 

The ratio PfR 7 PrfRr is about 1·38, whereas V/Vr=1·0; (the subscript 'r 
refers to dimensions according to Lacey). The practical value of this is that in models 
with moveable bed and sides, the vertical exaggeration will be reduced in the ratio of 
1· 38, whereas the velocity will remain the same. Also, where there is no silt move
ment, the slope ratio should be only l/2 the regime ratio. 

(h) Experiments with .Silt Abrader.-The experiment which was started in November 
1932 to determine the rate.ofabrasion of sand was continued during the year. The rate 
of abrasion is very slow.. The experiment is being continued. 

(i) Experiments in Connection with Seepage from Canals.-These experiments were 
started over two years ago to correlate seepage with depth of water table. 

They axe laboratory experiments, and they have provided a striking confirmation 
of Mr. Crump's conclusions and of the field experiments reported in Paper No. 209 oft.h<' 
Punjab Engineering Congress, 1938. 

The experiments are being continued. 

ADVISORY WITHOUT EXPERIMENTS. 

The advice given in the following cases with full details is given in the Annual Report .. 
(a) Training the Jumna near Palla Village (Delhi Province). 
(b) Training of River Auranga to Protect BhadeliVillage, District Surat (Bombay). 
(c) Remodelling the Intake for the Raunahi Pumping Station of Fyzabad PumJ>ing 

and Gogra Electric Supply Scheme (U. P.). 
(d) Durani Outfall Channel, Quetta (Baluchistan). 
(e) Silting of the Grand Anicut Cana.I at Grand Anicut on Cauvery River (Madras). 
(f) Approximate Formnl11, for Venturi Flumes. 
(g) Measuring Device at the Head of the Mutha Right Bank Canal. 
(h) The Effect of Canal vJOsures on Weed Growth in the Mutha Right Bank Canal, 

Poona, during the Cold ·weather Season. 
(!:) Unsuitability of Proposal for Siphon Spillway over the Waste Weir of the 

Lake Arthur Hill at Bhandardara (Bombay). 

DISCUSSION BY 9TH RESEARCH COMMITTEE, JULY 1939. 

DR. E. McKENZIE-TAYLOR referred to the experiments with silt channels to find their relative diver. 
gence from the Lacey regime channel for various discharges, anrl said that in the P~mjab they never <'arne 
across sands of such sizes in small channels. Mr. Thomas explained that the exp1mment" wer(' not a <'heck 
on the Lacey formula, but were being made to determine the divergen<"e from these formul:e of channels used 
in model experiments. 

MR. GERALD J.ACEY enquired whether Mr. Thomaslmd checked t.he V, H, and S relationsh!p; whether 
the sand was absolutely incoherent. In nature tha silt was seldom entirely in<'oherent at the SHies, and hP 
asRumed that the experiment was largely 1\ praiJt.\.,nl one for 1\lr. Thomas' own ends in developing hh model 
experiments. · 

MR. THOMAS replied that considerable divet·gence was found from the V, R, and S relationship: 
mainly due to slope difference neither would the PQ and RQ relationships hold for model work. The sand 
was incoherent, and the experiment waR a practical one for a particulnr application. 

DR. N. K. Bose enquired oflllr. Thomas 88 to the Rlopes which showed movement with I nusec disrharge 
for the \"arious silt sizes. • 

MR. TIIOMAS replied that the slope in the I cusec channel was 0·0018. 'fho fllCfln cliarncter of tltt 
particles WSB l· 4 rnm. 
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MR. L.I.Ol'!T r~markerl that Dr. Bo~e appMrerl to refer to the drag theory of Du Buoys. Effectively that 
theory meant thnt in rf'gime channels large and small of the same silt grade. the drag, which was proportional 
10 the product H8, was a conHtant. Regime thPory cloarly demon•trated that the drag, far from being cons. 
1ant,, WIUI a function of the velocity, and the Du Buoys theory wa• therefore incorre~t. 

DR. Bos~: ooitl he noted that 1\lr. Thomas harl tested the dis<'harge seale ratios for his Indus model at 
Rukkur, and hf' would lik£~ to know how these s<'oles wore arrived at. 

1\ln. TnoMAS <'xplninctl that this model wns a specinl COHO becanse it is n combination of various conditions. 
Up•trMm oft he Snkkur Bnrrage wns a ro<'ky gorge followe<J by an alluvial stretch below which is the rigid 

harragP. Aa a ;·e~ult it waR <'xtremoly difficult to choose scale ratios. Three scale ratios all based on Lacey 
formula>, wnre tested onrl the onn rho•nn which a~reerl best when redult,• were compared with bed levels in the 
prototype observed at fortnightly int.,rvals at vol'imts sections upstream~ of the Barrage. 

DR. BosF. onid th"Y hnd a similnr t'aAe nt 1\:honki whPre they were inve.~tigating silt entry int-o the canal· 
They divided the problem into two parto, (l) RivM regulation, for which they used a distorted model, and 
(2) Silt movement, for whi<-h thoy used a geometri~ally RimHar model. 

SuRp.,nded Rilt depends on \'elo~ity di•tributionR which did not occur in a distorted model. 
1\fR. TnoMAS Raid that three morlols were in use for the Sukkur experiments (i) a distorted model of 1/300 

aoale, (ii) a distorted modo! of 1/l!iO scale and (iii) a model of part width of the prototype of 1/40 scale, and 
g_eometricnlly &imilar. 

The first difficulty in a geometrically similar model is the space available, and l/40 is the smallest scale 
to give a sufficient bed movement in the case of the Sukkur Barrage. 

If the model is long, distortion is required for better reproduction of bed movement. Such a model with 
an erodahle bed, if made J:(eometri<'ally similar, would not work, because the channel would try to formulate 
its own shape i.e., distorted <'ompared with the prototype. 

Distorted models may not be correct in all details, but if you have two or more such models you can 
ntrapolote to obtain results applicable to the prototype. 

DR. BosR said that they had come to the conclusion from the Haveli and Khanki models that to simu. 
late silt movement you must not distort. 

MR. THOMAS enid the distortion must not be excessive. 
DR. BosE asked if the time scale was in accordance with Lacey. 
liiR. THOMAS replied that the time scales at Poona were based on the principles Jai-l down in Lacey a· 

"Uniform Flow in Alluvial Rivers and Canals "• viz., time scale=J.·1~1l1t~ """1"
1
. He (Mr. Thomag) found ve oc ..,y sea e. 

these R<'ales correct for scour, but not for deposition. c~rrect deposition could not be reproducerl with any 
rMsonable time scale, and they could only get indications. 

MR. THOIIAS noted that in the Punjab they used time scales about five times as short as he used, and he 
was puzzled as to how they obtained correct scour. , 

MR. LAOEY said his time scales were derived directly from the regime equations, and if the silt grade ia 
maintained constant they are identical. 

Da. BosE mentioned the" one-man-stone " to which there is reference in Mr. Thomas' full report t. Had 
lllr. Thomas arrived at this size of stone for protection by model experiments or by other means! 

MR. THOMAS replied that the size of stone was determined by practical considerations. It was "one-man 
~t'lne ", weighing about 100 lbs., and generally selected for such works as it could be easily handled. 

DR. BosE said that Butcher in Egypt experienced the same difficulty. Dr. Bose continued, that he found 
Mr. Thomas' diver~~:ence experiments very interesting. He (Dr, Bose) had found that with certain divergences 
in models they could make the stream lines hug the sides. Divergence depends on velocities, but as in a model 
the velocities are changed, the reault cannot be applied to the prot-otype. , 

MR. THOMAS replied that boundary conditions enter to some extent, and that they were pui'Suing the in• 
vestigation, but it was of interest to note that successful results in certain divergences had been obtained 
with rows of stabilizer blocks D/4 in height, where D=depth of water. 

• Paper No. 4893, Minutes of Proceedings of the Institution of Civil Engineers, Vol. 237. Session 1933-34, 
Part I. 

t Not included in this Report. 
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SUMMARIZED REPORT OF THE PUNJAB IRRIGATIOX RESEARCH 
INSTITUTE 1938-39. 

In a previous Annual Report, it was stated that as the riSmg water-table 
approached a soil crust, the rate of rise decreased and no instance of a water-table enter
ing the soil crust had been recorded. This statement is of great importanc-e in connec
tion with the forecast of areas likely to become water-logged and of lesser importance 
regarding the development of Thur. During the past year a considerable number of 
borings have been made and the conclusion has generally been upheld. The well level 
records which have been examined during the year also support the conelusion. In 
the report of the Chemical Section the records of a. boring of particular interest are 
mentioned. Tlus boring is exceptional in that on piercing the soil crust and tapping 
the underlying water, sand and water rushed into the bore, the final water le\·el indi
cating that the water was under a pressure equivalent to 7, head of water. It bas been 
held that the final level of the water in the bore represents the depth of the true water
table. This point of view is not at present accepted by the Irrigation Researc-h Insti
tute and further experimental work is in progress as a result of which it is hoped to 
reach a definite conclusion. 

The distribution of salt in the soil crust hM been further studied. The greatest 
variations in salt content in an un-irrigated area occur in the top five feet of the soil 
crust. The diagram attached to the Chemical Section report shows that soil profiles 
of high and low salt content can occur side by side and, therefore, that the lateral move
ment of salt is small while the vertical movement may be large. 

In the Punjab, earth roa& are the main means of communication between villages. 
The factors determining the condition of these earth-roads have been under investi
gation for some time. This year particular attention has been devoted to the effeCt of 
salts on the state of the roads. The disintegrating effect of sodium sulphate and the 
beneficial effect of sodium chloride have been explained. Calcium chloride has been 
used in other countries for improving earth roads, the improvement being due to the 
binding effect of the water absorbed by this hygroscopic salt. It has been shown that 
the same effect can be produced more cheaply by using sodium chloride. A method of 
treating roads affected by sodi_um sulphate has been suggested and is under investiga• 
tion. 

A subject of considerable practical importance is the production of a mud plaster 
which is non-erodable under rainfall or flowing water. This plaster has already been 
successfully used on katcha buildings in some areas and its use is considerably reducing 
maintenance charges. On two large farms minors and water-courses have been lined 
with the plaster. This has resulted in a considerable saving of water as indicated both 
by gauge readings and the area irrigated. In one area the smaller zemindars have 
adopted the process and the practice would spread quickly if Government would gi>e 
an assurance that the water so saved would be available for use in the area served by 
the lined channels. The question is of considerable importance as it affords a solution 
of the problems connected with the increased intensity of irrigation which is a conse
quence of the fragmentation of holdings. The lining of water-courses '\\ill also be of 
value in connection with fodder production, a subject of considerable interest at the 
present moment. _ 

An apparatus for measuring the capillary power of sands and soils is described. 
This is proving useful in connection with the introduction of sand layers under earth 
roads to prevent the rise of salts. By means of the apparatus, the mean diameter of 
sand particles can be approximately determined. 

The design of tube-wells has been under further examination in the Physics Section. 
It has been shown that when the drawdown is small compared to the depth of water 
in the well, the yield of the tube-well is proportional to the drawdown. For other con
ditions which are of purely theoretical interest the linear relationship does not hold. 
An examination was made of the relationship between the diameter of the strainer and 
the yield ofthe tube-well. The sizes of the strainers used were the same as those usuall.\' 
employed in the field. The experiments did not support the general belief that the 
discharge of a tube-well is proportional to the diameter, and, therefore, to the surfac-e 
area of the strainer. In a study of shrouding it has been shown that there is an _optimum 
size of the shrouding material with reference to the grade of the water-beanng sand. 
For the averaae PunJ"ab water-bearina sand, the most suitable particle size for the 

0 0 • d 
shrouding material is 3· 5 mm. A large number of sands from borings were exanune 
for their transmission constants to determine the most suitable positions for ~>trainers, 
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l•'urthcr work on the detection of cavities under weirs has Lccu undertaken during 
tho yen1·. The nppnratnil uscrl depends upon tho vibrations set up by impacts on sound 
ami un~Juund \V<_Irk. When tho work is unsound, the amplitude of the vibration ,is 
greater than for l:!ound work. l'hotographs illul:!trating tho vibrations are attached to 
tho report of this Section. 

An invc~:;tigation which is of considerable importance in connection with the inter
pretation of well records concerns tho negative pressures developed in water films sur
rounding soil particles. It has been shown that wells are probably acting as mano
meters. In tho field the greatest negative pressures are developed during the hot weather. 
The rainfall during the monsoon period-flattens the conca\·e menisci of the water films 
thus reducing the pressure deficieney. As a result the water in the well shows a con
siderable ri:;e which is out of all proportion to tho rainfall received. The rise in well 
levels during the monsoon period doeR not, therefore, represent additions of water to 
the water-table. 

In the 1\lathcmatical Section considerable time was spent on the model of the H.iver 
Uhenab at Khanki. The model when completed was handed over to the Hydraulic 
::>ection for the investigation of the river and silt control. 

With the development of the drainage system of the Province fears had been 
expressed that cf'rtain drains might be increasing the seepage from canals. An investi
(Tation of the effect of a drain constructed at a distance of 1,200 feet from the Upper 
llugera Branch, Lower Chenab Canal, on the seepage from the Branch was undertaken. 
Tho method of investigation is given in the report of the Section and the results show 
that this particular drain in its present position is not matedally increasing the seepage 
from the canal. 

The factors influencing the silt entry into the Lower Jhelum Canal are being studied. 
The tentative conclusion reached is that an increase in discharge in the river, an in
crease in the river slope and an increase in depth of silt in the pocket, all lead to increased 
silt entry into the canal. A further examination of the problem is in progress. 

A start has been made on the study of silt movement in a tilting flume. Experi
ments have been started to find the frictional drag exerted by a sand bed of different 
grades on the flow of water in a channel. From the experiments so far conducted it 
has been possible to show that the law governing the velocity distribution in a smooth 
channel is identical with that obtained by Prandtl for smooth pipes. 

During the year a series of hydraulic observations on the Mississippi River were 
published by the U.S. Waterways Experimental Station, Vicksburg. These have been 
examined to determine whether the slope-discharge-silt formula of the Irrigation Re
search Institute applied. It has been shown that the calculation of slope from the 

•86 -
formula Sx 103 =2·09 m.

21 
agrees well with the observed values. It seems probable, 

' therefore, that the formula. may be of more general application than was originally 
claimed. 

The results obtained from the tube-well investigation in the Physics Section were 
examined in the Statistical Section. It has been shown that the discharge of a tube 
well increases more rapidly than the drawdown and less rapidly than the length of the 
strainer. At very small drawdowns the discharge is directly proportional to the draw
down. 

The relation between the rainfall and the rise in water-table has been examined 
for the lower half of the Rechna Doab. In this area the water-table is fairly deep and 
the rainfall low. A high correlation was obtained which does not support a sugges
tion that a high correlation would only be obtained when the water-table was near the 
surface. It was also pointed out that the water-table in this area has been showing a 
steady riee of 9 inches per annum over the last eighteen years and that there are no signs 
of a reduction in the rate of rise. 

Buring the year hydraulic data- were obtained for channels in the Gujranwala Divi
sion. It was found that the P-Q and R-Q relationships derived from observations 
on regime sites on other canals systems held well for the chaunels in the Gujranwala 
Division. 

Considerable attention has been paid to seepage losses from canals. The mean 
monthly losses and their probable errors were worked out for various channels of the 
Lower Chenab Canal system for the last twenty years. It was found that the probable 
error was high as compared with the mean. The analysis of variance of the data is 
being undertaken. 

Small experiments have been in progress to determine the effect of plant cover 
on run-off and soil erosion. At the observation site it was fo1,1nd that bare soil was 
eroded ten times as quickly as soil with a grass and scrub cover. The greatest loss of 
soil occurred during the monsoon months. 
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i:wo important ~nvcsti;;atioJ!s on rive~ models have been ~1 progress liuring tlte 
year m. the Hydrauho Sectwn: The t~ay m the laboratory was occupie1l by a model 
of the nver downstrea~ of PanJnad We1r for the study of methods that might be adopted 
to control bank erosiOn. A large bela has been formed downstream of the weir with 
the result that two channels have developed, the left channel taking one-third of t.he 
supply and the right channel two-thirds. Considerable erosion of the left bank hils 
taken place and as a com;equence the civil station has been endangered. The erosioi1 
of the right bank has been even greater than that of the left but from the point of view 
of Government property it is not so important. 

The model showed that the best form of protection was the const.l'ltction of two 
T head spurs, the first situated 3,500 feet downstream of the weir line and tho second 
6,500 feet from the weir line. The investigation has shown that the spurs are most 
effective when the ratio-

Distance between the spurs. 

is between 4 and 5. 
Length of the spur:---

The second river model was constructed at Malikpur and the problems concerned 
the devel~pme?t of methods for the cont.rol of th~ River Chenab at Khanki weir. Owing 
to alteratiOns m the method of regulatiOn the nght,channel upstream of the weir has 
developed considerably and as a consequence the left channel has tended to silt up. 
The head regulator of the Lower Chenab Canal being situated on the left channel some 
difficulty might ~~ experie~ced in feeding the canal during period_s of low supplies if 
the present cond1twns contmued. Further, the bays of the weir on the right side might 
he subjected to very severe conditions during floods. The problems set out by the 
Chief Engineer are detailed in the report of this Section. An account is given of the 
measures that have been investigated. Two solutions seem to be possible (a) to allow 
the right channel to develop and feed the canal by flow across the weir, and (b) to con
l!truct a spur at Palku so that the channel to Ba.y 4, is developed which will allow control 
to be obtained of the supplies in the left branch. The effects of these alternative measures 
are still under exam4tation. · 

A large scale model of the river immediately upstream of Khanki Head works has 
also been under examination to determine the'conditions most favourable to minimise 
silt entry into the canal and to secure the maximum efficiency of the silt excluder. 

A model of Dhanaura Regulator on the Western Jumna Canal has been under 
examination in one of the flumes. A silt excluder is now operating at the head of the 
Main Line Lower, Western Jumna Canal, and as a result considerable silt movement 
is to be expected on the b~d. In order to stabilize the channel it was decided to flatten · 
the slope by raising Dhanaura Regulator. The designs for the remodelling and the 
shape of the cistern to control the action downstream were examined. The design was 
especially considered with respect to the maximum co-efficient of discharge. 

"'A model of-the Jaba Level Crossing and the torrent in which it is situated was 
also constructed. From time to time the crossihg "has had to be extende4 ~!1 order to 
counteract the effects of retrogression. An attempt has been made to re-design the 
crossing to give maximum stability and the control of the retrogression is now being 
studied. 

Silt surveys ofthe Upper Bari Doab Canal, the Lower Chenab Canal and the Western 
Jumna Canal have been in progress during the year. The silt work on the Upper Bari 
Doab Canal has been carried out with special reference to the proposed construction of 
a silt excluder at the head of the Main Line. With the river conditions and silt; entry 
as at present there should be no difficulty in extracting the majority of the silt which 
is causing trouble on the branches. . 

Th~ most important work of the Land Reclamation Section has been that con
nected with the appearance of Thur. Until recently it was thought that the forma
tion of Thur was intimately connected with the rise of water-table and that when the 
water-table reached a certain distance (18 feet was stated) from the surface Thur began 
to make its appearance. A number of villages were selected so that a large range of 
depths of water-table could be studied with reference to the appearance of Thur in the 
future. B~fore selection no Thur had been reported in the selected villages. On sur
veying the villages it was found that Thur had appeared in each one although the range 
of depth of water-table was from 9 to 40 feet. It seemed, therefore; that the water
table was not an essential factor in the formation of Thur. A considerable number of 
profiles were examined and it was found that over a large area there is a zone of salt 
accumulation in the soil crust situated at different distanees from the surface. The 
first conclusion reaehed was that the salt which gives rise to Thur is present originally 
in the soil crust and is not derind from the water-tahle. The experiments reported 
last year in connection with the formation of a zone of salt accumulation in the soil 
crust under irrigation indicated that the factors responsible for the formation of Thur 
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ilrc probaUy associated with the water applled at the surface and the associated systeni 
of n~riculturc. As a result of further investigation, it seems probable that if the water 
appflcd to the soil surface is insuflicicnt to balance that lost by evaporation and trans
piration then the balance of salt movement it~ in an upward direction and there is a. 
tendency for 'Thur formation. An e~:~sential feature in the formation of Thur land is 
the sudden deterioration whieh taket~ place. It seems, therefore, that a concentrated 
salt solution is approaching the surface from below and that Thur is not due to the gradual 
concentration of salt in the surface layer by the evaporation of a dilute solution. An 
examination has been made of the intensity of irrigation during the Kharif season for 
the branche11 of the Lower Chenab Canal. On each branch the intensity of irrigation 
has increased considerably. The leaching of the salts from the surface layers which 
formerly took place with the heavier irrigations has ceased. A further factor which 
may assist in the recent increase in the Thur area is the poor monsoons of the past five 
years. It iM recommended that in Thur danger areas a rice crop should be grown so 
that the salt may be removed from the soil crust to the underlying sand. Examples 
<?f the results of this process have been given and it has been shown that there is no 
tendency for a return to the deteriorated conditions ~vera period of eight years. 

Several areas have been taken up for reclamation of Thur during the past year. 
On the Renala Estate it has been shown that if reclamation is commenced as soon as 
Thur appears then the land can be reclaimed by one rice crop. It has also been de
monstrated that field drains for reclamation are not necessary in the Punjab if the water
table is more than five feet below the natural surface. 

An investigation of open well irrigation was made in order that data regarding 
water-requirements of crops and the cost of this form of irrigation might be available 
for the Officer on Special Duty, Tube-well Investigation. Valuable information regard
ing the discharge of open wells, the cost of irrigation and the factors determining the 
area irrigated by a well have been obtained. . · 

Three small cantonment areas were placed under observation for run-off in con
nection wit.h drainage requirements. It has been shown that in a cropped area very 
little of the rainfall runs off the surface of the land owing to the bunds around the culti
vated fields. In uncropped areas with heavy rainfall the run-off amounted to as much 
as 20 · 5 cusecs per square mile in one case and in another to 22 cusecs per square mile. 

During the run-off investigation, observations were made on the well levels in the 
areas. These observations afford interesting evidence of the magnitude of the negative 
pressures developed in soil and the release of the negative pressures by rainfall. The 
release of this negative pressure accounts for the apparent large rise in the water-table 
following a small rain-fall at the end of a dry period. 

A large part of the time of the General Section has been taken up by the project 
work and reclamat,ion schemes. The analyses of a large number of waters from explo· 
ratory borings in connection with tube-well projects have been made. An attempt 

. has been made to classify the waters with reference to their liability to cause choking 
of the strainers on account of calcium carbonate deposition. A complete check has 
been kept on the movements of salt in the soil crust during the reclamation of areas on 
Renala Estate. 

A survey of wheat soils with reference to yield and their chemical characteristics 
was undertaken in order to obtain some information regarding the initial stages of soil 
deterioration. It is of interest that a significant correlation has been obtained between 
the yield of wheat and the available phosphate, as determined by the C02 method. 
This would be expected in a country where t4e water supply is one of the main factors 
limiting wheat production. There is also a significant correlation between the manga
nese content of the soil and the yield of wheat. In general, soils giving a high yield of 
wheat have a low manganese content and a low yield appears to be associated with a 
high manganese content. No information is available to decide 'vhether manganese is 
exerting a direct effect or whether the conditions suitable for the accumulation of man
ganese are at the same time harmful to wheat production. 

DISCUSSION BY 9TH RESEARCH COMMITTEE, JULY 1939. 
Dn. MoKENZIE-TAYLOB replying to a question on lining with Sodium Carbonate said that it had been 

found that it was only necessary to go to pH value of 10·8 to obtain complete dispersion and maximum 
impermeability with all soils. 

In the Chemical Section they were attempting to relate soil texture with dispersion. This was new 
work. . 

MEssRS. S. H. BIOS BY and F. F. futoH questioned Dr. McKenzie-Taylor on his non-erodable mud plaster. 
In reply Dr. McKenzie-Taylor said that the quantities of material required to cover 1,000 sq. feet with a 
plaeler I inch thick were : · 

75 cubic feet of earth, 
25 cubic feet of sand, 
4 bags of cement, 
5 to 8 maunda• of straw, 
20 lbs. of sodium carbonate. 

*I maund = 80 lba. 
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The Sodium carbonate should be dissolved in sufficient water to soak 5 to 8 maunda of straw, earth is tl1e11 
added and the mass worked up. This mixture is kept for a week being worked up every day and suffi0ient 
water added to make up evaporation losses. After a week the soil will ha,·e dispersed completBly and the 
straw will have well rotted. Four bags of cement mixed with 25 cubio feet of sand are then added and the 
entire mBSS worked up to a suitable collllistency. It should then be used 88 soon os possible. 

Keeping the relative proportion of the various ingredients constant, the quantity of the mud plBBter 
can be varied to suit individual requirements such as the area to be plastered and the thickness of t.he plRBter. 
For ordinary pl88tering of kacha walls and roofs a layer of l inch is quite sufficient. For plsstering water 
courses or tanks for storing water a layer 1 inch t·hick is recommended. 

The surface to which the plaster is to be applied should be thoroughly wetted immediately before apply
ing the plaster. During summer when the plaster is likely to dry up quickly, a gentle spray of water given 
occasionally impi'Oves t.he quality of the plaster by preventing rapid drying. Plastering of the sides of old 
water courses that have developed silt berms requires careful examination of the type of silt and the side 
slopes. 

DR. MoKENZLE·TAYLOR said figures of cost of this plaster were not available. 
Dealing with the detection of cavities under weirs Dr, McKenzie-Taylor said the method he employe<i 

depends on the principle of the seismograph. The Boor is given an artificial impa<'t and the vibrations are 
r6<'orded photographically. 

DB. llfoKENZIE-TAYLOR passed round vibrometer photographs taken at Rasul which illustrated that 
the apparatus in its present form is able to indicate a fairly large cavity under a floor. 

MB. H. S. KAHAI referred to the examination of the Mississippi River data in the .light of the slope-dis· 
charge-silt formula of the Punjab Research Institute, and enquired whether it was likely that Sind data would 
show the same agreement. 

DR. McKENZIE-TAYLOR expressed an opinion that 88 the Sind silt w88 very fine, cohesion would probably 
enter and upset the relationship. 

MR. GERALD LACEY enquired from Dr. McKenzie-Taylor whether the lowest average diameter of the 
silt particle dealt with in the Punjab experiments was not of the order of 0 · 20 mm., and wRa informed that 
this was so, the diameter of the particles in the watercourses being of the order of 0·10 m.m. Jllr. Lacey 
remarked that from his study of the subject the law changed when the average diameter of the silt particle 
was less than 0· 20 m.m. and this was due to cohesion of the particles. Dr. Chatley had recently drawn atten
tion to this feature of very fine silt. 

In reply to a question on the model of the river above Khanki Headworks Dr. McKenzie-Taylor said 
that the model c4scharge was 70 cusecs. · 

DR. MoKENzm-TAYLOR explained the method of measuring uplift pressures on capillary tank models 
of weirs. A micromanometer was used so that considerable accuracy was obtained in reading the pressures. 
The results by this method agreed within I per cent. with the electrical and hydraulic methods. 

An item not mentioned in the· summary was briefly referred to by Dr. JllcKenzie-Taylor; the experi· 
ments on the Pakpattan Link (Haveli Project) trial falls. These three falls were designed by lllr. Kanwar 
Sain of the Central Designs· Office,· Mr. Monte.gu and Mr. Inglis respectively. They each take a maximum 
discharge of 700 cusecs. The falls as constructed were reproduced in models and tested. From the point 
of view of hed scour, side erosion', and coefficient of discharge, the Inglis fall gave the best results. The models 
of the other two designs were then modified and results comparable to the Inglis results were obtained except 
that the coefficients of discharge were lower.· There was no bed scour or side erosion with the Inglis fall. 

Questioned on the work of the land reclamation section Dr. McKenzie-Taylor said that sodium sul
phate was the main salt in the Punjab soils. 

DR. MoKENZIE-TAYLOR stated that when sand existed below the soil crust, it was easy to wRah out salts 
and thereafter there was little tendency for these salts to reappear as evidenced by tests on 8 feet soil crusts 
extending over 8 years. He quoted a case where a 3 feet ~oil nrust, the bottom of which touched the water
table, gave a higher yield of wheat than the average and also higher than the surrounding area. lila. N. B. 
Gadre enquired whether the effect of washing was rapid and Dr. McKenzie-Taylor said it was, provided that 
leguminous crops followed the process. 

MR. N. B. GADRE said that in Bombay rice crops had not been successful for redamation and sugarcane • 
was better. In reply Dr. McKenzie-Taylor informed him that rice had been found best in the Punjab and 
suggested that soil conditions in Bombay were not so bad as in the Punjab. Land which has been a long 
time under " Thur " takes longer to reclaim. ' 

Dealing with the effect of rainfall on the negative pressure in soil, DB. ll!cKENZIE-TAYLO~ said. that 
there was a big response in a well level to the first rainfall, but practically no responqe to the thtrd ramfall 
He said that rain affected a well very rapidly owing to the release of the negative pressure even when the 
well was 40 feet deep. · 

MB. A. R. THOMAS referred to the fu.ll report of the Punjab Irrigation Research Institute• wher3in, in 
l!onnection with the River Chenab model, it is stated that after 3 trials with time scales It hours, 3 hours 
and 4l hours S 1 month, the last was chosen as most suitable as a cut in the upstream bela developed at a 
corresponding rate. , 

It would be of value if figures of comparative bed scour and deposition of silt were giye~~:. It !s found 
at the Poona Station that. bank scour in models may be very rapid and irregular, due to artliictallaymg ~m
pared with natural deposition. The time scales adopted in Poona are based not on the rate of bank erosaon, 
which can be controlled by the intermixing of clay, but on the rate of bed scour, and shoaling of bed material 
given approximately by the ratio L-5cale/V-scale, when the silt is the same. 

In the case of the Chenab model this works out at 1/:16 or 20 hours S 1 month compared with 4f hours 
adopted. 

MR. THOMAS, drew attention to the statement in the fuJI report of the Punjab Irrigation Research ID;Bti• 
t ute that the time scale for the Panjnad model was 1 hourS I month. In this model he noted that the obJect 
was concerned with bank scour, but suggested that the time scale might be insufficient for correct reproduc· 
tion of bed changes. 

The Punjab Irrigation Research Institute's observations at Rasul Head works and the conclusions arrived 
at are· similar to those reached in the Sukkur Barrage experiments which are sJ.escribed in the Ann~al Reports 
of the Central Irrigation and Hydrodynamic Research Station and in Bombay P. \V. D. Tec::hnioal Papera 
·15, 46, 52 and 50. The most important factor affecting ~ilt exclusion is the curvature of the nver. 

Other factors are :-

(1) V/Vo ratio inside and outside the pocket where V =velocity; Vo =non-silting velocity which It 
is suggested is a more " basic " ratio than B, the ratio :~c=:-.•:~ of__Ev~. 

(2) method of regulation-whether "still pond " or "open Bow ". 

•Not published in this Report. 
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In ronnection with the Pnnjab Irri~ation Research !JlBtitnte's e:~:periments with spnrs 1\fn. 'l'uor.u.B 
"""""'ted that the reomlt• '?btained, th<:mgh of ~eat in.terest and particular application in the case concerned 
are not of general applieabon uni<Ba d•achatg'e '". co~1dered as a factor. The placing of spu~ must depen~, 
on the natural meander length of the channel wh1eh 1s approximatelv oo yQ. Thus, the flow hnes shown m 
the photos differ in the case of l = 700', d = 2,000' from that of l =500;; d= 1,500', th<'ugh the lf-1 ratio is nearly 
erjual. 

It would therefore be of value if tho discharge of the model during the tedts were stated, and also the 
ratioslfvQ and d/v'Q· 

JI.IB LACEY, referring to the statement on page 13 that the P-Q and R-Q relation.~hips derived from 
obRervations on regime sites in othe~ c,nnal syste'?s held well for channels in the Gujranwala Division, 
enquired if this was the result of stat••tlcal analys•~ and was answered in the affirmative. 

DR. N. K. BosE here interjected that the relationBhipa seemed to hold for regime and non-regime chan· 
nels. 

MR. LACEY pointed out that whether thEI rolationships held for regime sites only, or for both regime 

sites and ~on-regime site~. t.ho important point to tflmomber waR that the two equationa-P oo Q J and R co Ql 
wlwn solved for V and R led to the simple dynamic relationship Y oo Ri which he had previou,.Jy 
put forW<Lrd. and was glad to see confirmed. 

Mn. H. S. KAIIAI informed the Committee that in Sind they had examples of bores in which the w!lter 
rtBhod up when the soil crust was pierced just as those reported by the Punjab Irrigation Research I11Btitute. 

· In Sind also their conditions af(l'eed with the Punjab in that the greatest variations in salt content in an 
un.irrig •• ted area occur in the top five feet of the soil cru;~t, In Sind also soil profiles of high and low salt 
co,., tent can occur side by aide showing that the lateral movement of salt is small while the vertical move· 
ment may be large. 

:\In. KAIHI on the subject of silt sampling mentioned some drawbacks in the Puri Siltometer such as 
a silt •ample trapped in one of the cups not returning to the same cup when again passed through the verti-
cal tube, and the obstrnction caused by the cone at the base of the vertical tube. _ 

Dn. E. l\IcKENZIE·TAYLOR referred Mr. Kahai to a note on the subject. He Eaid the Vaidhianathan 
Optkal Lever Siltometer corrects for these discrepancies. He also enquired of Mr. Kahai whether he 
s•'parnte,J particles bolow 0· 071'\ mm. in diameter before sampling with the Siltometer. Mr. Kahai said he 
rlid. 

i\ln. T. BLENCH drew attention to the statement on page 14 that Thur• had appeared in certain 
vill.l!;n~ in the Punjab, and enquired whether all these villages were within about ten miles of the 
ad,•unein::; "thur" affected areas shown on the official "thur "map showing an advancing wave of thur. 

Dn. :\IcKENZIE·TAYLOR disclaimed knowledge of the official "thur" maps. 

U!t. X. B. GADRE said that in the Deccan they had not observed the rapid fluctuation of well levels with 
rain fall and enquired whether it was possible to relate the size of soil particles with this effect 
of well" recording pressure and not water table. 

Dn. l\IcKEN7.IE·TAYLOR replied that it was not possible, and that the controlling factor was depth of 
soil crust. 

• Land with high salt content usually sodium chloride or sowum sulphate, 



SU~1MARIZED REPORT OF THE DEVELOPMENT AND RESEARCH DIVISION, 
SIND, 1938-39. 

1. During the year under report the work of the Development and Research 
Division was carried out under the following heads :-

A. Model experiments. 
B. Analysis of hydraulic data in connection with Lacey's silt theory. 
C. Experiments in connection with silt survey of channels :-

ti) Channels taking off on the Left Bank of River Indus immediately upstream 
of the Lloyd Barrage. 

{ii) Channels taking off the North Western Canal at Khirthar Head R. D. 
180,000. 

D. Field experin1ents to determine the value of coefficient ' C ' used in the desion 
of falls in the broad crested weir formal Q=C. L. H.312. e 

E. Experiments to determine absorption and evaporation losses in water courses 
passing through typical soils in Sind. 

F. Experiments to determine requirements of water for various irrigation units. 
G. Miscellaneous. 

. A.-1\IODEL EXPERIMENTS. 

2. Before describing the new work done during the year, it is proposed to comment 
on the results of working of some of the regulators modified as a result of model t<'sts, 
described in the last annual report. 

3. PirsMr Regulator over Dadu Canal R. D. 250,026.-The scour hole below the 
regulator showed considerable improvement in silting. 

4. Head Regulator over Pinyari Canal.-The scour hole which was 16 feet deep silted 
up to a depth of 12 feet in one season. 

5. Naundero Fall Regulator over Rice Canal R. D. 190,340.-A 12 feet deep scour 
hole silted up to a depth of 6ft. in one season as a result of modifications carried out on 
this regulator. 

The following model experiments were performed during the year:-
6. Experiments in connection with the propos.ed double acting R. C. C. sluice in 

Ghoraghat 8und at Mile 0/2 in Begari Canals Division.-Experiments were propos<'d on 
a R. C. C. Sluice from Unerwah for flooding a 13 sq. mile compartment of an average 
depth of about 6 ft. in 45 days by means of the sluice referred to above, diseharging 
550 cusecs. -

· The object of the experiment was to determine :--

(a) The design of protection for the sluice on the compartment side while filling 
the compartment, with water level in Unerwah at R. J,. 227 · 4, the water 
level in t.he compartment which would be empty, gradually rising to 
R. L. 227 ·14. 

(b) The design of protection of sluice on the Unerwah side, while emptying out 
the accumulated water from the compartment through R. C. C. Sluice 
into the Unerwah with water level in the compartment at 227 ·14 and that 
in Unerwah at R. I,. 218·1. 

A model 1/18th the full size was constructed for an equivalent discharge of 2273 
cusecs in Unerwah. 

As a result of a large number of experiments suitable protections both on the com
partment side and the Unerwah side were determined. 

, 7. Experiments in connection with the scou1· hole below Tan do Allallyar Regulator on 
Nasir Branch Ex. Rohri Canal.-TniB Regulator started giving trouble from the very 
start. At first sides scoured below the end of downstream protection: These were 
pitched dry for 150' on both sides. This resulted in bed scour below Tarungars in a 
length of about 150'. Eventually model tests were undertaken by this Division at the 
request of the Executive Engineer. · 

A model1fl5th the full size was constructed for an equivalent full supply discharge 
of 1368 CU&CQS. 
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A 11eries of experiments were performed and the best conditions for minirimru scour 
with the existing downstream divergence of 1 in 4 were obtained with the following 
modifications :-

(1) Two rows of staggered blocks equivalent to 3'-7~· in length, 15" in width 
and 27" in height above the pavement level spaced 22l* apart at 16'-7" 
and 20'-4" from the nose of the pier (prototype dimensions). 

(2) Deflector 27" in height above the pavement level with its downstream side 
at the end of expansion. 

8. Experiments in connection with silting of Kur Hashim Branch.-Kur Hashim 
Branch, one of the tail channels of Ghar Branch having a common approach channel 
with Mirwah on the upstream side of Head Regulator over Chilo Branch gave trouble 
due to silting every year inspite of regrading it. At the request of the Executive Engi
neer, Rice Canal Division, a preliminary silt survey was carried out at the site, which 
showed that Kur Hashim carried a very large percentage of heavy silt and that l\Iirwah 
was free from silting trouble inspite of the fact that ~eavy silt l(ntered the common 
approach channel. 

Model experiments were therefore decided upon to remedy the unsatisfactory 'dis
tribution of silt. A geometrically similar model lfl2th the full size was constructed. 
The model was run under original conditions, and it was observed that all the bed water 
entered Kur Hashim Branch. In all about 10 alternatives were tried in the conimon 
approach channel to 1\Hrwah and Kur Hashim to arrive at a proportional silt draw off 
between the channels. 

The final modifications recommended for full supply conditions resulted in the dis
tribution of silt between Chilo Branch, Kur Hashim and l\Iirwah in the proportion of 
46, 25 and 29 per cent respectively which was nearly proportional to the discharge drawn 
by the respective channels. 

!l. Experiments in connection with the proposed Head Regulator over Col. Fife's Channel. 
--fhe Superintending Engineer, Northern Sind Circle desired model experiments to be 
carried out on a model of Col. Fife's Regulator, which had been designed to carry a dis
eharge of 2225 cusecs with 8 spans of 8·5 ft. each. The experiments were therefore 
performed to determine the kind and extent of downstream protection required which 
would result in no scour and uniform distribution of velocities at the normal section on 
the downstream when the regulator gates worked under-shot, with a maximum cut-
off of 8ft. · ' 

A model l/12th the full size was constructed. The loss of head observed for an 
equivalent discharge of 2282 cusecs with winding pitching and 2231 with vertical sides 
on the downstream was 0· 20' and 0· 28' respectively as against 0· 25' designed. 

It was, however, thought necessary to reduce the spans from 8 to 6. The crest 
level was accordingly lowered by · 85 ft. and upstream returns were curved. Tests were 
carried out with different modifications both with winding pitching and vertical walls 
on the downstream. 

In all 26 experin1ents were performed and the following alternative was finally 
adopted, with the downstream pavement level at R. L. 194· 9 and the downstream glacis 
extending in an equivalent length of 51· 25 ft. from the end of crest. 

( 1) Downstream divergence 1 in 27 · 6 with winding pitching. 
(2) A deflector at the end of pacca pav~ment equivalent to 1· 3' in height, 1· 5' 

in width at an equivalent distance of 85·15' from the downstream noses of 
piers. 

There was no scour at the end of pacca pavement with the above modifications and 
the loss of head with F. S. L. upstream and downstream was equivalent to 0· 09' on the 
prototype. 

10. Experiments in connection with the proposed additions and alterations to the u•eir 
at the tail of Baghar New Cut.-The experiments on the outfall were carried out last year 
with the minimum tide le., el at R. L. 2 · 0 on the downstream of the weir. It was, how
ever, found during the last inundation season when the weir was worked with the 
suggested modifications that the minimum tide level was of the order of about R. L. 
2 · 0. The difference of 4 ft. in the lowest tide levf'l shifted the position of the stsmding 
wave lower down, which formed on the tarungars, resulting in a considerable scour on the 
downstream. The Executive Engineer, Karachi Canals Division requested for the model 
tests to be carried out for the following conditions :-

Discharge. 
App. W. L. up-stream W. L. down. 

of weir. stream of weir. 

1. 2100 cuseos 9·00 3·50 
2. 1600 cusec!! 8·50 3·00 
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A model lfloth the full size was constructed with the original conditions which 
existed before the commencement of the last inundation season. 

The model was run with an equivalent discharge of 1600 cusecs with water levels 
upstream and downstream being 8 · 9 and 3 · 0 respectively. Standing wave was observed 
to form at an equivalent distance of 60' from the upstream face of returns and this tallied 
exactly with that observed on the prototype, confirming the model tests. 

The pavement on the downstream was subsequently lowered to R."L. -2· 0 and 
various alternatives were tried. In all 38 experiments were performed and the following 
modifications gave the best results. 

( 1) A baffie equivalent to I· 06' in height and 2 · 0' in width was removed from its 
original position and fixed at an equivalent distance of 28 ft. from the 
foot of the weir. -

(2) Another baffie equivalent to I· 2' in height and I· 0' in width was fitted on the 
lowered pavement at an equivalent di~>tance of l5H from the foot of glacis. 

II. Experiments in connection wit!£ the silting of Choi Branch .. -Choi Branch takes 
off upstream ofth~ Head Regulator over the Begari Canal and flows during the inundation 
season only. There was reduction of discharge due to silting of the Branch. :Model 
experiments were therefor«;) undertaken to exclude excessive quantity of heavier grade 
of silt entering Choi Branch. ' 

-, 

A modell/24th the full size was constructed and it was run with full supply discharge 
and full supply levels upstream and downstream under original conditions. The obser
vations showed that about 28 per cent of bed water entered Choi Branch which norntally 
should not have exceeded 10 per cent., if the silt were divided proportionately to the 
discharges drawn by the Begari Canal and Choi Branch at their heads. Water level 
upstream was raised to H.)!'. L. thus maintaining a cut off of 8' on the prototype. The 
percentage of bed water entering Choi Branch was reduced from 28 to 6· 6 per cent. 
This was further confirmed .from the L-Sertions of the Choi Branch which showed that 
the maximum silting took place in the beginning of July when there was practically no 
cut-off at the head. 

In all20 experiments were carried out with different lengths of divide wall and angles 
of offtake of the approach channel to the Choi Branch. The best results were obtained 
when about 12 · 5 per cent. of the bed water entered the Choi Branch as c,ompared to 28 
per cent. which entered originally. To confirm these results a measured quantity of 
silt was injected in the approach channel. The model was run for an equivalent period 
of 72 hours on the prototype until almost all the silt was washed down. Silt obtained 
from Choi Branch was 10· 7 per cent of the total collected from all the channels. Thus 
the results obtained with silt injection more or less agreed with those obtained by means 
of current indicators. 

12. Experiments in connection with the silting of Jamrao Canal.-The Jamrao Canal 
which carries a discharge of about 3,000 cusecs was free from silt trouble upto 1933, 
when it started silting a little after the opening of the Lloyd Barrage and has continued 
to silt since then. 

The silting has been attributed to one or both of the following causes :-

(1) The canalization of the Eastern Nara and its subsequent running with a 
steeper gradient than before, picking silt from its bed resulting in an 
increase in the silt charge. 

(2) The change in the position at which the Jamrao approach channel originally 
took off from the Eastern Nara. It was considered that the relative lay
outs of the approach channels to the J amrao and the Eastern N ara before 
1932 were favourable to the former as it took off on the concave side of the 
curve, thereby drawing a very large portion of top water which was less 
charged with silt. 

Model experiments were therefore proposed to find out the best alignment of the 
approach channel and suggest means which would reduce the silt trouble in the Jamrao 
Canal and its offtakes. 

A distorted model with a horizontal scale ratio of 1/64 and a vertical scale ratio 1/1 a 
was constructed, representing a little over a mile lengtlt of tl1e prototype equivalent 
to about 100 ft. on the model. 

In all 37 experiments were performed '~ith rigid and semi-rigid models and these 
included two proposals by the Superintending Engineer, Eastern Sind Cirde for reducing 

· silt trouble in the J amrao. The percentage of bed water entering tl1e J amrao for original 
conditions was 40 · 3 per cent. 
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Aiternative No. I of the Superintending Engmeer, Eastern Sind Circie, which coil• 
sisted of a vertical divide wall equivalent to 431) ft. in length was then tried. This 
gave 31 per cent. bf bed water entering tho Janu·ao approach as against 40· 3 before. 

A new approach to the Jamrao Head Regulator taking off a little below the com
mencement of the concave side of the curve, was tried which gave quite satisfactory 
results as only 18 per cent. of bed water entered the Jamrao. 

The alternative No. II of the ~uperintencling Engineer, Eastern Sind Circle, was 
abo tried in which the nose had been pushed up and the channel widened on tho right 
side, immediately upstream of the nose. The results were unsatisfactory, as the 
percentage of bed water entering the Jarurao approach increased to 32 · 5 per cent. 

Lastly the above modifications were tried with the cutting on the right side omitted. 
The percentage of bed currents entering the J amrao was 30 · 6 as against 40 · 3 per cent 
under the original conditions. The improvement thus affected worked out to the tune 
of 25 per cent. 

The Superintending Engineer considered that the improvement resu~ting i~ the 
reduction of silt entering the Jamrao to the extent of 25 per cent. was qUite satiSfac
tory. He therefore approved of the last modification of pushing up the nose without 
cutting the right side, which was recomQlended for final adoption. 

It is proposed to carry out the silt survey of channels at the Jamrao Head after the 
construction of the nose as proposed above to determine the improvement effected. 

B.-ANALYSIS OF HYDRAULIC DATA IN OONNEOTION WITH LAOEY'S SILT THEORY. 

13. Silt and discharge observations were continued on 6 sites of Rohri Canal System 
during the year under report. About 12 observations were recorded and the data 
analysed. Four out of six sites showed a tendency either to silt or scour. 

There was considerable variation in the two silt factors fd and f3 given by fd =9·4 
v'd (d=dia. in inches) and f3=89"41 Q1/ 10 S3/5, 

f3 however was more or less constant after 5th and 6th observation for all sites 
except one. The two regime criteria P=2•67Q~ and V =16· VR2S varted con
siderably even for the two sites which had a fairly stable bed. 

Since four out of six sites did not show a steady bed, and the remaining two, 
though stable, clid not conform to the Lacey's regim~ criteria, the silt and discharge 
observations on the Rohri Canal system were discontinued. 

C.-EXPERIMENTS IN OONNEOTION WITH THE SILT SURVEY OF CHANNELS. 

( 1) Channels tc,king off on the Left Bank of River Indus immediately upstream of the Lloyd 
Barrage. 

14. The State Engineer, Khairpur State, apprehended that the silting ofKhairpur 
Feeders, East and \Vest, was due to excessive silt charges being drawn by these canals 
hom the River Indus. He called for an opinion from this Division. A simultaneous 
silt survey of Khairpur Feeders and the adjoining canals was suggested, to which he 
agreed. 

'l'wo sets of observations one in abkalani and the other in cold weather were taken 
and the results analysed as under :-

1. that Khairpur Fesder East carried.the maximum silt charge of 1693 grains, 
eft., which was slightly in excess of its due-share of silt in proportion to its 
discharge; 

2. that the average weighted mean dia. of bed silt samples was highest for Eastern 
N ara with Khairpur Feeder East as a very close second ; · 

3. that th~ average weighted mean dia. of silt in suspension was highest fo!' 
Kharrpur Feeder East with Eastern Nara as a close second; 

4. that the Khairpur Feeder West carried the lowest silt charge of 1360 grains 
per eft.,, which was less than its due share of silt and the average weighted 
mean clia. both for bed and suspension silt were also the minimum. 

'l'he cold weather observations showed enormous variation in the silt content of 
water during the abkalani and cold weather seasons. No useful conclusions could there
fore be drawn from cold weather observations due to silt charge being very small. 

According to another set of silt observations carried out by the Barrage Division in 
May 1938, silt charge carried by different channels was as under:-

Eastern Nnra 1678 grains/eft, 
Rohri Canal 1661 grains/eft. 
Khairpur Feeder East 1652 grainsjcft. 
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lt "ill be seen that the silt eharge in each ehannei as well as between the channels 
kept on varying during different parts of the year. There wa~ thus no U}Jparent reason 
for the silting of Khairpur Feeders uule:;.s it was due to the high lands as pointed out by 
the State Engineer himself. 

(ii) Cha1111ds ta/..ing off tl1e North Western Canal at Kllirtlwr Brandt Head R. JJ. JSO,OOO. 

15. t:hahdadkot Brand1 which takes off at R. D. H:lli,OOO of the North Western 
Canal was silting l1eavily and the Exeeutivc Enginee:-, concerned uesij·eJ mod!'} experi
ments to be perfo1med. Prior to the model tests a silt survey was eonsidered necessary, 
which was carried out with a view to determine if the silti11g was actually due to the 
excee:sive quantity of silt flowing into the branch. · 

The analysis of data condusively proved that the Shahdadkot Branch was carrying 
the maximum silt charge of 1189 grains;'l'ft., and that the grade of silt in suspension and 
in bed (both total and harmful) was the coarsest of all the channels taking off at the 
point . 

. D.-FIELD EXPERIMENTS TO DETERMINE THE VALUE OF CO-EFFICIE.s'T 'C' USED L" THE 
BRO.AD CRESTED WEIR FORMULA FOR DESIGN OF FALLS. 

A reference was made by the Superintending Engineer, Rohri Canal Circle, in regard 
to the value of co-efficient·' C' used in the formula. 

Q=C.L {(H+ha )S/2_ha Sf2} 

According to his observations on certain falls in his circl~ the value of' C 'worked 
out to 2 · 8 as against 3 · 09 used in the formula. It was therefore proposed to carry out 
observations on three selected falls to determine the value of' C' in actual practice. 
Three sets of experiments were proposed with the following observations :-

(~) Simultaneous· .observations of discharges and velocity distribution both 
. upstream. and downstream of the falls for 3 days. 
(b) Observation of hydraulic gradient upstream of the fall. 
(c) Observation of water profiles along abutments and end peirs. 

E.-EXPERDIENTS TO nETERJ\fL~E .A.BSORPTIOY .AND EVAPORATIOX LOSSES IX WATER
COURSES PASSING THROUGH TYPICAL SOU..S IX SIXD • 

.A brief outline of the work was given in the last yea1·'s report. About ~ water
courses with discharges varying between 2 · 0 to 3· 7 cusecs were selected ori~inal!y, but 
later on 3 were rejected and the observations confined to 5 water cour:;es only. The 
number of observations was also reduced from 12 to 2. 

The results showed that the total absorption and evaporation losses varied from 2 · 2 
to 4· 6 cusecs per millibn sq. ft. of wetted perimeter. It has, however, not been possible 
to correlate the seepage losses with discharge, depth, temperature or the texture of 
silt particles collected from the bed of watercourses due to insufficient data. Percentage 
losses in the watercourses and the loss per mile of a watercourse worked out as under :-

1. The average percentage loss in a watercourse about 3! miles long for an 
average discharge of 2 · 48 cusecs was 14 · 9 per cent. 

2. The average loss in discharge per mile worked out to 3 · 8 per cent. 

Sub-soil water levels were also recorded on either side of the wat.ercours~. The 
sections showed the presence of a hump in three out of the four watercourses for which 
the levels were observed. In the fourth also there was a very steep gradient of nearly 
1 in 500 in one direction, which indicated the possibility of a source of supply higher up 
or from the bed of the watercourse to the water table. 

F.-EXPERIMENTS TO DETERMINE REQUIREMENTS OF W.ATER FOR VARIOUS IRRIGATION 
UNITS. 

It has been proposed to perform experiments to determine the requirements of 
water for different irrigation units, by direct measurement as under :-

(1) to determine the quantity of water necessary to water to a fixed depth 
l/4, 1J2, 3/4 and 1 acre plots in rectangulated lands and in a survey 
number of say 4 acres in a non-rectangulated area; 

(2) to determine the quantity of water required to flood adjacent plot& having tho 
same area to the same tlepth through the plots as in ( 1) above by cutting 

the common bannas at one or two places. The object of the experiment 
is to know the relative quantities of water required for flooding an area 
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directly from a watercourse and through an irrigated fieid. The quantity 
of water is to be measured by means of a previously calibrated sharp 
crested weir. 

After a lapse of 30 days from the lst set of experiments, another set will be started, 
to see if the results obtained in the first set are confirmed. 

In addition to this, moisture content of soil samples obtained from bore holes sunk 
10ft. deep before and after the flooding, will also be determined. 

G.-1\liSOELLANEOUS. 

In addition to the work described above, miscellaneous work in the shape of advice 
in rc11ard to the design of new and remodelling of existing structures and channels, 
analysis of data for pressure pipes for the Lloyd Barrage floor etc. was carried out during 
the year. 
· The usual work of chemical analysis of soil and water samples and mechanical 

analysis of silt samples was carried out at the Research Laboratory at Kotri. 

DISCUSSION BY 9TH RESEARCH CO:\IMITTEE, JULY 1939. 

:Mn. A. R. THOMAS drew attention to the expe~imcnts on scour be~ow. the T!'ndo ~llahyar Regulator, and 
1mquired wh£"ther the cause of scour was the one-sided flow due to 2 distributaries taking off on the upstream 
loft bank, or whether it persisted even when these were closed. 

Ratio of height of blocks to depth of flow ia 1/4•3'. This height was necessary to force the flow to follow 
tho expansion, and agreed with the ratio 1/4 found to be the optimum ratio in divergence experiments at 
l'oona. 

I~otachs downstream were,. however, abnormal, the velocity being high at the sides. Were measures 
tt~kon for correcting this (e.g. side deflectors) as otherwise bank scour would be .expected f 

1\La. H. S. KAuAI said tho scour was due to one sided flow. Although tho isotachs downstream in the 
modt•l were not entirely satisfactory, the improvement was nevertheless considerable, and as the banks were 
pitclwd, further measur<.'s w<.'re not taken. 

1\[n. THOMAS referred to Plate 15 of the full report*, and said the final isotachs in the model tests for addi· 
tion~ ami alterations to thtl weir at the tail of Bhaghar New Cut were not very satisfactory. He enquired 
whother Mr. Kahai had t.ried different heights and positions of baflles to improve this, and suggested that a 
tlotleutor at the downstream end of the pavement might improve conditions. 

1\[n. KAHAI replied in the negative, and added that with the isotachs shown the flow was sweet, there 
hoing no scouring of bed or banks. 

l\1~. THOMAS pointed out that it appeared fr<_>m the photographs on shoe~ 5 and 6 of the full report•, in 
eonnection with the group of regulators at the tail of Ghar Branch, that the stdes and bed of the model were , 
rigid. Was there a pavement in the prototype at offtake f The shape of the bed would probably be changed 
by the changes tested, viz., scour and shoaling, and this would influence the results. 

Mn. KAllAl re~lied that all their experiments were with rigid models as it was found that with mobile 
beds the silt got miXed up with the water. 

Referring to the model experiments in connection with the proposed Head Regulator over Colonel Fife's 
Channel, Mr. Thomas asked what a~curacy was expected ~ figur~ of loss of head, as these were very small in 
tho model. Was V energy taken mto account f The tsotachs m plate 13(3) are rather distorted. This 
nlturnative might lead to bank scour downstream. Alternative III(b) gives best V distribution of the a. 

Ma. 'l'HOMAS quoted from the full report, o~ th~ Jamrao Canal Model, "The flatness of the gradient 
was attributed to smootlmess of the model, resultmg man extremely low value of" Nm "t which worked out 
to 0·0068 on the model as against the value of 0·0204 for the prototype." Mr. Thomas asked how velocity 
hend was taken into account when calculating gradient. 

1\IR. KAHAI said that Nm= ·0068 (Manning) was based on surface measurement, to which Mr. Thomas 
responded that this might result in error. 

l\In. THOMAS said that he was unaware that such a low value of Nm was obtainable, even with completely 
smooth boundaries. 

MR. G~D LAc~ observed that with smooth turbulent flow, such as occurred in smooth pipes when 
Reynolds critical velocity was exceede~, but roughn.ess h~d not begun to take effect, it was possible to obtain 
a value of N m as low as 0 · 0068, but this was a nommal value, and as a fact was unconnected with roughness. 

The low value showed that there was smooth turbulent flow in the model, and rough turbulent flow in the 
prototype. 

In reply to a question from Dr. N. K. Bose, Mr. Kahai said they obtained their bed velocity directions 
from pieces of thread attached to wires, the water being clear. 

Replying to " question on the experiments to determine absorption losses in water courses Mr. Kahal 
said that he used weirs which had been volumetrically calibrated. These weirs were all of the same size 
and had the same approaches. ' 

Mr. T. Blench asked whether the kind of soil had been noted, and whether day losses differed from night 
losses. 

MR. KAllAl said that the type of soil was noted, and the moisture content. He had observed no difference 
between day and night losses. 

*Not included in this Report. 

t From the formula V= 1 " 48~1 g1, 
Nm 
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SUMMARIZED REPORT OF THE POONA IRRIGATION AND RESEARCH 
DIVISION, 1938-39. 

Since the last Irrigation Research report was introduced in July 1938, the name of 
the research division has changed from "Irrigation Research Division" to "Poona. 
Irricration and Research Division", as a result of that Division taking up th~ running 
aw;inistration work on the Mutha Canals and the Khadakvasla Dam. 

2. The Government of Bombay have in March 1939 accepted several recommenda
tions of the Irrigation Jnquii·y Committee, who, under the Chairmanship of Sir M. 
Visveswaraya, K.C.T.E., LL.D., had submitted their report in May 1938. Naturally 
many changes of far-reaching i~nportance will soon take place in. the irri~ati~n o:u~l~ok 
and administration of the Provmce, and the field of research earned out m this D1v1ston 
is bound to be affected. Points that would be receiving immediate attention are :_-

(i) Sale of irrigation water on a volufuetric basis wherever possible. 
(ii) Expedition of land drainage constructions, p,nd the search for cheaper 

methods of drainage. 
(iii) Encouragement to cane even in soils where a porous substratum is not met 

within 8 ft., as with volumetric water supply there is every hope of such 
irrigation being practised without harm to the lands. 

Regarding (i), the Irrigation Inquiry Committee have expressed an opinion that 96 
inches of water would be the approximate average requirement of a sugarcane crop and 
as Rs. 45 per acre is the present cane rate on an acreage basis, negotiations with impor
tant consumers are in progress o:n the basis of Rs. 45 per 96 acre-inches. Regarding 
(ii), nala-grading will be resorted to in addition to regular drainage schemes, and by dis
couraging the growth of bullrush and preventing surface water stagnation, the former is 
likely to be of considerable help in restricting and reducing the damaged area. Regarding 
(iii), effect of concentrated patches of cane in deep areas on soil condition and subsoil 
water level is being observed. 

3. The research work done by this Division in the efiluent zone has been effective in 
establishing the usefulness of efiluent irrigation as a scheme of agricultural welfare, and 
not only as an alternative method of sewage disposal. Another city in the Province is 
now contemplating the introduction of effluent irrigation in preference to chemical 
methods of sewage disposal. 

4. A copy of the Research Programme presented at the last year's meeting is 
already available with all members. As an amount of research work done by this 
Division is very closely related with agricultural subjects, research programmes 
(including the one under report) are scrutinised by a "Co-ordination Committee" to 
avoid duplication of work. As a result of consequent delay, work on some of the items 
had to be postponed or dropped. The exact manner in which the 26 items mentioned in 
the programme were disposed can be seen from allocation given on page 27. 25 
Notes showing details of work done during the year follow in pages 9 to 84 and a sum
mary is given at pages 4 to 8. In paras. 5 to 8 below, attention is drawn to points of 
special importance. 

5. Rotational running of canals, in addition to eradicating weeds in canals as des
cribed in Note No.2, results in systematising and regularising irrigation and lowering of 
subsoil water levels, as the dry periods avoid waste and help draining of substrata. 
With waste avoided, improvement of duties is but natural. When water is sold on a 
volumetric basis, the onus of its economy will shift from Government to the irrigator, 
?'nd duties are bound to improve very remarkably. The large amount of waste involve.d 
m present methods is evident from details of crop requirements in Note No. 7. It IS 

well known that canal water taken for sugarcane in twelve months even by so-called 
advanced irrigators is over 150 acre-inches at present, whereas experiments show the 
need of only about 80. 

6. Note No. 3 indicates the great ·difference in the drainincr capacity of different 
~ateri.als and justifies the stress laid by this Division on the pierc~g ofl\Ian and l\1urum 
m W:amage sche~es: The necessity of restricting cane in catchments which have ~o 
perviOus strata wtthm a reasonable depth is also obvious. Results in Note No. 4 wtll 
affect the capacity of pipe drains as irrigation from ridge to valley causes greater fluctua
tion of drainage discharges. 

7. This Division aims at control of waterlogging and damage by restricting cane in 
each sub-catchment to suitable intensities, based on the nature and topography of soils 
and sub-soils which have been mapped out in detail. But where reasonable intensities 
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have to be exceeded, ns in the case 0f Sugar Companies, artificial land drainage is inevit
nblc. The same is the case where old irrigation has resulted in extensive damage. lVhere 
lands have been damaged for a number of years, simple drainage cannot improve them and 
artificial reclamation must be resorted to. Irrigators have not yet commenced to work 
on tlus conclusion hut sugar companies arc gradually taking to it. Experiments so far 
carried out by this Division indicate that leaching must be done where salt is in excess of 
2 per cent, but with less salt, Dhaincha as a green manure crop followed by hardy varie
ties (C0-290, C0-419 and C0-417) of sugarcane will bring about the desired effect. If 
the soil is not only salt-affected but also sodiumised, addition of gypsum is the best treat
ment. All other treatments arc costlier, either in cash expenditure or in time lost. 
The amount of gypsum to be added will vary from I to 3 tons as pH value of the soil 
Bample varies from 8·5 to 9·5, with salt content brought down below 0·7 per cent.
by dilution. Rice has repeatedly failed in the Deccan areas as a reclamation crop as 
it cannot estatlish itself. 

8. Prejudices of irrigators against effluent have now almost completely worn out, 
due to systematic experimental work and actual experience in the field higher and pro
longed doses of' N' are no longer resented, and often are they requested for. Note 
No. 21 011ens a new field for practical application, and acreage under IS months' cane 
plantation (i.e., Adsali) with its high yields is likely hereafter to spread in the effluent 
zone, as it has done on other Deccan Canals. Notes No. 18 to 20 indicate varieties that 
will bring maximum profits to the cultivators under water and manure conditions 
obtaining in the efiluent zone, where effluent irrigation for sugarcane is compulsory and 
where effluent is most available in Rabi and Hot \Veather and less so in the Monsoon. 
The hardiness and yield of C0-419 is of special interest as this variety is capable of 
being crushed with an ordinary bullock crusher which is commonly used by small 
irrigators. 



SUMMARY OF RESULTS. 

I. UNDER HYDRODYN.Al\IICS. No~ 
No. 

()3 · 8 lbs. per c. ft. was found to be the maximum density (at 4°C) of silty water met 
with in a Deccan river in heavy floods . . . . . . 

'l'he efficacy of repeated canal closures in weed eradication has once more Lccu 
proved on the Mutha Right Bank Canal • • • • • 2 

II. UNDER SOIL HYDRAULICS. 

The unsuitability of K/A observations as a reliable measure of permeability has 
been demonstrated by hundreds of observations systematically taken. It has 
been shown that ! . ~ will be a be~ter index than simple KfA. Attempt 
has been made to correlate subsoil water gradient with degree of permeabi-
lity. Thus Man is 120 times as pervious as Chopan and Murum 320 times :~ 

The curve of discharge percolating to the nala under different systems of irrigation 
has been studied in a model. With irrigation going from valley to ridge, . the 
volume of drainage rises suddenly and falls slowly. With irrigation proceeding 
in the reverse direction, the rates of rise and fall are symmetrical. The limits 
of fluctuation are ± 28 per cent in the second case but only ± 17 per cent. in the 
first one, though average is naturally the same in both cases . • • . 4 

III. UNDER EcoNOMY OF WATER. 

Evaporation from surface of Murum Black soil was not found to depend on the 
salinity of subsoil water or on the stiffness ofthe soil. In pots kept above ground 
level it decreased from about 13 inches per month with subsoil water level at 
9" to about 5" per month with a subsoil water level at 27". From buried pots 
the evaporation was about half the above. The rate of evaporation fell consi
derably and became negligible as subsoil water level dropped from 27' to 40". 
Evaporation from a cane field was greater than that from an open .soil surface 
in a bu·ried pot even if the latter had its subsoil water level at 9" 5 

Evaporation from a cane field was always found to he less than from a plain water 
surface, and it decreased as cane grew older and shielded the field more 
effectively . 6 

Water actually required for a sugarcane crop was worked out with a view to ascertain 
the excess of water that 'is beiug given unnecessarily under the present method. 
The results were inconclusive • • • ._ • . • • • 7 

IV. UNDER CONTROL OF DAMAGE. 

Salinity of subsoil water was found to depend more on the soil profile type than on 
the relative position of a bore between the ridge and the valley. Salinity in 
all profile types in the catchment under observation was found to be decreasing 
year after year .on account of the continuous leaching of salts to the nala 8 

Chopan Black soil was .found to leach better under heavy irrigation than under light 
irrigation . • • • • . • • • • • • • 9 

v. UNDER RECLAMATION. 

162 inches of continuous flooding carried out in 4 months (including evaporation) 
reduced the salt content in the surface 2 ft. from 3 per· cent. to I per cent. 
pH values also decreased near the surface ; but they increased below the first 
foot • . • • • • . • • . • . . 10 

Dhaincha was found to resist and improve lands more effectively than rice. The 
latter is almost useless as a reclamation crop. Where even Dhaincha cannot 
germinate, flooding must be resorted to so as to bring salt content within 
2 per cent. • • , • . . . . . . • • 11 

Molasses were found ineffective when added directly to the field. That treatment is 
even worse than useless as it spoils the texture of soil. It is proposed to try 
mixing of molasses with irrigation water . . . . • • • 12 

Indore compost was found to be more effective in reducing the pH than sheep 
manure or Farm Yard Manure. From a crop point of view, however, Farm 
Yard Manure was superior 13 

Gypsum is more effective than lime or sulphur in improving the soil condition of 
damaged lands. 'It is also cheaper and hence suitable for adoption on a large 
scale 14: 

C0-417, C0-419 and C0-290 were found to be the most suitable varieties of sugar-
cane for reclaimed lands in the Baramati Experimental Salt Area • • 15 

'l'he same results were obtained in the newly reclaimed lands at Manjri, hut the 
order of relative superiority in the three va.l'ieties was reversed. Thus, C0-2!JO 
was best, followed by C0-419 and C0-417 16 
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VI. UNDER EFFLUENT IRRIGATION. Note 
No. 

The lighter type of soil (Coarse r.Iurum soil up to Is• depth) gave increased outturn 
with pre-dosing, i.e. with etiiuent irrigation prior to plantation. In deeper 
Roils (l\Iurum B!aek soil 4' deep), POJ-2883 and Pundia gave consistently good 
results but POJ-2878 and C0-419 gave conflicting results 17 

Yields obtained from cane irrigated beyond the age of 10 months with canal water 
cffiuent, and various mixtures of the two, indicated that effiuent and canai 
water could be used in equal proportion without affecting maturity and out-
turn. This result is of particuhu· udvantage where canal water is short . 18 

Incrca;;cd out turns Wl'rc obtainable with inercascd doses of' N' in case of POJ-2878 
in Course 1\rurum t~oil. In the case of l\Iurum Black soil, however, the results 
were conflicting and a slight reduction was noticeable with higher doses. 19 

Continuation of cffiucnt after the hot weather was found to be injurious in the caso 
of C0-408, C0-417, and Pundia. It had no effect in the case of C0-411, C0-416 
and POJ-2883; whereas C0-419, POJ-2878 were positively benefited by conti-
·nuing effiucnt up to harvest · M 

CO varieties were found to be very suitable for Adsali plantation in the effluent zone, 
June phtntation yielding better results than August plantation. C0-411 yielded 
87 tons per acre with June plantation. These observations are of very great 
importance as no other varieties of cane had succeeded in this tract for Adsali. 21 

Continuous effiuent irrigation brought about a· decided improvement in the 
/ texture of :Murum Black soils . 22 

VII. UNDER DRAINAGE CONSTRUOTION. 

Temperatures of water in pipe drains remained steady between 25°C and 26°C over a 
number of months. They did not respond to the wide fluctuations 'of the atmos-
pheric temperatures outside 23 

Cement concrete pipes tested under conditions similar to those met underground in 
situ remained totally unaffected b,r such 11alt water (conductivity 4,000) as is 
expected to be flowing in drains' . . • • . . . • • ' 24 

VIII. UNDER M:rsoELLANEOus. 

The difficulty in correctly reading the soil sediment volume in the sedimentation 
tests for sodiumisation was overcome by using a centi-normal solution of KCI 
instead of distilled water for preparing soil extracts. This yields a quick method 
for estimating the degree of sodiumisation of a soil sample within about half 
an hour 25 

Di8posal of items in Resew·cll Programme (1938-39) circulated at the Research Officer's meeting 
. hela at Simla in July 1938. 

I. 16 items have been dealt with in the following notes of this report :-

Programme Item No. This report Note No. Programme Item No. This report Note No. 

I A/1 17 II B/1 3 
I A/2 18 II C/4 4 
I A/3 19 ill B/1 10 
I A/4 , ill B/2 13 
I A/5 22 ill B/3 12 & 14 
I B{I 21 ill B/4 11, 15 & 16 
II A/1 7 IV A/1 24 
II A/2 5 & 6 IV B/1 1 

II. Work on 6 items as under is yet in progress and results are not ready:-

II B/2 II Cfl ill A/1 
II B/3 II C/5 III B/5 

III. No work could be undertaken on the following items:

II A/3, II C/2, II C/3 and III Af2. 

IV. Following 6 notes appearing in this report were not on the programme :

Notes No.2, 8, 9, 20, 23 and 25. 
Total items in programme. 
Total potes m this report 
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DISCUSSION BY 9TH RESEARCH COl\IMITl'EE, JULY 1939. 

1\fn. N. B. GADRE drew the attention of the Committee to the eff!10tiveness of canal olosuroo in destroying 
wfleds. He said that the bed of the canal must be thoroughly drained when closed, and central drains w•'re 
constructed for this purpose. 

The 1\lutha ~ight ~ank C~nal which. was being ~ubjectod to the P.resont experh_nents h~d a very flat slope 
e.g. about 1 foot m 3 mtlos. Smco supphes were derived from reservmrs the water IS clear m lllarch and April 
but turbid during Monsoons. 

liiR. GADRE said that pictures showing tho type of aquatic weeds encountered are included in the full 
report of the Irrigation and Research Division, Poona, fot• 1938.39*. 

l\Ir. \V. N. McLEOD observed that the olosme method of destroying weeds could not be applied to drains 
in which for obvious reasons, flow would not be stopped . 

.IIIR. S. H. BIGSBY enquired whether tho weed nuisance oxt<'ndod t.o tho tails of the canals, and lllr. Gadro 
infm·mod him that the trouble extended to the tails but was not V<'ry bad thoro. 

1\fR. A. R. THOMAS referred to "\Vater \Veeds ami their Eradication from Canals" by l\Ir. C. C. Inglist 
and said that l\lr. Inglis' general conclusion was that Hilty water was the bPst antidote as compared with the 
closure method. 'l'he closure method was very effective but th<'ro were often practical diflioulties attending it. 

l\ln. THOMAS refened to the model experiment on tho fluctuation of sub-soil water levels and discharges 
on a drainage catchment under irrigation. Ho noted that the time scale was taken as 1 to 80, whereby a 
hours constituted a model rotation period against 10 days for the prototypo. He enquired how this time scale 
had been arrived at. 

llfR. GADRE said they fixed the time scale to suit their convenience. 
MR. THOMAS pointed out that in Mr. Gadre's full report* he (lllr. Gadre} had st-ated that in the flat de"p 

soil areas in the valleys, rain water penetrates to a certain depth during the monsoon but is then evaporated 
with the result that soluble salts liberated from the decomposition of soils are not leached down but become 
concentrated in the subsoil layers of the soil. lllr. Thomas wished to know whether this proved that salts 
originate in the soil itself and are not worked down from ridge to valley. 

llfR. GADRE replied that on the introduction of il'rigation salts are leached down by the irrigation watPr 
into the pervious sub-soil and thence to the nalas, and may thus be transferred to other soils. 

DR. E. McKENZIE-TAYLOR said that in the Punjab the normal slope of the land was 1 foot per mile· 
If the salts are leached into the pervious sub-soil they are carried away. In tho soil crust itself the salts move 
up or down according to conditions of water supply and evaporation, but there was no horizontal movement. 

1\fR. L. VENKATAKRISHNAIYER noted that Mr. Gaclre had stated that Dhaincha improved land more effl'c
tively than rice, and that the latter crop was almost useless for reclamation in the Deccan. In Madr88 eolingi 
aml pillipasara were used for reclamation, and Mr. Venkatakrislmaiyor described these crops and the methods 
of cultivating the same. 

Referring to the experiments in offiuel)-t inigation, MR. GERALD LACEY stated that the Delhi Sewage and 
\Vater Board had recently constructed·.a number of irrigation channels to make use of eftluent which would 
otherwise require to be chlorinated before discharge into the practically dry bed of the Jumna River. Mr. 
Venkatakrishnaiyer said that in Mai:l.ras for the last 40 years eftluent had been used on grass lands with the 
result that a profit was made on sewage.-

MR. GADRE, in this connection said that 200,000 people produced sufficient effiuent at present on a nitro
gen basis to suffice for 2,400 acres of sugar-cane. At present about 1,000 acres are annually grown. He 
added that a piped water .supply for drinking, etc. was essential to such schemes. 

• Not included in this Report. 
tWill eventually be published by the Central Board of Irrigation. 
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SUMMARIZEb REPORT OF UNITED PROVINCES 1?. W. D. (lRRlGATION) 
RESEARCH SECTION, 1938-39. ' 

GENERAL. 

During the year under review the entire expenditure on research was Rs. 18,487. 
Work during the year may be grouped under the following headings ; 

Canal and Gul Losses. 
Lining of Channels and Guls. 
Tube Well Investigations. 
Models. 
Silt Excluding Devices. 
Silt Observations . 
.Agricultural Co-operation. 
Miscellaneous and Advisory. 

CANAL AND GuL LossEs. 

The results of further determination of canal losses

(a) by utilizing calibrated falls. 
(b) by means of statistics. 

These two methodf~, have given results consistent with past investigations. 
Parshall Flumes have been used for determining losses. In the case of the Agra 

Park Minor readings were taken every one quarter of an hour day and night from 
8 A. r.r. on the 8th April to I A.M. on the lOth April, 1939. The loss per million 
square feet of wetted surface was 9 ·57 cusecs. • 

The observations of losses on cUltivators' channels (guls) was continued. In this 
connection the " Chicken Feed •: loss detector has proved to be highly reliable. The 
apparatus is fully described. 

LINING OF CHANNELS AND GULS. 

Further investigations have shown that the staunching obtained with Sodium 
Carbonate is not permanent and is deteriorating with time. 

Laboratory experiments have demonstrated that the dosage of ~odium Carbonate 
ehould be more than that indicated by the replaceable Calcium in the soil. 

Experiments are in progress. 
The use of molasses for staunching has been the subject of further experimentation, 

but without results. 
Experimental lining consisting of two inches of lime concrete coated with Mastic 

No. 2 is still effective after one year. . 
A further lining under observation consists of a 2-inch base of broken ballast (I inch) 

mixed with clay, and an overcoat of! inch mastic. It reduces losses by about 90 per 
cent. and costs Rs. 8-4 per one hundred square feet. 

TuBE WELL INVESTIGATIONS. 

Certain wells are read once a month for the correlation of ground water fluctuations 
with rainfall. Representative wells are equipped with six lines of observation pipes 
radiating from the well at angles of 60°. This is for the study of the sources of sub-soil 
water supply. Tests on these wells will be carried out twice a year, once in Rabi and 
once in early Kharif. 

Investigations to date show that tube well pumping has not materially changed 
the correlation between rainfall and the discharge of the Ganges at Narora.. 

MODEL :i!.:xPERIMENTl:l. 

Karon Nadi-This model was for the purpose of evolving an econc;mical design for 
a 10 feet fall (a) that would pass a flood discharge of 25,000 cusecs with a D. S. water 
cushion of 12 fe~t and (b) with a 5,000 cusecs discharge. 
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A vertical fall with an horizontal taius proved best while the best device for destroy
ing surplus energy appeared to be a cistern. Economical dimensions of the cistern are 
given. 

Combined Bridge and Fall atM. 117-5-140.-Experiments on a model were carried 
out with dentated cills and baffles. The depth of scour obtained without any device 
agreed with the prototype. The best results were obtained with a combination of two 
baffles. 

SILT SELECTIVE HEADS. 

The reversed curvature type of head known locally as the Russel head has given the 
best results. 

For estimating the efficiency of such heads, in addition to the method proposed in. 
Technicall\Iemo. No. 6, it is now proposed to use Puri's Bottle Sampler and to express 
the efficiency as the ratio of the silt loads carried by offtaking and parent channel. 

Silt sampling at the Sarda Canal Headworks was continued. The silt charge in the 
canal was found to increase with the rise in the river supplies and with the increase in the 
discharge through the barrage under-sluices. The canal water had its least silt charge 
when the barrage under-sluices were closed. 

Sn.T OBSERVATIONS. 

Bilt sa.mples from various parts of the Province were analysed with the Puri Silto
meter. 

Inconclusive results were obtained when an attempt was made to establish a rela~ 
tionship between the average <Uameter of silt particle, and the silt factor calculated from 
the hydraulic data submitted with the samples. 

The recording of canal water temperatures continued. Past records proved 
extremely valuable in the design of the cooling ponds for the proposed l\Ioradnagar 
Power House. 

AGRICULTURAL CO-OPERATION, 

Steps have been taken to start work at the Barabanki Farm on the water require· 
menta of crops under the dual supervision oflrrigation and Agricultural Officers. . 

MISCELLANEOUS AND ADVISORY. 

Deforestation and Floods.-Investigation has shown that the intensity of floods on 
the Pathri and Ranipur Roads crossing the Ganges Canal has steadily increased during 
the years 1911-38 as a result of continuous deforestation. 

Run-off from Drains.-An analysis was made of the rainfall and discharges of drain~ 
of the Lucknow Division in the Barabanki district to determine what percentage of the 
rain which falls on a given catchment is carried off by drains. It was found that excep
ting in one case of Deokali drain for which the figure worked out as high as 51 per cent. 
probably due to defective gauge reading, run-off in other drains varied from 6 per cent to 
28 per cent, average being 12 per cent. The catchment of these drains consists mostly 
of cultivated land and varies from 5 to 33 sq. miles. The average rainfall over the 
catchment for the last five years for which the figures were worked out was 40 inches. 

Calibration of FaUs.--Further calibration was done during the year. 
Meter Flumes for Canals.-1\fany enquiries were answered and designs checked. 
Evaporation from Reservoirs.-The mean evaporation per month worked out at 

6·51 inches compared with 6·62 inches last year. 
The Use of Tar for Palnting Steel Work.-Tarred surfaces exposed on the Sarda 

Barrage after two monsoons have compared very favourably with Triple A a very expen
sive paint. 

Observations are being continued. 
Dungia Feeder.-The hydraulic data of this feeder were examined and suggestions 

advanced for prevent~g the present excessive scour. 

DISCUSSION BY 9TH RESEARCH COMMITTEE, JULY 1939. 

The deterioration of sodium carbonate staunching with time discovered by the United Provinces Research 
Section provoked a question from MR. S. H. BIGSBY who enquired whether the Punjab Irrigation R&search 
Institute's methods of using sodium carbonate had been strictly adhered to. 

MR. HARTLEY replifld that he could not say off hand, but briefly the methods of laying the sodium 
carbonate were :-

(a) One pound of sodium carbonate was mixed with one gallon of water and sprayed over 20 sq. ft. 
ofthe channel bed: (b) a 0·10 per cent. solution of sodium carbonate by weight was formed 
in the water impounded in the channel and allowed to sink into the ground. (c) The material 
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forming tho bed of tho channel was r<>mo\'ed to a dPpth of six inchee and mixed with rodium 
carbonate in the proportion of 1 cwt. of sodium carbonate to 420 cubic feet of earth.• The 
mixture was then rl'placed in its former po•ition and thoroughly rammed. Only the bt>d of the 
channl'l was treated: (d) The silt !oyer on the channel Led was removed. The natural earth 
t~nder this layer w.as .then treated a• .in (c). Over tho replu,cd treated natural earth layer the 
stlt was put back m tts former posttoon aml rammed. Only tho bed was treated: (e) as in (c) 
exc£'pt that in addition tho ~ides of the cha.nnd wet'C also treated Ly filling narrow trenches dug 
to the full dt•pth of tho berm with th3 .nixture. 

One case of each method had l>c<'n k .. pt under ol>o<'rvation Hinro the bt·ginning of 1937. 

. AftPr tho first year all fh·o c·a:<es Rhowed gr .. atPr •launching than resulted immediately after the applica· 
loon, but after tho aPcorul yenr tho stnunehing <'lk<'!s had dropped below tho initial off<>Ct observed; greatly 
in <'ascs (I>) and (d), awl ron,iderubly in tho cus<• of (c) amllti. !n tho <'81!0 of (a) tho figures a""'; noreen! ago 
dec·rt>ase in losses April l!J:J7 wus !!;J·!lJ!l'r cent., iu :llan:h 19:.!8 the fignt" was 1H p0r cent., and in :O.iarch 19:.!9, 
:.!3 · 6 per cent. 

1\ln. GERALI> LAc~;v, with r<'feronco to tho c•onllietiug rt•sults reported in comparing the average diameter 
of silt particll's with tho Hilt fudor c,,l,·uluted from hydraulic data, enquired whether the channels studied 
wroro in regime. Ho cmphasi~cd the n<'<'e~sity of applying tho test regime formula to channl'ls before con.oi. 
tiering data therC'from. Tho tC'st formula was V= 16 H.'l' 8'1' in which the rugosity is implicit and which 
i& applicable to every typo of r<'gimo allu,·ial channel from vory fine silt to boulders. 

In a perf<'ct ideal chmmcl, {reo from shock, "ht>re tho bed material varies in average diameter from 
0·:! .mm. to 0·4 mm. it should be possible to rclnt~ the size of material with tho silt factor. 

l\ln. LAcEY enquired \\hotlwr the silt dimensions W<'ro tak!'n with tho Puri Siltomoter, and whether the 
corrt>Ctions necessary whon using this eiltometcr had been appliods He also wi3hed to know what maximum 
and minimllm rliametors WCl'c measured. 

llln. J. P. JAIN r<'plicd that tho lll8Ximum figure for the o.vorage diameter of tho silt. particles analy.,ed 
was 0· a80 mm. and the minimum tliamoter 0 · 032 mm. 

lllR. LAOEY pointed out, after Rtudying tho figuros hanrled to him by :lfr. Hart loy that many of the channels 
had very low avt>rag<' diameters of tho particle such as 0 · ().l mm. 0 · 05 nun. ek. It was self evirlent that such 
channels wt>re lined with very fino mud and clay of a cohesive charncter, and that the scouring velocity of such 
fine particles 1night he very high. It was e;;sential to oxamino tho data afro:;h and confine the analysis tc. 
the silt of coarser grade. 

DR. E. 1\IcKENZIE·TAYLOR said that tho great('r part of tho silt in tho Punjab was finer than that men
tioned by 1\Ir. Jain. Cohesion will mtcr the problem when diameters are below 0·075 mm. (roughly). In 
the Punjab Irrigation R()S('arch Institute the distribution rmTe is based on tho results of the constant immer
sion hydrometer up to 0·075 mm. diamc>tcr; for tliautetor.; lmtweon O·Oi;3 antl'0·60 mm. tha Vaidhianathan 
or Puri Siltonl<'t<'rs are u~cd ; for diameters of ~itt in cxce"s of 0· (\ll mm. analysis i~ done with sieves. 

The Punjab Irrigation Hesenrch In"titutc employs methods bnsed on the con-elational analysis, and no 
physical principlc:o< have been considered in connt>dion with th~ oquatiollS roprodueod in the Annual Report. 
The S, Q and m relationship has been employed. ' 

DR. 1\IcKENZIE·TAYLOU said they wt>re arrh·ing at not.hing fundamontal in their analysis of the silt factor 
nr.d the mean silt diameter, neither did he consider the correlation of Q and P to be fundamental. 

MR. LACEY stated that the Punjab experiments had demonstrated two thinj!s; that the ratio of the 
di;;charge intt>nsity " q " to the wetted perimeter " P" waq a con~tant, ami that, within the range of channels 
examined, the mean velocity \'aried sensibly as the squnre root of the hydraulic mean depth, but the Institute 
had not been able to impro\'O this relation by introducing the diameter of the silt particle as a variable. When 
however scour in rivers wa,; eon3idert>d it was agreed by all that there was some correlation between scour and 
mean diameter and that size entered, in some manner to be determined, a.« e. variable. He suggested that 
there was something fundamental in the l'esults. 

After further di~cussion the Resolution was moved and carried: When the silt ia exceedingly fine acourin-J 
t·elocities may beccme a f!lnction increasing tt>ith fineness, as Dr. Chatley and others have staled. 

When the average diameter of bed silt particles ia finer than a certain limit from approrimatdy 0·15 mm. 
to 0 · 2 mm., tht- relatit·ely high percentage of fine particles leads ro cohesion, an~ may thus vitiate ronclusi<>ns in 
re:!pect of 8C<>uring velocities drawn fron~ the meaaured gra:Ie of silt. 

Reaolt:ed that existing distr'ibtUion cun.:u should be examined with the obiect of delermir)ing the percentage of 
particles below the limit of 0 · 2 mm. U"hich introduced cohuion as an additi<>nal vari'Jble. It ia reoogt~is-.d that the 
re..ult of BUCh examination may necessitate the adoption of ar~ ultimate limit other than 0·2 mm. bo" of the same 
order. 

Dealing with the investigatiollS on Silt SeleC'tivo Heads, liiR. HARTLEY enquired the Committee's views 
M to whether it was possible to rate the efficiency of these devices by observing silt samples. 

Dn. McKE:SZIE-TAYLOR said that some work had been done on these lines in the Upper Be.ri Doe.b Canal. 
Mn. S. H. BIGSBY said that they had not progressed far enough to be able to determine the efficiencies 

of silt s<'lective heads by observations of silt samples. 
1\In. LACEY deprecated the very confusing custom o(·using the names of people and Divisions, for silt 

excluding devices, instead of e. more rational nomenclature based on the principles employed. As examples 
he said that the Griffith device was really a ci!l, and that such devices as the Kings Vanes and the Russell 
Head come unrler the principle of reversed curvature. 

MR. BIGSBY said that this subject was a very important one and he considered it should be dealt with 
as a separate item in future. · 

The following Resolution was moved and carried :- That this rommittec rerommenda that the item, " Design 
of DistrilmtanJ Heads", be included in future discusai<>na of the Central Board. 

Mn. A. R. TRO!IIAS asked for details of the Parshall Flumes used for measuring losses. He used the 
Crump flume which was eminently sntisfactory and worked to within ::!::1 per cent. 

~ln. JAIN said thnt experiments on a device called the Venturi flume were made in 1915 by V. l\I. Cone 
at tho hydraulic laboratory of the Colorado Agricultural Expt>rin1ent Station, U. S. A. Later experiments 
on the samt> device wt>rc made bv Carl Rohwer and R. L. Parshall in 1 !120. The de dee had com·erging t>ntrance 
and diverging outlet sections, joined bv an intermediate throat. The walls were either vertieal or inclined 
outward, and th<' floor was level. In i922 Parshall propoSI'd som<'what radical changes in the design of this 
device--the angles of com·crgenco and divergence were changed, the lengths of thr:>se sections were altered, 
ond tho floor in tho throat wo.s slopw.l downward~. forming a fb<ed crest. and control at the junction of the 
converging section and the 'throat. The wnlls were made ~-ertienl nnd the floo~ of the converging section level, 

•Q. V. Resolution of the 7th ReSt>areh Committe!', June 1937 :-This Committee is of the opinion that the 
further experiments carried out with Sodium Carbonate have proved the method to be choap and effecti'"': in 
rend<'ring canal bt'ds less pervious. The bl'st method of application appears at prcSPnt to be the b':Oadcastmg 
of solid material ("'A ,C03 ) on tho sub-~urface I foot bPiow tloo bed t{) bo treat<>rl. The most effietent rat& of 
application is found to bo 100 lbs. sodium carbon!lte por 1,000 sq. ft. 
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while the floor of the di•·erging SE'ction inclined upward to the lower end of the structure. It is this dt>viN• 
that the Irrigation C<>mmittoo of the American Society of Civil Engineers bas named the Parshall measuring 
Flume. 

MR. JAIN AA.id that t~ts at Lucknow had confirmed the accuracy of this flume. Its particular ad· 
nrntage in his (Mr. Jain's) opinion wBB the complete absence of curved surfRCes, which not only facilitat<><l very 
accurate reproduction in concrete or pla.rtered brick, but also made it possible to construct wooden flumes 
.. apable of transportation from one experiment site to another. Curved surfaces had been the cause of error 
owing to the difficulties of a .. curste reproduction on the Left Mohammad pur Distributary on the l'pper 
Ganges Canal System. 

CONSJDERATION OF THE SUMMARIZED REPORTS ON IRRIGATION RESEARCH UNDER
TAKEN IN o;DIA DURING THE YEAR 1938-311, AJI.J) THE DISCUSSIONS OF THE RESEARCH 
COYlUTTEE, BY THE CE!I.'TRAL BOARD OF IRRIGATION AT THE ANNUAL MEETING AT 
DELHI, 6TH NO>El!BER, 1939. 

~IR . .A. GoRDON, the President, referred to the sUllllllarized reports of the research 
stations, which appear in the preceding pages. 

He said he would like to draw attention to the discussions of the Research Com
mittee on those reports, the discussions on model scales being of particular interest. 

Continuing, the President pointed out that the Central Irrigation and Hydro
dynamic Station (Poona) apparently used Lacey's Theory for fixing scales, while the 
Punjab Irrigation Research Institute (Lahore) did not. ' 

He regretted that Mr. Inglis, Director of the Central Irrigation and Hydrodyna
mic Station, was not present at the meeting, having been delayed in his return from 
leave. J\Ir. Inglis' views on this question of scales would have been very valuable. 

THE PRESIDru."T enquired· _from Dr. McKenzie-Taylor, Director of the Punjab 
Research Institute, whether he would favour the Board with his remarks. 

DR. E. McKENziE-TAYLOR said that in the Punjab Research Institute they follow
ed the same methods as were used at the United States Waterways Experiment Station, 
Vicksburg. Expressed very briefly, their method was to lay out the model, according 
to the space available, adjust velocities according to Fronde's requirements, adjust 
(verify) the model by adjusting roughness of wetted surfaces until known flow profiles 
could be accurately reproduced, and then proceed with the investigatious of the parti
cular problem in view. 

THE PRESIDENT then asked l\Ir. Lacey for his views. 

~IR. GERALD LAcEY stated that a variety of equations could be employed for cal
culating provisional swes for alluvial models. Whatever equations were employed 
some slight adjustment was nearly always found subsequently necessary, particularly 
in respect of slope which was bound up with the precise grade of sand employed and the 
precise silt charge. Of these equations his own had the merit of great simplicity, 
and were as accurate as other empirical and more complicated expressions. His equa
tion had, as a. fact, been recently employed in determining the vertical scale of a river 
model in the Punjab. If the same grade of sand were used in the model as in the 
prototype, the scales of a model were determined thus, assuming that the longitudinal 
scale adopted was determined from a. consideration of the space available for experi
mentation :-

Longitudin.al scale adopted • 

Vertical scale required • 

Exaggeration in vertical scale 

• 1/z 
l/x•to 

Those scales meant that if a. horizontal scale of 1/1000 were adopted, the vertical 
scale would be 1/100, and the exaggeration in the vertical scale would be 10 to I. These 
scales had the interesting feature that in model and prototype the vertical velocity scale 
was maintained constant. · 

THE PRESIDEYT said that Rai Ba.had.ur KhOBla. had just returned from a tour of the 
United States and the Board would like to hear his views. 

RAI BAHADUR .A. N. KHoSLA said that no definite conclusions had been reached 
in America on the question of model scales. 

~IR. S. H. BIGSBY expressed the opinion that the necessity of v-erifying a model 
was universally accepted. · 

~IR. E. 0. Cox said that in the case of the Trim.mu Weir they were now verifying 
the model. 
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After further discussion the Board passed tl1e following resolution," TilE SCALES 
1'0 JJE USED IN .MODEL EXPERIMENTS STILL REQUIRE '1'0 BE CAST IN 
.I PINAL FORM ALTJIOUGIJ CONSIDERABLE ADVANCE liAS BEEN lllADE, 
AND 11' IS CLEAR THAT ANY SCALES JJ'lllCll MAY BE ADOPTED, .JIUS'l' 
SUBSEQUEN'l'LY BE VERIFIED ON THE MODEL. 

MR. INGLIS, DIRECTOR OF THE CENTRAL IRRIGATION AND HYDRO
DYNAMIC RESEARCH STATION, WAS UNFORTUNATELY NOT PRESENT, 
BUT IN VIEW OF IllS RECENT VISIT TO THE UNITED STATES OF 
AMERICA, HE SHOULD BE REQUESTED TO SUBMIT A REPORT, JVHICII 
SHOULD BE CONSIDERED AT A LATER STAGE, TOGETHER WITH ANY 
OTHER REPORTS ON THE SAME SUBJECT WHICH ARE INVITED." 

1\IR. A. Oru.M enquired whether those Provinces which were without a Research 
Station were obliged to submit their problems to the Centni.I Irrigation and Hydro
rlynamic Station. 

TnE PRESIDENT, "Not obliged but entitled". 
Discussion then turned on the difficulties which ai:ose out of the late submission 

of Research Reports. 
THE. PRESIDENT said that reports should be printed in good time for the considera

tion of the Research Committee. 
It was resolved that" THIS BOARD DESIRES TO DRAJV THE ATTENTION 

OF THE PROVINCIAL ADMINISTRATIONS TO THE DIFFICULTIES CAUSED 
BY THE LATE SUBMISSION OF RESEARCH REPORTS, AND SUGGESTS 
TIIAT STEPS BE TAKEN TO SUBMIT SUCH REPORTS EARLIER." 

TnE PRESIDENT said that the various resolutions of the 9th Research Committee* 
would be considered when the subjects concerned were discussed. 

* Vide pages 31, 43, 44, 47, 49, 56, 66, 73, 77, 94, 9.5, 105, 109, 123. 
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FIELD RESULTS OF MEASURES AbOPTED AFTER MODEL EXPERIMENTS 

PRELIMINARY GENERAL NOTE 

At the 3rd Winter Research Committee l\Ieeting held in l\Iarch 1939,* the following 
resolution was passed : " This Committee is of the opinion that in order to assess the 
value of models in soh-ing irrigation and river training problems, more information 
should be collected on the results obtained from the practical application on the proto
type of measures adopted as a result of experiment on models. The Committee recom
mends that the subject " :Field results of measures adopted after model experiment ", 
should be included in the agenda for the annual meeting of the Board and the Research 
Committee and the Secretary should collect from Provinces all information of value in 
assessing the value of model experiments ". 

For this purpose hydraulic models may be classified as being made to :

(1) determine discharge over or thro'ugh structures. 
(2) determine scour below structures. 
(3) determine velocity distributions. 
(4) solve river problems (non-tidal). 
(5) determine sub-surface flow. 
(6) determine sub-surface water pressurel!. 
(7) determine the effects of silt charge .. 

The evidence of confirmation from prototypes is not very bulky and a few references 
-will be given under each head. · 

Discharge over or through Structu1·es.-Observations on the Burnhope Reservoir 
(Durham County Council) spillway suggest that models underestimate the discharge 
at corresponding depths of overflow. 

The value of n for the models of the Mohawk Tunnels (1 : 40 scale) was found to 
be 0· 0091 which indicates that the models, however smooth mechanically, are never
theless too rough to simulate conditions in the prototype. (Trans. Am. Soc. C. E., 
Vol. 103.) · 

The Leaburg siphon gave a less coefficient of discharge than the model owing to 
cavitation in the full sized model. t 

Models of the sluices of the Assuan Dam and comparison with prototype showed 
that models can be used to determine the discharge of large sluices with an average 
accuracy as good as tl1at obtainable by current meter measurementst. 

In the case of the Madden Dam the discharge over the crest of the prototype was 
apparently greater than t~at }Jredicted by the model. -

Bcour below Structures.--Study of this subject reveals that the scour obtained on 
a model is only relative and does not show the actual scour on the prototype. 

Modifications made to Jhe Pirsher Fall Regulator over the Dadu Canal in Sind 
are said to have prevented scour as predicted by a model. 

Determination of Velocity Distribution.-The performance of the hydraulic jump 
below the Madden Dam has been consistent with the prediction made from the model 
test. The measured velocity at the toe was less on the prototype which may be attri
buted to the difference in the roughness of the model and the concrete dam.§ 

River Problems (non-tidal).-Experiments with models of the Indus and the Lloyd 
Ba.rrage at S~ur, of the Brahmaputra and the proposed Eastern Bengal Railway 
Bndge at Ammgaon, and of the Ganges above the Hardinge Bridge, now in progress 
should be illuminating. 

* At the 3rd Winter Research Committee Meeting, the Secretary referred to the Punjab Engineering 
Congr~sa, ;r'aper No. 227, entitled, "A Study of the River Condit,ions on a lllodel of Khanki Headwork& and 
lnvestJgatlOn of Methods for Obtaining Uniform Distribution of Flow and llfinimum Silt Entry in the Canal", 
and sa1d tha: there appeared to be a lack of faith in such experiments on the part of engineers, which was 
per~aps att~1butable to the fact that there was very little information available as to the results of works 
carr1ed out m the field which had been designed from such experiments. 

t Engineering Newa·Record August 18, 1932. 
~ Proceedings of lnst. of Civil Engrs., Vof. CCXVIII. 
§ Trans. Am. Soc. C. E., Vol. 103. 
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trhe time required in Nature for structures to become effeetive differs greatly with 
the type of stream bed. 'I'ltns a ;;pur con;;trueted in 1897 did not make its effect felt 
until I !.Ill, and anotlter spur eonstructed in lfJOI-02 did not fully develop embayment 
until 1910-lJ.* .. 

l•'ahey tells us that the oscillations of tho Indus are remarkably regular and that 
it took about 20 years from the time it commenced to cut the bank at one particular 
point, to leave this point, and again attack it.t 

I\Iodels made at the United States Waterways Experiment Station to determine 
the location of spurs to improve channel conditions show what are termed " ratifying " 
results with the conditions after the spurs were constructed.t In general the surveys 
showed that the structures were tending to produce the desired results. 

Sub-Surface Water Pressures.-The Central Board of Irrigation Publication No. 12 
"Design of Weirs on Permeable Foundations" gives examples of satisfactory agreement 
between pressure pipe observations in models and prototypes. 

Sub-Slllfuce Flow.-It is hoped that the recent experiments carried out at the 
Punjab lnigation Research Institute may fmnish some information on the agreement 
between the models and actual wells. 

Effects of Silt Cltarge.-Experiments on sand movement in fluvial models described 
in Vol. I 00 (I 935) Transactions of American Society of Civil Engineers show that bed
load movements are not directly transferable from the model to the prototype which 
largely justifies the usual conservative manner in which results of river experiments 
involving bed-load movement are judged, and is responsible for the acceptance of their 
qualitative but not of their quantitative results. 

POINTS FOR DISCUSSION. 
Further examples of comparison between model and prototype .. 
Time neces>~ary in judging comparison between river models and prototype. 

NoTE nY 1\JR. A. R. TnoMAS, I.S.E., 0FFG. DmECTQR, CENTRAL IRRIGATION AND 

HYDRODYNAMIC RESEARCH STATION, PooNA, FOR THE 9TH MEETING OF THE 

CENTRAL BoARD oF IRRIGATION, REsEARcH CoMMITTEE, SIMLA, JULY 1939 oN 
"FIELD RESULTS OF MEASURES ADOPTED AFTER l\IODEL ExPERIMENTS". 

JJJ odel exper£menl8 are of different types. In some, if the model is made an exact replica 
of the prototype, and certain 1-ules are followed in its operation, results are obtained 
u·lticlt are almost exactly similar to those of tlte prototype under similar conditions. 

Only a small proportion of model experiments fall into this class. In most ca~es 
a departure from exact similaritr is expected in certain respects. 

Two or more models to different scales are often required and deductions have to 
be made by judgment and experience in knowing what results in the prototype can 
be expected from observed results in the model, aided also by basic research. 

In a paper read before the National Institute of Sciences, India §Mr. Inglis divided 
model experiments into 8 different types, which classification, it is suggested, may be 
preferable to the one adopted; as it is based on the degree of similarity to be expected 
in models:--

1. l\Iodels which are geometrically similar in shape to the prototype and give 
geometrically similar results. 

II. :Models which are geometrically similar in shape ; but do not give geo-
metrically similar results. • 

III. Regime models in which conditions of flow are maintained constant, with 
complete freedom as regards silting and scouring. 

IV. Combined open channel and rigid models. 
V. Rigid and semi-rigid vertically-exaggerated models in which conditions 

are imposed, e.g., tidal models. 
VI. l\Iodels with mobile protection-falling aprons ; spurs, protection round 

piers, etc. 
VII. Meandering river models. 

VIII. Combined rigid, mobile and meandering river models. 
Of these only I gives close similarity of results. 

• Punjab Engg. Congress 1939, Paper 227. 
t Proceedings of the Inst. of. C. E., Vol. LXXI, 1882-83. 

tTrans. Am. Soc. C. E., Vol. 101. 

1 '.' The Use of l\Iodels for Elucidating Flow Problems ba...eJ on Experience gained in carrying ollt Model 
~xpenments 1\~ the Hydrodynamic Research Station, Pooua" by C. C. Inglis, C.I.E., M.Inst.C. E., Procead· 
mg~ of the National ln:>tltllte of Sciences of India, 1938. 
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. 
The above paper, in fact, provides an answer to inany of the points at issue in the 

yuestion under discussion. Examples are given, and it is shown how far models of each 
type may be expected to reproduce results which would be obtained in the prototype. 

A few remarks are given below on the examples mentioned 'in t.he programme of 
the meeting: 

The Burnhope Reservoir Spillway would appear to fall into type II. In spillways 
with sharp curvature of flow, viscosity is an important factor as well as gravity, and 
results therefore differ with scale. Several models of different scales are usually re
quired, as were used in the experiments with a high coefficient weir for Bhandardara, 
described in the 1937-38 Annual Report of this Station. 

I have not seen the description of the Mohawk Tunnel models, but differences in 
t.he relative resistance of smooth surfaces can usually be allowed for, by adjusting slope. 
Rough surfaces, however, can be reduced to scale and similarity expected, provided 
the model is large enough for the surface still to be " rough " in the sense used in modern 
pipe theory. · 

Regarding siphons, cavitation is not produced to scale, because while pressures in 
models are scalar, the pressure at which cavitation occurs is not. Provided the equi
valent of the cavitation pressure is worked out for the model, however, and pressures 
are observed, it can easily be determined whether or not cavitation will occur. This 
also applies to high-coefficient weirs. 

The Madden Dam Spillway falls into Class II and the remarks given above regard
ing the Burnhope Reservoir apply. 

In the case of the Assuan Dam sluices, it appears that gravity was the predominant 
force and the experiments were of type I. 

Scour round rigid structures in vertically exaggerated models is not according to 
the general scale ratios of the model. The question of interpreting scour results is now 
under investigation at Poona. Experiments with bridge piers have indicated that scour 
in short geometrically similar models is likely to be approximately to scale when the 
bed material is the same incoherent fine sand in both prototype and model. The time 
scale and cohesion of the bed material are often important factors concerning scour in 
models. 

The Pirsher Fall Regulator model was presumably of type IV -combined open 
channel and rigid models, in which scour in a geometrically similar model may be ex
pected to scale provided the model is short and viscosity is not an appreciable .factor in 
the rigid part. 

Velocity distribution may, or may not be similar in a model. Where it is deter· 
mined mainly by a gravity phenomenon, such as a standing wave, it is reproduced 
correctly in a geometrically similar model. Close similarity cannot, however, be ex· 
pected where the distribution is affected by frictional resistance, nor in a vertically· 
exaggerated model. In these cases allowances for divergence have to be made. 

River problems present a host of difficulties, as there are so many factors:· Vertical 
exaggeration is essential in long models, though in addition a geometrically similar 
model of a short length of river may be of great value for the study in detail of the flow 
at one place. For example, we are now working with three models of the Indus and 
Sukkur Barrage-two exaggerated and one part-width 'geometrically similar model. 

• Silt charge differs very .widely between model and prototype, as the natural silt 
charge increases with size of channel, and this is one reason why similarity in changes 
of river course are not automaticafly obtainable in models-scour can be reproduced 
but silt deposition is always deficient, only indications being obtained. In this conne?
tion reference is invited to the account of experiments with the Ganges model in thll:! 
year's Annual Report. 

To sum up, model experiments of the simplest type give results which can be applied 
directly to the prototype. Experiments of other types require various degrees of inter· 
pretation ; the conclusions drawn depend not only on the methods followed but on the 
judgment and ability of the experimentor. 

On the one hand, therefore, it is wrong to put implicit trust in model results, but 
on the other, it is unfair to condemn model experiments in general because of the appa· 
rent failure of a few. On the balance model experiments must already have been of 
enormous benefit, and it is to be remembered that a large amount of basic research is 
in progress, and the , technique of experimenting with models is making rapid strides. 

The number of model experiments which have been actually verified in the field 
is not large, due main:Jy to the difficulty in verification. As examples I attach in an 
Appendix, notes on 10 experiments carried out at Poona which have had verification 
in the field. These were written by Rao Sahib Joglekar, Assistant Engineer. 
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APPENDIX. 

), Experiments reyarding the dt'sign of the Bill of the Lloyd Barrage at Sukkur.-Vide 
Bombay l'ublic \Yorks Department, Technical Paper 29 "Note on experiments 
carried out with variouli de:;igns of piers and sills in connection with the Llo-yd 
Barrage at Sukkur ','. 

The designed H.. L. of the l~arrage sill was 176·0, with 1 in 30 upstream and I in 
70 downstream slopes. Experiments carried out at Poona showed that the sill could be 
raised to R. L. 177 · 0, without increasing the affiux, provided the upstream slope was 
altered to 1 in o and the dowm:tream slope was made 1 in 10 down to R. L. 171· 0. 

The altered design would have the following advantages:-

(1) With the Barrage gates already ordered, the freeboard of the Eastern Nara 
Canal could be safely increased from 0· 3ft. to 1· 5 ft. 

(2) With a steep downstream glacis to a depth of 5 ft. below the sill, there was 
no danger of a standing wave forming beyond_ the pakka pavement under 
_the full range of possible downstream water conditions. 

(3) The alterations proposed in the sill design would not merely enormously 
improve silt control, but they would also make it possible to use the 
Barrage as a powerful scouring device ; because the standing wave would 
always form on the glacis. 

The sill was constructed according to the recommendations except that of the 
undersluices, where the construction was already advanced according to the original 
design. The Barrage is operating satisfactorily without any scour downstream, except 
downstream of the undersluices, where it has been found J:VlCessary ·to restrict the head 
(difference of water levels upstream and downstream) to about 8ft., so as not to endanger 
the protection downstream. 

2. Silting of the Right Bank Canals of the Sukkur Barrage.- Vide Bombfty Public Works 
Department--

/ 

Technical Paper 45 " Silt Exclusion from Canals, • Still-pond ' verBUS ' Open-
flow '-Part I". · ' 

Technical Paper 46" Note on silt exclusion from Canals-Part II". 
Techilleal Paper 52 " Factors affecting exclusion of bed silt from Canals taking 

off from alluvial rivers ". 1 

and various notes on silt exclusion experiments. 

These experiments were carried out with vertically-exaggerated models during 
193Q-33. 

_ Conclusions drawn from the experiments were :-

"(I) The sand bank (kacha) which used to form in midstream before the Barrage 
was built, continued to do so. 

(2) There was a marked general trend of silt movement towards the right bank 
· and away from the left bank. 
(3) Scour near the nose of the Left Divide Wall was markedly greater than 

near the Right Divide Wall nose-due to curved flow carrying the bed 
water across the nose of the Left Divide Wall. This scour was intensi
fied when the Left Bank Undersluices were kept closed. 

(4) Due to the left bank being concave in plan, there was a curved bed flow across 
'the nose of the Divide Wall, which threw the bed silt away from the Pocket 
into the River and a deep channel formed along the left bank upstream 
of the Pocket. Reverse conditions existed along the right hank on account 
of th~ convex curve of the bank below Outfall Section. As a consequence 
bed silt accumulated along the bank and entered the Right Pocket and 
Canals. Silting occurred much more rapidly in the right pocket than in 
the left pocket. 

(5) The silt drawn by the Left Bank Canals with" open-flow" was not markedly 
greater than under" still-pond" conditions; but in the case of the Right 
Bank canals, much more silt was drawn with " open-flow " than with 
" still-pond " conditions. 

(6) When pockets are being scoured, it is essential to close the Canal::~. If, in 
order to keep the undersluices clear of silt, it is found necessary to open 
th~m in rotation pr keep them slightly open continuously, care must be 
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taken to see that the discharge entering the approach channel does not 
fluctuate. Similarly, on no account, should a change be made from 
"still-pond " to " open-flow " without first closing the canals and scour
ing the silt from the Pocket-otherwise the silt thrown up by the in
creased, open-flow discharge, will be "roared "into the canals." 

Tlw Barruge first came into operation in I !>31. The Left Bank sluices were run 
with semi-open flow and the Right Bank slui~:es under " still-pond " according t.o re
commendations. The regulation of th(1 Left Poeket waH altered to " still-pond " in 
the beginning of I !)38 with the object of ehecldng the tenrlcnry of t!w River to hug tho 
left bank downstream of the Barrage. There has been no trouble regaTding silt on the 
left b'ank, as shown by the 1\Iodel. Similarly ::cour in the river near the nose of the Left 
Divide \Vall increased when regulation of J,cft Pocket was altered to "still-pond", 
as shown by the model. On one occasion the Right Bank undersluices were 
opened inadvertently while the Canals were flowing. This resulted in a large influx 
of silt into the Canals thus providing an additional verification of the conclusions 
drawn from the model experin1ents. 

The predicted silt bank along the right bank formed and to prevent this, it wets 
then proposed after model experinlents that a long, submerged curved vane of height 
=I/3rd depth of water should be constructed upstream of the canals on the right bank, 
starting from the Outfall section. This, alone, would have tended to pull the main 
flow of the river across to the right bank, so a sinlilar vane was proposed for the left 
bank and model experiments showed that, with these, channels would persist along 
both banks, bed silt being deflected towards midstream. 'J_'his recommendation was not, 
however, acted on. Subsequent.ly, in the floods of I!>36, the River carried an excep
tionally heavy charge of silt, and a large sand bank formed along the right bank from 
Bunder Station, to the nose of the Right Divide Wall and heavy silting occurred in 
the North \Vestern Canal.• The original solution-a long vane-being no longer pos
sible, another solution of a new Right Bank approach channel is recommended-vide 
figure!) following page 12 of the Annual Report for the year 1938-39. 

Another demonstration. by the model of actual results was the ad verse effect on 
silting of the right bank a:nd theN. W. Canal due to relatively more discharge passing 
through the right Bukkur-Sukkur gorge as in 1936. When the right gorge in the model 
was closed, the river straightened as in I!>38 in the prototype-vide figure 7 following 
vage IO and figure 5 (b) following pag'e 8 of the I938~39 Annual Report.* 

3. Model experiments on training tlte River Sarda above the Barrage at Banbassa.- Vide 
Annual Reports for the yea:rs I!>36-37, 1937-38 and I!>38-39 of the C.l.H.R. 
As recommendations as regards protective work according to model results are 

taken in hand from this year, field results 'Jf measures adopted aftet· model expet·imeuts 
are not available ; but the model not merely reproduced changes in course which had 
actually occurred in the prototype, but showed beforehand what was going to happen 
thus:-

(I) The model showed that the Western channel would silt up and thus tend 
to die out. During 1938 floods, the Western channel silted up consider
ably. 

(2) It was predicted that the boulder bund, which was constructed across the 
1937 spill with the object of preventing its further development-shown 
in figure 12 following page I-8 of the· I938-39 Annual Report,"' would be 
washed away. During the 1938 floods, the bund was washed away and 
the I937 spill enlarged. 

(3) A cut was made upstream of boulder bund to divert water into the central 
channel running through the Kala .J ala island--.aee figure referred to in 
(2) abo.-e. The model showed that the cut would be ineffective in develop
ing the central. channel. During the 1938 floods, the ~entral channel 
carried only 2! per cent. as in previous years. 

4. RemodElling the .Mithmo Canal Ex. Nara at JJ!aklti (Sind).- Vide Bombay Public 
Works Department, Technicall~aper 5!) "Silt control at Heads of Canals and 
Distributaries ". 
Experiments were carried out with a model of the Nara River at l\Iakhi Regulator 

during 1932-34. The Mithrao Canal d~rives its supply from the Eastern Nara above 
the Makhi Regulator; and the Western Nara-which also supplies water to the ,Jamrao 
Canal, some miles upstream and the Hirai and other canals downstream was previously 
a river, which drew its supplies from the Imlus at Sukkur. Now it is fed from the Eas
tern Nara Canal from above the Sukkur Ba.rrage. Coarser silt than previously drawn 
began to enter the l\lithrao in 1932 and the previous drop into the Canal of 2 ft. 6 ins. 
at Full supply discharge gradually disappeared, so that, command was los~. 

*NoL included in this Hoport. 
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Experiments were therefore carried out to find out how to exclude silt from the 
l\Iithrao Canal and the best solution was found to be a separate approach channel for 
the l\Ithrao from concave bend upstream-t,ide figure I. 

OlO RJV£R COl.JRSE 
OP£.1\£0 UP 

O.RIGIIVA[ OFSIGIY IN OASH /.INE"S. -----
MOOtr/EO Ot:S/6/Y IN F"""UL l. 1../f'{E 
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It was recommended that the old river bed should be partly reopened to carry water 
to the l\Iakhi Regulator and Khipro Canal; the existing straight channel, after reduc
tion in width, being used as an approach channel to the Mithrao Canal. This lay-out 
was such that the approach channel. took off where the beneficial effect of curvature 
was a maximum, so that only silt-free, top water entered the l\Iithrao approach channel, 
the heavy bed silt being deflected into the river downstream-see· figure I following 
page 8 of Part II ofthe I937-38 Annual Report of the C.I.H.R. 

This recommendation was acted on and " command " was at1 once restored and the 
drop into the Mithrao at the Head Regulator gradually increased to I ft. 6 ins. 

5. Experiments on training the River Ganges at the Ha~dinge Bridge (Eastern Bengal 
Railway).-Vide Bombay Public Works Department, Technical Paper 55 "In
vestigations carried out by means of model in connection with the protection of 
the Hardinge Bridge, which spans the River Ganges near Paksey, Eastern Bengal 
Railway" and the Annual Report for the year 1937-38 of the C.I.H.R. 

The I/500 horizontal scale model reproduced the severe conditions at the head of 
the Right Guide Bank and also showed the factors which led to these. . 

Several experiments were done in connection with the Hardinge Bridge, but the 
only one which it has been possible to verify is the following :-

The model experiments showed that if the Sara Protection Bank 'were to be 
abandoned by removing the stones, the flow conditions at the R. G. Bank 
would markedly improve and the flow would be central to the bridge. 
Accordingly stones were removed in the prototype before the I936 floods
·vide figure 35 following page 38 of the 1938-39 Annual Report*-, and the 
bank which consists of alternating layers of clay and silt is being allowed 
to be scoured away. This scour is relatively less rapid in the prototype 
than in the model, with the results that .the flow conditions have not as yet 
improved to the extent, shown in the model. Qualitative verification has, 
however, been shown. 

6. Silt eJ:clusion experiments with a model of Faizwah Head Regulator-Ex. West Feeder 
(Khairpur State, Sind).-Vide Annual Note for 1937-38. 

The designed discharge of the Faizwah, which takes off from the Khairpur Feeder 
West is 310 cusecs. The discharge of the parent channel is I836 cusecs. The head 
Regulator of the Faizwah takes off at ricrht ancrles t.o the parent channel-vide figure I8 
following page 10 of Part III of the 19°37-38 ~1\.nnual Report.* Consequently the head 
reach silted rapidly, the depth of silting in the channel being as much as 2! ft. and even 
though the water level in the parent channel was raised by 6 ins., the channel could 
not pass more than 200 cusecs against its designed discharge of 310 cusecs. . 

There were two alternative solutions for consideration :-
(1) a new Head Regulator upstream of the original Head Regulator, taking off 

just downstream of a concave bend and hence effectiv.e in excluding silt,
see figure referred to above. 

*Not included in this Report. 
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(2} remodelling the pre~ent Head Regulator. 
The 2nd alternative was cheaper than the fu·st, though the former was more safe. 

Experiments were carried out with the 2nd alternative. . 
In the model, which was vertically exaggerated, the left bank was warped to verti

cal upstream of the head regulator and the channel was made to converge (at 1 in 5 at. 
F. S. L.)-vide figure 21 following page 16 of Part III of the I937-38 Annual Report.* 
A raised sill was constructed at the entrance of the offtake, at such a level that the depth 
of water over this was about 0· 6 times the depth at F. S. L. in the Khairpur Feeder. 
The reduced surface width of the parent chanpel at the downstream end of tho offtake 
was 0·77 times the natural width, due to convergence. The downstream bank diverged 

· at 1 in IO at the surface and was warped back to natural side slope. This altered design 
induced curved flow and prevented bed silt from entering the offtake. It was pointed 
out that although this design of silt excluding head would be successful, provided condi
tions in the West Feeder did not deteriorate, building a new regulator further up
stream on the outside of a bend would provide better and more certain silt exclusion. 
The latter recommendation was acted on (i.e., a new regulator upstream) and it has 
been working satisfactorily according to reports from the State Engineer of the Khair
pur State. 
7. Remodelling the Dim and Khadro Minors Ex. Ja·mrao Canal at .llf·ile 17 to exclude silt 

(Sind).-The F. S. Q. of the Dim and Khadro Minors taking off from the J amrao 
Canal at Mile I7 is 329 cusecs, while the F. S. Q. of the Jamrao Canal above 
offtakes=2,760 cusecs. As the minors took off at right angles to the parent 
channel, they drew excessive bed silt--vide figure 2 (a).* Experiments were, 
therefore, carried out in I932-33 for remodelling the Head Regulators in order to 
exclude bed silt. 
The vertical exaggeration of the model was 2 · 5, the horizontal scale ratio being 

I/I7. A raised sill S 85 ft. long was provided in front of the regulators, protruding 
into the parent channel by S I3·5 ft., the surface width of the parent channel being· 
= I36 ft. (or the reduction .of ~aterway = 90 per cent.)-vide figure 2 (c). The bed 

' and sides of the Canal were warped to the vertical and back again to ! : I in a length 
of S 68 ft. upstream and downstream, so that the convergence at the full supply level, 
was I in 5. Practically no bed silt was then drawn by the minors. In another design, 
the sill was not protruding but -was in line with the toe of the bank-see figure 2(b). 
This design excluded 50 per cent. of the bed silt, which improvement was considered 
to be probably more than adequate and hence was recommended. 

. The modifications were accordingly carried out in August I933 and in the beginning 
bed silt was excluded ; but in the next year· silting began and discharge was reduced 
thus:- · 

Dim Minor (designed F. S. Q. = 304 cs. and designed G. R. = 8·2)-
Year. Maximum Maximum 

G.R. '· . Q •.. . . .. 
1933. 8·7 295. 
1934. 9·26 285 .. 
1935. •, •. 9,'7 277 
1936. 10·5 300 
1937. 11·1 272 

In this case, therefore; the field results did not agree quantitatively with mqdel resUlts 
due apparently to wrong interpretation of model results. The remodelling consisted 
merely ofwarping the side slopes from l: I to vertical, which would give different results 
in the prototype, on account of the vertical exaggeration of the model. Thus the re
duction in waterway of the main canal was 3 per cent. as against 7 per .cent. in the 
model. 

In this case the results of the model were only qualitative, but had the 
experiments been done now, after more experien<(e with models, the effect of vertical 
exaggeration would have been allowed for. 
8. Experiments w·ith siphon spillways.-Vide Annual Note for the year I933-34 for de;; .. 

cription of siphon experiments with flared outlets.* 
Fl.gures 3 and 4 show the full scale 520 cusecs siphon and its If8th scald replica, 

with which experiments were carried out. The flared outlets are shown in dotted lines. 
Dynamical similarity with equal Froude No. was obtained in the following 

respects:-

(a}Experiments with siphons without flared outlets-
( I} Discharges in the model and prototype were dynamically similar for 

relatively the same working heads. 

*Not included in this Report. 
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Experiment No. 1, Original Design 
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FIG : 3, PROTOTYPE 

Siphon Spillway at Khadakvasla. 
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(2) The pressures observed at various points on the inner shells of the model 
and full scale siphons nearly corresponded. The pressures on the 
outer shell were slightly less in the model, but a close approximation 
to dynamic similarity in pressures was obtained. 

The nature of the priming curve was similar in model and prototype 
(i.e., the curve showing the relationship between priming depth c::: 

depth ufs over sill of siphon crest at which siphon begins working d th t' 1 
dlamete1· of s1phou. ' an e ver ICa 

drop or the distance between the lip of the downstream leg of the siphon 
to downstream water level when siphon primes). Priming was, however, 
not dynamically similar, the priming depth in the model being relatively 
greater than in the prototype, other conditions being equal. This was 
expected as priming depends on the evacuation of air by the flow of water 
which is not similar under conditions of equal Froude No. 

(b) Experiments with siphons having flared outlets.-I.n the model, when 
the flared outlet was added, the full supply discharge increased 
from 2 · 71 to 3 ·54 cusecs, i.e., an increase of 30 per cent. ; whereas in 
the prototype, the discharge increased from·503 to 518 cusecs, i.e., an 
increase of only 3 per cent. That the increase in discharge as a result 
of flaring would be small in the prototype was foreseen, because the proto
type had been designed with the pressure as near the limiting pressure as 
was considered safe, and it was clear that cavitation would take place 
if the discharge were increased. Cavitation occurred just downstream of 
the end of the crown arch at crest, shown at A in figure 3, and no further 
increase in discharge was possible. Cavitation limits the discharging 
capacity of siphons but can be reduced by reducing the curvature of the 
arch. 

9. Experiments w1:th a model of the Head Sluices of the Nira Left Bank Canal (Bombay).
V ide Bombay Public Works Department, Technical Paper 54. 

The regulator at the head of the Nira Left Bank Canal (at Vir) consists of 7 spans 
each span 4 ft. wide, with upstream gates 4 ft. X 4 ft. The sluices are 9 ft. long and 
have arched. tops. On account of irrigation development, F. S. Q., of the Canal 
had to be increased from 455 cusecs to 720 cusecs ; and according to the original pre
posal, this was to be done by increasing the number of spans to 10. 

Experiments were carried out with a geometrically similar model and it was found 
that the increased discharge of 720 cusecs could be passed through the existing 7 sluices 
with a head of only 2 ins., provided a bellmouth upstream and 1 in 10 diverging walls 
of bed, top and sides d0wnstream were constructed. · 

The recommended design has been carried out at a cost less than 1/3rd the esti
mu.ted cost of the first proposal and the prototype results are in agreement with model 
results. 

10. Tando Mastikhan Fall on Rohri Canal (Sind).-The fall at Tando Mastikhan is at 
R. D. 119, 979ft. on Rohri Canal (Sind) and is combined with a road bridge. 
The full supply discharge is 10,590 cusecs and the drop in water level is 8 · 07 ft. 
It was necessary to design the fall, so as-

(a) to be able to measure the discharge, 
(h) to ensure proportionality of discharge .(i.e., avoid affiux and draw-down), 
(c) to dissipate energy, ·. 
(d) to ensure sweet flow at the surface, d/s of the fall, 
(e) to prevent downstream scour by correct redistribution of velocities, and 
(/) to protect the downstream channel bed and sides. 

:Model experiments were. carried out at Poona in 1928-31 and are described in the Bombay 
Public \Yorks Department, Technical Paper 44 " Dissipation of energy below falls ". 

The design adopted was that of proportional Standing Wave Flume Meter Fall 
with a baffie, cistern and deflector. The ratio of bed widthfdepth was 20· 0 and the per
missible side divergence was found, from a model, to be 1 in 10; but as the fall had 
already been constructed with sides diverging at 1 in 5, experiments showed that vanes 
in continuation of piers were necessary to fan out the flow properly. 

It has been reported that the baffie is effective in dissipating energy and the fall 
is working satisfactorily, there being no trouble due to bed scour. · Similarly in the 
distribution of velocities downstream of the fall and the wavcwash near banks is not, 
however, obtained in the prototype and model; and this was found to be due to the 
alignment of vanes in the prototype not being constructed similar to that in the model. 
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Verification of model results on the prototype. 
BY H. J ... UPPAL. 

Comparison of results obtained on the model and those obtained on the prototype 
after constructing devices recommended from the model study is made in the following 
three cases. The three cases are very different regarding design of work, discharge, etc. 

Panjnad W eir.-At Panjnad deep scour holes occurred every year at the down
stream end of the work. On a model of Panjnad weir tests were made to determine 
the most satisfactory design of protection. On the recommendation of the laboratory 
certain devices were constructed on the actual in 1935-36. Reports received from the 
Executive Engineers show that the bed instead of scouring has silted up by the cons
truction of the devices. 

Salampur feeder.~Scour holes of about 13-15 ft. depth occurred below rapids on 
the Salampur Feeder. Model tests also showed heavy scour with a plain'fioor. When 
the floor was protected by means of staggered blocks depth of scour was reduced to nil. 
On constructing the blocks on the actual the downstream of th<': work silted up. 

Mongtanwala Sayadwala Head Regulator.-I,ine of maximum velocity observations 
were taken in the presence and in the absence of staggered blocks on the model and on 
t.he prototype. Perfect agreement between the two cases is obtained. 

DISCUSSION BY 9TH RESEARCH COMMITTEE, JULY 1939. 
a 

The Chairman, MR. T. M. LYLE, said that the general note gave information from abroad but more in-
formation was needed from India. · 

MR. A. R. THOMAS said that exact similarity between a model and its prototype could not always be 
expected, and was the exception. The model is a guide. He referred to the results given in his note on 
pages of these Proceedings. 

MR. GERALD LACEY stressed the importance of reproducing in a model the type of turbulence occurring 
, in the prototype. · 

It was not infrequently assumed that. provided the critical Reynolds number, differentiating stream line 
flow from turbulent flow, was exceeded all was well with the model. This was very far from being the case. 
The subject had been handled very skilfully in a. recent paper presented by Colebrook on Turbulent Flow in 
Pipes to the Institution of Civil Engineers. There were four types of flow :-

(1) Viscous stream line flow, 
(2) Smooth turbulent flow, 
(3) Transitional turbulent flow, 
(4) Rough, or fully turbulent, flow. 

Of these the third type presented the greatest difficulty in analysis. 
ALLEN had also presented a. paper to the same Institution on a. model of the River Mersey which was 

so small, that it was evident that he was working in stage (2) in the model whereas in the prototype the third 
and fourth stages were involved. 

MR. THOMAS said it depended on what you were trying to find out. For exact replication the exact 
Reynolds Number and geometrical similarity were essential. 

DR. N. K. BosE pointed out that sue~ a stipulation would mean that the model would be the same size 
as the prototype. 

MR. THOMAS said that exact replication was rarely necessary. It was uqually sufficient to reproduce 
the same type of turbulence as pointed out by Mr. Lacey. 

Even in the case of an open channel the same Reynolds Number could be ensured. However it is not 
always essential to get exact similarity, and the higher the Reynolds Number the nearer the similarity. 

DR. Bose enquired what Mr. Lacey meant by smooth turbulent flow. · 
In reply MR. LACEY stated that for the viscous stream line flow the equation-

V2 
00 

(RV) 
gRS N 

held good. This equation was that of Poiseuille, and was rigidly correct. 
When the flow became turbulent, but before the irregularities had begun to shed eddiea, the region of 

" smooth turbulence " was entered. 
For this condition the relation-

V2 -F" RV 
gRS- -w-

was correct. It would appear that the function was not an exponential function in pipes but logarithmic. 
For a limited range of observations however, an exponential function could always be found to fit them. 

The exponentials had the common characteristic that if they were written in the form 

Voo RaSb 
the indices were connected by the equation a = 3 b- 1, in fact if that relation held good the Bow must be 
in the smooth tw·bulent 1·egion. 

The equation of Blasius-

was for smooth turbulent flow and satisfied this relation. It was possible also to produce an equation 
V 00 R"'S''", almost indistinguishable from that of Manning, fitting a large range of observations from 
large liJilooth pipes which effectively had no roughness coefficient at all. 
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When flow was fully turbulent in pipes--

Voo VgRSF" (~) 
in which Rfd denoted the roughness ratio. 

If the Prandtl relation for pipes were accepted for open channels the ratio Rfd would not be exponential 
but logarithmic. The transitionalstqge was one of great difficulty. 

DR. BosE said that what was really being done was the division of the Reynolds Nwnber range into 
three parts. 

MR. LACEY, "Four parts in all, the first part purely viscous, the remaining three parts different types 
of turbulent flow ". . 

MR. THOMAS, co=enting on a diagram drawn on the black.board by Dr. Bose, noted that he (Dr. 
6 

Bose) had given a figure of 10 as the Reynolds Number at which smooth pipes became rough. Mr. ThomWI 
said this depended on the roughness of the pipes. 

MB. THOMAS presented a picture to simplify the concept of turbulent flow. "Imagine a channel of 
• 2 

such roughness that it baa no laminar layor, the loss of head being proportional to V. Now reduce the rough. 
ness until it has no effect, i.e., it is fully covered by the laminar layer. This is smooth turbulent flow, and 
in between is the transitional range in which both the laminar layer and roughnees play a part ". 

MR. LACEY referred to such models as those of siphons, where cavitation might occur in the prototype 
and not in the model. He said that in Sweden they had made experiments on turbine models under reduced 
atmospheric pressure. · 

MR. THOMAS thought this was an unnecessary refinement, as it was always possible to limit model ex
periments to pressures corresponding to those at which cavitation would not occur in the prototype. 

DR. BosE referred to Mr. Thomas' statement on scour round rigid structures on page 36. He asked 
whether scour could be predicted. 

MB. THOMAS replied that it is possible, by experimenting with models of two scales, to deduce from the 
results the extent of scour in the prototype. 

Dr. BosE asked if correct scour could be obtained in a distorted model if the water levels were correct • 
. "Not in detail", replied Mr. Thomas. 

MR. LAcEY said that it was important to consider what it was desired to reproduce. For example in 
distorted models of the Mississippi River the main consideration was to reproduce stage conditions. 

DR. BosE said that Vogel's e:1.--periments on models of the River Mississippi are very interesting and show 
what can be attained in such experiments with proper care and judicious handling of the model. 

A number of model results on the Mi'lBissippi carried out at the U. S. Waterways Experimental Station 
Vicksburg, Mississippi, U.S. A. are quoted by Mr. H. D. Vogel in a paper entitled" Hydraulic Laboratory 
Results and their verification in Nature ". He gives instances of the following models :-

1. The Brooks Point Model. 
2. The First Charters Model. 
3. The Point Pleasant Model. 
4. The Morrison Towhead Model 
5. The Walkers Bar Model. 
6. The Stewart Bar Model. 
7. The Island No.9 Model. 

The agreement shown in the figures of the model and the prototype is almost complete. Dr. Bose 
allowed here four figures of the Brooks Point Model. 

MB. THOMAS referred to figures 26 and 27 of his Annual Report •. These figures are of the Watrak 
River Model and provide a comparison between a geometrically similar, and a distorted model under similar 
conditions. 

Both DR. BosE and MR. THOMAS agreed that in general the distorted model is more correct than the 
geometrically similar model for reproducing rivers. 

DB. BosE referred to the Emerson Barrage model. During construction the river was forced to flow 
entirely through its right hand channel. The gauges predicted by the distorted model and actually experienced 
at site are given hereunder :-

Date. Discharge. Prototype. Model. 

8th July 1938 . 85,588 cusecs 486·2 R.L. 485·6 R. L. 

28th June 1938 . . . 133,433 .. 487·19 .. 487·0 .. 
18th May 1938 . . . . . 150,665 .. - 488·7 .. 488·0 .. 
17th June 1938 . . . . 105,917 .. 487•4' .. 487·5 .. 
13th June 1938 . . . 187,809 .. 48!1·4 .. 488·3 . . 
26th July 1938 . . 300,000 .. 489·5 .. 489·7 .. 

:r.IR. M. L. MEHTA mentioned the trial fall on the Montgomery-Pakpattan Link, which was tested by 
model experiments at the Punjab Irrigation Research Institute. The prototype had failed by out-flanking. 
In the model experiments they had failed to take account of the type of soil in which the fall was to be cons· 
tructed. Soil conditions should always be studied. 

MR. H. S. KAHAI quoted three ca.;es in Sind where scour holes in the prototype had silted up as pre
dicted by model experiments, i.e., (1) the Prishada Division Canal, (2) the Pimiani Ca.ne.l, and (3) the Anam
da.ra Fall. 

After further discussion it was Resolved that: 

"Thi4 meeting notu that, in /Jeveral iTIIJtancu in India, information ilf aooilable of the /JUCCIBIJ of tno<kl 
experimentlf aa shown lfy ruultlf Bubsequently obtained in their prototypes. The continued colleclion 
of data of field resu.ltlf of measuru adopted. after model experiment, ilf most desirable. 

• Not included in this Report. 
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In th6 great majorily of experimenu concerning ero.tion, ltilt m0t1emenl and river training, 1114 reotUih 
shown by a model are not Bimilar in all reBpecls ta those which would be obtained ut1der corre.aponding 
conditionB ,in th6 prototype, and th6 qualitative nature of the model reBUIIB muBt be recognised. 

For canal works it1'8 pOBBible after a period of 12 month6 ta compare the resuliB on the prototype will• tAMe 
obtained on the model. 

It i8 impoaBible to Btate the length of tile period requit·ed for comporison 1'n the case of river rnodelB. Th• 
nec&~Bary observationB Bhculd be made at the end of each jlol¥f season to enable a progresBive compari· 
<ton to be made between tile model and the prototype." 

CONSIDERATION OF THE SUBJECT "FIELD RESULTS OF MEASURES ADOPTED AFTER 
MODEL EXPERIMENTS" BY THE CENTRAL BOARD OF IRRIGATION AT THE ANNUAL MEET. 
ING AT DELHI, 9TH NOVEMBER 1939. 

~lR. A. GORDON, the President, referred to the notes and discussion at the 9th 
Research Committee contained in the preceding pages. He said that there was con· 
siderable evidence of agreement between prototype and model. 

DR. E. McKENZIE· TAYLOR considered it was important to take observations yearly 
which follows from the resolution of the 9th Research Committee.* He had recom
mended the recording of cross sections. 

~R. E. 0. Cox remarked on the influence of the presence of clay in a prototype, 
which might cause results differing from the model predictions. He said that spurs 
had been placed below the Islam Weir by Messrs. Murplly and Bedford. The summer 
flow was about 40,000 cusecs and the channel accommodated itself to a waterway of 
5 to 6 hundred feet in width. Owing to the presence of clay the model results were 
not reproduced. They were now proposing to remove the clay, and by next June 
(1940), he hoped to be in a position to say whether or not the model complied with the 
prototype. 

MR. F. F. HAIGH said that in the case of the Trimmu Weir, certain river discharg
es were assumed and run on a model. Actual river discharges had since proved quite 
different to those assumed .. He failed to see how correct results could be expected. 

DR. McKENZIE-TAYLOR, "You get an indication". 

MR. S. H. BIGSBY stressed the necessity of testing a model again if any change, 
·were made in the prototype design. 

MR. T. M. LYLE said that the Central Irrigation and Hydrodynamic Station, Poona, 
had recommended a certain length of spur for the Sarda River at Bansbassa. He 
(Mr. Lyle) had accepted the recommendation, but when the construction was three 
quarters completed, he received a letter from Mr. Inglis, the Director, asking him to 
increase the length of the spur by 150 feet. This could not be done for both financial 
reasons, and lack of time before the flood season. Since then, Poona was experiment
ing further with the shorter spur. 

MR. A. ORAM, "If model recommendations cost a lakh, and you have not got it, 
what is to be done~" 

MR. BIGSBY, " I quite agree. Some recommendations made by Research Officers 
are very expensive." 

THE PRESIDENT said it would be interesting to hear how much some of the model 
work was costing. 

DR. McKENZIE-TAYLOR said that the Khanki model had cost Rs. 20,000 ; the 
Islam Rs. 1,500, and the Bias Rs. 1,500. 

MR. LYLE said that the first Sarda model made at Poona had cost them Rs. 8,500; 
the next Rs. 2,500. 

MR. F. A. FARQUHARSON considered it necessary to draw up a list of the important 
prototypes which are being observed, and to keep the list up to date year by year. 

MR. BIGSBY said that orders had been issued in the Punjab on reporting the results 
of models, and he would send a copy to the Board's Secretary. 

Resolved "THAT· THE RESOLUTION OF THE 9TH RESEARCH COM
MITTEE* IS ENDORSED, AND IN ADDITION IT IS RECO.M.MENDED THAT 
NO ALTERATIONS IN DESIGN SHOULD BE J!ADE WITHOUT REFERENCE 
TO THE EXPERIMENTING OFFICER, AND THE LATTER SHOULD ISSUE 
INSTRUCTIONS AS TO THE DATA REQUIRED TO BE COLLECTED TO PROVE 
WHETHER A PROTOTYPE IS BEHAVING AS PREDICTED BY THE MODEL.'• 

• Vide page 43. 
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DESIGN OF CANAL FALLS 

PRELIMINARY GENERAL NOTE 

The first resolution, or rather conclusion, reached by the Central Board of Irrigation 
appears in the Minutes ofthe 1st l\Ieeting of the Board held in November 1931, and the 
subject has been discussed and resolutions passed at every subsequent annual Meeting 
of the Board with the exception of the 1934 Meeting. 

Resolutions on the Eame subject have been passed at tne 4th, 5i:U, 6th and 7th 
Meetings of the Research Committee of the Board covering the years 193! to 1937. 

This is an indication oft he complexity of the subject, and no attempt will be made 
in this general note to go into details. 

Type of Fall Favoured by the Central Board.-The conclusion reached at the 1st 
~Ieeting of the Central Board in November 1931 is as follows:- · 

I 

(i) In general the Board recommends that the "vertical drop" type of fall 
(referred to in the Digests as "free overfall ") is preferable to the rapid 
type. 

(ii) A raised crest is preferable to the notch type. 
(iii) The length of the crest should be as great as possible having regard to the 

channel bed width, in order to redu.ce the discharge per foot run of crest 
to the lowest possible. The Board were not prepared to lay down any 
maximum discharge per foot run of crest as this was bound up with so many 
other considerations. 

(iv) The Board declined to make any definite recommendation as to the maximum 
height of any individual fall, but recorded the opinion that the United 
Provinces practice of breaking a large fall into .a number of steps appeared 
to be highly satisfactory. 

(t.') On the subject of cisterns the Board invited the attention ofits Members to 
the practice and formula in vogue on the Sarda Project wherein the depth 
of cistern depended upon the discharge per foot run of crest, the drop in 
water surface and the depth of water in the channel. Sir Bernard Darley 
pointed out that provided the depth on crest is not greater than 4 feet, 
no cistern is required unless the drop in water surface is more than 7 feet. 

(vi) As regards protection downstream the Board considered it impossible to record 
any recommendation in view of the diversity of opinion and practice. This 
item required further enquiry. 

The Board expressed the opinion that protection against lapping action was not 
!msceptible of theoretical treatment and could best be met by a layer of gravel or 
broken brick a little above and below full supply level. 

Notched Falls.-The 2nd Meeting of the Central Board in November 1932 resolved 
that " In the case of free falls, a number of notches distributed across the width of the 
channel, had proved satisfactory in practice, owing to the interaction of the individual 
jets one upon another ". 

Sharp Crested Weirs.-The 1932 Board Me~ting also resolved that "The sharp 
crested weir is preferable to a. broad crested weir from the point of view of energy dissipa
tion but other considerations, e.g., modularity and metering, may make the provision of a 
broad crested weir necessary." 

Contraction of the Crest.-The 1932 Board Meeting also resolved that "Any con
traction of the total crest width must involve additional expense in the cistern. Where 
unavoidable, arrangements should be made to spread the jet uniformly over the cistern 
entry. Experience shows that radial diaphragms on the glacis are effective for this 
purpose." . 

Use of a Deflectin(J Wall or Baffle.-The 1932 Board Meeting also resolved that 
" Attention is also invited to a deflecting wall or baffie, described in Bombay Technical 
Paper No. 44 by C. C. Inglis (S. E., Irrigation Research and Development Circle). This 
device is to ensure a reverse roller which scours the bed well below the end of the masonry 
work and piles up the silt against the downstream end of the work." 

Type Designs of Falls.-At the 1936 Board Meeting it was " resolved, after consi
deration of the Resolution of the Research Committee on this subject, passed at the 
annual meeting in July 1936, that the preparation of type designs of falls should be 
postponed until such time as a more comprehensive study of the design of such works 
has bQen made." 
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The 1937 Board Meeting resolved that " The Board accepts the opmwn of the 
Research Committee that comprehensive research into the subject of the design of canal 
falls is desirable, and that until such research has placed the principles of design beyond 
dispute, it is inadvisable to r~cord any recommendation in favour of any type of design 
for general application." 1 

Financial Criterion.-The 1938 Board Meeting resolved that" In the opinion of this 
Board the most satisfactory design of canal fall is one which, while meeting require
ments satisfactorily, costs least in terms of capital cost plus capitalized cost of repairs." 

Resolutions of Research Committees on the Subject of Canal Falls.-The Resolutions of 
the Research Committees stress the importance of Mr. Gunn's experiments on the Protec
tion below Khanki Weir (Punjab Irrigation Research Institute Research Publications, 
Vol. II, No.8 and Vol. II, No. 12). 

For some time it has been considered necessary that a comprehensive note from Mr. 
Inglis, Director of the Central Irrigation and Hydrodynamic Research Station, was an 
essential preliminary to further progress, but owing to his onerous duties llir. Inglis has 
not yet been able to present the note. 

Comparison of Flumed with Full lTV idth Falls and Effects of Varying Cistern Depths.
The 1933 Board Meeting resolved that 

" (i) For the purpose of comparison with the model experiments already complete 
on the Tando Masti Khan Fall, construct a model for the same total 
discharge and the same surface drop, of a free overfall, the full depth of the 
channel. 

(ii) Experiments should·be conducted as far as possible for the same variations of 
discharge as were utilised in the former experiments, and to include one 
at a discharge of about 25 cusecs per foot run of sill in the prototype. 

(iii) The experiments also to include enquiry into the effects of varying cistern 
depth if time permitted." 

The experiments were duly carried out and the results given in the " First Note on 
Experiments with Falls at Khadakvasla "dated 14th .July 1934. No definite conclusion is 
reached. · 

Recent Developments.-Three alternative types of fl.umed fall have been constructed 
on the new Montgomery-Pakpattan Link in the Punjab. The designers are Messrs. 
Montagu and Inglis, and the Central Design Office, Haveli Project. The model work in 
connection with the Inglis design is described in the 1937-38 Annual Report of the 
Central Irrigation and Hydrodynamic Research Station. 

In addition to proving the value of the three types, valuable information is expected 
to be obtained on the use of models in designing this type of structure. 

Successful Falls Constructed in the Past.-In the Information Bureau of the Central 
:aoard of Irrigation 7 4 drawings have been prepared of falls consbructed in India which 
have proved eminently successful in operation. 

The discharges vary from 13 cusecs to 10,591 cusecs divided into groups with costs 
added where available as follows :-

I . No. Range of Drop Cost per ousec 
Group. of in per ft. 

- Falls. Feet. drop in ~"Upees. 

Under 50 cuseos • 6 2·36 to 2·94 .. 
50 to 100 ousecs • 4 2 to 6 3·6 

100 to 200 cusecs 5 0·8 to 9·88 1·3to9·8 

200 to 300 cuseos . . 9 2·2 to 12·55 0·65 to 4·0 

300 to 400 cusecs . 3 3·4 to 6·45 5'0 

400 to 500 cusecs ' . . . . 4 4·49 to 6·06 . 6·2to10·6 

500 to 600 cusecs . . 5 2·0 to 5·0 2·6 

600 to 700 ousecs . . 4 2·0to5·52 1·75 to 3·8 

700 to 800 cusecs . I 6·0 
I 

.. 
800 to 900 cusecs . . 4 2·99 to 5·05 4·Tto5·7 

900 to 1,000 cusecs . . . 3 4 to 8·25 4·5 
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-

No. .Cost per causec 
Group. of Range of Drop per ft. 

Falls. in Feet. drop in rupees. 

----------
1,000 to 1,500 ousecs . 10 2·26 to 16·0 0·57 to 5·6 

1,500 to 2,000 cusecs . . . 3 2·13to8·0 1·7 

2,000 to 3,000 ousecs . 8 2·18 to 11·0 0·8 to 1•7 

3,000 to 4,000 cusecs 1 3·0. . .. 
4,000 to 5,000 ousecs . . . - 2 5 and 5·75 1·7 

5,000 to 6,000 ousecs . . 2 1·9 and 4•5 1·3 and 4·7 

6,000 to 7,000 cusecs . . . 1 6·5. 2·6 

7,000 to 8~000 cusecs . . . . . .. . . .. 
8,000 to 9,000 cusecs . . 1 5•36 . 1·5 

9,000 to 10,000 ousecs . . . .. . 1 6•00 2·3 

10,000 to 11,000 cusecs 1 8·07 1·5 • . . . . . . 
The above falls include examples of fiumed, notched, baflle wall and cistern protected 

falls. 
POINTS FOR DISCUSSION. 

RESULTS OF THE OPERA.TION OF THE TRIAL FALLS ON THE MoNTGOliiERY·PAKPATTAN 
LINx. 

Tlte advisabil-ity or otherwise of continuing thi& item on the Agenda of tlte Research 
Committee Meetings. 

DISCUSSION BY 9TH RESEARCH COMMITTEE, JULY 1939. 

DB. N .. K. BosE said they had not been able to run full discharge in the 1\lontgomery-Pak:pattanLink to 
test the three alternative designs of falls. When partial supply was run the lowest or Central Designs fall 
had failed by out-flanking. 

1\IB. 111. L. liiEBTA described the failure of the Central Designs fall. The soil was composed of fine sand 
with a clay content less than 10 per cent. and a p1H value of 10. This soil would not withstand the steep 
hydraulic gradient of I in 6 with which the fall was designed, and failure by out-flanking resulted. 

MB. A. R. TBOMAS refe~d to the model work done at the Central Irrigation and Hydrodynamic Research 
Station on falls for the Montgomery-Pakpattan Link (vide page 9). 

DB. N. K. BosE enquired how the down stream expansions were calculated. 
l\IB. TBOMAB said they were evolved from the experimental results on two models. 
DB. BoSE pointed out that in models the S curve dh·ergence showed the worst results, whereas in the 

prototype this fo:rtm of expansion proved best. 
MR. GEBALD LAcEY remarked that the degree of divergence, or expansion was properly a function of .the 

channel, that is to say a function of the entire cross section and not of the divergence of the sides. The 
divergence was a function of scale and small models could work perfectly to a divergence which was inadequate 
when applied to the prototype. He emphasised the need for fundamental experiment work in this connection. 

1\IB. T. BLENOB enquired if there had been any experiments to show how glacis slope affected the 
adhesion of water to the div.ergence, and was informed that no such experiments had been made. 

MB. BLENOB said he attached importance to the glacis design as a factor affecting spread. Thus the 
lllontagu semi-gravity parabolic design might owe much of its effectiveness to the flat glacis top giving an 
initial spread to the jet from the throat. · • 

MR. LACEY mentioned falls which had been flumed on the Mat Branch with an expansion of 1 in 5. 
The economy had been swallowed up in increased maintenance charges. The floors of the downstream 
transitions were not lined but merely pitched. Baffies had been suggested to distribute the flow but the 
nature of the floors precluded their construction. 

Dn. J. K. liiALBOT'iu. enquired from 1\Ir. Thomas whether he had carried out any experiments to find 
the best form of profile for the glacis, as he (Dr. Malhotra) had found by mathematical analysis that the 
Montagu profile, as given in the Central Board of Irrigation Publication on falls, was based on a fallacy in that 
in giving a maximmn horizontal acceleration to the jet, it did not at all reduce the vertical component of the 
velocity responsible for downstream scour, which was the object it had tried to achieve. 

MR. THoMAS replied that he had not so far taken the shape of the glacis profile into consideration. The 
Central Irrigation and Hydrodynamic Station was concentrating on the general principles of falls. 

DB. BoSE said the Punjab Irrigation Research Institute was dealing with the problema which arose down· 
a tream of falls. 

MB. LACEY considered that the up-stream conditions of a fall were of great importance, and smooth 
parallel bell-mouthed entries were essential. 

The following Resolutions were proposed and accepted : I. Reaolved that jetting downstream of a fall 
cannot be referred 11olely to the anglu of the downlltream waUa, but must be considered with reference to :he aiu of 
the channel, or effectively to it8 discharge which determines scale. Experiments should. be initiated to determine 
the manner in which om cros1111ection can be e:cpanded to another in a given length without jetting. 
. II. Re~~olved that the lltudy of aU factor• abcwe downstream channel wate.r level, including approach. conlrac
ho~M, thai contribute to jelling is important. Experiments in tliia connection auch aa varying the glacis lllopefrom 
the horilontolto the vertical for each of a variely of falls, ahould be undertaken. · 
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CONSIDERATION OF THE SUBJECT" DESIGN OF CANAL FALLS'' BY THE CENTRAt :BOARtl 
OF IRRIGATION AT THE ANNUAL MEETING AT DELHI, 6TH NOVEMBER 1939. 

l\1R. A. GORDON, the President, referred to the proceedings of the 9th annual 
meeting of the Research Committee contained in the preceding pages. 

l\1R. E. 0. Cox confirmed the failure of the Central Designs fall on the l\Iontgomery
Pakpattan Link. He said he had seen the Montagu and Inglis falls running at half 
full supply, and in the former the flow down stream looked smoother. In both falls 
there was side erosion. 

DR. McKENZIE-TAYLOR said that the failure referred. to by M:r. Cox demonstrat~d 
the necessity of a careful examination of soil conditions in combination with model 
experiments. Soil observations on the Montgomery-Pakpattan Link had only been 
made after the model experiments for the falls were completed. 

l\1R. GERALD LACEY mentioned how falls of identical design on the Sarda Canal 
system showed varying results according to the soil conditions. 

MR. T. M. LYLE said that he had discovered cases of scour down stream of falls 
which were due to the crests not being perfectly level. Correction of the crest levels 
had cured the trouble. 

THE PRESIDENT referred to the resolution of the 9th Annual Meeting of the Research 
Committee on the comparison of results on the prototype with those obtained on the 
model,* and· said that in view of this resolution, and the resolution of the 8th Board 
Meeting,t they had better await further developments on the Montgomery-Pakpat
tan Link. 

MR. Cox said he would send further results obtained on these falls to the Secretary 
. for the information of the Board. He said that in the case of other falls in the Punjab 
where side erosion had occurred downstream, they had stopped the trouble by a pair of 
spurs at the ·end of the pacca work as sketched. . In the case of the Upper Chenab 
Canal-240' bed width-thes~ spurs extended 20' into the channel. 

·-·-·-·-·-. -·8ed f1/idtht?40·"--

co~ ,-flt d Of Pa cc a fVork . f+- 20 
~~""4rl ~-t------------------------~-
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MR. Cox, continUing, said that they were going to plot the actual velocities down
stream of the Montgomery-Pakpattan link falls for comparison with the model'l. 

THE PRESIDENT said a perfectly satisfactory fall could be designed, but the trouble 
was the side scour. The 4th Board meeting had ,expressed the opinion that protection 
against lapping was not susceptible of theoretical treatment and could best be met by 
a layer of gravel or broken brick a little above and below full supply level. 

In reply to a request from the President, Rai Bahadur Khosla said that model 
tests had been carried out for the falls on the All-American Canal, but the prototypes 
bad not been tested as the Canal had not yet been run. He said be would send the test 
results to the Secretary. 

Resolved "THAT AFTER CONSIDERING THE REPORT OF TilE NINTH 
RESEARCH COMJJiiTTEE MEETING, THIS BOARD CONSIDERS THAT THE 
SUBJECT OF DESIGN OF FALLS SHOULD CONTINUE AS ONE FOR INVESTI
GATION, AND FOR CONSIDERATION BY THE BOARD." 

• Vide page. 43. 
t Vide page 46. 



MEANDERING OF RIVERS. 

PRELIMINARY GENERAL NOTE. 

In October 1938 the Central Board issued a Questionnaire on the Meandering of 
Rivers. 

Factors Affecting TortuositiJ.-Very Conflicting evidence was received in replv from 
which relatively few points emerge in a fairly certain manner. These are : 

(a) that erosion leads to tortuosity 
(b) that the soil composing the banks has a definite influence 
(c) "that sudden rises in discharge affect tortuosity 
(d) that C?bstruction.s such as weirs or bridges increase tortuosity 

Auxiliary points of importance are that the mass of evidence shows : 
(e) that sharp loops in a river are not a sign of decay 
(f) artificial cut·offs are not successful and cause compensatory lengthening of 

the channel downstream and even upstream 
(g) embankments do not affect tortuosity. 

Silt Burden in Relation to Tortuosity.-Evidence on the effect of the silt burden is 
very conflicting, and the replies to the Questionnaire leave us without a conclusion. 

Limiting Width o.f Meander Belt and ~Meander Length.-In the National Geographic 
l\lagazine for October 1902 there are given data for 23 rivers on flood plains showing that 
there is a good suggestion of a constant value in the ratio Width or meander belt In feet. 

The mean meander ratio is 17 • 6. width or river in feet. 

In the case of incised rivers this ratio is higher and averages 30 · 6, based on the data 
from 30 rivers. There is not so much agreement in this type of river. The Seine, Oise 
and Marne hav.e exceptionally high ratios. . 

Analysing the data above referred to, :Mr. Inglis, Director of the Central Irrigation 
and Hydrodynamic Research Station, arrives at the conclusion that Mb (the width ~of the 
meander belt in feet), :M1 (the meander length), and W the river width (i.e., P wetted 

perimeter) all vary as Qi-ht other words are scalar-; and that the meander length is 

of the order of 10 P or roughly 25 Q! to 30 Qt. 
No definite information was received from India on these points in reply to the 

Questionnaire. 
Other Influences· Affecting To·rtuosity.-That some relation exists between river

windings and tributary streams is indicated by studies of the Thames, near London, 
the Rhone and the Severn (The Geological Magazine, March 1908). 

The Questionnaire did not contain any reference to this side of the problem. 

POINTS FOR DISCUSSION. 

Has further investigation corroborated the apparent relation between meander 
width and length with width and discharge of a river 1 

DISCUSSION BY 9TH RESEARCH COMMITTEE, JULY 1'939. 
' No further information was forthcoming and discussion centred around the de:!i.ilition of meandering. 

It was resolved : · · 

" Meandering is defined as the adoption of a continuaUy tJarying sinuous path by the deep wale-· channel 
(tl.alweg) of an alluvial ritJer, not imposed by external constraint." . 

CONSIDERATION OF THE SUBJECT" THE MEANDERING OF RIVERS" BY THE CENTRAL 
BOARD OF IRRIGATIO'i AT THE ANNUAL MEETING AT DELHI, 6TH NOVEMBER 1939. 

After referring to the note and discussion of the 9th Annual Meeting of the Research 
Committee dealing with this subject, which appear above, Mr. A. Gordon the 
President, asked Mr. Shaw to favour the Board with his remarks. ' 

}.1R. J. SHAW said that he had a classification, but before laying it before the Board 
he would like it vetted by Mr. Inglis. 

Orissa would like the subject kept open as it was one of great importance to them. 
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On the average their rivers conformed with Mr. Inglis' conclusions ; that Mb 
(the width of the meander belt in feet), M1 (the meander length), and W, the river width 
(i.e., P, wetted perimeter) all vary as Qi ; and that the meander length is of the order 
of 10 P, or roughly 25 Qi to 30 Qi. 

1\Ir. Shaw, continuing, said that in Orissa their embankments are marginal and 
close to the river. 

MR. AITKEN asked how it was possible to lay down the meander belt of a river. 
THE PRESIDENT instanced the case of the Indus. According to the formula ad

vanced by Mr. Inglis, the Indus would meander about 17! miles. This gives the distance 
to which marginal embankments should be retired. Meandering does not include evul
sions. 

Resolved" THAT THIS BOARD ACCEPTS, FOR THE TIME BEING, THE 
DEFINITION OF MEANDERING SUBMITTED BY THEIR NINTH RESEARCH 
COMMITTEE. 

FURTHER DISCUSSION ON THIS SUBJECT WILL BE POSTPONED 
UNTIL AFTER THE RECEIPT OF THE DIGEST OF THE DIRECTOR, CENTRAL 
IRRIGATION AND HYDRODYNAMIC RESEARCH STATION." 



SILTING OF RESERVOIRS. 

PRELIMINARY GENERAL NOTE. 

Estimating Life for a New Reservoir.-The life of a proposed reservoit· may be 
estimated in two ways : 

(1) By considering river discharge and the percentage of silt contained in the water. 

(2) By comparison with existing reservoirs . 

. River Discharges and the percentage of Silt Contained in the JV ater.-The percentage 
by weight of dry suspended silt has to be converted to_volume of silt deposited in the 
reservoir by applying a factor to convert weight of dry suspended silt to volume of moist 

\ silt, such as would compose reservoir deposits. . 

It is this conversion factor which has been the source of the greatest trouble. 

On these lines, assuming that all the silt would be deposited in the Reservoir, the 
predetermination of the life of the Elephant Butte Reservoir in the U. S. A. v~ried from 
134 to 233 years, i.e., the rate of silting per annum in per cent. of original capacity might 
vary from 0·75 per cent. to 0·43 per cent. The actual percentage for the first nine 
years of the reservoir's existence was 0 • 97 per cent. ' 

No allowance was made for bed load. 

The ratio of the mean annual run-off to the original capacity of the reservoir in this 
case was 0·45. 

The life of the Boulder Dam Reservoir was similarly estimated and placed at 202 
years. 

The ratio of the. mean annual run-off to the original capacity of the reservoir in 
this case is approximately 0 · 5. 

Bed Load.-The bed load is an unknown quantity. Tn a second calculation for the 
Boulder Dam they assumed that the suspended load represented 80 per cent. ffi the 
total dry load carried by the Colorado in the form of suspended and bed load. 

Comparing the actual silting of the Elephant Butte Reservoir with the rNlt1l'd.s pf 
suspended silt in the river (Rio Grande) we are led to believe if the weight in pounds 
of dry suspended silt is multiplied by a factor F = I /4 7, the volume of silt in cubic feet 
which would be deposited in a reservoir on the river in question is arrived at. By 
the nature of its derivation this factor includes the bed load. 

Similar factors could be determined for other rivers on which reservoirs exist. 

Estimation of the Life of Proposed Reservoirs by Comparison with Existing 
Reservoirs.-The determination of factor F on the lines given above and applying it 
to similar rivers would give us a means of estimating a reservoir's life, provided that the 
reservoir's capacity exceeded the mean annua~·run-off of the catchment. 

When, as is often the case in India, the reservoir capacity is only a fraction of the 
mean annual run-off, the best that can be done is to endeavour to find similar reservoirs 
and see at what rate they have silted. By similar is meant similarity as regards nature of 
catchment, rainfall and reservoir capacity as compared with the mean annual run-off. 

The graph hereunder compiled from the statistics of sixteen reservoirs in India, 
America and South Africa is of considerable interest because it shows that when the ratio 

Mean annual rnn-otr exceeds 20, the rate of silting increased with decrease of this 
origlnal capacity ot reservoir 

ratio in quite a regular manner. But that when the ratio _Mean annual rnn-off 
original capaCity or reservoir 

is below 5 there is no connection with this ratio and the rate of silting. 
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Ultimate Capacity of a Reservoir.-A study of existing cases show that a reservoir 
will continue to silt until channel conditions exist in the silted reservoir upstream. 
Shutters could trap water in this channel but the volume so trapped which might be 

' termed the ultimate capacity is relatively very small even with outsize shutters. The 
calculation of this ultimate storage can be made using Lacey's Theory. 

Rate of Silting.-Evidence does not show that. the rate of silting decreases with the 
growth of the evil. 

M etlwds of Preventing Silting.-The rate of silting can be checked by afforestation. 
For a reservoir that impounds all or a very great proportion of the annual run-off 

there is no way of preventing silting. 
A reservoir impounding only a fraction of the annual run-off can be kept clear of silt 

by the provision of special facilities for by-passing silt laden flood water as illust,rated 
by the following reservoirs :--

Amsteg Reservoir in Switzerland. 
Shongweni Reservoir, South Africa. 
Umgeni Reservoir (Proposed), South Africa. 
Nar Nullah Reservoir, India. 
Khushdil Khan Reservoir, India. 
The residual storage can be increased by the provision of sufficient gates to lower 

t-he flood IJlane in which case the dam tends to become a. barrage. 

POINTS FOR DISCUSSION. 
The ratio of bed load to suspended load in a river. 
The utilization of rates of silting of existing reservoirs in estimating the life of 

proposed reservoirs. 
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:Note on the silt observation of rivers. 

BY H. S. KAHAI. 

Silt observations are made at the following discharge sites under the control of 
Government of Sind, twice a week on Tuesdays and Saturdays generally:-

1. Panjnnd (on Chenab above confluence) near Daka during the cold season. 
2. l\Iithnnkot on Indus during the cold season. 
3. Saidabad on Indus at Sukkur during the cold season. 
4. Outfall on Indus at Sukkur during the whole year. 
5. Kotri below Railway bridge on Indus during the whole year. 
The section lines at each site along which observations are taken, are generally 

laid out with pivot and direction pegs marking stations, 100, 50, or 25ft. apart 
according to the width of section at each site. 

The stations selected for obtaining s:1mples of silt in suspension at the various sites 
are as under :-

1. Panjnad at Daka.-This site is fairly stable and is only changed about 3 or 4 
times during the season of discharge observations which is about 8 months. 

Discharge section requires to be changed, if any· sand banks form above or below it, 
as this vitiates the angle of flow which we usually try to keep at about right angles. 

The discharge site at Panjnad is usually restricted to the width of 900 ft. and if 
possible less widths are selected ; the reason being that as the discharge sometimes goes 
very low, velocities become too low for accurate measurement. . 

The stations on this section for discharge purposes are 50 feet apart and 3 stations are 
selected equidistant across the section. 

For about 6 months out pf the 8, there is practically no silt in suspension but if the 
discharge increases there is certain amount of silt in suspension. 

2 . • l!!ithankot.-Usually 3 stations. The discharge site has to be changed very 
frequently owing to the formation of sand banks as the river is most unstable at this 
part. The widths of discharge sections vary from 1,000 feet to 1,600 feet and the 
number of stations where silt samples are collected vary accordingly. 

The stations on this section for discharge work are sometimes 50 feet and sometimes 
100 feet apart, depending on the width of the river. 

3. Saidabad.-Usua1ly 3 stations. This site is also not a stable one. Discharges are 
observed here for about 7 months out of 12. The site has to be changed usually about 5 
or 6 times during the season owing to being vitiated by sand banks and consequent cross 
channels. The usual widths of this site are between 1,000 feet and 1,500 feet. Usually 
~>ilt samples are collected at 3 stations about equidistant from one another and from the 
bank. 

At all the above three sites the samples are collected from the surface, 6j10th depth 
and the bottom. • 

4. 011tjall.-This is a stable permanent section of a width of about 3,450 feet. 
Samples are collected on this section at stations .Nos. 6, 12, 17, 22 and 28. 

5. Kotri.-This is also a stable section with a width of 3,000 feet. The stations 
selected for silt observation on this section are 7. 12, 17, 22 and 27. Samples are collect
ed from surface, 6f10th depth and bottom at. each of the stations of the sections at Out
fall and Kotri. 

Observations in Field.-The samples are collected from the required positions at each 
station by means of a metal bottle of 1lit.rc capacity specially designed to open and close 
at any required depth. 

This bottle is held in a metal framework, by which it is attached to an iron rod which 
can be lowered to the required depth. The mouth of the bottle is sealed by means of a 
spring to which a rope is attached. When the bottle has been lowered to. the required 
position tension on the rope raises the spring and opens the mouth of the bottle thm 
allowing the bottle to be filled with sample water. On releasing the spring the bottle is 
sealed. 

All bed samples are collected as close to the bed as possible. 
At each point of sampling velocities are observed and in addition temperatures of 

water samples and air are also recorded at the time of collection. 
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lAboratory Work.-The metai bottles containing water samples are taken to office 
and after properly shaking each bottle the sample is passed through a filter paper which 
has been previously weighed. The filter papers containing silt are then dried on a steam 
bath and their weight ascertained. The object aimed at is to ascertain silt in grams per 
litre. Since each sample is of I litre capacity this is readily done, and recorded in 
column No. I8 ofthe statement in printed form I. R. C. No. 8 shown on page 55. 

Office Work .-The calculations for filling in the columns of the printed form shown 
on page 55 are made as under :-

1. The weight of silt as ascertained by actually weighing one cubic foot of dry 
silt is found to be 95 Jbs. 

2. One c. ft. of water weighs about 62 · 5 lbs. = I,OOO ounces and 10 ounces sample 
is 1/IOO of one c. ft. of water= I7 · 28 cubic inches. 

3. Similarly one ounce of water = 437 · 5 grains. 
1 lb. = 7,000 grains. 

4. One gram= I5·43 grains. 
5. One litre = I,OOO C. C. 
6. One C. Ft. = 28 · 322 litrea. 

With these basis, figures in each oolumn are filled in as under:

Col. I to 6 from field observations. 
Col. 7 IO Oz. of water= 4,375 grains. 
Col. 8 Col. 18 X 4· 375. 
Col. 9 Col. 8 to Col. 7. 
Col. IO Col. 8 X IOO. 
Col. 11 I728/IOO = I,728 c. inches. 
Col. I2 Col. 8 X I728/7 ,000 X 915. 
Col. I3 Col. I2 to Col. II. 
Col. I4 Col. I2 X IOO less. •01. 

(allowance for the weight of 1 c.ft. of water being a little less than 62 · 5lb.) 

Col. 15 gives means of 3 samples in Col. 10 for surface, 6/10th depth and bottom 
for each station. 

Col. 16 gives means of 3 samples in Col. 14 of surface, 6/10th depth, and bottom 
for each station. 

Determination of specific gravity.-Col. 17, Specific gravity is determined once in a 
month-only from samples collectedfromsurface, 6/IOth depth and bottom at aJI the 
stations selected for silt observations. 

After the silt has settled the water is pumped out by means of a pipe syphon. The 
silt when dry is collected and spt~cific gravity of each sample determined in the 
Laboratory. 

Col. I9 shows the temperatures observed. 

DISCUSSION BY 9TH RESEARCH COMMITTEE, JULY 1939 . . 
MR. E. 0. Cox said that the Bhakra Dam Project for the irrigation of 4,500,000 acres in the famine areas of 

the Punjab first came up in 1915. At that time the Sutlej Valley Project was under investigation, and the 
Government of India refused to sanction the Bhakra Dam until the Sukkur Barrage had been functioning for 
10 years. 

In the Sutlej Valley Project it was laid down that the Bhakra would take its Kharif supplies from the 
Sut.lej. . 

In spite of this as there was insufficient flow for the Sutlej Valley Canals, the Bhakra Dam Project would 
now probably have to rely on storage except for three months in the year when there was ample water in 
the Sutlej. In the original project samples of water had been taken at Rupar and at the proposed dam site 

. but as the velocities in flood time were from 20 to 30 feet per second it was presumably impoHsible to take 
central samples in floods. 

There had been various estimates for the rate of silting of the propo•ed reservoir, but the latest anticipated 
that the rate of silting would be negligible. 

MR. Cox said he called for information on silting from the Bureau of the Cent,ral Board of Irrigation, and 
after reading this, and Mr. Edgecombe's, "Report on the Silting of Reservoirs," he was alarmed at the 
prospects. 

The proposed canal would have a discharge of 5,000 cusses from September to June, which involved a 
reservoir capacity of 2,500,000 A. Ft. given by a 400 feet dam, and they had been up-to-date negotiating with 
Bilaspur State for permi.Rsion to build a dam of this height at Bhakra in Bilaspur territory. They werP 
negotiating with Bahawalpur to coiiBtruct a dam 450 feet in height. 

MR. Cox wished to know at what rate such a reservoir would silt up. 
In his opinion silting was related to; 

(I) total run-off 
(2) state of catchment 
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(3) slopes of hills 
{4) lsrge flood discharges. 
(5) freshets and floods before the catchment wa• grassed. 

River conditions in Northern India were favourable to the deposition of silt. 
MR. Cox quoted the Roosevelt Dam in America as an example of freshets causing silting. 
The reservoir of the Assullll Dam had not silted because they only stored absolutely clear water. 
The proposed Bhakra Reservoir would be 40 miles long. Water entering at a velocity of 15 to 20 feet 

per second would be retarded to a mean velocity lower than 1 foot per second. In these conditions all the 
silt would be deposited. 1 

They would not be able to delay storage beyond the 1st August, and all freshets would have to l.('l stored. 
MR. F. F. HAIGH wished to know why they could not take silt samples in the river, but Mr. Cox oeuld 

not give details. 
DR. E. McKENZIE-TAYLOR said that at the Punjab Irrigation Research Institute they used Kennedy's 

method in taking silt samples in canals. He consid&red the accuracy of bottle sampling to be very question
able. In his opinion they should also estimate the clsy content in silt. namples, as it had an important influence 
on the volume of the deposit. · 

MR. T. M. LYLE said that in the United Provinces their dams were located in Bundelkhand and were 
losing considerable capacity by silting as their sluice power was very limited and the reservoirs were full 
during the greater part of the flood season. . 

MR. BIGSBY asked if any information was available a Lout the silting of a natural reservoir such as the 
Wooler Lake. Mr. Cox said there was not. 

, MR. J. P. JAIN referred to th~ graph on page 52. He handed round an enlarged graph 
containing information from 40 reservoirs in addition to those included in the graph on page 52, His graph 
showed that there was no relation between the rate of silting per annum in per cent. of original capacity, and 
the mean annual run-off/original reservoir capacity, even when the latter exceeds 20. 

MR. GERALD LACEY enquired whether Mr. Cox was considering the sources of silt, i.e., the river tributaries. 
MR. Cox said he was, and that the cost of an effective retardation works on the tributaries would be 30 

lakhs of rupees. 
MR. Cox suggested that when the reservoir had silted up it would still be'possible to generate power, and a water supply could be. obtained from tube wells in the area irrigated. For power they needed a minimum 

head of 200 feet. · 
MR. N. B. GADRE mentioned Lake Fife in the Bombay Presidency the capacity of which had not changed 

appreciably in 20 years. He said there was very little soil in the catchment. 
MR. L. VENXATAXRIBHNAIYER said that the silt content of the Cauvery at Mettur in Madras had been 

analysed. They had consulted Professor Unwin who had advised the provision of bottom storage for silt 
accumulation. · 

Discussion then centred around the ratio of bed to suspended silt load in a river. Dr. N. K. Bose though 
their investigations on the River Ravi at Mukteswar might yield some infol"Dlation. 

MR. A. R. B. EDGECOMBE was asked to give more details of the factor F = 1/47 referred to on page 5}, 
He said this was some original work he had done in America.* 

MR. BIGSBY asked if a similar factor could not be worked out on the Bundelkhand Rivers in the United, 
Provin(les on which reservoirs existed and were silting. 

"MR. VENXATAXRIBBNAIYER said that if the silting of reservoirs was recognised dams should be designed 
to withstand additional pressures as liquid mud sometimes had a specific gravity 2! times that of water ". 

After further discussion it was Resolved : The record8 from varioU8 parts of the world show that the siUing 
of reaervoirs may be seriOU8 or negligible. The Committee cotl8ider that the factors determining silting vary from 
site to site and mU8t therefore be studied locally. 

The Committee recommend that 

(a) InveBtigations regarding silt load8 should go on pari passu with enquirieB regarding water available 
for stbrage. 

(b) The main Btnlrce or sourceB of the silt load shtn1ld be determined and steps should be taken 110 far all 
possible before dam cotl8truction to reduce erosion in the catchment area. 

(c) Every opportunity should be taken to study silt accumulation in existing reservoirs with the object of 
obtaining information regarding the most economical deBign and method of construction with reference 
to the life of th~ reBervoir. 

(d) SampleB of silt in 8U8penBion shtn~ld be taken regularly at ea:iBting river gauging situ and at or near 
any possible dam site. The clay content of the silt should be determined as thill may ezert an 
important influence on the t>olume of the deposited silt. 

(e) SampleB of deposits from reBervoirs shtn1ld be obtained so that an attempt may be made to uti mate the 
volume of the deposited material with reference to its physical composition. 

Discussion of Mr. H. S. Kahai's Paper, "Silt Observations of Rivers" was then started. 1\fr. Kahai 
quo~d hydraulic and silt data from the River Indus at Sukkur, and the North-Western Canal, Sind.t These 
samples were taken with a, bottle ~ampler. 

DR. McKENZIE-TAYLOR said the Punjab Irrigation Research Institute used ounces per cubic foot, whereas 
Mr. Kahai used grains per cubic foot. Grains per litre is approximately the same as ounces per cubic foot. 

MR. GERALD LACEY stated that slopes were frequently quoted as fractions sullh as 1/6667, etc., and urged 
the necessity for expressing slopes in e. decimal form or preferably in part f per thomancl denoted " S." 

MR. F. F. HAIGH enquired if there wa.~ any information on the total quantity of silt. 
MR. A. R. THOMAS said that the data would be of value to him as the amount of silt in suspenAion in riverR 

a11d canals had an important bearing on models. 
DR. McKENZIE-TAYLOR said they were about to construct a silt trap to compare the results with those 

obtained from a silt ejector. . 
MR. Cox said it w~ generally assumed that the silt charge of a river decreases as one proceeds down t.he 

riv.er. 

*Vide," Report on the Silting of Reservoirs and measures taken or projected for ita Prevention or 
Control", by A. R. B. Edgecombe, Government Press, Allahabad, United Provinces. Rs. 12. 

t Vide pages 29 and 31 of " Report on 'the work. done in the development and Research Division, 
Sind", for the year ending May 1939, 
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1-h~. LAOEY stated that aiLhough tht> silt charge in Northern indian canals was known to vary, it did not 
appear to vary to such an extont, during tho silt laden period, ns to vitiate results. 

Mn. THOMAS said the silt load had a very decided effect, but that it was implicit in channel dimensiullB 
and woLS not apparent. The silt load i~ implicit in your equationsl\Ir. Lacey. 

:Mn. LAOEY suggested that, as he had statod, the variations in silt charge appeared in tho Punjab to be 
insutllcient to vitiate results. In Sind, however, not only was all tho silt fine, but the amount of fino BU8pended 
8 ilt was very high, and that thorofore in Sind, since it was difficult to exclude fine euspendod hilt, the charge 
must be of greater importance. 

1\In. THOMAS quoted the case of the 1\Iithrao Canal. Silt was excluded and the· channel scoured. This 
proved that silt charge bas an effoct. 

Mn. BIGSBY enquired whether Dr. 1\IcKonzio-Tuylor had reached any conclusions from the Gugera in
vootigations where serious troubles lu•d been experiNtcod as a result of silt movements. The silt in tbj.; 
case appeared to be very fine and tho channels were being choked by the sheer mass of fino soil. 

Dn. 1\IoKENziE-TAYLOR •aid that a report had been submitted but no conclusions had been reacbod. 
Tho same offocts wore noticud in the Burala. · 

Mn. Cox enquired what canal slopes obtained in Sind. 

1\In. KAHAI said about 1 in 7,000 . 

• 
CONSIDERATION OF THE SUBJECT " SILTING OF RESERVOIRS " BY THE CENTRAL 

BOARD OF IRRIGATION AT THE ANNUAL MEETING AT DELHI, 9TH NOVEMBER, 1939. 

Resolved "THAT THE SUBJECT 'SILTING OF RESERVOIRS,' BE IN
CLUDED IN FUTURE DISCUSSIONS OF THE BOARD." 
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SILT EXCLUDERS AND EJECTORS. 

PRELIMINARY GENERAL NOTE. 

Silt Exclusion from Oanals.-The employment of all known precautions at the source 
of supply frequently renders recourse to silt excluders and ejectors unnecessary. Before 
proceeding, a recapitulation of these precautions will be informative. 

Silt Exclusion by Reservoirs.-Reservoirs exclude silt from a canal, themselves silting 
in the process, but if the offtake of the canal is a considerable distance down stream of 
the reservoir the stream can pick up a sufficient bed load to nullify the effect of the 
reservoir. 

This is occurring at the Parker Dam on the Colorado River about 150 miles down
stream of the Boulder Dam where water is diverted into the AU-American Canal. 

Selection of Site of Headworks and River Training.-A site for the offtake of the 
canal on the outer curve of a river is conducive to silt exclusion from the canal. This 
effect can also be produced by training of the river at lower stages within its flood bed. 
In the case of the Mithrao Canal in Sind the construction of an approach channel from a 
concave bend upstream reduced silt entry into the canal. 

A great deal can be done by suitable training of a river in the vicinity of the head
works excellent examples of which are afforded by the histories of the Rupar, Khanki 
Merala and Rasul Headworks in the Punjab. 

Use has been made of River Models in dealing with such problems. 

Operation of the Barrage J$luices.-The study of the history of the various Indian 
weirs shows how much can be done in the matter of silt exclusion by the judicious opera
tion of under-sluices, gates, and weir shutters to induce curvature of flow, the still pond 
method of regulation, and closing the canal at times of heavy silt load in the river. 

Design of Barrage and Canal Head Regulator.-The Sarda Canal is a good illustration 
of the main precautions taken for the exclusion of coarse silt. The undersluices are 
t!eparated from the rest of the barrage by a divide wall upstream. The Head regulator 

. is splayed at an angle of 110° to the barrage with the object of avoiding turning the water 
into the canal at too acute an angle and thU8 creating " eddy " action. 

The regulator has a crest raised 6! feet above the river bed. The regulator gates 
lower behind this crest thus giving the maximum skimming effect. 

Induced Our·vature of Flow.-As silt exclusion is to some extent governed by curvature 
of flow experimental work has been performed to discover the effect of building a curved 
vane in the river up stream of the pocket formed between the divide wall and canal head 
regulator. These experiments were performed at what is now the Central Irrigation and 
Hydrodynamic Research Station of the Government of India, and on a model gaTe 
successful results. 

At the same station model experiments with King's Vanes were made in connection 
with the silting of the Mithrao Canal already referred to, and on the model proved 
effective. The Director of the Research Station has since stated that vanes are of little 
use in wide channels as they only switched over a portion of the flow in the channel, 
whereas it is essential to turn the current completely. (Mins. 8th Research Committee 
P• 2). 

Vanes have also been tried on models in connection with the Lloyd Barrage at 
Sukkur in the Indus. 

Silt Excluders and Ejectors.-The former are placed at the head of the canal and the 
latter some distance down the canal. The basic principle on which these devices operate 
is that in a flowing stream the silt is more concentrated in the lower layers than in the 
upper ones. Consequently if the lower layers can be escaped without undue interference 
with the silt distribution a large proportion of the silt load can be got rid of. Obviously 
a. portion of the supply of water has to be escaped, and in existing extractors the per
centage of supply escaped varies greatly up to over 30 per cent. 

This escaping means a suitable head must be provided, and an increase in the size 
of the canal head regulator. 

Silt Trapa.-These consist essentially of pockets in the canal. An increased section 
reduces the rate of flow with consequent deposition of silt which is periodically flushed 
out by an escape provided for the purpose. 
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M eclzanical Extraction of Silt.-At the Read of the All-American Canal the incoming 
water is detained in 72 circular basins. Silt drops out and is scraped to a central duct 
by rotary scrapers, whence it discharges back into the parent river under gravity. These 
basins are designed to deal with a flow of 12,000 cusecs or SOper cent. of the canal capacity. 

The detention period was the outcome of considerable investigation. 
Effect of Silt Exclusion on Canal Regime.-Silt exclusion can be so effective as to up

t!et the regime of the canal and cause scouring, as has been noticed in the Upper Bari 
Doab Canal. One of the major problems of the various forms of excluders is the 
regulation of the grade and quantity of silt to suit the regime conditions of the canal. 

POINTS FOR DISCUSSION. 

The optimum percentage of supply to be escaped in silt excluders and ejectors. 
The control of the grade of silt excluded or ejected. 
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Note on the Silt Exclusion arrangements provided at the Trimmu · Heaclworks 
and proposed for the Kalabagh Head works 

BY F. F. fuiGH. 

I. The Trinunu Headworks commands the Rangpur Canal, 2,700 cusec1 capacity, 
on the right bank and the Haveli Main Line, 5,200 cusecs capacity, on the left bank. 

2. The former canal is a non-perennial channel which flo\l'S through country having 
a good slope and consequently there Is little likelihood of difficulty of command being 
experienced. An excluder of the Khanki type has been provided at the head and pro vi
sion has been made in the design of the canal head reach for taking additional water into 
the canal to operate an extractor at about R. D. 2,000, if this is ever found necessary. 
This excluder covers one 30' bay of the undersluices only. 

3. The more important Haveli Canal is a lined channel with a very flat slope. For 
full supply conditions Lacey's f is about 1· 3, but with low supplies running and the 
water level headed up at various points to command offtaking channels the velocities 
will locally be such that only the finest grades of silt will be carried. It is necessary, 
therefore, to restrict silt entry on this side as much as possible, and with this object the 
water is passed through three decantation processes before passing down the canal, an 
excluder being situated in the undersluices pocket and two extractors at R. D. 1,200 and 
2,000 of the canal. 

4. The pocket excluder covers four bays of the undersluices, the slab being 230' 
long and extending about 50' above the regulator with its edge parallel to the barrage. 
The tunnels are very large being generally 34:' X 12' though reducing to 30' x 8' at the gate 
line. The excluder bays are separated from the rest of the undersluices by a divide wall 
which extends for 300' beyond the excluder slab. Over 200' ofthis length the pocket floor 
is paved. · 

5. The canal excluderS are of more stereotyped design comprising tunnels arranged 
under the canal at such a level as to cause no affiux in the canal supplj. Entrance to 
the tunnels is effected through comparatively small orifices varying in size with the object 
of distributing the draw-off uniformly, and averaging about 1· 5' x 2'. The 
tunnels roof is cantilevered over the orifices to prevent their draw affecting the silt 
distribution before the escapage is separated from the canal supply. The escapage is 
1 200 cusecs at R. D. 1,200 and 1,000 at R. D. 2,000. Each extractor is designed to work 
~der a head of 5' and to deliver the escapage at the lowest river level likely to occur when 
the extractors are in use. The canal section from the head toR. D. 1,200 is designed to 
f-0· 8 and from R. D. 1,200 to 2,000 to f=O· 7, these reaches being unlined. Two small 
extractors were provided instead of one large one for the reasons given in the discussion 
of multiple extraction below. 

6. Before describing the silt excluder arrangements proposed for Kalabagh it will be 
advisable to discuss briefly the advantages and disadvantages of the different types 
used at Trimmu. 

7. The following advantages are common to all pocket excluders :-

(a) The head across the barrage is always available for operating them. 

(b) Economy is secured by the use of the barrage gates and cisterns. 
(c) Large orifices unlikely to be choked by rolling or submerged floating debris 

are easily provided. 
8. The disadvantages of this type are :-

(d) The difficulty of securing good approach conditions. 
(e) The undersluice bays covered by the excluder cannot be used simultaneously 

for exclusion and their proper purpose of passing high river discharges. 
(/) The work being subject to river action has to be of very robust construction. 

9. The excluder built in the left pocket at Trinunu which has become known as the 
Kalabagh type, since it was originally designed for that head works, is an attempt to eli
minate the disadvantage (d) above. With the Khanki type the water approaching the 
excluder has to turn through a large angle and hence must be in a disturbed condition. 
If a divide wall exists, the approach will generally be via an S curve with intense local 
disturbances at the divide wall nose. The divide wall therefore appears to be definitely 
disadvantageous with this type. With the Kalabagh type a good approach can be secured 
if the divide wall is made of sufficient length, but this naturally involves heavy expense. 
It is doubtful if the length is sufficient to achieve this at Trimmu. 
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10. A disadvantage of the Kalabagh type as compared with the Khanki type is that 
the distribution of the canal supply at the edge of the diaphragm is not under control. 

11. Turning now to the canal extractors the advantages which can be claimed are :

(!7) The ease with which good approach conditions can be secured. 

(h) The relative lightness of the work. 

(i) The possibility of multiple extraction. 

A long list of disadvantages may be cited such as :-

(j) The difficulty of securing a working head with high river and low canal supplies. 

(k) The necessity of increasing the size of the head reg1.1lator to accommodate the 
escapage. 

(l) The increase in size of the canal section above the extractors necessary to 
accommodate the cscapage. 

(m) The necessity of providing separate outfall wo~ks. 

(n) The compuratively small orifices are liable to be blocked by suxiken debri~ 
and may necessitate the provision of a trash rack. 

\ 

If, however, (j) can be overcome the others are merely a matter of cost and are easily 
outweighed in comparison with the expense of the Kalabagh type. If, however, (j) 
presents difficulty and it is necessary to go a long way down the canal to secure the 
necessary working head (l) may be a serious matter. 

13. At Trimmu where the maximum flood level is only 1· 5' higher than canal full 
supply level (j) was not expected• to give much trouble, but at the present time as 
abnormally high levels are prevailing owing to the diversion of the river over the 
barrage, an adequate working head cannot be secured with high river supplies. 

14. Regarding (i) the advantages of multiple extraction are twofold. It has been 
confirmed in the field that, as might be expected from the fact that the silt intensity in
creases r!l.pidly in the vicinity of the bed the specific efficiency of small escapage is greater 
than that oflarge. From this it follows that with a given discharge available for escapage 
it is possible to increase the overall efficiency by dividing this escapage between two or 
more extractors. Secondly, multiple extraction increases the effectiveness of the 
approach channel. The regime of the approach channel is determined by the grade of 
silt carried and consequently the degree of concentration of silt of any grade which is 
possible in the escapage stream is limited. A single extractor wiil, however, reduce 
the intensity of silt of all grades and the reduction is greater in the case of coarse silt 
than of fine. In the approach to a second excluder therefore, a further degree of con
centration of each grade of silt can be effected, and the overall efficiency is improved. 

15. In the case of the two Trimmu extractors the first was placed at a distance of 
1200' from the head in order to give time for the optim:um silt distribution to be establish
ed after the turbulence which occurs downstream of the head regulator. Similarly a dis
tance of 800' was allowed between the two extractors to permit any disturbance set up 
by the first extractor to disappear. Actually tue disturbance created by the first 
extractor "ill not be serious sinct) there is no a:ffiux there, and the distance is probably 
excessive. In any case it should be possible to. design an extractor which will not 
interfere with the silt distribution of the water p:i.:ssing on it and consequently we can 
reduce the interval between the successive stages of extraction to a roin.jmum giving, in 
effect, continuous extraction. This it is proposed to attempt at Kalabagh. 

16. Another major departure from past practice proposed for Kalabagh is the 
setting back of the canal head regulator to a su'itable distance from the river and locating 
the extractor in a special flume connecting the two. This flume will be open to the river 
and consequently the full head across the barrage will always be available for working 
the extractor. This arrangement it is claimed will have the important advantages of 
both the pocket and canal location. Its only objections appear to be :-

(o) The banks of the flume will have to be designed to stand river flood levels. 

(p) The depth in the flume will not be under control in high river stages. (m) and 
(n) supra will also apply. 

As regards (p) it is not anticipated that this condition will have any objectionable 
effect. With greater depths the velocity in the flume will be reduced and silt will settle 
prol•ably more effectively through the greater depths in the longer time :Lvaila.ble. 
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17. A brief description of the whole scheme for Kalabagh as proposed by the writer 
is given below :-

At the river edge there will be an excluder of the Khanki type covering one 60' 
bay of the barrage in three tunnels. This will be controlled by a standard single barrarre 
gate and there will be no pocket divide wall. The diaphragm will be at as high a level ~s 
possible limited by the condition that the canal supply can pass into the flume without 
loss of head. The flume will be 270' wide throughout, the canal discharge being 6000 
cusecs. A trash rack will be provided immediately downstream of the head. To secure 
uniform distribution of discharge over the flume section, the head will be provided with 
curved vanes and the trash rack piers will be extended to a sufficient length to obviate 
cross flow. Downstream of the trash rack there will be a settling reach about 500' long 
designed to f=O· 8 and with a lined bed the latter being provided to facilitate scouring 
in the event of excessive deposit in this reach during high flood conditions. 

18. The main extractor will cover 1,000' length of the flume. Its bed will be lined 
and will be formed in longitudinal corrugations with 1 to 1 side slopes of 15' pitch designed 
to lead deposited silt to the orifices. These will be 1008 in number taking 1 cuseo each, 
uniformly distributed at 18' intervals in each trough. The bed level will be such that the 
velocity for full supply conditions will correspond with an f of 0· 55 at the upstream end 
and 0 · 4 at the downstream end, the exclusion of all silt over 0 · 6 f grade being aimed at. 
The length of the work is designed to give sufficient time for silt of 0· 6 f grade (dia. 0· 14 
mm.) to settle to 1· 5 times the depth in still water. The length is independent of the 
actual depth since for a fixed width and discharge, velocity and depth are inversely pro
portional. Actual velocities proposed vary from 2 · 5' /sec. at entry to 2 · 0' Jsec. at exit. 

19. The discharge of the outlets is collected via a system of branch and main drains 
in tunnels running downstream in the upper half and upstream in the lower half along the 
centre line of the flume. After meE'ting in the centre the tunnels turn under the right 
bank of the flume and discharge via a gated outfall back to the river. The velocity in 
the escapage ducts varies from 2' Jsec. at the outlets to 5' Jsec. in the tunnels and the total 
head required to work the excluder is calculated as 2'. The canal head regulator will 
be situated immediately downstr~am of the extractor. 
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Note on the Influence of Very Fine Silt and Cohesion as a Factor in dhanne1 
Performance 

BY GERALD LACEY. 

Of recent years great advances have been made in India in methods of sampling silt 
and of determining the avcmge diameter of silt particles. The writer, at a time when the 
concct detet·mination of the average diameter of the silt particle was unknown 
suggested that the ratio V2/R characterised silt grade, and that this ratio was a function 
of the diameter of the silt. For simplicity the relation may be summarised thus :-

Silt factor=f=~V2/R=8di ...................... (I) 
in which expresl:lion dis the average diameter in inches. Later developments go to 
show that the constant 8, suggested as early as 1930 as a very rough measure is in error 
and th~t the correc·· figure is nearer 9. 

2. In the Punjab the decision was very rightly made to measure silt grade rather than 
em!Jloy a silt factor which could only characterise silt grade'in an indirect manner. It 
was found that there was no direct evidence that the silt factor varied as the square root 
of the mean diameter of the silt particle. Other factors were evidently at work. One 
curious feature of the experiments made was that a very low silt factor could be associated 
with a relatively coarse grade of silt. The explanation of this anomaly is" shock ". 
Thus if a channel has very ragged banks more energy is destroyed, and the gross turbu
lence or agitation of the water is increased. This exposes the coarser grade of silt on the 
peel but also retards the forward velocity. Before the value of V2/R could be correctly 
calculated it would be necessary first to enhance the value of the wetted perimeter em
ployed in the calculation of the hydraulic mean depth on account of the disproportionate 
part played by the sides in the destruction of energy. It is possible also to conceive 
of "shock" of a negative chnracter. Considering a channel with glass sides it will be seen 
that if the sides are omitted in the computation of the hydraulic mean depth the com
puted value of V2 /R can correctly be associated with the grade of bed silt. If the sides 
are included the computed \'alue of f will be high for the grade of bed silt encountered. 
It will thus be seen that with positive " shock " a low silt factor will be associated with a 
coarse grade of silt, and if negative " shock " is present a high value of the silt factor will 
be associated with a fine grade of silt. " Shock " plays a part in determining the hydrau
lic elements of most canals under observation and is sufficient to explain much that would 
otherwise be obscure. The fact is regarded as of sufficient importance to be mentioned in 
this note. The most important fact to note however is that in all the work now being 
undertaken the assumption is implicit that the silt is incoherent and can be picked up 
almost as readily as it can be deposited. . 

3. In Sind there is a very high percentage of fine silt, and the persistent silting of 
channels in Sind in fine silt suggests that cohesion has not been taken sufficiently into 
account. Having regard to the very fine silt transported by channels in Sind, and their 
low rugosity they s~ould transport their silt with very low slopes. This does not appear 
to be the case. 

Dr. Chatley in a recent article* makes some very illuminating remarks in connection 
with cohesion, in rivers and channels transporting fine silt. He observes that in flashy 
rivers (the statement has also some reference to inundation canals) "the rules connecting 
slope and soil structure are probably different from those of steadier flow since the velo
city to keep sediment in motion is much less than tha..t required to disturb old settled 
sediment". He ascribes this effl!ct to cohesion of the material "which Lacey disregards". 
It would be more correct to state that the writer had confined himself to channels in 
which the silt was assumed incoherent, and the channels free from shock. t 

· Dr. Chatley has shown that if the cohesion between a pair of silt particles compares 
with the weight of one particle the force required to separate the particles is more signi
ficant than their mutual friction, and it is clear that the scouring velocity goes up nol 
down with the fineness of the material when the fineness is below a certain limit. The 
tractive resistance of beds in very fine material will therefore be a direct function of the 
fineness of the material instead"of a function of the coarseness, and unless attention is 
paid to this· aspect of the question equations derived for regime flow based on the size of 
particles may give very anomalous results. . 

4. To sum up it may be stated that in all channels of which the silt is reasonably 
incoherent the non-silting velocities and slopes can be calculated from equations such as 
those derived by the Punjab Research Institute, in which the average diameter of the silt 

*Engineering, December 23, 1938, page 742. 
tProca. Inat. C. E. Vol. 229, page 371. 
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Plays~ part, but in channeis transporting very fine silt and cementitious material, the same 
equations cannot be applied with confidence. The channel dimensions of regime canals 
transporting incoherent material can be computed from the writer's equations by assign
ing a silt factor. This silt factor, in channels free from shock, is associated with gradea 
of silt which can be predicted with fair accuracy from . the equation 

f=l·76 mt .................. (2) 
in which m represents the diameter of the silt particle in rnillimetres. When the silt is 
very fine and cohesive the Punjab equations in terms of the diameter of the silt particle 
break down. Whether the writer's equations, or the Punjab equations are employed, 
the fineness of the silt plays a part in determining rugosity, and therefore· slope, but the 
fineness of the silt cannot be directly connected with the precise value of V 2 jR which mus~ 
he adopted in order to ensure that the tractive resistance of the fine bed silt is overcome. 
Effectively, in channels transporting incoherent alluvium, and free from shock, the dia
meter of the silt particle as~igned either by the slope equation, or the equation in terms 
of V2fR, should be equal, but if !Joherence plays a part. it will.at once be recognised that 
there will be one value of the silt factor, as a function of pure fineness and smoothness, 
which will determine the velocity for a given slope, and value ofthe hydraulic mean depth, 
and a second value which must be applied to determining the ratio V2/R, which deter
'mines silting and scouring. It is possible therefore to apply in Sind two silt factors, 
the first a function of the slope and the second a function of the non-silting velocity. 

There is therefore nothing anomalous, when due regard is paid to causes, in the fact 
that in Sind different silt factors are computed from different equations. The correct 
procedure in future, it appears to the writer, would be to compute values of Na from 
the equation 

1·3458 Rl Si 
v-

Na 

from known values ofV, R, and Son the few regime channels that may exist, and in design 
to refrain from assigning lower value!'! of Nathan obtain in actual practice. In order to 
avoid silting each such chanpel must also be assigned a definite value of the ratio V2fR, 
and this value must not. be less than those obtained in practice. Any attempt at 
computation from the diameter ofthe silt particle should be avoided since variation in the 
precise percentage of the fine material may vitiate any conclusions drawr.. 

The procedure will be somewhat similar to that adopted by Kennedy in which he 
assigned a value of Kutter's N by experience, and associated with that value an assigned 
value of the critical velocity. 

With incoherent material it is possible to interlink the size of the particle both with 
the silt factor, and the rugosity coefficient. ·when the material is coherent the fineness 
of the particle can be correlated with rugosity, but fineness of the material is no reliable 
guide in assigning velocities. It is necessary to use a silt factor linked not with the fineness 
of the material, but linked with the ' behaviour ' of the precise type and mix of silt to 
be transported, and that' behaviour 'is best characterised by the ratio V2/R. It will be 
observed tl1at any equations in terms of the silt diameter are likely to break down when 
applied to cohesive material, and that the best method is to assign '\Y'Orldng values of Na 
and the ratio V2/R. This system at least provides the way out of an impasse. The 
physical aspect of cohesion and the part which varying percentages of fine material 
play in determining regime velocities remain for investigation. 

DISCUSSION BY 9TH R.ESEARCR COMMITTEE, JULY 1!13\J. 

MB. F. F. HAIGH introducing his paper said that he had used Lacey's formula f=Syd to obtain the average 
8ize of particle in silt of a certain grade. For f=O · 6 this givea d=O·l4 mm. He understood that Mr. Lacey had 
now revised his formula to f=9yd; in which ca-.e the diameter becomes 0·11 mm. For this size of particles the 
mte of falling in still water at 20• C. was l foot in 29·4 seconds. Hence, the depth of flume being 12·5, 360 
seconds would be required for a particle to fall from the surface to the bed. In checking the approach flume 
the time allowed for settlement in the suggested design was 667 seconds i.e., I· 84 time the above. . 

MB. HAlon had recently received details of the silt excluding arrangements under construction on the 
All-American Canal offtaking from the Imperial dam on the Colorado river and it was interesting to com· 
pare the American data with those suggested for Kalabagh. In the case of the All·American Canal they were 
attempting to exclude silt down to 0·08 =· dia. For this grade the settling velocity in Rtill water was I ft. 
in 55 seconds and as the depth was also 12· 5' the time of settling from top to bottom "'as 690 seconds. The 
total time allowed for settlement was 1260 seconds and the ratio of time allowed to time required l· 83. The 
chief point of difference was that the velocity of the water during settlement was mueh higher being 2 · 25 
ftjsecond in his design against 0·4 ftjsecond in the case of the American design where the supply wa.~ p88sed 
through a number of tanks instead of using the canal itself for settling. 

MR. RAton referred to the paucity of information on the rate of settlement of silt partiules in turbulent 
water. Allan Hazen (Proceedings of the American Society of Civil Engineers)* gave a mathematical formula 
based 'ln two reasonable Msumptions :-

(a) That a particle reaching the bottom would stay there and 
(b) That tbe distribution of silt remaining in the water at any time wail uniform. 

*Vide Transactions, A. S.C. E., Vol. 53, I904, page 45; also Transactions, A. S.c • .!!:., Vol. I02, 
1937, pages 289-323. 
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The formula waa 

da a 
z =C1-r><ia 
'~here z is the proportion of silt remaining after time a. 

t=the time requi.red for a particle of silt to sink from the surface to the bottom in still water. This 
formula gtves the following values' 
a 

1 2 3 

z= 37% 14% 5% 
'hiR. HAIGH said a doubtful point in connection with the design was whether silt falling between the 

orifices would b_e carried for~ard and esr-aped or would depo~it and form a silt heap of a height depending on 
the water veloctty·and the stlt grade. He had discussed this with Dr. M"Kenzie-Taylor who thought that 
information on this point could be obtained by experiment. 

•.\ 
Ma. GBRALD LAOEY said that the equation f=8d ·wa.~ put forward by him as long aao as 1930 as a "very 

rough formu~a" until a'' more reliable rule "could be obtained. The numerical value ofthe constant appeared 
to be approxtmately 9. He enquired whether there was any binding clay in the ~ilt. 

DB. E. lllcK~~NZIE·TAYLOB. was of the opinion that the silt would flow along the corrugations, 

In reply to a question from Mr. E. S. CRUMP, Mr. Haigh said that each tunnel would be regulated sepa· 
rately. 1 • 

MR. T. M. LYLE asked what percentage of the water supply was run to waste, and was given the figure 
17 per cent. 

MR. S. H. BIGSBY asked Mr. Haigh to explain to the meeting why the exclusion had to be so drastio in this 
particular ease. 

MR. HAIGH explained that on the Thai project nearly all the channels would be lined. \Vith a lined sec
tion they designed to n high value of" f " as they wanted to be sme that the silt deposited when heading up 
for command with low suppliea would be fine enough to be picked up quickly when the supply was raised. 

l\IR. GERALD LACEY," You make sure that the flow is turbulent, that is what you mean by designing". 
1\IR. HAIGH agreed. 

lila. E. S. CRUMP Baid that two sets of discharge observations had recently been made on the main line of 
the Haveli Canal. Using Lacey's formula, the average value of' N 'for four different reaches was consistently 
higher for the lower of the two discharges observed. In order to reconcile the two sets of results, i.e., give the 
same value of ' N ' it was necessary to adopt a higher value than 1 for the index of R in a formula of the Lacey 
or Manning Type. • • 

1\IR. LACEY pointed out that equations of the Manning type were best applied to full stage conditions on 
channels. If it was desired to obtain an equation that would fit a variety of gaugings at one site, the equation 
sought was essentially a " stage-discharge " eqnation and it was possiule that an equatiml of the Bazin type 
would fit better. 

Dn.lllALHOTRA mentioned that for data obtained from four reaches on the Lined Haveli Canal he had tried 
Manning and had found it to give approximately as good a fit with the data as Mr. Lacey's formula. *He added 
that the average observed rugosity by Lacey's formula was about 0· 015 against 0· 016 adopted in design. 

MR. A. R. THOMAS aaked if there were any facilities for controlling the slope. Mr. Haigh informed him that 
there was a regulator on the canal down-stream of the excluder. 

DB. E. McKENZIE-TAYLOR said that in spite of turbulent flow his information was that 80 per cent. of 
the silt occurred in the bottom 0 · 2 of the depth. 

1\IR. HAIGH said that in his design Lacey'R " f " varied from 0 · 4 to 0 ·55 in the extractor reach. 

At the request ofl\IR. BIGSBY, Mr. Crump described the Upper Jhelum Ejectors in the Punjab •. 
There were five extractors or excluders. The first was about five miles from the head of the canal. It 

was built in 1935, but was not now operat-ed as it had caused scour in the channel downstream. 

The remaining four extractors are located at Miles 25, 28, 37, and 48 of the Upper Jhelum Canal. 
The first of these is situated at the last of the four points where torrents cross th11 canal in level crossings and 
.contribute large quantities of heavy silt. In the heavily silted reaches above this point. the canal slope was 
0· 25 per thousand as compared with the designed figure of 0·15o/, 0 • 

The extractor at Mile 28 was built in 1933, and although designed to take 1000 cusecs it was normally 
run with a maximum of about 250 cusecs. This extractor comprised 36 pipes at 6 feet centres, each pipe 1 
foot in diameter. Thes.> pipes discharged into an existing culvert in the canal. The canal discharge had 
declined from 8,70() to 7,10(} Clli!ecs owing to silting. As a result o( silt extractiol)., the potential discharge for 
the same· gauge has risen to 10,000 cusecs. · The water slope has flattened in the downstream because 
the extractor has lowered " f ". 

The extractors at Miles 37 and 48 are designed to discharge ·."250 and 108 cusecs respectively. Each ha.s 
nine units on 24 feet centres. Mr. Crump described the design of entries to these uuits which he said had acted 
fairly well. At the extractors at miles 28 and 37, each 12 inch pipe has its own sluice valve. 

The extractor at Mile 48 is of different design. In this case the 9 Units discharged into a cross duct of 
expanding section as in Mr. Haigh's design. The designed velocity in this cross duct was 5 feet per second 
and it was equipped with a single gate at the end. 

Ma. THOMAS asked whether any preliminary experiments on ducts were carried out. 
1\IR. CRUMP replied that no preliminary experiments were made but the performance of the first structure 

built was observed. They soon discovered that the smaller the extractor, the more efficiently it worked. 
It first and foremost takes the heaYily silt pharged bottom layers of water. 

If you extract at all, you take out all the bed silt at the location of the extract-or. 
MR. CRUM:P said that in all his designs he arranged that conditions should be regime conditions, i.e., for 

the silted bed to remain·upstream of the extractor. 
MR. BIGSBY said the canal was silted up and something had to be done. The first extractor constrncted 

desilted a portion of the canal, but the process was too slow. They therefore put in a number of extractors to 
get rid of silt rapidly. 

1\IR. LACEY enquired as to the optimum size of pipes. He was informed by Mr. Crump that results 
were given in Mr. Haigh's paper No. 211 entitled " Silt Excluders " presented at the Punjab Engineering 
Congress, 1938. Small extractors were more efficient than large ones, and, if only a small portion of the canal 
supply could be spared, it was more efficient to construct several units along the canal. 

• N~~o ..:.. 1 " 3t58 Ri 8l vide "Stable Channels in Alluvium", by G. Lacey (Equation 20, p. 372) 

and," Uniform flow in Alluvial Rivers and Canals", by G. J.acey (Equation 1, p. 425). 
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It is eBI!ential to arrange for equal draft across the whole width of the canal and so trap all the bed 1ilt. 
A blockage of one of the extractor pipes was very soon made apparent by the formation of a fid of bed eilt 
downstream. 

As regards the proportion of rolling bed silts MR. CRUMP said that Mr. Benson put the figure at 1 part in 
20,000 by volume of the discharge. 

Mn. LACEY remarked that as a considerable quantit.y of the bed silt would be transported by " saltation " 
or leaping the width of the gap was of import.ance, and if this was too small, some of the bed silt would 
" hurdle " the trench crossing the canal at the intakes of the extractor units. 

DR. E. McKENzm-TAYLOR, basing his opinion on flume experiments carried out at the Punjab Irrigation 
Researoh Institute, said that he did not think hurrlling would take place. 

MR. CRUMP said that the extractor constructed on the Upper Jhelum Canal resulted in increased canal 
discharges. The thirty miles tail reach below the point where the canal bifurcated nAed to si It up in khnrif and 
thereafter took a long time to cleanse itself. The highest discharge passed at the tail of the reach before 1930 
was 6300 cusecs. They now got 7,500 cusecs. On one occasion in lO rlays the t.a.il discharge inPrtl<ts~d by 1,000 
cuseos for the same gauge at the head of the reach. Mr. Cmmp attributed this to the fact that the working 
level at the tail had always been kept some 2 feet lower than the designed level, so that the tail rt>ach 
had started scouring from the time the canal was first opened. Tn the last 10 miles the berl was a solid clay 
bed, and at a certain stage the silt is wiped off the clay as if the channel had been lined with smooth concrete. 
With the resulting flattening of the slope the removal of silt from the clay progresses rapirlly upstream and as 
much silt is disposed of in one day as would take months in an ordinary silted channel. 

11-IR. BIGSBY enquired if data regarding Lacey's "f" could be given. Mr. Crump replied that he could 
not state results in term of " f ". 

At MR. BIGSBY's request Mr. Haigh stressed the point of multiple extraction. In addition to the in
crease in efficiency obtained by escaping a number of bottom layers there was also the effect on the regime of 
the approach channel. After one extraction process, the intensity of silt of nil grades was reduced and the 
reduction was greater in the case of coarse silt than fine. The canal supply would therefore have a lowPr f 
enabling finer silt to settle nnd be extracted. In the design under consideration f varied from 0 ·55 to 0 · 4 
over the extractors. 

Da. McKENzm-TAYLOR referred to the Thai Project; and apprehanded that if too fine a material was 
extracted there would be no staunching in the water-courses, and no improvement in the cultivated area, as 
had been hoped, due to silt deposition. 
. ']'he slopes of the water courRes varied from I in 2,000 to 1 in 3,000 and the grade of Rilt therein would vary 
from 0·10 to 0·01 mm. 

MR. HAIGH said they aimed at removinB ~ilt down to 0·10 mm. diameter, but the relative!:~- high velocities 
would prevent the fine silt from being escaped. 

Ma. LYLE enquired why they proposed only one silt extractor for the Thai Project. 
MR. HAIGH replied that the single.structure had seventeen transverse discharging ducts and so was eqni· 

valent to seventeen structures of the type which Mr. Crump had been describing. 
The duct velocities in the structure varied from 2 feet at entry to 5 feet at exit. The head required to 

work the extractor was 2 to 3 feet, which would be available at all stages of the river. This advantage was 
gained by, putting the extractor up-stream of the canal regulator. 

MR. BIGSBY enquired about the effectiveness of the control over the proposed Ejector. He understood 
that a considerable amount of silt would be required in the watercourses on account of the porosity of the soil. 
It seemed to him that sufficient control would not be obtained. 

MR. fuzGH replied that there were gates on the out fall which gave a simple control over the whole struc· 
ture, and in addition the upper or lower half of the structure could be closed as found necessary. By reduc· 
ing the escapage the efficiency of the extractor could be reduced to any extent. 

MR. N. B. GADRE enquired whether silt extractors could be used to determine the proportion of bed to 
suspended load. 

Ma. HAIGH said the difficulty was to define the bed and suspended load. 
D:a. McKENzm-TAYLOR suggested they might compare the results from an extractor with those of a silt. 

trap. · · 

In reply to a question Mr. Haigh said he used the VR relationship (f=O · 73 V 2/R)* in determining " f' • 
MR. CRuMP said it should be recognised that the reduction of the silt ioad by silt ejectors automatically 

leads to flattening of the canal slopes downstream, and the forwarq movement of silt, These results may be 
embarrassing and must be guarded against. 

Steps should be taken to control affiux. 

MR. THOMAS thought it was very important to mention that where possible it is desirable to exclude silt 
at the head of a canal. 

MR. BIGSBY said that when it came to canals already in existence. such as the Lower Chenab Canal, in 
which there were large quantities of silt on the bed of all channels, exclusion of silt entry at the head had muoh 
the same effect on movement of bed silt in channels as would an ejector from the canal. 

It was Resolved that :-
This CommiUee desiru to place on record that Bilt excluders and ejectors have proved a successful device in the 

Punjab for the extraction or exclmion of silt from a canal, and that a number of small units is more ~Oicient tha11 a 
&ingle unit. · 

The construction on existing canals of such devices leads to secondary problems which require solution. 

*This is a slight variation of the constant in the formula quoted on page 431 of t.he 1\IinuteM of the 
Pr~>ceedings of the Inst. of C. E. Vol. 237, Session 1933-34, Part I. 
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Tim COLLECTION OF HYDRAULIC DATA OF TORRENTS IN BOULDER 
RIVERS AND RTREAMS. 

PRELIMINARY GENERAL NOTE. 

Investigations in Progre8s.-This subject was proposed for investigation by theRe
search Committee by Mr. Gerald Lacey at the annual meeting of Committee held in 
.June 1937. Subsequently Mr. Lacey explained the object of collecting such data.~ a. 
note, da.ted 20th April 1938, and a letter addressed to the Secretary, Central Board of 
Irrigation, da.ted 21st Aprill938. Copies of the letter and the note were sent to the offi
cers who attended the next annual meeting of the Committee held in July 1938. Dis
cussion of the subject at the July 1938 meeting of the Committee disclosed the fact that 
certain amount of data was being collected in the Punjab, and that there is a site in the 
United Provinces from which data would probably be available. The Chief Engineer, 
P. W. D., North-West Frontier Province, also informed the Secretary that certain data. 
were collected regarding streams in Wazirif;tan, Baluchistan and North-West Frontier 
Province for 4 or 5 years subsequent to 1927. After discussion, the following resolution 
was pas;,;ed at the last meeting oHhe Research Committee held in July 1938. 

Resolution by the 8th Research Committee of the Central Board of Irrigation.-" Re
solved that it is desirable to supplement the existing meagre hydraulic data of boulder 
and gravel rivers and streams, and that those provinces which in future take observations 
on boulder rivers and streams as a routine measure should forward annually copies of the 
information thus obtained to the Secretary, Central Board of Irrigation, who will collate 
such data for publication. 

" Resolved that in future collections of hydraulic data, the value of " Na " the 
absolute rugosity should be calculated and tabulated instead of .:{{_utter's coefficient. 

The flow equation from which " N a " is to be computed is V = 
1

' ~4:8 
Rt s!. 

" Resolved that in future observatiol1':l, attempts should be made to assess b.Y' actual 
measurements, the average diameter of the bed material ; also by making central surface 
velocity observations to establish a reliable relationship between the mean velocity and 
central smface velocity for given values of rugosity and of the hydraulic mean depth ". 

Proposed Fo-rm fo-r Collection of Data.-The attached form* has been drawn up for 
the consideration of the Research Committee. Data supplied by the Research Offieer 
of the United Provinces has been utilized to filJ in the attached form as an example, and 
also because it contains points on which the opinion of the Committee is necessary. 

Info-rmation Available on the Subject.-The information at present available in the 
Information Bureau is very limited and mainly refers to the movement of boulders and 
gravel. 

In the San Gabriel investigations in California a value of n= · 040 (Kutter's formula.) 
was arrived at for coarse gravel by actual field observations. 

In a paper" Recent Experimental Results on Shingle Movement" by Meyer-Peter, 
Favre and Einstein it is claimed possible to calculate the movement of shingle in a &tretch. 
of river with a given discharge. Their experimental results in the laboratory have yet 
to be verified by observations on rivers. 

Meyer-Peter, Favre and Muller in their paper" A contribution to the Calculation 
of Silt Transport and the Width of Normal Sections of Hill Streams " present results 
of experiments, but here again data from actual streams is lacking. One of the objects 
of their investigations was the regrading of shingle transporting streams to arrest the 
shingle movement. 

In the Santa. Ana investigations in California the gradient on which various sized 
material carried by floods is deposited, and the gradient at which it is transported have 
been analysed from the profile of three principal streams. Boulders will be transported 
in channels with a gradient of 3 · 3 per cent. to 3 · 8 per cent. or greater, and come to 
repose on gradients of 2 · 4 per cent. to 3 · 8 per cent. Gravel appears to be transported 
on grades of 2 · 4 per cent. to 2 · 8 per cent. or over, and appears to come to repose on 
gradients of 1· 4 per cent. to 2 · 0 per cent. Sand appears to be kept in motion on gradients 
of 0 · 3 per cent. to 0 · 4 per cent. or over and tends to settle on gradients of 0 · 2 per cent. 

Mr. Post from observations on the La Grang~ River in America informs us that 6 
per cent. of the run-off by volume consisted of solids, with velocities from 10 to 15 feet 
per second, the size of the coarsest material transported being boulders of2 feet diameter. 

POINTS FOR DISCUSSION. 
The suitability of the attached form for collecting data. 
The relative value of data collected at flood stage and at lower stages. · 

• Not included in this Reporj;, 
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Observation of Hydraulic Data from the Boulder Bed of the River Ravi at 
Mukeswar . 

. BY DR. N.IC BosE. 
The river Ravi emerges out of the hills at 1\:Iukeswar. On the left bank ufthe river 

(Fig. 1 *) precipitous rocks rise directly from the water while the right bank has a. gentle 
slope cuhninating in rocky hills. A stretch of the river about llOO ft. in length has been 
chosen for observations of hydraulic data and for collection of the bed material. The bed 
materia] here varies along the cross-section of the river-being boulders and pebbles on 
the left, pebbles and shingles in the centre, and slliagle and coarse sand on the right. 

In low river below 700 cufsc., the bed is all sand except at the deepest point. At 
higher discharges 14,000 cufsc and higher, pebbles of the size 4 or 5 inches have been 
oht.ained. The river at this place is in a slight benc:l-left bank being on the outside of 
the eurve. The rock on the left comes down into the river as spurs. 

The following observations are being carried out at the site :-
(I) Diseharge by taking velocities with em·rent meter at · fi c:lepth along 10 verti

cal-;. 
(2) Cross-section of the rivei'. 
(3) Slope of the river bj ohHet·ving water surface level at G gauges, 3 on either 

bank of the river, one on the upstream s2 and s~, and one on the clown
stream 550 ft. away from the site of observation S1 and S3 and one at th~ 
cross-section itself. There is considerable variation in the slope of the river 
as worked out from the gauge readings separately. They are given in the 
table. 

(4) Samples of bed material by means of a special cage prepared for thig experi
ment-modified from a type given by Schatfernak in' Hydt·ographie', 
page 193. 

(5) Temperature of water. 
For carrying out these observations special equipment had to be made at this pl1~ce 

(see Diagram I.*) . Two. boulder pillars set in very rich cement had been built one on 
either bank of the river at a distance of about 450ft. from each other. One of these pillars 
is shown in Fig. II*. It shows the arrangement for fixing the rope across the river along 
the cross-section where the observations are being taken. A special boat (see Fig. III*) 
(35t' long and 8}' wide) had been prepared for this purpose and equipped with a crab-

' wiinch for raising and lowering the sampler cage and the current meter. A long 2} inch 
boiler pipe has been fixed to the forefront of the boat provided with a pulley through 
which a wire rope attached to the sampler or the meter passes to keep the latter in a 
vertical. A special cage (see Fig. IV*) 24" X 12" X 9" has been prepared whose sides are 
made ofthree sheets of wire gauges (!''mesh) overlapping so that the meshes do not 
allow particles bigger than 1/8" to pass through. The bottom of the sampler is of sheet 
iron 1/8" thick. This cage is lowererl (see Fig. V*) into the water by means of the winch 
and laid en the bed of the r-iver with it& upstream flap kept open. It is left there for 
about half an hour, the flap is then closed and the cage lifted above water into the boat. 
Samples, as large as llO lbs. containing pebbles bigger than 4 or 5 inches even are 
obtained. Fig. VI* shows one such sample. Whole of the sample i<> taken out, spread on 
the left side pillar (see Fig. Vll*) and dried. After that the) are weighed (see Fig. 
VIII*) first of all the total weight and then sieved through meshes of different sizes and 
weighed separately. This gives the distribution curve by weight (see Diag. II*). From 
this the average diameter has been worked out. , 

Velocities at · 6 depth are taken by current meter, the depths being taken as in Fig, 
IX*. The direction of the current is noted by a pocket sextant. 

Sb: gauges have been fixed on both banks of the river. They are observed directly 
by gauge readers on skin boats known as Darrais (Fig. X*). It has been noticed that 
reading the gauges by a levelling instrument from one bank of the river gives an error of 
.about 5 per cent. as compared to direct reading by the gauge reader. 
· Fig. X* shews the complete equipment for this experiment. The pillars and the 
wire rope stretched across is not shown in this figure. 

The observatioiL'> have been started for the last two months and practically the whole 
of this period has been spent perfecting the arrangements, improving the methods of 
sampling and overcoming other unforeseen difficulties that are inherent in such work. 
One of the ever recurring source of danger to the staff employed on such work is tho UJ1-

ceasing rush of deodar sleepers that are floated down this river from Kashmir State 
Forests. These sleepers sometimes got entangled in tho wire ropes that keep the cage in 
position and such is the force of water on these sleepers that the 2f' boiler pipe through 
which these ropes pass are bent like reeds. Already 4 such pipes have been damaged 
Every such occurrer.ce meant in the beginning dislocation of work for about 4 or 5 d1tys. 
At present duplicate sets are being kept ready at site. 

The following table gives the information about this experiment so far obtained. 
• Not included in this Report, 
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·Note on the Determination of the Average Diameter of the Active Bed of 
Torrents in Gravel, Shingle, and Boulders. 

BY GERALD LACEY. 

This note is written in the hope that it may provoke some discussion as to the ways 
and means by which the average diameter of coarse incoherent bed material may be 
measured. The modern tendency in the development of hydraulic formulas is to replace 
co-efficients of roughness such as Kutter's N, Na etc., with absolute measurements of 
roughness in terms of the height, or average height of projec-tions from the bed or wetted 
surface. Relative roughness is denoted by the dimensionless number (R/d), the ratio 
of the hydraulic mean depth to the average height of projection. In all recent experi
mental work on rough pipes with fully turbulent flow values have been assigned to d. 
It is clear that if ' m ' is the average diameter of the bed material in a boulder 
river the actual average height of projections will be neither ' m ' nor the 
radius ' lm ' but some fraction of' m ' which should be a constant for the type of 
material transported irrespective of precise grade. The fraction remains to be deter
mined, and the first contribution to its determination is the measurement of the average 
diameter ' m '. 

2. Analysis of sandy silt samples has given distribution curves which have certain 
characteristics. It is not improbable that the average of a great number of such curves 
woUld closely approximate to a probability curve. Aeolian or wind blown sands also 
give distribution curves not far removed from probability curves. It is iniportant to 
ascertain if distribution curves for boulders, shingle and gravel have the same characteris
tics as finer material. 

If a sample of large transported material can be shown to possess approximately the 
same characteristics as small samples, equations based on relative roughness derived 
from small incoherent material can be applied with greater confidence to coarse material. 
Such equations could also then be treated as ' general ' rather than special. 

3. The writer has found that if by ' m ' is denoted the average diameter of ioose 
incoherent bed material in millimetres, and allowance is made for shock effect, the silt 
factor can be deduced from the equation 

f=!V 2/R=1·76mt 
There is no experimental justification for applying this equation to very small values 

of m when cohesion will vitiate results, nor can it be applied with confidence to material 
other than sand. It is however of interest to apply the equation to the limiting condition 
of "shooting flow" in torrents when the slopes are so severe as to induce flow by"rapids" 
rather than ordinary turbulent flow. In all torrents and boulder rivers the hydraulic 
mean depth is sensibly equal to the mean depth D and hence it is permissible to write, 

Vllm. = v;D =v gR =, 1•155 vii and solving for f, 
fUm. 24·15. 

If the equation in terms of the diameter is applied, this limiting value of 'f' would cor
respor.d with an average size of boulder of 188 millimetres or nearly 7 l". As boulders 
are far from spherical the maximum dimension of the average boulcer involved would 
be of the order of ten inches. If the ,writer's equation 

Na=·0225 f1 
is applied the limiting value ofN a is equal to · 050. 

l These extensions of the equation involving f and mare tentative, but show that under 
limiting conditions of shooting flow the values of Na and of the boulder diameter are 
rational and of the correct order. There is by now a mass of evidence to show that the 
ratio V 2 /R is·a criterion of regime flow and if values of this ratio can be correlated with 
values of the average diameter of coarse material a great advance will be made. What
ever may be the view~:o held on this subject the necessity for measuring the mean diameter 
in order to assess the relative roughness R/d is admitted by all modern authorities. 

4. The writer has not been able to obtain any data or literature on the subject of the 
measurement of the size of boulder material. It is practicaJly impossible to sample a 
large boulder bed while in flood although samples from a gravel bed should be fairly easy 
to maintain. A good approximate method for a boulder bed would b.:. to paint or white
wash a" graticule" on a portion of the bed after the flood had somewhat subsided and to 
photograph it. After the photographs had been taken the entire exposed surfaee within 
the limits of the graticule could be carefully painted with some medium and all material 
thus painted would be removed as a sample. Thereafter the sample could be measured 
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by volumetric methods, relying on the displacement of water in suitably designed measur
ing tanks. l\Iore than one tank would be required and experience would indicate the most 
appropriate tcchnilJUe. It would be necessary, in order to reduce labour, to grade the 
material before measurement. Thus if ten per cent of the sample contained fine gravel, 
it would be sufficient to select from this graded ten per cent, a few samples obtained by 
quartation, and to determine for each such sample the average diameter by introducing 
a counted number of particles, say 10 or 100 into the appropriate volumetric tank and 
measuring the displacement. 

5. Finally it should be possibie after sufficient photographs had been collected to 
reproduce them in such a manner that they could be :tsed as standards of comparison so 
that a photograph alone would give a quantitative idea of the average diameter ofinaterial 
involved. It might be urgerl that the correct. method of samplin~ is to remove a sample, 
say to a uniform depth of one foot from the bed of the channel. It appears to the writer 
however that in boulder rivers, in which it would appear that relatively few particles 
of magnitude are in motion at any time that the surface sampling is more correct. If 
the bed is rigid, or rigid within normal conditions of flow, e. g., a cut supplying a head
works, the surface_ alone is involved and a surface sample should be taken as suggested. 
The average diameter thus obtained would ultimately be correlated with a theoretical 
height of projection. 

6. As previously stated this note has been written· to provoke discussion and to 
stimulate the sampling of coarse bed material. It is certain that no country in the 
w_orlcl presents a better field for the study of boulder rivers and torrents than India. 

DISCUSSION BY 9TH RESEARCH COMMITTEE, JULY 1939. 

MR. GERALD LACEY sununarised his note which appears on pages 72-73. 
He congratulatt"d the Punjtlb Irrigation Research Institute on the work they had done at Mukeswar on the 

River Ravi, where th11y had produced data of the greatest interest. · 

lllR. LACEY continuing, said that. he had deduced that V=16·05 (R'S)t *. Mr. Blench had very kindly 
analysed the Punjab data (pageR 70-71) and discovered that the numerical constant in this equation varied 
from 14 to 18, the average being 16·02. The agreement was very gratifying. 

Referring to the Punjab data for the River Ravi at 1\Iukeswar, 1\Ir. Lacey pointed out that there was little 
difference between the computed values of Nm and Nat. One reason, apt to be overlooked, was that when 
the values of R were small the difference could not be large, and when the depth was 3 · 28' equal to one metre 
the difference was obviously nil. 

1\IR. J.P. JAIN said he had collecterl data on the Ramganga and the Sarda in the United Provinces where 
these t·ivers ran in boulder beds, and he too found very little difference between Na and Nm. 

Dr. E. McKENZIE-TYLOR pointed ont that the l\Iukeswar data (pages 70-71) were obtained on a. 
rising river. He said they would now proceed to collect data from the river when it was falling, in which 
!attar state it Wdo~ more prob3.bly in regime. 

1\IR. LACEY noted that the silt had been sampled by placing a cage on the bed of the river which meant 
that the observations were of moving material. He said they should endeavour to get at both types of material 
if possible. He also noticed great daily variations in the grade of bed silt samples i.e., columns 6 and 7 of 
page 70 whereas R was almost constant. There was a. sort of wave in the diameters of the silt. He 
enquired as to the reasons for excluding silt of less than 1/8 inch diameter. He regretted that central velocity 
observations had not been made. 

DR. McKENZIE-TAYLOR said they were obliged to omit silt of less than 1/8-inch diameter because so fine 
mesh offered such resistance to the flow, about 7 feet per second, that they could not work the catching appara
tus. 

They proposed to approach the problem from another angle. They would calculate the diameter from S 
and Q and then, applying a reduction factor, relate this diameter to that of the trapped material. 

DR. N. K. BoSE explained that at the 1\Iukeswar Site the bed of the Ravi River is not entirely a boulder 
bed, but that there are patches of sand. 

MR. T. BLENCH remarked that the Punjab Irrigation Research Institute took the mean diameter weighted 
according to mass, i.e., as diameter cubed. American practice was often to take the arithmetic mean i.e., 
weighted according to number. The difference between these tw_o means was very great for the boulder data 
under discussion. ·. 

DR. liiALHOTRA remarked that American practice would give undue weightage to the smaller sizes. 
Discussion then centred around the proposed form to be circulated for the collection of data from boulder 

rivers. l\Ir. Lacey stressed the importance of observing the central velocity" Vcs." He suggested that lati
tude and longitude of the site should be stated ; that squared paper should be provided with the form for 
plotting cross sections ; that m 1 and m 2 should be stated in a note at the end of the form, wherein should be 
<"xplained the method of determining these diameters ; and that it should be definitely stated whether or not 
the bed was in movement. 

li1R. LACEY recommended that the values of the silt factor should be omitted as it could always be com
puted from the ratio V"!R if desired. This was accepted, and it was also agreed that the form should be 
aecompanied by a note on the methods of measurement. _ 

The following Resolution was passed.-Resolved tlw.t in view of the valuable worT' initiated by the Punjab 
lrrir~ation Research Institute on the observations of Hydraulic data from Boulder Rivers, a form for collection 
of Hydraulic Data from India and abroad be compiled by tlw.t Institute and sent to the secretary for circulation to 
the Research Commi!tee with a view to its adoption after th-e amendment found necessary. 

*Vide" Regime Flown in Incoherent Alluvium "(1939) by G. Lacey. at present in press 
NOTE.-Experiments reported in the 1938-39 Annual Report of the Central Irrigation and Hydrodyna

mic Research Station, Poona (India) confirm this regime test formula. 
1·3458 

tFrom the formulae (I) V R! s! 
Na. 

1·486 
(2) v 

Nm 
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THE ROLE OF RESERVOIRS IN RIVER FLOOD CONTROL, AND FLOODS AND 
DEFORESTATION. 

PRELIMINARY GENERAL NoTE. 

Considerati~s given to Flood Control by Reservoirs in the Past.-In the past the con
trol of floods by reservoirs has generally been regarded as an uneconomic system of pro
tection. 

The cost of reservoirs when constructed purely for flood control exceeds the Ct)St of 
equivalent protection by levees and by-passes, and only in the vicinity of large towns, 
where the value of property is high, can reservoirs be utilized for flood control purposes. 
In studying such costs either the entire space in 'the reservoir, or some fraction of it, has 
been allotted to flood control, and at all times except during floods they are to be held 
empty. This mode of operation means that the entire cost of the storage space allotted 
to flood control is chargeable to the protective system. 

Some think that the construction of large reservoirs for irrigation purposes will 
diminish the size of floods but in practice unless such reservoirs are especially operated 
for flood control, they are apt to be partially or completely full when the peak flood 
arrives. 

Thus our present system of reservoirs for irrigation purposes has no particular bear
ing on flood control unless a special programme is devised for their employment, and for 
the construction of additional reservoirs for this purpose. 

Reservoirs with the Dual Purpose of Flood Control and Irrigation.-Conditions in 
India in the future will favour the construction of reservoirs. The perennial sources of 
water have all been tapped and dependence for further supplies will be placed :-

(I) On reservoirs. 
(2) Prevention of losses (Estimated at over 4,000 cusecs in the Punjab). 
(3) On well irrigation. 

Source (I) holds out the greatest promise, and the employment of any reservoirs 
which may be constructed for flood control in addition to irrigation is a matter of great 
public interest. In view of this the Federal Government should shoulder a portion of 
the financial burden of the construction of such dual purpose reservoirs. The purely 
irrigation reservoirs exi<Jting are even now ·a source of loss to the Provincial Govern
ments. 

It appears rather a contradiction to attempt to use reservoirs both for flood control 
and irrigation. However a detailed analysis of the time of occurrence and volume of 
flood flows may disclose a procedure for filling reservoirs that will hold in reserve suffi
cient capacity to absorb floods during the time in which they are likely to occur and pro
gressively release this space for fi,lling as the end of the flood season approaches. 

Power Development in Connection with Flood Control.-The possibility of power 
development must not be overlooked. Reservoirs for flood control may also be utilized 
for power development and irrigation or either. 

Reservoir Sites in, Various Provinces and States.-The po!<sibilities of the various 
Provinces as regards reservoir sites are briefly outlined hereunder. These possibilities 
were originally explored for power development. For flood control a somewhat dif
ferent approach is needed but there are points in common. 

Assam.-The possibility of good reservoir sites is little explored. The upper plateau 
between Shillong and Cherrapunji contains sites, but dams would have to be very high, 
and as the ~egion is very subject to earthquakes, their construction would be hazardous. 
Reservoir Sites in the lower parts are said to be unlikely because the slopes of the rivers 
and their discharges appear too small. 

Bengal and Neighbouring Statea.-Bengal proper being almost flat offers no suitable 
sites for reservoirs, but the Himalayan regions bordering on Bengal in tlie North, for the 
most part in Sikkim and Bhutan where the rail)fa.ll is very heavy and probably contri
butes a great deal to flooding, offer many sites for reservoirs although as yet little ex
plored. 

. Flood control in Bengal would probably call for a combination ·of reservoir control 
With levees and by-passes. It would appear that reservoirs would have to be .devoted 
entirely to flood control, because irrigation is little needed, and the proximity of coal 
fields would militate against hydro-electric power. 
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Bihar and Orissa and Neighbouring Stotes.-The Palamau and Hazaribagh Hills 
the Ranchi Dmtrict, the l\Iayurbhanj State and intervening up-lands have produced many 
reservoir sites for reconnaissance. In fact there seem to be great possibilities for storage 
schemes in these Provinces. 

Reservoirs may be designed for combined flood control and irrigation as the loca I 
coal fields would probably be used for power generation. 

Bombay.-There are tremendous possibilities of storage in the Western Ghats where 
the rainfall is very heavy .. The demand for power is large and there is considerable 
demand for irrigation. 

The Nerbudda and Tapti Rivers flow through the Panch Mahals and sites for reser
voirs can probably be located. 

Burma, with the Shan States and Neighbouring Territories.-These regions are parti
cularly favoured with great possibilities as regards storage sites, but the limestone which 
forms so large a proportion of the hills is much fissured. 

· There should be demand for power and irrigation. 
Central Pro-vinces and Berar with Neighbouring States.-There are plentiful sites for 

reservoirs. 
It has been held that for any large project the combination of irrigation from the 

rreervoirs should be combined with power and that such a combination may be financially 
successful. Thll; holds out hopes for combined flood control, irrigation and power re
servoirs. 

Madras and Neighbouring States.-The hill ranges of Madras offer many possibilities 
for reservoir sites. 1\:Iadras is famous for its reservoirs so it is probabl~ that there are 
many sites for reservoirs for flood control. 

The Punjab and Neighbmtring States.-The Sutlej, Beas, Ravi, Chenab and Jholum 
all have stor.A~e possibilities in the hill portions and flood control could be combined with 
irrigation. 

United Provinces and Neighbouring Stat~.-There are great though little explored 
possibilities in the Himalayan areas which are the main contributors to floods. 

An hmtorical example of how a reservoir can affect floods is that of the Gohna Lake 
caused by an earth slide across the Birahi Ganga Valley in British Garhwal. This slip 
created a reservoir of estimated capacity 8,000 million cubic feet, and when the barrier 
burst it created record floods on the Ganges in the United Provinces in August 1894. 

The Bundelkhand and Bhaghelkhand areas also have many possibilities for storage 
works. 

In this Province flood control could be combined with irrigation. 
Indian States and Territories Adjoining British India.-Storage sites exist in Alwar, 

Baroda, Benares, Bhopal, Dhar, Hyderabad Deccan, Kapurthala, Kashmir and Jammu, 
1\landi, l\iysore, Sikkim and Suket, but detailed information is not available. 

There are other States not mentioned above in which storage sites exist but which 
have not been investigated. 

There must be many sites in Nepal of which nothing is known but we do know that 
that Kingdom is a source of much flood water. 

Sites to-date Investigated from Point of View of Power.-l\iost of the information in 
Provinces and States recapitulated above has been taken from the Hydro-Electric Survey 
of India and the investigation of sites has been madtfwith an eye to power development. 
Nevertheless it may furnish a key to flood control problems in some cases, and i'l certain
ly a guide to the possibilities of flood control by reservoirs in certain areas. 

Method of .Approach.-In the Information Bureau of the Central Board of Irrigation 
the problem is being approached in an orderly manner. The first step has been the pro
duction of a map of India showing the main rivers, their catchment areas, the sites of 
gauging stations, and the possible reservoir sites so far investigated, which latter is very 
far from exhaustive. For each gauging site shown on the map the year from which -
records date ll; known. 

Information is required as to the rivers which are the greatest contrib t tors to flood
ing in the various Provinces and States. 

The next step will be the examination of hydrographs from these sites to determine 
what reservoir capacity would be required to absorb flows in excess of say half the maxi
mum flood rate. As the size of floods increases with the interval of time bet\veen their 
occurrence it would appear that absolute protection is impossible, and that the degree 
of protection desired must be carefully considered. It must be decided whether protec
tion against floods which may occur say once in 25 years will suffice. The results mav 
prove that the necessary storages are outside the bounds of possibility but at least the;e 
would be the comfort of finality. 
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Floods and Defoustation.-The increase of floods with deforestation is recognised 
and bas been the subject of three reso!utions by the Central Board of Irrigation pointing 
out the harmful effects of deforestation and urging Provincial and State Go,·ernment.;. 
to develop and extend the most suitable local machinery to de,\l with dcnud •ti'n ~~!Hi 
the allied problems of:-

(a) better field culth·ation. 
(b) better live-stock management. 
(c) afforestation of "Village waste land. 
(d) conservation of grass land. 

(e) substitution of organized " taungya " for shifting cultivation. 
At the recent Inter-Provincial Flood Conference held at Lucknow in January Hl39 

the Chief Con:>ervator of Forests, rnited Provinees, de~cribed the danger zone .in the 
Himalavas as all forests and waste lands Lelow 9000 feet altitude which are not under 
adequate protection by an organized Forest Department; in the plains, as all wa.ste and 
uncultivated lands whe1·e domestic grazing is not controlled-particularly ravines, usar 
and scrub. 

POIXTS FOR DISCUSSIO~. 

The ad•isability or otherwise of considering flood control when examining any 
storage project for irrigation or power. 

What ri\ers are the greatest contributors to disastrous flooding ? 
"\"\'"hat flood periods should be considered ! 
What would be the mi_.llinum fraction of the maximum flood flows to be absorbed 

to have appreciable effect ~ 

DISCUSSIOX BY 9TH RESEARCH CO:ll:\UTTEE, JULY 1939. 

:irn. T. :\f. L'l<LE said tho>t, as -the most rlowastating floods frequently oc,urred in ihe Unitt•d Provinrt'S 
tow.-.rds the end of Sept<'mh<-r. it would ml'an that any ~servoirs for flood eontrol in th<'se proviru"t:'S would 
have to ba i.."t'pt l'mpty until then, This, in his opinion, would make a combination of flood absorpti•m, hydro. 
electric d!.welopm<'nt and irrigation extremely difficult. 

There are two main citlS-"''S oi ri\·ers in the l:"nited Pro\-inc.,.s, i.e., the rivers in Bund<~lkhHnd which rise 
n the \indhyan Hills and flow north, and the snow fed ri,-.,rs flowing south and east from the Hirn3layas. 

ru~-ers of the forml'r class are not snow fed, and do not usu..Ily contribute greatly to <-atastrophic flooding. 
Their flood pea1.-s do not as a rule <-oindde with the flood pea1.-s of the Himalayan ri\·ers. In this tract thera 
are three main rivers, on each of which two I\.'-"<ln-oirs have been constructed for irrigation storage. Onlv 
one further n>Servoir is required in the near future to make up for the storag.- lost by tl"le silting o(fe....,n.·oirs 
on the Dhasan River. 

The llimalayan rivers are the ebil'f eontributors to disastrous floodin!! in the t.'nited Pro,·inl!68 and Bihar 
especially the Jumna, Gange<~, Gogrn, Sarju an<' Rapti, but the geological formation in the hills does not afford 
good foundations for dams. The G<>gra and Rapti have their sources in Xepal which rai..oes a political diffi. 
culty. 

:MR. LYLE !<aid that :\fr. Cox had informed tht>m ~hat it, wa.-q intendl'd to k""P the Bhah.-ra Dam Reservoir 
empty until early in AU!-'USt. If it started filling in August, and a h<'twy storm occurred later in September, 
the reservoir would be cf ,-.,ry little us., for flood control. Su::h a case is typkul as suffieiPnt water for irriga· 
tion could frequently not be impound<'d unless storage \H\.S comm<'ne<>d in August or e.-.rly Septemi:K>r • 

.Again, if reSE>rvoirs could not be'k<'pt full, :Mr. LYLE failed to see bow hydro..,lectric power could be 
adequ.-.tely developed in tbe drcmnstances pre,·all'nt in the l:"nitt'd PrO\·inces without expt'nsi,·e stancl-by 
plant. 

The decision to tmp or escape a rising flood would be an extremely tricky business :lS one could not say 
whether the flood would I:K> likl'lv to cause daru::erous floodin!! or not. Furthermom, if the largest tl.llods were 
trapped so also would be the larwst silt loads.- Xot only would this silt be an imp.>rtant factor in diminishing
the life of the roseiToir but, thP diminution of~ilt in thP ri,-.,r downstream would lessen its uSI'fulness as a ft'r. 
tilizing disuibutor. 

At a pnn-ious m£>eting of the Central Board of Irrigation !he Bihar reprcsentati,·es had ask.,J the t7nited 
Provinces engineers if thev could find sit<>S for flood control re»en-oirs in the U. P. in order t~> dimini<h flood 
damage in Bihar. If such sites were found to be a\·ailable it would ha,-e to be deeidf'd who would pay for 
flood <'Ontrol reservoirs, the benl'fit of which would not perhap.• be eonfin<'d to one Pro,·inc-e or St:lto. 

As regan.is afforestation, ~-fr. Lyl<" said that the Central Board had thoroughly discu;;sed the <juostion 
and the urgen<-y of theo matl<'r was h<>ing impres.."''d on the l:"nitl'd Provin<'<"s Governml'nt. 

Da. E. :\[ciU:..'<ZIE·TAYLOR said that the Fnrest Department in the Punjab W<'re attempting to discH·<'r 
the nm-off from foJ?st areas. 

1IR. L. \EXKAT~HNAnLR said that in :\fadrus the maximum flnod into the )[ettur R,,sen.·oir wt\'1 
!!!O,OO(l cuSI'CS, but the regulating l'freet of the resen·oirwassuch that thedischt>rge downstream rarolyeJ<L'OOd
ed 55,000 cuS<>cs. 

In :Madras dams are so d.,sif!llcd that th" storage ll'vel in the res.-n·oir is six f€'6t loelow the tl.L>od stort\ge 
leV<>!. This ln.st six f""t is retained pul'<'ly for flood regulatinn, and when it is consirlered tlu>t the snrfa,·e 
spn>ad of th<' reservoir is som<'tinles 44 square milPs, an idea CIUl be form"d of !he immense volume in\·oh·ed. 
The upper tl'n fe<>t in tho ca..<e oft!w :lfl'ttur constitute ::?0 P"r rent. oft he total stor,>ge. 

In the :l!l'ttur dam thl' sluires ha,·e a capacity of 450,000 cusecs • 

.-\n emergency bund is provided, so that should the flood capacity of the resen·<'ir be exet"eded this bund 
w.-.uld breach. 

ln :\ladras thl're is Yery little silt in the water. 

~.ln. S. H. BIGSBY said that a pcint in f.-.vour of such projl'<-tS in :IIadrAS was that Go,·ornmPnt ownrd 
IY>th tbfl ""sen·oir site and the al'<'as where th" flood damage took place. Sm·h was not the case in some of 
I he oth<'r Provin("('s, and in the Punjab the acquisition of sites from Indian States in\'oh·ed immense suna 
in compensation. 
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l\fn. LYLE said that :Mr. BigRby's remarks applied also to Bundolkhnnd in the lJnited Provinces where 
thero w11re a largo number of small Indian Stutes. 

As un example of tho difficulty of uswssing floods, 1\Jr. Lylo montionnd u ca.'IO in :\firzapur in tho United 
Provinces, An oart)ll'n dum wll.l! dt•signed fur u maximum rivor discharge of 19,00() cusecs. After its construc
tion un oxtraordinnrv flood of 55,UUU cusoes occurred in 1936, whon 22l incJwg of ruin foil in the catchment 
in 12 hours. Tho du'm wa-" overtopped, and only just oscnpod being wrock.,d. 

Jlln. VENKATAKRIBHNAIYF.R said that they wore ublo to shorten tho floods in the Delta. He mentioned 
that last your in tho upper portion of one river u flom11RRtod for 72 days. Owing to tho influence of the reser
't'oir tho surplus at the tail end only ln.sted for ll days. 

l\In. BIGSBY also roforrod to the difli'cultiPs and clangors of designing reservoirs for flood control. He 
i Mtuncod a cnse of flooding in tho Agra District and Bhamtpur caused by the bursting of a chain of earthen 
doms. 

l\fn. VENKATAKRISHNAIYER said thoy had devastating flood trouble in :\Iadras in 1924, when floods 
wore 21 times as much as the previous maximum. Their records extended back for 60 years. 

ll!n. H. S. KAllAl said that the effect of storage reservoirs on inundation canals should not be overlooked' 
Ho referred to tho Indus. · 

Jlln. BIGSBY said the Indus was tho oxnct reverse of other rivers. Whoren.s on the InduR floods had to be 
conserved, floods on the Ganges caused immense dumog.,. Damage by floods in Sind was a very rare occur. 
rence. 

The crux of the mutter was thE> minimum fraetion of the maximum floor{ to be observed to have appreci
able effect.. 

Mn. KADAI pointed out that it was desirable to have automatic guugps install€d ut plaCf'S whPre river 
rating is undertaken. 

1\ln. LYLE s·ald that during the present your, 20 automatic gauges would be fixed on rivers in the United 
l'rovinees. 

After further discussion it wn.s 
" Resolved that for the consideration of the reseurch Committee, the Secretary take two typical cases, one of a 

river in Central India, and the other of a Himalayan rit·er, both equipped with rating Stations, and calculate th-. 
tJIO'I'ages necessary to reduce by 'lO per cent. the peak of a 30 year flood.'' 

CONSIDERATION OF THE SUBJECT " THE ROLE OF RESERVOIRS IN RIVER FLOOD 
CONTROL" BY THE CENTRAL BOARD OF IRRIGATION AT THE ANNUAL MEETING AT 

DELHI-9th NOVEMBER 1939. 

l:IR. A. GoRDON, the President, referred to the notes and discussion at the 9th 
Research Committee contained in the preceding pages. , 

One of the main issues was the silting of reservoirs,* continued the President, 
and the meeting would like to hear the latest American information from Rai Bahadur 
Khosla. 

RAI BAHADUR A. N. KHosLA said he had not as yet had time to write his report 
on the subject, but would do so shortly, and send it to the Secretary for distribution to 
Members of the Board. 

MR. S. C. llAJUMDAR said that floods were most destructive in Bengal, but at the 
same time the very fine silt which they carried was of immense value. From Bengal's 
point of view this point has to be remembered in considering the control of floods by 
means of reservoirs. Another difficulty was that all the sites for such reservoirs were 
outside the limits of Bengal. , 

Mr. Majumdar said that their records of the silt contents of rivers were negligible, 
and the collection of such information was impo~ant. 

Discussion then turned on silt sampling on rivers. t 
?llR. E. 0. Cox failed to see why such investigations should go on ' ad infinitum ' 

If silt sampling at any particular gauging site was continued over a period of 5 years, 
the information gathered· should, in his opinion1 suffice. 

MR. Cox failed to see the advantage of taking silt samples a hundred miles below 
a possible dam site. 

MR. S. H. BIGSBY replied that the value of taking silt samples at a site far removed 
from a possible reservoir site was in connection with silt entry into canals. The process 
of regularly observing silt samples was expensive. Based on the work at several head
works in the Punjab, the cost was Rs. 1,500 per annum per site. Furthermore the 
observing of samples was a difficult work, and even hazardous in the case of hill torrents. 

THE PRESIDENT demurred !lver the cost quoted by Mr. Bigsby, but thought that 
at this stage the Board should ask the Provinces at which river gauging sites silt sampl
ing was being done. 

* Vide pages 51·57 in this Report, 
t Further information on this subject will be found on pages 53-56. 
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bn. R. M. GonRiE asked if he might draw attention to the resoiution of the !lth 
Research ·Committee on the silting of reservoirs.* Paragraph (b) of the resolution 
read thus, " The main source or sources of the silt load should be determined, and step~> 
should be taken, so far as possible, before dam construction, to reduce erosion in the 
catchment area". 

Dr. Gorrie said that in Uhl Valley, Punjab, they were attempting to work out a 
simple method of reducing the silt load. The catchment was 150 square miles. He 
suggested that the Uhl Valley investigations might contribute something to the solu-
tion of the problem. 1 

After further discussion it was resolved-

" THAT THE Tl1'LE OF THIS SUBJECT BE CHANGED TO, ''THE COL
LECTION AND STUDY OF S'J'ATISTICAL DATA PERTAINING TO RIVER 
FLOOD CONTROL." 

THE SECRETARY IS INS1'RUCTED TO FORWARD TO EACH PROVINCE 
A MAP SHOWING RIVER GAUGING SITES, AND POSSIBLE SITES FOR 
DAMS, AND REQUEST THE PROVINCES TO INFORM HIM AT WHICH OF 
THE SITES SILT SAMPLING IS REGULARLY, OR ABOUT TO BE, UNDER
TAKEN. 

THIS INFORMATION WILL THEN BE CIRCULATED TO ALL PRO
VINCES. 

IN VIEW OF THE IMPORTANCE OF THIS INFORMATION, BSPECIALLY 
IN THE SELECTION OF RESERVOIR SITES, THE BOARD IS OF THE OPI
NION THAT SILT SAMPLING SHOULD BE UNDERTAKEN BY THE PRO
VINCES CONCERNED AT AS MANY SITES AS WILL GIVE THE NECES
SARY INFORMATION." 

• Vide page 56, 
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CANAL LOSSES AND MRANS OF COXSERVL'{G IRRIGATION WATER (STAUN
CHL"\G OF CANALS). 

PRELIMINARY GENERAL NoTE. 

~lleasurement of Canal losses.-The measurement of canal losses has been attempted 
along lines which may be termed direct and indirect. 

Direct J!ethods of .Jleasurement.-The diref't methods include (a) the observing of 
discharges at the head and tail of the reach under investigation and (b) the rate of loss 
of water from compartments. 

The 6th Research Comn1ittee held in July 1935 resolved that:-

(i) the best method of measuring the losses in water courses is by the compart
. ·ment method as adopted in the United Provinces. 

(ii) this same method can be used for determining losses in channels up to say 
300 cusecs by selecting and bunding off typical reaches of 100 feet length. 

(iii) in larger channels, this method is not practicable and the most suitable me
thod at present appears to be the determination of losses by the measure
ment of 'discharge at the head and tail of the reach. 

Since these resolutions have been pru>sed doubts have been raised as to the efficiency 
of the compartment method as it gives the purely l01:;al rate of loss. 

In very small channels a chicken feed apparatus has been used in conjunction with 
the compartment for determining the rate of loss . 

.Accuracy of Measurements.-The discharge observations have been made with 
current meters, rods, and by calibrated falls. The accuracy of individual discharge 
observations is a very moot point. At the 6th Research Committee ::\Ieeting it was stated 
that 900 observations would be necessary to attai!l anything like accurate results. \Vork
ing from an assumption that an individual discharge observation was within ± 3 per 
cent. of the true discharge another i\Iember produced mathematical proof that nine ob
servations would reduce the probable error to± I per cent., and 36 observations to ±0· 5 
per cent. 

Accuracy of Rod Measurements.-The question of the accuracy of rods and their 
accuracy as compared with current meters for the observation of discharges has also 
arisen. The first series of experiments in this connection are those carried out by Major 
Cunningham who deduced that a rod whose length was 0· 94 times the depth travelled 
at the mean velocity of the water in that particular vertical. i\Iajor Cunningham limited 
the use of rods to depths of 15 feet. 

As a result of his experiments the probable error may be placed at ± 5 per cent. 
for rod discharges provided every precaution is taken . 

.Ac<:uracy of Current M eters.-The accuracy of meters was the subject of an exhaus
tive series of tests at the Colorado Experiment Sta~ion in 1933. The Price, Ott, Fteley
Stearns, and Ritchie-Haskell were tested and the··former was the most satisfactory. 

The probable error in replicating velocity determinations at different velocities 
increases as the velocity decreases but in no case did the error exceed 0·5 per cent. when 
using a Price meter. This meter gave the most accurate results using the 2 and 8 
tenths :method. 

Results in shallow flumes show that current meters are inaccurate under this condi
tion and that the errors increase, in general, as the depth decreases. 

British Standard Specification No. 599-1935 says that the probable error in dis
charge observations by current meters is± 3 to 4 per cent. provided every precaution ' 
is taken and the water flows in an open conduit of smooth and regular section free from 
serious disturbances such as cross currents and eddies . 

.Accuracy of Flumes and Falls.-Calibrated flumes and falls have been used to deter
mille discharges and hence losses. 

The discharge formula of such falls are determined empirically and again the per 
centage error is unknown. Inaccuracies are mitigated by measuring volumes of water 
over long periods of steady flow. 
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Parshall flumro.s have been used in smaller channels and the results are consistent·. 
One hundred and eighteen observations on this form of meter show thatthe mean 
de\iation between the measured and computed discharges is + 0 · 5 per cent. The 
discharges were measured with current meters which Parshall says have a probable 
error from 2to 3 per cent. even when used by experienced operators. 

The Jesson metering flume has also been used., Tests on this flume have been made· 
in the Punjab but the results are not as yet available in the Central Board Information 
Bureau. 

Canal Losses by Indirect Jlfetl10ds.-Dealing with tho determination of losses by 
indirect methods, this has bel.'n attempt<>d by ob,.;crving the slope of the sub-soil watn 
in the vicinity of canals and combining this with the transmission co-efficient of the soil 
thus arriving at the rate of subterranean flow from the canal. 

The rate of subterranean flow has !J.lso been attempted by chemical means. 
Another method of considerable interest is the closure loss method using manometric 

tubes sunk in the berm. 
Attempts have also been made to utilize statistics maintained as a routine on various 

canal systems. Such statistics extend back over a long period of years and they appear 
to warrant a more searching analysis than has yet been made. 

Investigations have been made to determine how the losses are distributed between 
the bed and sides of a canal. Direct loss through the canal bed has been measured by a 
tube driven into the bed in which a head of water is maintained equal to the depth in the 
canal at the time. 

Canal Losses and Conditions Affecting them.-A mass of data on the rate of loss of 
water from channels is available and space prohibits a recapitulation in this note. The 
data covers all sizes of channels from cultivators, ditches carrying half a cusec to canals 
discharging ten thousand cusecs. 

The data signifies :-

(a) a decreased rate.ofloss with an increase in the size of channel. 
(b) a decrease ofloss with a decrease of gauge. 
(c) an increase in loss with increase of depth to sub-soil water up to a limit after 

which the loss decreases with increased depth to sub-soil water. 
(d) an increase of loss with tempera tru-e. 

Loss Variation.& with Temperature.-In connection with {d) tl1e 8th Research Com
mittee {July 1938) ofthe Central Board of Irrigation, passed the following re~olution :-

"This Committee is of the opinion that it is of vital importance to record the tem
perature of the water when measuring seepage losses from canals". 

The resolution is not very clearly expressed. It may be taken ·as referring to the 
canal water or the underground water in its vicinity or both. The underground water 
temperature is of great importance as the rate of subterranean flow varies directly as 
the viscosity. 

'Loss Variations with Soil Types.-Losseshave been found to vary with the type of 
soil. · The ratio oflosses appears to be using the U. P. nomenclature of soil as follows :-

Usar ·' 
Matiar 1·4 
Loam. ! 
Dumat 2·~ 

Bhur 3 

This nomenclature covers mechanical and chemical composition of the soil. As 
might be expected the correlation of losses with the purely mechanical structure of the 
soil has proved abortive. ' 

Prevention and Reduction of Losses.-Dealing with the prevention or reduction of 
losses we may divide the methods attempted into the fo1lowing four classes. · 

{I) Lining the channel. 
(2) Reducing the full supply level of the channel. 
(3) Chemical treatment of the soil of the channel. 
{4) Adjustment of the slope ofthe channel. 

Lining has been attempted with bitumen, earth stabilized with bitumen, brick 
{plain, reinforced and combined with bitumen), and concrete (plain, reinforced and 
gunited). 

American practice favours concrete plain and reinforced. 
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The largest system ofiining undertaken in India, the Haveli Pro]ect, has used brick. 
thi'l is a now work and will be watched with interest. 

Rec·cnt experiments in Bengal with bitumen may produce useful results. 

Sucec~sive Research Committees of the Central Board have been unable to recom
mend any specific type of lining as being pre-eminently suitable for general use. 

Warrantable Capital Outlay on Lin-i-ng.--\Ve have numerous estimates of the capital 
expenditure permissible on canal lining based on the value of the cusec, the rate of loss, 
the life of the lining, annual repairs, and the return on capital expenditure; a complicated 
actuarial problem. In the United Provinces for such calculations it has been laid down 
that no return is required on the capital expenditure; that 3! per cent. interest should 
be a1loweu for borrowing money, that depreciation should be calculated according to the 
formula.:-

100 
Depreciation = ---, 

life 

and that 1 per cent. should be allowed for annual repairs, · The evaluation of the cusec 
day has been-left largely to the individual choice of the officer making the investigation. 

Red11ction of Losses by Lowering Full Supply Level.-There are several examples in 
India of attempts to reduce losses by reducing the full supply level of channels chief 
among which may be mentioned the Ganges Canal, and the Deg Diversion. The results 
have been beneficial but figures are not available as to the actual reductions ofloss. 

Chemical Processes for Loss Reduction.-The outstanding chemical process for the 
reduction of canal losses is the Sodium Carbonate process. Field tests of the amount of 
reduction secured are on a small scale and confined to compartment methods. To date 
they show that the lol:lses are reduced by approximately 40 per ·cent. and that the 
staunching persists. 

The costs of treating channels by the sodium carbonate process vary from As. 5 to 
Rs. 1-8-0 per cent. sq. ft. according to the locality and size of channel. 

Past Research Committees of the Central Board of Irrigation have passed resolutions 
on the sodium carbonate process which are quoted hereunder. 

" Regarding the lining of canals, it is resolved that the method recently investigated 
in the Punjab Irrigation Research Institute at Lahore, of applying to a canal bed a dilute 
solution of sodium carbonate, to prevent or reduce seepage is of considerable interest and 
of great potential value, not only in respect to the staunching of channels but also iii 
connection with all works, into th,e design of which, the flow of water through the sub
soil enters. It is expected that channels, the beds of which contain even only a small 
amount of calcium clay can be improved by the addition of sodium carbonate which 
converts a calcium clay into an impermeable sodium clay. The sodium clay renders 
the canal bed less pervious. Further· tests of this method should be carried out in the 
field in order to compare results with those obtained in the laboratory, and to determine ' 
the conditions under which it will be beneficial. The exceptionally low cost of this 
method compared with any other form of lining and the ease with which it can be used, 
are factors of considerable importance ". 

" This Committee is of the opinion that the further experiments carried out with 
sodium carbonate have proved the method to be cheap and effective in rendering canal 
beds less pervious. The best method of application appears at present to be the broad
rasting of solid material (Na2 Co3) on the subsurfape 1 foot below the bed to be treated. 
The most efficient rate of application is found to be 100 lbs. sodium carbonate per 1000 
sq. ft." 

The Joosten Process of chemical consolidation has been investigated with a view to 
its application to staunching canals. It is particularly app1icable to sandy soils but 
costs are high (about 13s. per square yard in England). 

Reduction of Losses by Silt Deposit.-The reduction of losses by adjusting the grade 
of canals to encourage a deposit of staunching silt has. been tried in the United Provinces 
and results are being observed. 

Practicability of Canal Lining.-Finally the following resolution of the 4th Research 
Committee of the Central Board of Iuigation is quoted. 

" (a) This Committee having considered the question from a point of view of lining 
to check absorption losses, is of the opinion that the lining of existing large channels is 
economically impracticable apart from the administrative difficulty of closures to permit 
of the work being done, 

(b) the lining of small channels and water courses appears to be practicable. Since 
the largest losses take place in such cha1mels, it is desirable that a large scale experiment 
should be carried out ". 
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Sale of Jrater.-Before terminating this note, and as it affects the conserving of 
irrigation waters the following resolution of the 6th Research Committee of the Central 
Board of Irrigation is quoted. 

"This Committee is of the opinion that the sale of water by volume is not a. practi
cal proposition for general application in this country, but this method has been found 
practicable in some cases oflarge holdings. Up to the present no device for the measure
ment of water for small holdings which meets all the requirements of this country, and 
which could be used for the sale of water by volUille has been brought to the notice of 
this Committee. The Committee is also of the opinion that the volumetric method of 
charging for water on canals would not afford greater protection to the cultivator than 
he enjoys at present, without additional cost to him ". 

POINTS FOR DISCUSSIOX. 

What is the error in discharge observations ! 
Do rods give a smaller or greater error than current meters ! 
Do existing canal statistics enable us to arrive at losses ? 
What is the best method of rapidly ascertaining losses on a system 1 
How do canal temperatures compare with sub-soil water temperatures 1 
Does the effect of the sodium carbonate treatment diminish with age ? 
What is the additional cost of lining a new canal as compared with constr~ting an 

unlined canal of the same discharge capacity 1 
Define the value of a cusec day ? 
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Report on Studies of Seepage Losses from Canals, 

BY T. BLENCH. 

1. I ntroduction.-A most important addition to the water-table following the con~ 
struction of canals is the seepage from them. As the Punjab information had not been 
collected and studied, and there is negligible extraneous published information on the 
~ubject, the subject has been one of the main studies of Waterlogging Investigation. 

As with most other work undertaken in the investigation, considerable valuable 
data already existed and only required collation and analysis. It is not possible to 
acknowledge all sources of information ; but it is fair to state that even the year's special 
investigation now described would be very incomplete were it not for the large number 
of officers who have disinterestedly collected information in the past. 

The principal channels studied were those of the Upper Chenab and Lower Chenab 
Canal systems, as they lay in the Rechna Doab (between the Chenab and Ravi) where 
waterlogging is causing embarrassment. # • . 

The gener~l physical conditions affecting the problem are: (i) A clayey crust, some 
12 feet average thickness, with occasional high values such as 40 feet and occasional low 
ones of two or three, of varying degrees of impermeability. (ii) A sandy sub-stratum 
of great depth with occasional layers of kankar (nodular limestone), and lenticles of clay. 
(iii) A water-table about 5 feet deep, practically stable in the most waterlogged areas, 
and over 40 feet deep rising over 1 ft. per year in the southern arid areas. (iv) A dry 
climate, except for a well-defined monsoon and very light winter rains. 

At Lyallpur, in the middle of the distributing system of the Lower Chenab Canal, 
winter evaporation is of the order of 1/H inch rising very rapidly in April and May to 
some 2/3", dropping to about 1/2" during the monsoon months, and declining fairly even~ 
ly, thereafter, to a minimum in Dec.~Feb. 

2 . .Main Line and Branch Seepages.-These form a separate sub-head, because they 
are not vitiated, in the manner of distributaries, by unavoidable differences between the 
methods of measuring head and offtake discharges. 

(a) L. 0. 0. Branches.-Discharge Division recently collected regulating site and 
offtake discharges for every month for 20 years, using the data of gauge registers. The 
results were averaged by months and, although individual results were very different 
from each other, the 20 years' monthly means, when plotted, fell on quite definite curves 
with slight scatter except for Upper Gugera Branch and the Main Line L. C. C. Apart 
from choosing full supply periods for analysis, and spreading correction factors (of which 
there was official record) over the data, both legitimate processes, no selection or adjust~ 
ment of information was made. 

To decide the value to be placed Oil the averages, the results had to be considered 
both sta.tistically and physically. The following branches were selected, Burala, Lower 
Gugera and Jhang with remote water-tables, and Rakh and Upper Gugera with high 
water-tables over parts of them. Physically, the former group should be expected to 
seep at a rate independent of water-table depth ; the latter at a rate proportional to its 
depth from the water-surface. 

In statistical analysis it is required, firstly, to find whether the seepages fluctuate 
about a fixed mean, or about a curve which is a function of time. Accordingly the yearly 
means of each Branch were plotted against time. ..As expected, the former group of 
Branches did not indicate that they had suffered any significant change in seepage during 
20 years. Upper Gugera Branch also showed this peculiarity, whilst Rakh Branch 
showed a definite tendency to increase its seepage rate since about 10 years ago. The 
behaviour of the latter can be explained in terms of the phenomenon that seepage in~ 
creases suddenly when the watertable reaches such a height that the capillary fringe 
touches the channel bed and establishes saturated flow conditions. After this sudden 
increase, seepage drops again with further rises, of water-table. As the Rakh Branch 
became progressively waterlogged from the head downwards, it can be concluded that 
the added seepages due to the former cause exceeded the reductions due to the second. 
On the Upper Gugera, however, about 1/4 was waterlogged 20 years ago, and about 1/2 
is waterlogged now. The steadiness of seepage, therefore, is reasonably attributable to 
the counter-balancing of the two factors mentioned. 

Before proceeding with statistical work, however, it was necessary to remove a 
source of constant error, in that during the last 10 years certain channels possessing 
m~tered heads had had those heads recalibrated to suit current-meter observations. 
Old velocity-rod calibrations were compared with later current meter ones and it was 
found that the differences introduced were comparable with the seepages. As the off
takes had not generally, nor so early, suffered current meter calibration the head tables 
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were corrected to the velocity rod calibrations. Whatever the merits of the two systemli 
of calibration, it is obviously essential to· obtain consistence. 

Having corrected the tables, and verified the constancy of average seepage through
out the 20 years as corrected, the standard test for the " normal law " of error was made. 
That is, the deviations of every monthly result from the 20 years' mean, w£>re grouped in 
intervals of I 0 cusecs, plotted in histogram form, and compared with the " normal curves '' 
·drawn from the calculated standard deviations. The normal curv£>s were found a fairlv 
good fit to the histograms, so that the acceptance of arithmetic means as the most pr~· 
bable results was justified mathematically, as well as from the commonsense considera
tions that the results plotted uniformly, and that the number of causes of eiTor was 
considerable. ·. 

Having established the normal law, the accuracy of the results could be found 
immediately. It was found that, although the standard deviation of a single monthly 
result was about fifty percent (with extremes greater than hundred per cent for certain 
months on certain channels), the 20 years' monthly means had only about 1/y'':fo of this 
standard deviation, i.e., about 11 per cent. with extremes over 22 per cent. The worst 
grand mean, i.e., mean of the whole 20 X 12 results, had a standard deviation of 5 per 
cent. 

Having found the s. ds. of the monthly means the latter were plotted againBt time 
(in months) and the standard deviation band was added. This limited the shape of 
curve closely. The Branches of remote water-table were all of a. type, giving about 60 
per cent. more percolation in mid-summer than in mid-winter. Temperature curves 
were obtained for other canals, and they showed a range of l0°C to 30°C. The seepages 
of two branches ,out of three showed some 60 per cent. more percolation in mid-summer 
than in mid-winter, cmTesponding very closely to the viscosity range for the abope tempera
tures as D'Arcy's Law required. The third, Burala Branch showed a very much larger 
range. Its. summer discharge was, however, much greater than its winter one, and an 
analysis of how its discharge table was framed showed that its winter seepa.ge ought to 
be increased by about 50 per cent. to obtain truth. The discrepancy after making that 
correction was not incompatible with the fact that berms were probably flooded badly 
in summer. 

The Upper Gugera Branch points initially indicated a very bad scatter about a hori
zontalline ; but when the s.d. band was plotted it was found that the points really lay on 
a curve with a double maximum. This was reasonably explained by the fact that water
table is high in summer, and the peak that ought to occur due to temperature is con
verted into a trough by the preponderating negative effect of water-table rise. 

The Rakh Branch was treated separately by drawing a smoothing curve by eye 
through the more recent results. As it was desired to know the value of water saved by 
lining, the monthly total winter seepages of the system were plotted with their s. d. 
limits. The whole analysis was summarised in a table giving the essentials, particularly 
the s. ds. 

The Main Line was not analysed as it did not at the time seem relevant to the main 
purpose of Waterlogging Investigation, and because its paucity of offtakes and absence 
of a meter head made the results seem of doubtful value. 

A most interesting sequel to the analysis was the discovery that, in very recent 
years, the Lower Gugera Branch had been equipped throughout with standard flumes 
and regulators calibrated on standard lines. This has removed most of the sources of 
error which make statistical analysis compulsory. The local Executive Engineer has 
calculated seepages from the records of these flumes for one year and the points agree 
very closely with the 20 years' monthly means. 

(b) L. C. C. Main Line. L 
U. C. C. :Main Line. !Drainage Method. 

A main line that lacks meters and sufficient offtakes is not generally suitable for 
statistical analysis unless exactly comparable discharge methods are in regular use. 
The main lines in question have not that advantage, and have the further complication 
that they are so waterlogged as to run as drains in closure. Such a high water-table 
causes great iiTegularities in seepage by its fluctuations and consequent alterations in 
seepage head. 

Mr. Crump suggested that the difficulties be removed permanently b:y providing means 
of observing seepage heads, and measuring the drainage flow during closures. Both 
canals were, therefore, fitted at mile intervals with B.S.P. Pipes, i.e., pipes sunk sufficient
ly deeply to record the water-table level remote from the channel. The difference in 
level between pipe and canal/drainage water gives a permanent measure of exfiltration/ 
infiltration head producing flow. During closure bridges were closed except for one bay 
each and the daily drainage discharges and heads were observed in them. \Vh<m steady 
conditions were reached the increase (or decrease beyond the infiltration reach) of dis
charge per unit head per million square feet was calculated for each reach and corrected 
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to ~?0°C by D'Arcy's Law. The values (cr) so obtained are now on record and the see
page any day of the year, for Rteady conditions, can now be calculated merely by observ
ing the pipes. 

One valuable feature of the method is that, whereas most methods of finding sec
page are based on taking the difference of big quantities to find small ones, it measures 
a quantity comparable with what is to be found. 

To test rmmlts the Lower Chenab Canal ones were compared in mid.January with 
the Discharge Divi'>ion re~;ults [sec (rt)] for December and January. The agreement was 
good, alt.hm1gh l'onsidcmblc deviation woulclh<tve been admissible because of the abnor
mn..lly bad Hen.ttcr of the stati-;tical data, and their paucity-several years' results were 
miKKing. 

To test the Upper Chcn~tb CanalrCHults they were compared with a curve that had 
been drawn previously plotting Kecpage against discharge. This curve showed a ran)!e 
of over 1,000 cusecs loss between 8,000 and 12,000 cusecs discharge. It had not initially 
a reliable zero as head and tail discharges had been found by inconsistent methods. The 
x·axis was estimated by finding, roughly, from the special well-line records, at what 
discharge the efflux head was zero. Again the agreement was reasonable. 

Just as method (a) showed considerable differences between one Branch and another, 
n.ethod (b) showed enormous differences between one reach and another. Geolo~ical 
:>ections observed during sinking the B. S. P. pipes showed why. Where the canal cuts 
through the clay crust into silt or sand the losses are enormous. As much as 25 cusecs 
per million sq. ft. per foot head at 20°C ma:y be reached. A couple of feet of clay 'vill 
reduce the losses below 1 cusfmill{ft. 

Part of the Jhang Branch was treated similarly, and the results agreed with what is 
Ioc·ally accepted. Here the rate of loss was small but the heads were large. 

(c) Special Broad-Crc,;;ted JVeirs.-Fourteen miles of the abandoned tail of the Upper 
Chenab Canal Lower (originally about 250 feet bed-width) now carries a small feeder of 
500 cusccs and about 50 feet bed-width. There are no offtakes. The reach was split 
into three by building three identical broad-crested weirs in old bridges, and one b. c. 
weir, not much different from the others, at the tail. The tables of these weirs were 
prepared theoretically, allowing for friction ; and it was assumed that the similarity of 
the weirs would cause any error in calibration to cancel in calculating seepages. 

Because of in1pervious soil and high water-table, the losses which, being for the 
whole 250 feet bed-width, were expected to be large were actuall.}' small-about 20 
cusecs over the whole 14 miles. 

The difficulties in obtaining useful results were, therefore, very great ; and it was not 
till double gauge wells had been fitted, the masonry dressed, and the approaches improved 
that good results were obtained. The difficulty of fluctuating water-table was avoided 
by calculating _losses per ft.. head from B. S. P. pipes. 

An interest.ing peculiarity was that when the results were analysed it was found that 
a disturbance common to all reaches completely swamped the time-lag effect. This 
cause appears to have been the high temperature variation of the flooded, dead-water 
berm. To avoid the error caused by being unable to assess time-lag, steady periods, or 
as many periods following rising discharge as there were following falling discharge, had 
to be taken-and the discharge level had to be about the same for these conditions. This 
increased the magnitude of random error and necessitated averaging more results. 

Jn spite of all the difficulties, seepage intensities were obtained with about 10 per 
cent. standard deviation, and they agreed with wha~ to expect from (b) for clay soil. 
·- The point of practical value is that large reaches· of even a Main Line in a waterlogged 
area may be contributing very little to that waterlogging. The water-table behaves 
as a viscous fluid, and what happens at one point on it is determined by the additions 
all over it, not solely by the additions at that point. 

The experiment was started before Waterlogging Investigation was sanctioned, and 
the difficulties mentioned have been of value in showing that the method is satisfactory 
with a few precautions whenever the losses give a readable gauge difference. 

(d) Special Sharp-Crested JV eirs.-Before Waterlogging Investigation was started 
a reach of 12! miles on the Kasur Branch Lower was equipped with three sharp-crested 
weirs at approximately equal intervals and a broad-crested weir 6~ miles below the last. 
Discharge was about 840 ousecs and there was no offtake. At one weir was a mill bye
pass. The metal work was done and fitted by the Amritsar Workshops, who also fitted 
very a('('urn.te vernier Hook gauges reading to 0·001 of a foot. The weirs were identi
cal except, initially, as to aeration. This omission was rectified later. 

Gauge setting was rather troublesome, and the obtaining of suitable gauge-well 
holes also caused some difficulty. Even after removing every conceivable defect and 
surveying the water-surface profiles with great accuracy to check the identical behaviour 
of the weirs, it was still found that the gauge-wells on opposite sides did not give the 
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same readings. The differences change sign, and are due to small irregularities from 
upstream, etc. In fact, they merely justify the use of double gauge wells. 

The results obtained are most consistent and agree with analysis of a long series of 
current meter observations by the R. I. 

The b. c. weir was not suitable for use with the sharp-crested ones. 
As with (c) the difficulties experienced were merely due to the newness of the work, 

and show that the method is satisfactory after observing certain precautions. The 
reach above the mill showed an unexpected surge effect. 

(e) Direct Discharge Observations (Bikaneer Canal).-Tho method conHists of repeated 
measurements of discharge at the head and tail of a reach without offtakes. The methodw 
and the sections, including approaches, should be identical and the observers with instru
ments should be interchanged at intervals. The Bikaner Canal was chosen as it was 
lined with concrete. As the loss in 55 miles was of the order of 38 cusecs on 2,000 cusecs 
discharge a great number of results had to be averaged to obtain the seepage with reason
able accuracy. The mathematical analysis was complicated by the fact that steady 
discharge conditions were unobtainable, so not only temperature but also perimeter, 
combined personal and instrument bias, and time-lag were variables. Complete statisti
cal analysis of 51 selected observational pairs gave a seepage at 20°C of 1·5 ± 0· 25 
cusecsfmillion. It is interesting to note that the combined instrumental and personal 
error difference at 2,000 cusecs was 113 cusecs for one pair of observers and 27 for another ; 
whilst the seepage at 20°C and full supply perimeter is 38 cusecs. 

l\Iathematically the work was of considerable interest ; practically it shows hm\ 
badly vitiated seepage results can be when the precaution of eliminating personal and 
instrumental errors IS not observed. 

The concrete lining material was tested in a seepage tester and gave some 3 cusf 
million under 12 feet head. It may have been damaged in removal from the parent 
material; but it..c; general appearance was porous (it was kankar lime and aggregate con
crete), and it does seem that the losses found at site are the result of resistance oflining 
plus resistance of soil. 

(f) Tank Method. "U. c: C.-One mile of the abandoned tail mentioned in (c) was 
bunded and treated as a tank. Seepage wa.c; assessed during filling from a specially 
built meter flume, whilst the tank was maintained full at a constant level, and at other 
levels. The water was visibly clean. The usual great seepage was noticed at first, • 
while the soil was saturating; but Ultimate staunching was slow and tended to a value of 
about· 1 cusecfmillfft. head in good agreement with the results from experiment (c) imme
diately upstream. 

l?rovided water is visibly clean it seems that a tank experiment gives results com
parable with those in flowing water. 

(g) Point Metlwd.-A 10" diameter pipe of thin steel was driven at a point in the 
bed of the above tank. Water in it was maintained at outside water-level by means of 
a pipette-the pipe contained a magnifying device that magnified 1,800 times, so a pipette 
was adequate for the tiny amount of water required. Seepage was calculated for this 
and other similar pipes. 

The results agreed very well with the tank ones. This was ~turprising because the 
oame method in distributaries gives low results owing to compaction of the bed material 
during driving the pipe. There are two possible explanations (i) the driving did not need 
to be deep as there was no flow outside to scour the bed (ii) the clay was tough and may 
have been already thoroughly compacted, or deflocculated. 

These experiments cover most of the work on Feeder Channels. 
3. Distributaries.-Here the work has been tedious but has not covered a. wide field. 

The great difficulty about the particular work is that head discharges are assessed by one 
method and .outlet discharges by a method that i.<:l, for the present purpose, open to 
doubt. There are two principal types of outlets, the open flume (0. F.) and the A. P. l\1. 
Whatever the size, type of approach, quality of masonry, or velocity of approach, the 
coefficient for the 0. F. is assumed as 3·0 or some similar value, depending on the circle 
of admini,,tration. For the A. P. l\L it is assumed at 7 · 3 in some circles, 7 · 5 in others. 
Now theoretical eonsiderations mak~ 3· n for the 0. F. seem low, and for a well rw.1de 
A. P. l\1. 7 · 8 is about the theoretical value if it is the size it purports to be. As the 
orifices are cast iron, and 0 · 20 feet is a common nominal size it is customary to allow a 
little margin, which increases the discharge some 7! per cent. on an average. If, how
ever, the approaches are bad and cause shock loss. or if there are tiny defects of masonry 
the discharges can drop very noticeably. 

In short, there is collBiderable evidence that coefficients of both the principal outlets 
are rather low, say about 5 per cent. allowing for the differences between one outlet and 
another ; but they may be correct in an old area with standards of design and construc
tion and maintenance a bit below average. For distribution purposes there iS. nQ harm 
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whatever in this ; but as it is customary to design distributaries successfully on the assump
tion that 10 per cent. is required for absorption it follows that when the seepage itself 
is being :;tndied a G per cent .. error in average outlet coefficient means that it is customary 
to assume HOC!Jage twice as great ag it really is. 

Furtlwr. distributary head discharges are u;~ually obtained by velocity rod. There 
t-~ecmli no better way of doing it, but one always feels some doubt about discharges taken 
in 8mall channels as it is not ealiy to make a rod the requisite length without its striking 
the bed. 

To avoid the colossal task of calibrating the outlets of many di:-;trilmtaries, the tank 
, and point methods described in section 2 have been tried also. The former i« reliable 

hut is very expensive and requires to be done immediately after flow; consequently ob
servations can only be done at long intervals of time and short intervals of space. The 
point method gives results of relative value, but the allsolute va.Iues agree very hadly 
wil h t hwe ul,l :1 inetl hy othet' nwthod,.;, J>resumably because of soil eompaction during 
driviug. llmi'C\'('1', II'Ul'k of :some :·wientific value has been clone and i:s tle:scribed below:-

(•7) Watcr-Acrouut Nrtftod. Azmyat and l'auliani /Ji..;tribulrtrie.s.-The former fiO 
cn:<et> distributary is peculiar in having a Cflrl••mated bed an1l having silted to about 
half its pl'f'dou~ .size (when it can·ied much more di<>eharge). Tf1c latter 100 cusec channel 
is more Jlormnl but is in partial filling. 

Both dlftnnel.'-1 had their outlets calibrated by a portable flume rated against ft tank. 
The former had special velocity rod observations done at it:; head only. The latter 
had its flumes at head and 38,000 R. D. calibrated. As they were not of much ditferent 
.sizes any errors in calibration should,cancel in finding seepage, so the re,.:u]ts of that reach 
are nry reliable. 

Outlet and flume gauges have heen read daily since last October, and water tempera
ture observed. The result. of the former need not be di:scussed now as thev reflect t.he 
ttbnormalities of the channel rather than the general seepage phenofnena ·of distribu
taries, 

The daily plot of the Pauliani results, corrected for temperature according to 
D'Arcy's Law, showed reasonable steadiness for thr<.>e months till light winter rain occur
red. Th<.> seepage (at 20°C) then rlropperl some 15 per cent. It recovered- with fine 
Wl'ather and has increased recently with the start of the hot weather. 

The immediately obvious explanation was that a marked proportion of seepage 
passes through the banks, and under them and back to the ground to be evaporated. 
'Fortunately the near-by Lyallpur Agricultural College had daily evaporation figures and 
the exact effect of evaporation will he studied quantitatively from them after the mon
soon. 

It is found that evaporation keeps fairly steady in winter and increases rapidly to 
a maximum during April and 1\iay. It maintains this till the monsoon breaks and then 
drops to ale:.; er value from which it steadily decJines with the setting in, of the cold wea
ther. A wate temperature curve; on the contrary, increases regularly from .January 
to a turning pJint a,bouj September, after which it f.tll~ ra,thw r<1pidly. It follows that a 
seepage curve for a distributary iu which the bank loss (which is controlled by evapora
tion) is larg~ either because of embankment or small size of·channel, should be expected 
l o be square-topped. Thls is exactly what local Divisions find. 

The rate of pe; colation loss from Pauliani Disty was about 8 cusjmillion. This is 
about the av. rage for branches of the Lower Chenab Canal, and several other distribu
taries will require analysis before general conclusions can be drawn. 

(b) Tank lllethod.-Tbis has been adopteil ext-ensively on Awagat Distributary, 
and partially on Pauliani. In the former it was extensive enough to check method (a). 
In the latter it was consistent, but not extensive enough to be called a check. 

On Pauliani 2,000 feet of tanks were obRerved day and night for 2 consecutive days 
·and nights to te:ot the hank loss effect. It was expected thn,t if that effect were really 
in existe::ce as suggested by (a) then night losses should be less than day one8. It was 
found that they were 7 5 ± 2 per cent. of the day ones during the particular winter nights 
chosen. 

(c) Point .llfethod.-This has been tried on several distributaries including Awagat 
and Pauliani. On the last two it gave results about l/2 of what was indicated hy other 
methods. · 

So far no channel has shmvn losses approaching those of Pauliani. 
One great difficulty in the method is that a small pipe compacts the soil very badly, 

whilst a big pipe eompactR it fairly hadly and causes so much bed disturbance that deep 
driving is necessary and even then the heel scour gives such a short " leakage path'• that 
::ireat care has to be taken to fix a stabilisation level in the pipe. 

Further experiments are in hand, especially with regard to evaporation from banks. 
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Note on the APproximate Computation of Channel Losses in Re-Modelling 
and Project Work. 

BY GERALD LACEY~ 

This note is intended primarily to show the important part which losses pla\· in 
determining channel efficiency. It is not intended as an original contribution to. the 
theorv of losses which is still under investigation. The simple assumption i.; made 
that it is possible to express the losses for a gh·en soil in terms of cusec;; per million 
square feet of wetted surface, approximately, and that the wetted perimeter ean also 
be expressed approximately as a ftmction of the discharge. On the basis of t hhe 
elementary simplifying assumptions some interesting equations can be derin•d whieh 
may assist some practical engineers. in getting channel losses and " irrigation inten~ity " 
in correct perspective. The equations were worked out some years ago by the writer, 
and that. for the length of a channel in terms of it.s liTigation intensity and los;:es faC't or 
was recently derived independently by ~Ir. G. E. Hartle~·. Irrigation Research OffiC'er, 
United Pro¥inces. 

2. It is now generally admitted that the wetted perimeter of a channel designed 
on modern principles is given approximately by the equation P=C Ql: the losses in 
eusecs per million square feet of wetted surface may be denoted by a variable K, for 
which a different constant may be assigned for any given section of a channel system. -

Assuming a rational value for the constant C :-

Losses per mile in cusecs-

2·67X5280xK Qi 

1,000,600 
-= ·0141 K Qt=k Q' . • (1) 

As it is impossible to assign the value of K with very great accuracy, or the v,tlue 
of C, it matters little whether the English mile, or the Punjab mile of 5000' is adopt""J. 
If forK an approximate value of 7 · 0 is adopted, the ¥alue of k is approximately o· Jo. 
and the following table can be prepared : 

TABLE I. 

K k Remarks. 

3·50 0·05 Clay. 

7·00 0·10 Intermediate, clay. 

10·50 0·15 Average soil. 

14·00 0·20 Intermediate, sand. 

17·50 0·25 Sand. 

The rem~ks are purely descriptive and indicate the type of soil encountered. In 
the United Provinces the losses on the large canals and branches are of the order of 
7 • 00 cusecs per million, and on the distributaries and minors, ii1 average soil, uf 
order of 10·50 cusecs per million. 

A "Y"el) simple approximate equation for the losses on main canals per mile is 

Los...-espermile=0·1 Qi 

Thus a channel with a discharge of 3600 cusees would ha¥e losses of 6 cusecs per 
mile, or 300 cusecs in a fifty mile reach. This figure agrees closely llith lo..'Ses on the 
Hardoi Branch of the Sarda Canal. 

3. If the area collllllanded per mile of a distributary is treated as uniform within 
the section considered, the discharge abstracted per mile in cusecs, z, will remain constant. 
Treating the lo.."Ses factor as constant also 

Jq-z.dl+k ql.dl 
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It is -not possible to integrate thi<i expression so as to obtain the discharge as a 
fundion of z, I and k. Approximate integration leads to the expression 

() =zl+ 2/3 kl (zl)l + 1/fi (kl) 2 , • • (2) 

Thus if z the outlet draw-off per mile i:-! two cusecs, the theoretical length of the 
channel 5 miles, and the lo:-;:;es factor ' k ' equal to 0· 15 we have 

zl=10;2/3kl=0·50;(zl)l =3·10; 
1/6 (kJ)S = • 09 

10·00 
1·58 
0·09 1·67 

11·07 

The losses on this small channel would amount to 14·30 per cent. of the head dis
charge of 11· 67 cusecs. 

If the channel is made 18 miles long instead of 5, the losses are greatly increased. 
The head discharge consi'lts of the following three items:-. 

36·00 
10·80 
1·22 12·02 

48·02 

The losses on this long straggling channel would amount· to 25 · 0 per cent. of the 
head dL<wharge of 48 · 00 cusecs. Whatever the soil factor may be the same principles 
obtain, and it is evident that any system of design which assumes a constant ratio of 
losses to head di:·JCharge i'l in error. _ 

4. If the expression given in paragraph 3 is integrated for the length, 
k 

1=(2/k) [ Ql-(z/k) loge (1+-z Ql) J . • (3) 

This equation is correct but requires rather careful computation as it involves a 
difference which may be very small. It is possible by its proper use to calculate the 
coiTect head discharge of any complicated system of which the commanded areas, and 
the soil factors are known. 

The length i'l theoretical to an elementary tail. 
In practice the channel will terminate with a tail gul, or tail cluster of outlets with 

an assigned discharge, and for this discharge an equivalent length must be computed, 
as a constant of integration from equation (3). _ 

As an example the equivalent length may be computed for a channel of head dis
charge 48 cusecs, outlet draw off ' z ' or 2 · 0 cusecs per mile, and losses factor ' k ' of 
0·15. 

The difference reduces to 1• 349 and the length to 2 
X 

1
' 
349 

equal to '17 • 99 miles, 
0·15 

which is almost exactly the 18 miles given in the previous example. 
5. It would be a simple m~tter to prepare diagrams which would supply all the 

necessary information, and which would permit of determining the most economical 
layout for any system for which a fixed head discharge has been earmarked. The first 
requirement is to calculata values of the function ~ithin the square brackets for values 
of Q and the ratio z/k. The writer will leave that labour to others. There is little 
doubt that if this system were applied in the first instance to the layout of projects in 
sandy tracts such as commanded by the Bahawalpur canals that the nature of the 
problem to be faced would be appreciated at the commencement of construction rathe1· 
than on completion. 
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Note on the Replacement of the Kutter Equation by a Simpler Exponential 
Formula. 

BY GERALD LACEY. 

That the complicated Kutter equation is still employed in India i'l due largely 
to the fact that practical engineers rely on diagrams and tables computed from the 
Kutter relation. One great advantage of the equation which it has obtained through 
continued use is that most practical engineers have acquired some facility in estimating 
apvroximate values of Kutter's rugosity coefficient N. The coeflicient has now a world 
wide significance as a measure of roughness. There are however other and simpler 
equations which employ a coefficient of essentially the same character. Thus, employ
ing metrical units the three following equations :-

V=1/NRisi 

V=l/N R" 70 sl 

V=I/N ;Rl Si 

1\Ianning-Strickler.Gnuckler. 

Barnes-Forchheimer. 

Lea-LacPy. 

employ the same coefficient of roughness. When the hydraulic mea.n depth h unity 
in the metrical system, i.e., 3·28', all three equations, and also the Kutter equation, 
gi\'e iJeutical results. There i'l thus no radical departure ft·om tradition and those who 
.ase.e~;scd Kutter's N in the past can a,;sess values of N for any one of these exponential 
equn,t ions. In practice the values so asse.'lsed are almost intli'>tinguiHhable. 

2. Buckley states very correctly that although Manning's coeftlcients 1:n extreme 
casM diller from Kutter's materially, in moderate case.~ the difference between them 
is small. A closer study o~ the subject shows that if imaginary values of the slope:. 
are assigned compar~tive values of the coefficients of Kutter, and Manning, when tabu
lated show great discrepancies, whereas if rational and actual slopes are employed of 
the type encountered in actual practice in alluvial channels the agreement is close. If 
slopes of the same order as regime slopes arl:) employed the agreement i,; very close 
indeed. 

3. In the following table metrical units have been employed. The value of 
Kutter's rugosity coefficient N has been taken as · 0225 throughout :tnd the corresponding 
values of Manning's N calculated. Rational slopes appropriate to the rugosity have 
been computed from the equationS=· 000200 R-l, the hydraulic me~m depth being 
expressed in metres :- · 

TABLE I. 
--

R R s c Kutter's ]\fanning's 
feet. metres. - N N 

1·Gi 0·500 ·000280 38·20 ·0225 ·0234 

3·28 1·000 ·000200 44·44 . ·0225 ·0225 

6·56 2·000 ·000140 50·90 ·0225 ·0222 

9·84 3·000 ·000115 54·90 ·0225 ·0219 

13·12 4·000 ·000100 57·70 ·0225 ·0218 

16·40 5·000 ·000090 60·30 ·0225 ·0217 

' 

A glance at thL> table shows that it is quite immaterial whether the simple Manning 
equation or the more complicated Kutter equation is employed. The cocfiicients are 
practir:n.lly identical, and they remain practically identical provided rational slopes, 
from the view point of the canal engineer are employed. If greater slopes are assumed 
for values of the hydraulic mean depth in excess of one metre, the result i,; nwrely that . 
the l\Ianning coeflieient more closely approximates to that of Kutter. For example, if 
for a !tydraulic mean depth of 5 metre:> the high value for the slope of · 000155 i~ adopt
ed, Che:t.y's coeHicient i'l reduced to 58· 10 and that of Manning becomes exactly · 0225. 
If lesser dope.'l than those in the tahle are assumed the value of Manning's N will be 
slightly reduced. The table establishes beyond a doubt the superior merits of the 
Manning equation on grounds of great simplicity and equal accuracy. 
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4. As it i-; a verv common practice to calculate flood dischar~es by employing a 
rough "estimate" of Kutter's ~. aud tltercafter computing vclocitie.-; from Kutter's 
equation it is of interest to compare the l\Lmning coetlicients. In tbe following table 
Kutter's N has Leen assumed as ·0-liJ tltrou).dw:Jt, a value appropriate to large !Joulderil 
and "hingte, and rational value,; of the slope ealculntcd from the equation R= · 0125 H. -I. 

TABLE II. 
------

R H ~ c Kutter's :\Ltnning's 
ft•t't. mt·tl"l':i. ~ ~ 

--
1·64 0·500 ·0180 18·30 ·04.50 ·0485 

3·2S 1·1JUO ·Ol2.i 22·22 ·O.j;jO ·1:451) 

G·;";ti 2·000 ·fiO!lll 26·20 ·0450 ·0430 

~-84 3·000 ·OOiO 28·30 ·0450 ·0425 

" 
13·12 4·000 ·0060 29·80 ·0450 ·0422 

16'4 5·000 ·0055 31·00 ·0450 ·0421 

-· ---
This table also shows that there is little to choose between the two equations, iR 

which case the simpler claims preference. Rugosity coefficients a~e always assumed 
in round mm1 hers such as · 035, · 040 or · 045 when dealing with torrents, and meticulous 
accuracy is obviously out of the question. 

5. From what has been said it is clear that the l\Ianning equation has everything 
to commend it as a useful exponential substitute for that of Kutter. It is clear also 
that it gives almost identical results. The fact ha.S long been recogni'led in Egypt where 
the ~Ianning equation is univenmlly employed. Engineering practice in India has been 
inclined to recogni'>e that, quite apart from the bed material, the size of a channel, in 
other words the valu~ of the hydraulic mean depth, plays a part in the precise value of 
Kutter's N which should be adopted. Thus Buckley refers to the fact that a value of 
N of · 0225 is frequently assigned to small channels and · 020 assigned to large ones. 
Sir John Benton recommended a value of · 020 for canals of large size and in fairly good 
order. Kennedy suggested ·0225 for small channels such as distributaries and ·0200 
for large canals. Buckley quotes values of Manning's N of · 020 and · 017 for small and 
large channels respectively in Egypt. There is thus considerable evidence, in respect 
of the Kutter equation, that the value of N to be assigned diminishes, other things being 
equal, with increase in the value of the hydraulic mean depth R. Now the Kutter 
equation is replaced very closely by that of Manning, and it therefore follows that the 
necessity to adjust the value of N, with either the Kutter or Manning equation, must 
vanish if the power assigned toR in the exponential equation (vide paragraph 1) is 
appropriately increased. Effectively formulas such as the Forchheimer or the Lea
Lacey equation, hoth afford thi'l adjustme11t which i'l made in modern engineering 
practice. 

6. In table,; I and II it was necessary to assume rational values of the slope in 
order to compute the values of Chezy's C from Kutter's equation. In any comparison of 
exponential formulas of the Manning _type it is unnecessary to tabulate the slope since 
thi'i doc" not enter as a variable. . 

Wiitinrr 
.V 1 "'ni sl =2 l'! co! 

=- "' • ~ " 1) :i ~a 

1 
N =X8 /R 1:!, 

Assuming that, tl.e value of Na is maintained _con!ltant the following table i.~ ob
tained:-

TABLE III. 

R R Na N (:\fanning). 
feet. Jnet.r,·.<. 

---- ----------
1· 6-l 0·5fl0 0·0225 0·0238 

3·2S I ·000 0·0225 0·0225 

6·56 2·000 0·0225 0·0212 

!Hl4 3·UUU 0·0225 0·0205 

13·12 4·000 0·0225 0·0200 

16·40 5·000 0·0225 0·0196 
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it will be noted that when the hydraulic mean depth is approximately ten feet 
and over, corresponding to very large canals, the value of Manning's N is approximately 
0· 0200, whereas for small channels with a hydraulic mean depth of approximately 
three feet the value of N is approximately 0· 0225. It thus follows from the three tables 
that the l\Ianning equation is a very close approximation to that of Kutter, and further 
if it is the practice to diminish the value of N with increase in size, it would be better 
to recognise the variation of N with R, modify the power of R slightly and adopt the 
Lea-Lacey equation. 

7. To sum up, it is contended that the Kutter equation is unnecessarily compli· 
cated, ·and to use the words of Unwin appears to have "no advantage over simpler 
equations ". If it is desired to replace the Kutter equation as closely as possible by an 
exponential equation it is firmly established beyond all doubt that the Manning equation 
is the best substitute to employ. If, on the other hand it is contended that both the 
Kutter and Manning equations require some sUght adjustment by canal engineers when 
assessing the value of N on large canals, then, clearly and indisputably that adjustment 
is best made by slightly modifying the power of R, and employing the Lea-Lacey equa
tion instead. It is certainly time that practical engineers in India came forward into 
the open and expressed their opinions on the subject. 

8. This note is confined to a discussion of whether it is possible to replace the Kutter 
equation, now in use in India, by a simple exponential equation, and having put forward 
the l\fanning equation in this connection. to discuss whether any other exponential 
equation might represent the facts more accurately. Opinions having been. elicited 
on that subject it may then be neeP.ssary to discuss other formulas for flow. Thus the 
Prandt.l-von-Karman flow equation for full turbulence in rough pipes takes the 
form 

\' -~ K log (H./<1) >: (gRS)I 

an equation which is logarithmic in form. 
It is customary when the ·relative merits of the Kutter and exponential equations 

are discussed for some criti.cs to throw the whole problem back into the melting pot 
by drawing attention to the·. work of Prandtl, and Ums discrediting "empirieal equa
tions " without making. any constructive proposals. The fact remains that the 
question whether the Kutter equation can be replaced by a simple exponential equation 
must be determined on its merits, and can be determined now, without waiting for the 
last word to be said on the problem of flow. Simila.rly whether the Manning equation 
as an exponential formula most accurately represents eonditions on canals in T ndh must 
also be d_ecided, and can be decided now on its merits. 

9. ·whether tht: Prandtl-von-Karman equation most accurately represents coulli
tions in open channels or whether in open alluvial channels the exponential t_ype of 
equation is more accurate i..'l yet an open question. It is sufficient to record h·re that 
if the Prandt.l-von-Karman tquation is differentiated it will be found that. the eurvt> 
can be fitted wjLh a succession of chords t~ll of the type 

V=j. R ·76 sl 

V=.!. R .?o sl 
N 

V _ .!. R 86 sl , etc. 
-N 

Within the normal range of observations on rivers and canals the Manning equa
tion and the Lea-Lacey equation are both close approximations .to the Prandtl-von
Kar~an fundamental equation for pipes. The equations being exponential are easier 
to manipulate than an equation of a logarithmic form, and there is every reason why 
equations of this type should be ad~pted now in. pteference to the K1.tl~r equa_tion, ~he 
determination of the ultimate equatiOn, most satisfactory from a physiCal VIewpomt, 
being left an open question. This note i.fl intended as a practical contribution for the 
consideration of practical engineers. 

DISCUSSION BY 9TH RESEARCH COMMITTEE, JULY 1939. 
MESSRS. GERALD LACEY and T. BLENCH briefly summarised their papers (vide pages 83, 88, 90). 

MR. BLENCH, dealing with the value of canal statistics in a.~sessing seepage, tabled copies of Plate~ I 
and V of the Waterlogging Investigations Division, Lower Chenab Canal Absorption Report.• He ma!D· 
tained that these plates showed that statistics are excellent if arranged over a period of some 20 years. MaJor 
discrepancies of discharge methods have to be reconciled if " constant errors " are to be removed. 

DR. N. K. BosE said that Mr. Lacey, in assigning the value of" k ", had not taken into account the 
effects of the position of the water table. 

MR. LACEY stated that the value of " k" would have to be assigned with reference to the known type 
soil in the reach in question, anticipated spring level, eto. 

MR. H. S. KAHAI said that channels in Sind we1'9 designed for a loss of 8 cusecs per million square feet 
wetted perimeter. 

MR. W. N. McLEOD said he thought Mr. Blench's careful examination of the statistical method had 
proved ite value in the case concerned. 

• Not included in this Report. 
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!lin. ~.H. BwsBY asked whether Dr. McKenzie-Taylor had anything to say on Mr. Blench's statistical
metl,o'l. 

Dn. E. McKENZIE-TAYLOR referred to Mr. Blench's statement, "The point of practical value is thnt 
lnrl(o reaches of even a l\Inin Line in a waterlogged a•·ea may bo rontributing v!'ry little to thnt waterlogging". 
(Vi<ic page 85). Dr. McKenzie-Taylor maintained that it did not matter whil'h section wa>! taken; over the 
whole of the Doub tho rate of rise of the water-table was about I foot per year. The question was whether 
tho riso would be arrested by lining the main canal or its branches. Mr. Blench's statement quoted 
11l'Ove imlkatos !hut seepage losses have little effect on the general rise of water-table. Dr.lllcKenzie-Taylor 
HllggNlt<>d thut tho I"UHIIII~ of tho Haveli lining be watehed, for whi<'h puo·poso pipes had been inserted. 

Dn. l\lcK~:NZIE·'l'AYLOR also I'Oferred to .Mr. Blench's statement "xxx xxx corresponding \"Pry clo~uly 
lo the vi•eosity rangE> fot· the above temperatures 88 D'Arcy's Law required". (Vide page 81:. Dr. 
'llleKt>nzie-Tuylor emphusis<'d thut D'Arcy's J.aw applie11 only to saturated flow, whereas in the Poliani 
Distrihutury the wuter table is low. 

Dn. l\lcl{..:Nzn:-TAYLnn said he would very mu<'h like to H<'e t.loe dutn. In HtatiHtical wm·k it. w11>< .,f 
paramount importniH"fl to use only good data, anrl it looked rather as if !\11·. Blench had convl'rtccl had iuto 
good dntn. In the Punjnh Inignt.ion Rest>nr<·h Jn,titute tlwy had examined similar data, nn<l its quality 
was sueh that. lh<'y c·ould ha,·e used it as an argument both for and agninst c•nnallining. 

One oh"'""yution """d by Mr. Bleneh hac! a p•·obahle eo·•·or of ±50 peo· cent. "I li>el ", adclocl Dr. 
MrKenzie-Tn~·Jor, "thnt the applieution ofstatiAtical methods to the data available is open to cpw.;lion ". 

Dn. McKF.I'ZIE-TAYLOR notieed with astonishment that Mr. Rltmch had discovered a. los3 of 2.~ "II""'""' 
per million Rf]llnre feet of wettPd perimeter per foot of hear) (vide page 85). The biggest los~ he (IJr. 
McKenzie.Tuylor) hnd obHer\"ed was 13 cu~el'S per million square feet·. 

l\in. BLENCH· explained that he obtained the rate of loss quoted by Dr. McKenzie-Taylor in two Rmflll 
renrhPA by the drainnge method. 

l\In. Jl!cLt:ou pointed out that Mr. Blench had specified very clearly where this loss had occurred. 
Dn. BosE f]uestioned the drainage method. He thought tha.t the stream line configuration would differ 

for inflow and outflow. 

l\ln. BLENCH exhir·ited Plate V from his " Report on Seepage Losses of the Upper Chenab Canal "* whieh 
showed that the stream line configuration was practically identical in both cases. It showed the result of 
Hele-Shaw obs<'rvations made by the Punjab Irrigat-ion Research Institute. 

Mn. E. S. Cnt.~IP said that observation pipes were drh•en down into the stream line I'Yslem. Thero 
was no great differenco in the stream lines when the canal was running as a drain or as a canal, particularly 
for n wide canal. The drainage method depended on this similarity in the stream liqe system. 

MR. BLENCH said that the method was correct according to Muskat.** 
On the question of the relation between canal and watertable temperatures Mr. Blench said that, as 

far as he was aware, there was no precise information. Page 14 of the Waterlogging Investigations Division, 
Lower Chenab Canal Absorption Report* shows that the ratios of summer to winter seepage for the three 
deep water-table Branches of Plate I, are 4·0', 1·7 and 1·8. The viscosity theory baed on a reusonable 
temperature rang<' (token from an adjacent canal) indicates 1·62. The figure of 4·0 for the Buraln Branch 
is reduced to 2·67 when error of winter discharge table is e~timated, an<l t'1e rem<J.ining discrepancy is not 
unreasunnhly nttributahle to flooding of benns due to the high supplies run in ·'''mmer. In his (Mr. Blench's) 
opinion, <'llnul tempNnturu is a good first approximation. 

l\ln. C!lt7MP desl"ribed his obseryations for losses on the Kasur Bl"Such aq a preliminary to lining. The 
r•·at·h was :.!0 milt's lung. It was split up into three sections by fou•· meter3. The upper three meters con
sisted of shurp <·re,t<'tl weirs, aucl the lower meter was a stan<larcl board crested weir. 

The shnrp crested weirs had free overfalls, and particular attention was paid to correct aeration of the 
nappe, a phenomenon which could make dili"erence of as much 88 12 per eent. in the discharge. 

REHBOCK's condition were carefully observed as regards the position of the gauge wells, lind the height 
of the crest, and the maximum gauge readings H were within the range of Rehbock's experiments. The 
emperical formula Q=88x H 1"69 was adopted and agreed very closely with the values of the coefficient 
given by Rehbo<·k for similar conditions. 

Mn. CRuMP dealt with reaches A and B, between the three shat·p crested weirs. He obtained 57 results 
ea<'h result being an avt>rage for a day of 17 readings. He allowed for time lag. The standard deviation was 
worked out. The probable error of an individual observation in A reach waq 7 ·1 per cent. and in B reach 
7 · 8 per cent. The probable error of the mean W88 0 · 94 per cent. for A re'l.ch and 1· 03 per cent. forB reach. 

Mn. CRuMP considered he was correct in dividing :Iii by X , and asserting that he knew his losses with 
an accuracy of 1 per cent. 

Dn. MALHOTRA stated that Mr. Crump was perfectly justified in his assertion so long as the number ot 
obse1vations from which the probable error of the mean was deduced was stated. This was necessary to 
guard, against a confusion between the • probable error of the m9an ', and • probable error of an individual 
observation ', as the former would diminish for a constant value of the latter, M the number of observations 
was increased. . 

l\lR. CRuMP said that when this reach is lined, he would have .to take another 57 observations.to determine 
the reduction of losses by the lining. ~ 

l\lR. CRUMP said his results on the Kasur Branch confirmed the results obtained by Mr. J\Ialhotra. l\Ir. 
Malhotra found a loss of 75 cusecs over the 20 miles in June, or 10 cll3ec~ per million square feet of wetted 
perimeter. lie (Mr, Malhotra) had stated that his probable e•·ror wa.~ 10 per cent., as compared with his 
(!\Ir. Crump's) error of I per cent. 

1\lR. BLKNCH, in reply to Dr. McKen:.~ie-Taylor's criticism3 explained tbnt the gen,.ral rise of wat.~r 
table was attributable not only to the general distribution of seeping branches over the Doab but also to the 
fact that the water-table behaved as a viscous fluid and therefore its rise or fall at one site was due not only 
to local caus<'s but also to remoter ones. He gave the analogy of a bath fitted with taps of which some were 
running and some closed. It would not be logical to deduce that be~ause certain taps were closed therefore 
all were dosed and the l"iHe of bath water was attributable to an entirely different source. He disputed Dr. 
l\lcKenzie-'l'ayloo·'s opinion on his use of statistical methods, whose object was to find the value of the data. 
Plate V of hi" L. C. C. report plotted all the data in histogram form and recorded the Normal Curves on the 
same diagram. !t was a matter of fact that the curves fitted the histograms quite well enough to justify 
their u~e in as.eessing the value of averages. He retabled Plate V to show that this was so. It was to be 
noticed that individual results \vere not fur use, but averages of many of these results, and the averages had 
very small standard deviations. 

At this stage of the discussion l\lr. Lacey Mked if he might introJuce his note on the desirability of usin;:; 
Manning in preference to Kutter. In his view, within the normal runge of slope and material encountered 
in alluvial channels in India, the Kutter's equation can be replaced very accurately by that of Manning. 

• Not included in thia Report. 

•• " The lflow of l:lomoj)en~us ~-luida ~hrough Porous Media '' by M. Muskat. 
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Mn. BLENCH stated that although the Manning's equation might be the bMt aubst itute for that of Kutter 
he per•onally prefPrn•cl the equation of l\Jr. Lac<'y, in which the power of" R" was macle 3/4 instead of 2f3 
as in the Manning's equation. He based his preference on physical g.-onnds. Aft.er Re>me <li~cus•ion it was 
Resolved that the Research Departments of the different Provirt.eJ~ s.~J·<Il et'lllliHe t'" e.ri•.'i·q tla!r& from. canal 
and ri11ers with a view to ascertainiTI[J the most probable e.rponelilial or other relatio11Yhip. 

Mn. S. H. BIGSBY enquired whether the sodium carbonate treatment for staunching channels diminished 
with time. 

Mn. C. E. HAR1U.Y Hnid that experiments in the United Provinces made it appear that the staunchin" 
d!'c'JTM<'d with tim<', Jut that til<' l'<'•ults wc>te not conclusive. " 

1\ln. J. 1'. JAIN c'unil <'dhow the sodium <'arhonate was used for lining (t•idc page 30 of these Pm· 
cecdings). 

1\ln. BIGSBY wi•l,cd to l;now if in tl1e United Provinces trials tlwy analyse<! t.lw "oil fot· exchllll>:"nl.l0 
l'all'ium i>cfl'te layi11p the lini11p, and whethc>r thE> work was carried out in nePordan,·e with thelat<><t ,,.,.,;.jfj,-. 1• 

tions of the Punjt•b Rc>e81ch Institute. · 

lUn~ ,JAIN "'·i<l the eoil had I'C<'ll so analysed, and that the ligunH fo1· ox<·hangeablo calcium W<'I'a r(l10to<l 
in 'J'f'chnic-al 1\lcmoranduni No. li of the United ProYir.ees Reeoarch Sol'! ion.* 

The alllouut of c>X<'ItaugeaLle <·aleium found in tho soil before t1·oatment in case (b), desc1·ihed on 
ra~e ~:! of thuc> Ttl·lH'dingo, WaH 0· OJ gn:mmes rer 10 grammes of •oil. 

Dn. JllcKFN?.IE·TAYLOR said that they had <lisron>red that if a wet sotlium day i< u~~d it rl<>o.i not. di.;. 
integn:to whereas the dry cky does. On the Okara Farm they lined the channels with so<lium c.whonal~ 
treated earth. No measurements were made of the discharge, lout the area undor cultivation incnu"c I 
by 25 to 30 per cent. 

lu the JllontgonH'IY Di,·ision a 6 cu8ce channel had !Jecn t reat<>d with sodium carbonate wit.h goo< I result;. 

Failures were rept'l'tl'd of the sodium carbonate proces8 on tube w<>lls. In t.lu>se eases sodium l'arhoua•" 
bad m..rely hcen ocattf'red on the beds of the chaunels, aud samples showed very patchy result<. 

Dn. l\IcKENZJE·'l'AYI.OR repeated that tho amount of soditun carbonate to use was that necPs.,at·y to 
create a pH value of 10· 8 (see also page 15). 

MR. BLENCH pointed out that to reclaim sodium clay calcium was used. As there is a certain amount 
of cal~ium in irrigation water he wondered whether this would slowly destroy the staunching effect of Bodium 
carbonate. , 

MR. KAHAI said that there was calcium in the water in Sind. 

Dn. McKENltiE-TAYLOR said that with such quantities of calcium n.q existed in irrigation water there 
would be no react,ion. tiO parts per 100,000 was the absolute maximum contents of tiOlidti in irrigation water. 

MR. L: VENKATAKRISHNAIYER said they were analysing clays in Madras and were using sodium carbonat' 
for staunching. He hoped that by next.year they would he able to give results. 

i\IR. BIGSBY )'ointed o••t that one year is hardly sutncient time to jnrl((e. He al'o C•>lbiderE>d that when 
examining results it wa' necessary to kn!lw what method had been employed in making the lining. It wa'< 
clear that the later technique was fltr in advance of the earlier. 

MR. BLENCH said the principal field examples in the Punjab are the Awagat Distributary of 50 cusecs 
capacity the bed of which was lined in December 1937, and tubewell watercourses at Qadian. In both cases 
water went round the edges of the lining, and the seepage results were therefore inconclusive. 

Discussion then centred round the error in discharge observations. Mr. Blench produce<i the following 
table..~ giving the results of some observations:-

Observers 

Instruments 

Approximate Discharge 

Probable Error 

Difference of
Personal Errors 

Instrument Errors 

Percolation losses 

Remarks. 

Observers 

Instruments 

Approximate Discharge 

Probable Error 

Difference of
Personal Errors . 

Instrument Errors 

Percolation Losses 

Remarks. 

• Not included in these Proceedings. 

Kasur Branch. 

Punjab Research Institute. 

Price Current Meters. 

900 cusecs. 

1• 5 per cent. 

21 cusecs. 

26 cusecs. 

72 ousecs. 

Calculated by Waterlogging Investigation Di7ision 
but not checked by Research Institute. 

Jhang Branch. 

Punjab Research Institute. 

Price Current Meters. ' 

2,900 cusecs. 

1• 3 per cent. 

Calculated by the Waterlogging Inve..etigation Divioion 
but not checked by Research Institute. 
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Observers 

Instruments 

Approximate Discharge 

Probable Error 

Difference of
Personal Errors . 

Instrwnent Errors 

Percolation Losse11 

Remarks. 

Observers 

Instrwnents 

Approximate Discharge 

Probable Error 

Difference of
Personal Errors . 

Instrument Errors 

Percolation Losses 

Remarks, 

Hiktmer Carwl. 

\V. I. 0\'eroe<'rS. 

Price Current :\Ioters. 

800 to 1,500 CUS'JCS, 

2 ·I per cent. 

27 and 113 cusecs (combined instrwnent and personai), 

40 cusecs. 

Error includes that due to time lag being neglected. 

Upper Chenab Canal Tail. 

Many overseers. 

Velocity Rods. 

4,500 to 7,000 cusecs. 

1· 97 per cent. to 1• 42 per cent. 

Routine observations of many years with occasional 
check by S. D. Os. 

l\lB. BLENOH tabled copies of Plates III and III-A of the Waterlogging Investigations Division's Report 
on Absorption of Branches of the Lower Chena.b Canal* to show that velocity rods give less percentage error 
than current meters. 

He thought it fair to say that first class current meter canal observations of flows from 1,000 to 7,000 
ousecs give about li per cent. error, and that it can be inferred from the ordinary results that velocity rods 
should give less than 1 per cent. error under first class conditions. 

After further discussion the following Resolution was proposed and carried : R~olved that tM ·aubjecl 
•• Accuracy of the different methods of taking discharges " be placed on the Agenda for future meetings of tM Re· 
search Ocnnmittee of the Central Board of Irrigation. 

CONSIDERATION OF THE SUBJECT "STAUNCHING OF CANALS" BY THE CENTRAL BOARD 
OF IRRIGATION AT THE ANNUAL :MEETING AT DELHI, 9TH NOVEMBER 1939. -

MR. A. GoRDON, the President, referred to the notes and discussion at the 9th Re
search Committee contained in the preceding pages. 

The President requested 1\:lr. Cox to favour the Meeting with the latest informa· 
tion on the Haveli Lining. 

MR. E. 0. Cox opened his remarks by saying that losses on the lined Bikaner Canal 
were I· 5 cusecs per million square feet of wetted perimeter.t On the Haveli l\fain 
Canal losses were now 1/2 cusec per million square feet. 

Continuing, Mr. Cox said they had one or two isolated leaks, but the lining had 
stood up very well. There was no cracking although expansion joints had not )Jeen 
made. 

The lining of the Haveli Main Canal had taught them a lot : For example 1\fr. Cox 
thought that the use of clay puddling behind the lining was a mistake. The pu<Jdle had 
dried out and left a gap of about an inch. This gap eventually filled with water and 
caused the lining to bulge in places. The total bulging was 250 feet long a small length 
considering that 45 miles had been lined. The bulging was not serious as the reinforce
ment held. 

Based on the Haveli experience, they proposed to use the same form of lining on 
the Thai Project, but in the latter case they would omit reinforcement of the bed section. 
The ali-in cost of the lining for the Thai Project was estimated at Rs. 20-8 per one 
hundred square feet. 

*Not included in this Report. 
tV ide page 8G fur furtl1er detail' of ob~Arvt\t.i<>ll.~ anrl n;\tut•o anJ con<litinn of lining. 
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Lining required heavy maintenance. Banks and drains must be maintained. lt 
was essential to provide a very big hydraulic gradient behind the lining, as a breach might 
carry away a big fid of lining. On the Haveli Main Canal a. permanent staff of 8 men 
per mile of canal was employed to look after the lining. 

DR. E. McKENZIE-TAYLOR expressed the opinion that sand backing to lining would 
be preferable to clay puddle. . 

THE PRESIDENT, "Our scientific advisers are still divided in their opinions as to 
whether canal seepage or rain is the chief contributor to a general rise of the water table. 
I understand that you, Dr. McKenzie-Taylor consider that rainfall is the main factor. 
Would you kindly favour us with your reasons in brief?" 

DR. McKENZIE-TAYLOR in reply said that it was a very difficult question to decide. 

MR. A. 0RAM enquired the increase in the capital cost of the Haveli Project due to 
lining. · 

:MR. F. F. HAIGH replied that the original estimate was so heavy that it was difficult 
to determine the actual increase due to lining. He estimated that the canal portion 
cost 30 per cent. more than it would have cost if unlined. 

!fu. Cox informed the meeting that on the Thai Project they estimated a saving of 
1,250 cusecs due to lining, and that although tl).e lining would cost something in the 

' region of 2! crores of rupees the net result would show a profit. 
In the case of the Bikaner Canal, Mr. Foy had informed him (Mr. Cox) that the 

lining had proved very remunerative. On that canal the originallo!SS of water was at 
the rate of 8 cusecsfmillion square feet, which lining had reduced to 1! cusecs. On the 
average the Bikaner rates for irrigation were Rs. 2 per acre less than the Punjab rates. 

:MR. BIGSBY said that in dealing with Bikaner results it must be remembered that. 
most of the area irrigated by the canal was crown waste and the financial results were 
bound to be very fwvourable~ 

In his (Mr. Bigsby's) opinion the smaller channels, i.e., 2,000 cusec channels as 
compared with 10,000 cusec channels, were worth lining from the economic point of 
view. The difficulty of lining existing main canals was almost insuperable owing to 
the long closures which it would necessitate. 

Furthermore in the upper reaches of unlined canals there were frequently serious 
complications owing to spring level being above the bed of the canal. 

THE PRESIDENT requested Dr. McKenzie-Taylor to give his opinion on the use of 
sodium carbonate for staunching. , 

DR. McKENZIE-TAYLOR said· that the staunching value of sodium carbonale was 
exemplified by the Thai practice of digging 5 or 6 feet under U1e soil surface, and lining 
0 ham1els with the natural sodium clay there found. 

Major Prideau had lined distributary systems with sodium carbonate, and had re
ported a 30 per cent. increase in the area irrigated. 

Continuing, Dr. McKenzie-Taylor said that the Punjab Irrigation Research Insti
tute were considering a form of lining with molasses, in which the sugar is precipitated 
in the soil by the use of lime. This would produce a hard surface, and would probably 
be even cheaper than sodium carbonate. 

On the Karo Farm the lining made with molasses two years ago was still in good 
condition. · 

DR. McKENZIE-TAYLOR said that in some cases ~he sodium 9arbonate lining had 
reduced silt clearance. 

MR. T. M. LYLE, "The experimental work in the United Provinces seems to indicate 
that sodium carbonate lining deteriorates with age."* 

MR. BIGsBY referred to the sodium carbonate plaster lining,** and said that water 
courses had been lined with plaster at Rs. 22 per mile using free labour. Major Prideau 
had told him that, based on the time taken to irrigate his area, he had saved 33 per cent. 
of the water by using sodium carbonate plaster. 

Major Prideau says that with this form of lining it was essential to ensure a certain 
correct velocity, and that a surface velocity of I· 5 feet per second was suitable. He 
used a lot of bhusa (straw) to prevent cracking. 

MR. BIGsBY explained that the oldest watercourses were only two years old. It 
was, therefore, impossible to state the life to be expected for this plaster. Visual exami
nation showed little or no deterioration and it was quite safe to say that plaster would 
last for 3 years as an absolute minimum. 

* Vide pages 29-31 for further details of observations, and nature and condition of lining. 
· ** Vide page 12. 
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The plaster was not easily damaged by cattle inasmuch as it is self healing. Cattle 
find great difficulty in extricating themselves from a watercour~:>e lined in this manner 
and soon learn to avoid croooing the watercourse. The pla1:1ter iH very effective in stop
ping weed growth and improves the silt carrying capacity of the watcrcour:;es. 

Resolved" TI1A1' IN VIEW OF THE LARGE VOLUME OF WORK JVHICIJ 
ll.A8 BEEN DONE RECENTLY IN LINING CANALS, ETC., AND OF THE FAC1' 
Tll.AT SOME YEARS .111U81' ELAP8E BEFORE 1'HE EFFECTS CAN BE PRO
PERLY ANALYZED, CONSIDERATION OF 1'11IS SUBJEC1' REQUIRES TO 
BE CONTINUED, BUT IT IS NOW CLEAR THAT UNDER CERTAIN CON
DITIONS THERE ARE ECONO.!JIICAL METHODS OF STAUNCHING AVAIL
ABLE." 
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WATERLOGGING AND LAND RECLAMATION. 

PRELIMINARY GENERAL NOTE. 

The following res~lutions have been passed by the Central Board of Irrigation. 
Board Meeting November 1931.-" The Board records its provisional opinion that 

reclamation of waterlogged and alkaline soils was definitely possible by lowering the 
sub-soil water table except where ~hard and impermeable crust had formed. Even in 
this latter case it appeared that reclamation was possible-and perhaps economically 
possible-and reque~>ted the individual Mem hers to provide the, Board with all the possible 
information on the subject." 

Board Meeting NO'I:ernber 1932.-" (1) Prior to the undertaking of any scheme 
for the reclamation of salt affected lands, it is essential to conduct an e~mination of 
the sub-soil by experts on this subject. 

(2) An efficient surface drainage system for the rapid removal of storm water, in 
areas subject to appreciable rainfall, plays a most important part in•checking the rise 
of the sub-soil water table. 

The converse holds good. When the water table shews signs of falling due to 
natural causes, the retention of rainfall by obstruction of drainages and the construction 
of tanks,, tends to check the fall. 

(3) Among others, Dr. McKenzie-Taylor's notes and reports clearly indicate that 
under certain circumstances reclamation of salt affected lands definitely is possible, but 
Sir Bernard Darley's remarks go to shew that reclamation has failed in certain areas in 
the United Provinces. The Board cannot, therefore, record final conclusions on this 
head. Investigation should c<;>ntinue and it is hoped that Members will continue to 
communicate all information on this important subject." 

Board Meeting Noverhber 1938.-" Thi'! Board is of the opinion that in view of the 
lack of definite information regarding losses from canals, and their effeet on the sub-soil 
water tables it would be a grave danger to undertake any large works to alleviate water
logging problems which had not received confirmation by thorough professional in-
vestigation." · 

The only resolution passed by a R~search Committee with a bearing on the subject 
was passed at the 4th Meeting in 1934. It reads as follows :- · 

''(a) This Committee considers the researches of Dr. 1\fcKenzie-T~ylor on the 
limit of salinity to prevent deterioration of the soil to be of the higheRt 
value. 

(b) This Committee hopes that the results will be included in a memoir of 
the Research Institute and so made available for circulation." 

In September 1938 the Board issued Publication No. 17 entitled" Notes on Water
logging and Land Reclamation in the form of a Questionnaire". Information received 
from the various Provinces is listed under the following 26 questions appertaining to 
Waterlogging and 23 questions concerning Land Reclamation. 

WATERLOGGING. 

I. What is the definition of waterlogged land 1 .. 
2. What is the minimum depth from the surface to which the water table must 

rise before the tract can be considered in danger of waterlogging 1 
3. Is "local" rise in water-t(tble in the vicinity of irrigation channels distinct 

from "general" rise of water table of an irrigated tract 1 
4. What is the best method of recording the sub-soil water levels 1 
5. What are the factors responsible for the infertility of waterlogged soils 1 
6. To what extent are the water requirements of crops affected by the nearness of 

the sub-soil water level to the surface 1 
7. If the sub-soil water does not contain an excess of soluble salts what is the mini

mum depth from the surface to which water may rise, to permit the following crops to 
be grown 1 

(a) Wheat. 
(b) , Cotton. 
(c) Rice. 
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(d) Sugarcane. 
(e) Fodder crops. 

8. (a) Do those depths apply if the sub-soil water is flowing ? 
(b) How is it possible to ascertain whether sub-soil water is flowing? 
(c) What is the minimum rate of flow to which those deptbs refer 1 

9. To obtain maximum out-turn from these crops is it better for the sub-soil water 
level to fluctuate or remain stationary. . 

10. (a) If chcmical and physical properties of the soil affect the growth of crops 
in water-logged soils what tests are necessary to ascertain these prop!'rtie'l ? 

(h) What arc the deciding factors 'I 

(c) To what depth should samples be taken? 
(d) At what intervals of distance should samples be taken ? 

(e) Is it necessary to take samples pe~·iodieally ? 
1 L (a) What are the causes of waterlogging 1 

(b) Is it possible to state the relative extent to whic:;h these causes are respon
sible~ 

12. (a) What is the most practicable method of measuring seepage from canals~ 
(b) By what method is it economically possible to ascertain whether there is 

heavy seepage even in a short length of canals 1 
(c) Is there evidence to show that in general seepage is greater through the 

bed of a canal than through the banks 1 -
13. Is there anything to show that seepage depends on (i) supply level in the channel, 

(ii) the difference between the supply level and the sub-soil water level, and (iii) the 
age of the channel 1 

14. What is the maximum depth of sub-soil water from which moisture can be 
brought to the surface by capillary action and other forces ? 

15. Is there any relation between the depth of water table and the rate of movement 
of moisture by capillarity ? . 

16. How is the relation in Question ,15 affect~d by the characteristics of the soils 1 
17. Is there any method of determining whether a rise in water-table will lead to 

the accumulation of salts in the surface soil 1 
18. Is there any information available on the production and destruction of nitrates 

in waterlogged soils ? 
19. I 'I t.liC lowering of the Full Supply Level in a channel an effective method of 

Neventing or curing waterlogging 1 
20. (a) Is it desirable in mixed erop areas to restrict cultivation on crops which 

need large quantities of water, e.g., rice ? 

(b) By what method:> can this be achieved 1 
I 

21. (a) Is it possible before constructing a canal to ascertain where seepage is likely 
to he excessive 1 

(b) If so, how can it be avoided~ 

22. What is the effect on the sub-soil water table of the opening of an irrigation 
system? 

23. (a) Does the introduction of rice irrigation tend to cause a rise in the water 
table 1 

(b) If such a rise occurs, is the practice of drawing off the water during plant 
growth a contributory factor ? 

(c) What are the remedies 1 
24. How is it possible to prevent exceEsive use, or waste, of water ? 
25. What are the best methods of controlling the rise of the water-table ? 
26. Can the effect of any measure intended to combat the rise of the water table 

be (i) predicted, or (ii) ascertained at any stage of operation of the cure, in case it is 
being tried (a) alone, or (b) in conjunction with other cures ? 

LAND RECLAMATION. 
I. (a) What tests are necessary to ascertain whether land is suitable for irriga

t.ion 1 
(b) What are the best methods for making those tests and how should samplee 

be taken 1 
(c) To what depth and at what interval should samples be taken 1 
(d) Can the ~;oils be definitely classified 1 
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2. (a) Which soils are suitable for irrigation with special treatment, 11.nd wht 
treatment do they require 1 

(b) .Are some of those soils suitable for growing certain crops only, and if so, 
which crops ~ 

(c) Is it possible to define maximum intensities of irrigation and cultivation 
for different types of land 1 

3. Are some so:ilB only suitable for irrigation with water of a particul<tr tiU~tlity, 
and can those soils and qualities be defined 1 

4. (a) How is land damaged by irrigation water apart from "logging" it 1 
(b) Is it possible to state which soils are liable to be so damaged 1 
(c) What are the other causes for land going out of cultivation 1 
(d) Is it possible to state the extent to which each of these causes is responsible 

for land going out of cultivation 1 
5. If the sub-soil water contains excessive salts, is it possible to state the minimum 

depth from the surface to which it may safely be allowed to rise in various types of 
soil~ 

6. (a) What classes of soil prevent seed germination 1 
(b) What classes of soil prevent growth of crops which have taken root 1 

7. At what intervals of time it is necessary to analyse-

(a) Surface soil, 
(b) Sub-soil, 
(c) Sub-soil wat~r 1 

8. Is it economically possible to prevent excessive evaporation by mulching, tilling, 
etc.1 

9. Is it possible to prescribe suitable crop rotations or manlli'ial treatments for 
different types of soils which a:re damaged or liable to be damaged, or have been re
claimed after having been damaged 1 

10. (a) What types of land can be economically reclaimed, and on what water 
supply 1 

(b) Can land be reclaimed or prevented from being damaged by the application 
of chemicals, and if so, is it possible to define the types of soil, and chemicals required 
in each case 1 · 

(c). If land can be pr~vented from deteriorating by the use of chemicals, how 
often is an application of the chemical necessary, and what is the probable cost per acre 
per annum 1 ' 

(d) Is it possible for the zamindars to use such chemicals, if so, what organization 
is necessary to promote the use of them 1 

ll. (a) Is leaching on the surface or through the sub-soil ,a suitable method of 
reclamation ~ 

(b) Is the latter possible without artificial sub-surface drainage, and if so, is it 
possible to define which land is amenable to that treatment 1 

12. What is the best agency for carrying out reclamation when:-

(a) Small areas within zemindars' estates have been damaged, 
(b) Larger areas belonging to big landlords or to Government have gone out of 

cultivation 1 

13. Is scrapping a practical and economical method of reclamation 1 
14. If water which is saline is suitable for irrigating certain soils, can the properties 

of the water and soils be defined 1 
15. (a) Is it possible to state from an analysis of the soil what fertilizers are neces

sary 1 

(b) What is the best method of analysis 1 
(c) How often should the soil .be analysed 1 

16. Has the quantity and quality of silt carried by canal water any relation to the 
maintenance of fertility or to the deterioration of land irrigated by that water 1 

17. What are the factors governing the movement of salts in soils 1 
18. Does the type of salt present in the soil influence (a) the rate of deterioration, 

(b) the rate of reclamation, (c) the appearance of salt at the surface with reference to 
depth of water-table 1 
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1 !J. \Vhat depth of soil profile shouid be considered when dealing with the possible 
deterioration of soil due to con<:entration of salt at the surface with rme of water table ? 

!.!0. To what depth 1·an lmnnful ~alts in the soil be removed Ly irrigation, and how 
can tl1ey he prcveuted from returning ·1 

!.!1. If surfitcc leachiug is re:;ortcd to, what should Lethe concentration of the salts 
in water ncccH:-;itating chauge of water ? 

22. What Aalts are present in the canal liTigated tracts and what i'i their relative 
importance ? 

23. \Vhat are the effects on land where sub-soil water has risen, of the conversion 
of perennial channels into Kharif channels ? 

The maRs of information precludes recapitulation in this general note. 

POINTS FOR DISCUSSION. 

Points on which further information is forthcoming or on which further discussion 
is required will be decided at the Meeting by Members of the Research Committee. 

DISCUSSION BY 9TH RESEARCH C011IMITTEE, JULY 1939. 

llfR. S. H. BIGSBY said there was no satisfactory definition, and there were grave objections to attempting 
to define waterlogging in any other manner than in the Central Board of Irrigation Publication No. 17*. 

DR. E. McKENZIE-TAYLOR said that waterlogging could be better defined with reference to the field 
moisture capacity oft he soil. In waterlogged land the soil crust is maintained at field moisture capacity almost 
to the surface. 

He (DR.lllcKENZIE-TAYLou) stat<Jd that in the Punjab if the water-table was within 6 feet of the surface 
then there was practically na moistut·e gradient between tho water-table and the soil surface since this depth 
of soil would be ut field moisture capacity. As the depth of water-table increases, the depth of soil in which a 
stt>tlp moisture gradient is present hegins to appear at the soil surface. The maxintum depth of this zone of 
steep moisture gradient appears to be about 6 feet in the Punjab. It follows that when the water-table is 
situatocl at a depth of 11 feot (5 foet of steep moisture gradient soil and 6 feet of constant moisture gradient 
soil) it is producing no influence on the surface condit-ions of the soil and, therefore, with a water-table at a 
depth of 11 feet the land could not be waterlogged. 

l\ln. ,V. N.McLEoD considered it was import.ant to dispel the idea that waterlogging is connected with the 
appearance of snit in the lnnd surface. 

MR. BIGSBY dre\v attention to question 4, page 98 : " What is the best method of recording tho 
sub-soil water levels 7 " 

llfR. N. B. GADRE said that in Bombay they recorded the sub-soil water levels in bore boles. Observations 
were taken every month, and in some cases every three months. 

DR. McKENZIE-TAYLOR said that further investigations bad changed our outlook. As an example 
he quoted question 5, page 100 : " If tho sub-soil water contains excessive salts, is it IJO!!I!iblo to Btate 
tho minimum depth from the surface to which it may safely be allowed to rise in various types of soil 7" 

:MR. BIGSBY pointed out that it is because our outlook is changing that this item" Waterlogging and Land 
Reclamation "iE! kept on the agenda. He thought one way .,f dealing with the questicn of recording ground 
water levels would be to ask the Research Officers to prepare a note for the next Board Meeting. 

MR. GADRE gave information on the depth of water-table and the rate of movement of moisture by capil 
larity (vide question 16, page 9~). He quoted from the table opposite page 30 of his full report.t 

Depth to sub- Average Month-
Soil type. Description of water. soil water in in- ly Evaporation 

ches. in inches. 

--
Stiff l\Iurum Black Soil Canal Water 27 4·3 

Stiff 111 urum Black Soil Canal Water 18 7•8 

Stiff l\Iurum Black Soil Canal Water ·. . . 9 13·2 

Stiff 1\Iururh Black Soil Saline Water . 27 5·35 

Stiff l\Iurum Black Soil Saline Water . 18 8·7 

Stiff l\lurum Black Soil Saline \Vater . 9 18·0 

Fine :\lurum B!ack Soil Canal 'Vater .. 27 5-3 

Fine· :\lnrum Black Soil . Canal Wat~r 18 8·33 

Fine Murum Black Soil ·Canal Water 9 14·3 

Fine lllurum B\nek Soil Saline Water 27 6·41 

Fin" l\Iurum Black Soil Saline \Vater- 18 8·7 

Fine lllnrum Black Soil Saline 'Vater 9 12·6 

·-
•" Lancl may be dassificcl ~~,.q waterlogged when the water table is permanently located at ground level. 
The approach of this condition is inclicaterl wh&n the yield of crops commonly grown in the locality i3 

reduced by tho rise of the water to.ble, below the normal that would be expected from the soil type of that 
area". 

t "Report on Irrigation Research 1!1::18-39 "not included in thi!l Report. 
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Ma. GADRE said that. experiments were done in 4U gallon oil drums. Evaporation losses were determined 
by weighing. There was not mu<'11 loss when the soil depth oxceeded 40 in('he•. 

No attempt· was made to control temperature. 

:\fa. GADRE could not state off.hand whet.her the Sf> it in the drums was specially tam pod and said that 
his figures wore renlly' comparative for different soils. ' 

Dn. llloKENZIE-TAYLOR d':"w 3ttent~ion to th~ June 1939 issue of" Current ScionPe "wherein experiments 
performe.d at P~ona are dosur1bed. Soli ev!'porrmete~ w~re used. ThE! s':'il wns pnrked uniformly into 
the vertical cylmdors. Losses were determmed by we1ghmg and replemslang. 

. . The time taken by water to rise up to the top of the different .. soil columns in the different soils (this ill 
md1cated by the appearance of wetness at tho surface and also venfied from the daily evaporation lost<es) is 
given in the following table.:- · 

H eight of soil column. 

Type of soil. 

'6-in. lft. 11ft. 2ft. 3ft. 

Poona soil 1 day 2 days 6 days 15 days Not wet 
even after 
3 months. 

Punjab soil (normal)' ll dayo . a days 5 days 10 days 21 days . 

"Bari " (alkali) soil from the Punjab 3 days . Not wet even after tl1ree months . 

The following table gin>s the actual loss of moisture in inches during January, February and llfarrh 19:19 
1 as well a.~ the mean daily evaporation in inches from a Piche evapt•rimeter kept at 4 feet above tho ground. ' 

\\lean daily evaporation in inches from 
the top of soil columns with depths of 

Piche evapori· 
Month. Type of soil. meter 4 ft. 

above ground, 

; 6·in. 1 ft. I Ii ft. 2ft. 3ft. 

r-Poona soil. ·30 ·27 ·18 ·12 ·01 

"Bari" soil from ·05 ·02 ·02 ·01 ·01 ·45 
January 1939 Punjab. 

Punjab soil (notmalJ ·29 ·23 ·21 ·IS ·09 
---- --------

Poona soil. ·38 ·34 ·22 ·15 ·02 

February 1939 "Bari" soil from ·06 ·02 ·02 ·02 ·01 ·56 
Punjab. 

Pul!jab soil (normal) ·37 ·26 ·22 ·18 ·09 
---- f------

Poona soil. ·48 ·41 ·23 ·16 ·02 

March 1939 '' Bari, soil from ·05 ·03 ·03 ·02 

I 
·01 ·71 

Punjab. 
Punjab soil (normal) ·43 ·30 ·21 ·17 ·08 

/ 

DR. McKENziE-TAYLOR said he had'plot.ted these results with referen~'O to depth in an attempt t{) discover 
at what depth to sub-soil water surfac'.e evaporation ceases. He found that evaporation ceased at 4 feet depth 
for the Punjab and at 3 feet for the Poona soil. 

KleEN* gave a figure of 6 feet, but he only observed water levels in a pipe, and pipe measurements give an 
.,xaggerated loss. 

MR. BLENCH suggested that tho height of the capillaryt fringe should be determined, as a hi!{h fringe 
would allow evaporation to occur from greater depths than would be possible with a low one. 

*The reference to Keen's work ill" G. J. Symon's N!emnriallecture before tl)e Royal.\[eteoroiGgical Society 
on March 16th, 1932 ", 'Nature ', l\lnrch 26th, 1932, page 463. · 

tAt the 3rd Winter Meeting of the R~earch Committee, 1939, MB. H. S. KA.HAI raised the question of 
determination of the capillary fringe, and said he would like to know the Committee's definition of it, and 
their opinion as to how it could be determined. Mr. Crump said that he looked upon the capillary fringe as 
the layer above the water table (as ~easured in a bore which tapped the sand helow the clay crust) in which 
the degree of saturation (by water drawn from the water table by capillary action) was such as to produce a 
pressure transmitting continuum of water in which the pressure was capable of being measured by means of a 
manometer tapping tho capillary fringe. He would define the upper limit of the capillary fringe aH the sur
face above which the preponderance of contained air rendered it impossible to record a water pre"sure by 
means of a manometer tapping th~ soil at the point under consideration. 

DR. MoK ENZIE· TAYLOR said he was of the opinion that the true water table or phreatic surface was not 
at the level of water Htanding in an observation pipe and referred to tho experiments in progress at the Research 
Institute, Lahore, which showed that when drops of water, such as rainfall, fell on to damp Hoi!, there was a 
sudden rise of tho water in the observation pipe which could not possibly be accounted for by the addition of 
the small quantity of water to the water table. He said that a sudden rise of one or two feet had been 
recorded in some investigations carried out in the field, and that in his opinion this was the true level of tho 
phreatic surface. 

Mter further discussion, the Committee decided that before the next Research Committee Meeting, Re· 
searoh Officers should be asked to examine the problem with a view to obtaining a definition of the phrea
tic surface, and to specifying the correct method of its measurement, 
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)ln. Drosnv IV!kt•tl, "\Yiml i~ th~ wut<••·-tnl.la ? " He Ani<! thnre worfl two dews in tllf' Punjnb ;.e. DJ 
~lcKENZIE-TAYLOR's now hn~od <·n ""tuo·ut.ion, un<l ~IJ·.l'nomp'8 ,.;,,w bAAed on the uhility to tr·an•mit pr .. ~sur~ 
Ho u><korllllr. Cr·ump to ~talt• loi~ d"fiuition. 

~ln. CRUMP said that Jon w;.hotl to mnke the propt•rty of prt>SI!tll'<' lruwmisHion a •·ritodnu. Jn ""pnndin!! 
hid o.xpltuu~t ion ~If'. ('J'IInlp t~,,j.[ t hn.t if 'l Jlutnomt"t~r "Pro iuH.•rt,,d iutu t bn Hoil (•rust i: woul'l rogmtt-1' a N•rtJ-~.in 
nhsolutc- pn•fo(Hlll't'. If now this pr· ....... 'lllt' Wt'~lt' n~dnc·t~d und \\att•r tlru,\\11 into tho ro~·.noinu14H' tube tlwn in hiH 

• (~Ir. ('r·ump'H) opinion tlu• Hoi I nt f hut point. would bo Hn.turuh'~c.l. If. on thn otl1nr luuul, a I"P<hu·tiun in prP8Rtll't'8 

r .. sultod in air being drawn in. thun tJJ(I soil at thnl pniut woul•lnot In· saturated. 

Dn.l\IcKENZIE-TAYLOR state<! tlmt it W!l.8 impossiblo to ml'IIRtll'<' uny pros.~w·e that might oo transmitted 
in ununsaturatod mu<lium by meuns ofumanomnt('r. It foli<IWS from this that a wat ... ·.tnhh <·llnn<>t bt> pre&·nt. 
unle~A tho Hoil iM sn.turnttHl. 'f}w mni:onuro •:ontontR- ofMt'il Btunp!e,;; und th~irRnturation va.hteri <·an be detennin~ 
tld in t.hA lt~bol'!ltury. lu tlw ti<•ld it •·•m htl tt-"<·ortui.uutl wholhor thn soil i>< below or above tlor• tif'l<l moisture 
oupueity. Thoro waR, t l!tH'nforo, n;• need to cnn<.;id<tr pres8sure tra.nstni.HRion when th~ •lf'tnrminRtinn of moiR~ 
tnro <·nntent '"\ll give tho roquimd infnrmution re.gurding the prt>Rf\n"" nt· thfl ahsont·t> of fr·pe wnter in the soil. 
If fmn wntor is uhR~>nl no wutM-t Hhll' , . .,oJ,J }.,. prN•~>nt. 

~ln. BI08BY informed the meoting tlu•• tloP pnwticpl point connecte<l with this discussion wus the ohserva· 
lli<•n ofw<•lll~\'eiH in tl1<• l'nujab. Thoy wuntt'd to know wh~>thertheir wells showed thew .1ter-tnble, or whether 
thny nwr .. ly •·•·giHtt~mrl pr· .. ~•n•.,.,: lfthr former, th"n th! l!'l'flllnd waiN' was within the l'angP of~urfac•~ e\'apora
tion. · -

Dn. l\lciiENZIP.-TAYLOR pi'Or\uc.,d actual soil 11pecimens totalling )I) in nnmhn•·. Tho complete AerieR 
was taken nt varionR rlopths from the surfa~e to 12 fi>ot below groomd Jeyel, . 

Thoso ""mploR Ill'<' tabulnted J,oreunrler :-

Exhibit. Depth Appearnnce. Clay oontent. 
(feet). ' 

G Top DIJ· powr!Ary 0 ft. to 1ft. 23·6 . 
Dry 1ft. to 2ft. 20·4 

E 2 Dry 2ft. to 3ft. 21·7 

c 3 I<'airly rlry 3ft. to 4ft. 23·8 

Dry 4ft. to 0 ft. 19·4 

F 5 Dry 5ft. to 6ft. 19·9 

Damp 6ft. to 7ft. 20·9 

A 7 Damp clay 7ft. to 8ft. 23·2 

D 8 Fairly dry 8ft. to 9ft: 17·9 

B 9 Damp clay 9 ft. to 10ft. 17·12 

10 Dampish 10ft. to II ft. 19·40 

H II Dampish II ft. to 12ft. 6•6 

Below the 12 feot depth the ground water wiVI under· pressure. 
DR. liicKENZIE-TAYLOR said that in addition to taking these samples t.hey put. down a Aeries of pipes 

to depths of 6ft.,~ ft., 9ft., etc. down to the water-table. 
Free water appeared in the first pipe but the Recond and third were dry. 
The day after these pipAS were installed it, rained, so Dr. McKenzie-Taylor put in nn inverted cone and 

obtainNl " complete series. Five days after sampling the results wero : 

6 feet depth 
7 feet 

8 feet 
II feet 

10 feet, 
1 I loot 

12 feet 

dry. 

water present. , 
small quantity ot water. 
water present. 
wst.er present. 
~all quantity of water present. 
dry. 

Heferring to the soil samples Dr. McKenzie-Taylor pointed out· that some were so dry that he could not 
imagine a water-table was presl'nt. 

The grr.unrl water in the locality i• under pressure since thore is a canal nP-o.rby, and Dr. 1\Jl'Kenzie-Taylor 
thought. that thoro Wl\1'0 tw" water-tables, one dPrived from the canal through a pr.rmeable layer about 6 feet 
from tho surfuee nnd the second under pr"s~nre oolow thll 12th foot. H" did nnt think a monometor would 
reg-ist<>r preRsnro except at the 7th foot. 

Dn. :llCKENZIE-TAYLOR pointecl out that thll can~ I h,.,l been runnmg sin<·~> 1896 and thnt, th,.refo~'<', the 
soil samples should have hf\en saturated in this long period if it. was poRsible to saturate the soiL The mois
ture de terminal ions and the appearance of the samples showed that they were much below saturation values 
and, thereforo, no water-table was present in the soil at the time of sampling. He also pointed out that a dis. 
tinntion should be drawn between saturation at. the time of sampling and the appearance of water some time 
after sampling. If water appeared in a bore and at. the time of sampling the soil was unsaturated it. mf'nnt 
that the soil crust renoai11iny was not able to withstand the uplift pressur<" of water and did not Ill!' an thnt nnr!Pr 
natural conditions, with a compl,.te soil cn1Bt present., free water was prt>sent at. this dopth. 

l\In. CRUMP pointed out thnt. some of Dr.l\lcKEX?.IK-TAYI.oR'R bores had shown free water. some of them 
having r(la<'herl stability. He hnsod his remnrkR on the dingrnm PXhihitt>d by Dr. 1\rcKrnzit>-Taylor. Tllf'y 
Rhower! a rll't'l'f'RHe of pl'PRSIII'<' with (I)!'VUtion. 
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Dn. 1\foKENZIE-TAYI.oR, point.ing to the 'enmplee on the tablo, sai<l he could not conooive t.hat free water 
was present in the soils exhibited. He further pointed out that in the deepest bore no water was present. 
In the bore at t.he I Hh foot a very small quantity of water had appeared while in t.he shallow bores the water
t.able was already at a coiL'lirlorable height·. The water in the ehallClw bores could not have passed upwl\rds 
through the soil underlying the bores <'n nceount of the low rl\to of tmnsmission indicated by the bore at the 
lith foot and the dry oondit.ionofthe bore nt the 12t.h foot. lfthere had been a connection between the water 
in the shallow bcres ~nd ,t·h~ water undE?rl~g t·ho soil ernst then the. Wl\ter should ha"e risen more rapidly in 
the doep bores than 1t d1d m those whtch were shallow. A c·oncluswn to be r!rawn from these observat.ions 
was that there was no connection between the water-t.ahle in !·he sand un<ltwlying the soil crust and the Willer 
which was present in thA shallow bores. · 

On the request of Mr. Bigsby, Dr. McKenzie-Taylnr described another cllBe. He put down a pipo to fincl 
the ground water level. Alongside this pipe they duu: a pif. The water table in the bore was 3 feet abovo the 
bottom of the pit, and the latter was dry except for soml" leaks in the sides. This was 60 feet from a cannl. 

Da.l\IoKENZIE·TAYLOB referred t.o the Journal* of Agricultural Science in which it is stnted that clava 
may have zero permeability with quite oonsidernhlc p<'rosit.y. In his (Dr. McKenzie-Taylor's) opinion, such 
was the case in the Punjab. 

MR. GERALD LAOEY asked if Dr. 1\fcKenzie-Tayl<'r classed tho wlltor-lnhlo as the unrlersi<l~> of t.he impor. 
moable roo~. Dr. McKenzie-Taylor replied in the affirmative. 

'MR. T. ?If. T.YLE nid not. consider that the definition of free water-table appliod to artesian conditions. 
Mn. BLENOH suggested that the disagreement between authorities was due to their <"hoosing, quite reason

ably, differl'\nt. definitions for the term "water-table ". In general use the term "Water-table "meant the 
free-surface of the soil-water. When the soil-water was confined under pressure by impem1eable mate1ial 
no water-table, therefore, existed. In the Punjab case under <"onsideration the " ~a tum ted zone "of the soil
water was stabilised by evaporation before it reached tha surface, so Artesian effects did not occur ; but the 
determination of the free surface was rendered difficult by the fact that this stabili•ation only occurred when 
the soil-water had risen through the sand and entered the relatively imp!lrvious soil-crust of clay. If the 
observer were willing to wait days or weeks for water to rise in his boreholes in the crust he could determine the 
watertable according to conventional definition, provided it had been steady. Obviously, therefore, the detel'· 
ruination of water-table by the usual method of boring, was not suitable in a clay material, Tolmant acknow
ledged the difficulty by classifying soils as aquifuges, aquicludes, and aquifers according as they were ab,olute• 
Iy impermeable, highly impermeable although able to hold mu<"h fluid, or permeable enough to yield a commer
cial water-supply. The typos of these materials may be taken as rock, clay, and sand. Tolmant gave an exam
ple of a capillary fringe of 10ft. taking 475 days to establish itself in a clay and it had apparently not reached 
its limit of rise. 1 

In view of the facts given Mr. Blench was not surprised that the boreholes quoted by 
Dr. McKenzie-Taylor did not yield water appreciably after 5 days' wait. It seemed fairly obvious that a 
highly impermeable site had been chosen and that such sites could not be general-if they were, then rain would 
find its descent as dif'Qcult as the ascent pfwater-table water and would not show the results on the water-table 
that were generally obtained, 

In actual fact the level to wl1ich water will rise in a bore made into the ~and is not nm .. h differeut. from 
the level of the free-water sui-face in the clay. The difference is the Joss in head due to the fac·t that the water 
is not static, but is moving at a I'ate normally determined by evaporation, viz. about 5" per year. That this 
small velocity can produce a loss of head of an inch or two is due to the very low transmixsion eonflcmt of 
clay soil. Tolman gives it in terms of velocities under I% gradient, and show~ 0 to 0 ·no I f1. per day foT days. 
Waterlogging Investigation Division has been carrying out experiments under Mr. Crump'R ;n"tru..ti"''"• 
using a special manometer that records pressures without using anything more than a trifle of water, 
and the transmission constant found near D. I. R's site, when used with the measured loss of head, in<liea!es 
a velocity of flow of the order of evaporation flow (which equals the rate of well rise before thnt rise was stopped 
by contact of soil-water with the soil-crust and the consequent establishment of a oapillary fringe from who~e 
surface evaporation is possible). The idea behind this experiment had already been HuggeHted independently 
by Tolman, who thought of the phenomenon in terms of the reduction in capillary fringe height due to 
dynamic head gradient and suggested that the loss in'height might be used as a measure of evaporation rate. 

MR. BLENOH dealt with Dr. McKenz1e-·raylor's point about pressure transmission in unsaturated "oil 
by stating that there were, in this aspect, two kinds of non-snturation-Tolman, realising this, refers to the 
under-saturated zone instead of the unsaturated one. If the under-saturation was of the type called funicular 
by Keen there was continuous water throughout in tubes bounded partly by soil surfaces and partly by capil
lary films, and a continuous system of air passage also existed. Pressure transmission occurred, however. 
Anot.her type of under-saturation was when a capillary fringe moved upwards. In doing this it preferred some 
passages to others with the result that some po1·es could be isolated and left full of air. Here there is a continu
ity of completely saturated pores, but contained air-pockets exist. Pressure recording in this is simple, and 
Waterlogging Investigation Division had performed experiments on such a rising and falling fringe in a 45 gallon 
oil drum of sand. Effective porosity on the falling conditions was 20%, but on the rising only 10%. The 
difference represents entrapped air, but does not prevent the manometer, whose end was in the capillary fringe 
(at less than afunospheric pressure) from recording continuous change. However, if a saturated sand were allow
ed to drain freely till all drainage stopped there would still be bound water round the points of contact of the soil
particles, but pressure transmission would obviously be impossible, as the continuity of the water had been 
broken. 

Thus the mere fact of partial saturation as found in the laboratory by comparing contained water with 
dry pore space is no proof that pressure transmission is impossible. An Australian Government Research 
reference actually gave example~ of under-saturation below the water table, merely because of included ait· 
hubbies which no more broke the fluid continuity than did t.he soil-particles themselves. 

Ma. BLENOH opined that there was, in view of the fact given, no intellectual difficulty in using the ordina
ry water-table definition when dealing with an aquiclude, but that, owing to the very slow motion of water 
in such a medium. special instruments such as Mr. Crump's (or a Chattock manometer) were required 'to find 
it instead of the crude method of inserting a pipe and waiting for weeklj. In view of the small difference 
between true water-table and the level recorded by boreholes through the crust into sand, he thought it wonld 
be good enough to accept ordinary well-levels for practical work in the Punjab plnins where there was no 
Artesian effect, Whether either, or any other, definition were accepted was not of very great consequence 
so long as everyone accepted the same. But an acceptable definition should not be repugnant to the one in 
general use for water in an aquifer. 

DR. MoKENZm-TAYLOR informed the Meeting that the field moisture capacity in the Punjab varind from 
~ to U%- · 

He sa,id that if well levels are showing pressures, the calculations for additions to sub-soil water by 
canals were wrong. . 

MR. A. R. THOMAS enquired whether he was corre!Jt in asHuming that open wells may not normally regiHtur 
correct water-table levels, but that they do so after rain. 

DR. MoKENZIE-TAYLOR said Mr. Thomas was correct in his assumption. 

• "Permeability of Saturated Sands, Soils and Clays" by P. C. Carman, Journal of Agricult.urnl Sdence 
Vol. XXlX, pages 262-273. 

"Ground Water" by Tolman. 
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f{uferring to the appearruwe of~ultA on the lund surface .Mr. Big,; by Haid that they now knew that the lower 
iug of Lhe wute'r table iH not, a cul'f• fot· alkaline Hoil.. He drew attention to the t·e,;olution paoseu at the Board 
Mf>eting in Novembtn· I 931 (vide page ll~ of tlHH Heport). Aft or diHeu.;Hiun the fuUowiug resolution was 
pnsHod: · 

" Resolved t!.at the committee druw tlte ultention of tlte Board to tltei1· Resoluticm on ' W at.erloggitl{l and Land 
Reclamation 'passed at the 2nd Board Meeti,ug in November 1931, and •·ecommend tiwt the Board. reconsider the 
qurxtitm and frame a new resolution thereon 'in the ligilt of present day knowledge ". 

<Jo"''81DERAT!ON CP THE 8 1-'DJl!lCT " WATERLOUGING AND LAND RECLAliJATlON " 1\Y THE 

UENTRAL BoARD oF b.RIGATION AT 'l'Rl!: ANNUAL MEE'l'ING AT lJELBI, 9TH Nov
Jo;MDER 1939. 

l\lR. A. GoRDON, the President, refened to the note~:~ and di~:~cu~:~~:~ion at the 9th Re
t:'C<tl'!'h UoDllllittee contained in the preceding pagel:l, and said that apparently the pro
viHional opinion recorded by the 1931 Board meeting was no longertenable.* 

l\IR. S. H. BIGSDY reported cases in the Punjab where salts had risen to the ground 
~:~w-face although the water table was 40 feet down. He said such cases showed that the 
appearance of alkali at the surface was quite unconnected 'with the water table. 

Continuing, Mr. Bigsby said that the lowering of the water table had not cured 
the appearance of salts. He understood there were similar cases in the United Pro-
~~. . 

KHAN BABADUR ADDUL AZiz, " There are cases in the United Provinces ". 
DR. McKENZIE-TAYLOR maintained that the two subjects, water table, and salt 

appearance, should be treated separately. In the Thal, salt was in evidence with a 
water table 30 feet below the surface, and no irrigation had ever been done there. He 
found that the appearance of salt was independent of the depth t? water table. 

1\lR. W. N. McLEOD considered it unfortunate that the term waterlogging had been 
a~:~sociated with high water table, and the appearance of salt. 

1\IR. A. ORAM said it appeared that waterlogging, and soil deterioration, were noi 
interdependent. 

~lR. BIGSBY stated that in the Punjab there are tracts which are to all intents and 
pw·poses water-logged but are still fertile inasmuch as they bear crops. He also ex-. 
plained that the Irrigation Branch, Punjab, did not possess a complete survey of alka
line lands. Special surveys were only carried out when deterioration was sufficiently 
severe to cause serious complaints. In such areas surveys were carried out twice a 
year. Little information was available about areas not subject to this Special Gurda
wari. The lack of information had, in many cases, hampered the enquiries. Unfortu
nately Government had not been able to finance the aerial survey advocated by the 
Irrigation Branch. 

1\'lR. E. 0. Cox expressed the opinion that the whole country should be chemically 
examined. 

DR. McKENZIE-TAYLOR suggested aerial surveys as a rapid and efficient method of 
recording salt affected areas. Such surveys should be carried out in the cold weather 
at which season the salt was more visible. 

Resolved "'l'HA'l' THE BOARD CONSIDERS 'l'HAT 1'HE PROVISIONAL 
OPINION OF THE BOARD RECORDED IN 1931 REGARDING THE RECLAMA
'l'lON OF ALKALINE SOIL BY LOWERING THE WATER TABLE* IS OPEN 
'1.'0 CONSIDERABLE DOUBT IN VIEW OF TEE RESULT OF RESEARCH WORK 
SINCE CARRIED OUT. . . 

THE SUBJECT IS STILL BEING S'l'UDIED INTENSIVELY, AND IT IS 
PREMATURE FOR THE BOARD TO EXPRESS ANY FURTHER OPINION A'l' 
'l'HlS STAGE. 'l'HE BOARD CONSIDERS THAT 'l'HE QUESTIONNAIRE 
O}i LAND RECLAMA'l'IONt SHOULD BE BROUGHT UP '1.'0 DATE.:' 

* Vida page 98. 

t Vide page 99. 
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THE DE~IG.N OF DRALX~ lX IRRIGATED ARF.AS. 

PB.EI.nu:xARY GEXERAL XoTE. 

No reoolutiuus on this subject have been passed by the t'enrml Huard uf Irrigatioh 
ur the Research Committees of the Board. 

A •· Qtwstionuaire on Drainage Sys-tems in Irrigated Areas " was recently is.~ued 
and replies han' beea received from the ntrious Provinces. 

The question:s numbering i I aTe Li;;ted hereunder. 

Drains to deal wit II high uv.ller-tabh·. 

I. If the le,·el of the :;ub-soil water is to he lowered. w!tat are the best methods of 
doing it, and to what level should it be lowered ? 

If the level be lowered, what measures should be taken to dispose of the water t 
2. \Yhat forms of drainage to deal with High Water-Table have been ado })ted in 

your Provime, and u!'der what conditions have they beeu sueeessful or unsucc-essful 1 
3. \Vhat is the best method of rletermiuing the sub-soil discharge for whic·h a drain 

is to be designed ·? ~JwuJd it be uetf'rmined with reference to actual observatinns such 
as:-

(a) ~-llmual residual 1·ise in the water-table, 

(b) llaximum rate of rise, 

or by simply a~uming a cfueharge per mile length of the drain ! .-ll-e the dat-a. available, 
and have seasons been indicated ? 

4. Is there any experimental or actual data available showing the sub-soil water 
discharge for Yariom; depression l1eads and bed widths for :-

(a) Clay, 
(b) Silt, and 

(c) Sandy soils ! 

5. \Vhat are the factor~ infiuencing the dist.ance betweell drains in ditferent types 
of soil~ 

6. What is the approximate distance for which a drain is effective in :-

(a) Clay, 
(b) Silt, and 

(c) Sandy soils ? 

i. Is there any information available showing the relationship between sub-&~il 
dist·harge and bed "idth of a oirain for the same depression head ? 

8. What information is aYailable regarding the amount of moi.-•ture retained by 
yariuus types of soil ? (It should be stated ·whether the experiment;;: were with soil in the 
nahn·al state or laboratory treated). 

9. What information is available as to actual discharges in drains compared with 
those for which they were designed ? 

10. \\hat are the methods adopted for selecting the best lines for ,:ub-soil drains ? 
11. \\hich type of drain is the more efficient, an open or em·ered drain ! 
12. What side slo:pes are neces..<;ary for open drains in different types of soils ? \\11at 

is the best cross section for this type of drain ? 
13. In cases whet-e sub-surface drainage has been installed, what methods have been 

adopted for the disposal of drainage water ? 

14. Is sub-surface drainage an economical method of lowering the ,:ub-soil wat€r
able and what is the economic Limit of cost of sub-surfaee drainage ? 

15. What records are kept of the ~hemical analysis of the watf'r in the drains ? 

Dlaius to tlt:al u·ith surfaa .and storm wal-tr. 

16. \Vhat methods have been adopted in the Province or area under consideration 
for disposing of surface and ~tonn water ? 
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17. What uwt ho<is, li>l·uwlae, rugo,.;ity eu-cllieiellt. cte., were <'lllfAuyeu to calculate 
the discharge for whidt the drains were designed. 

18. \\'hat miufall intensity, duratiou aud distriuutiun were assumed 

1!1. \\'hut al!uwau<'e wa8 made for absorption and evaporation ! 

:!0. \Vhnt run-of! was a:s;;umed 'I 
:! I. \\'hat is the nature of the catchment areas, e.y., are the_v steep, rocky, covered 

'' ith vegetation, etc. 
:!:!. Were the drains desigm·d to take execs,.; irrigation water and river :spilL':! in 

addition to rain wntt'l' I lf so, for what lJUantity I 
:!3. \\"ere the drH in,; desi!!ued to take the full discharge autieipated frum all sources 

or was nllownn('C made for tm~tpornry flooding in the vicinity of the drain I 

:!4. How wcn' the dinwusiom; of the drain ealculated I 

:!;). Fur what diseharge were the masonary works de.-;igned, and were their fouwia· 
tions lowl'r than normally 'to allow for the possibility of seour ? • 

:!ti. Do the ('atchments or drainage line>~ contain any ponds or depmssious which may 
delay al'liun of floods I 1f so, what allowance was made 1 

:!i. What iitformatiun is available as to the working of the drains, i.e., are tlwre auy 
data of aetual di:scharges, rainfall and run-off compared with those for which the cll·ain~; 
were designed ? 

:!I). J s there any information regarding the effect of this ty)Je of drain on the sub-soil 
water-table and the area under agriculture ? 

:!!1. Where a drain is given a new alignment across a dept·ession, in what circumstan
ces is it obligatory to maintain banks to prevent spills ! 

30. \\'here drains follow natural denression~. under what cil'cumstances is it better 
to adhere to the depression or to stmighten out the alignment with cut:offs ? 

31. Has a rise iu the water table ever been traced to the diversion of surfiwe wat3t' 
across depressions with a drain confined within banks ? If so, can any subsequent action 
be taken to arrest this' rise '? 

3:!. In fiat ~ountry when is it better to cut acwss a doah to make an outfall, and when 
is it better to carry the drain parallel to the rivers in the natural depression to the con
Jl.uenee of the two rivers '? 

33. Where town drainage has, by custom, been discharged into a natural drain; is 
this detrimental to the efficient working of a surface water drain ~ · 

34. For what ]Jeriods of time in cases of heavy rains do low lying tracts drained by 
your drains remain ;;ubmerged, and what is the maximum period permissible 1 

35. \\'as the cost of your drains debited to irrigation budget, agricultural, contribu- -
tion or otherwise ? 

36. To what headi:l are the annual repairs of your drains debited '? 

Drains to deal with Seepage from Canals. 

3i. What is the definition of a Seepage Drain? 

38. How far from the canal is the seopage drain located 

39. What is the average difference in level of the water sm'face in the canal and in 
the drain per mile ~ ·: 

40. What is the bed width of the drain ? 
41. What is the slope of the drain ? 
42. How are the capacities of the drain calculated ? 

43. What actual discharges are exp~rienced in the seepage drains? (Best answered 
iii. discharge per unit length, say one mile of drain). How do the discharges vary with 
the season and the discharge run in the ca,nal 1 

44. "\Vhat i.;; the geological formation of the land through which the seepage dmin 
·runs 1 (If geological sections are not available, pits should be dug at intervals along the 

course of the drai.IlS extending 5 feet below the bed). 

45. (u) Are there any observations indicating the variation i.I1 sub-soil water levels in 
the vici.Ility of the drai.IlS '? If so, please give a brief note thereon. 

(b) lJoes this type of drai.I1 afl'eet the sub-soil water-table ? 
46. How far have seepage d.rai.IlS, constructed parallel to a canal, been successful in 

rd!evi.I1g waterlogging due to excessive seepage from the canal ? 
47. At. what stage of retardation of flow i.I1 a_ seepage drai.I1 do you consider clearance 

necessal'). 
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48. Have you examples of t;eepage drains In which the di.Hclu~rge is gradu;dly 
dt>creasiug or inerBaHing 'I If l:lo, to what do you attribute this phenomenon ? 

49. What determines the maximum depth of the bed of the drain helow t.he wate
t.;~hle 'I Is there an optimum depth at which the side slopes can be retained, and &.t which 
the inflow'lli enough to justify digging the drain? 

50. Can seepage drains be operated efficiently u.s small unitl:l to l:lupplement eaual 
supplies ? If so, what is the economical size when considering such factors as pumping 
charges, cost of maintenance of drain, and discharge ? 

iii. In what eircumstanl'es will it p•ty to shore up sides of drains in bad soil and how 
can this be done ? 

52. Are seepage drains effect.iv<' lllCIHlS of removiug ~Seepage water ? 
53. Do they tend to i.nerease sPe}Jnge from the Canals ? 

54. Is the natme of the soil u factor in the practicability of 8eepage drains, v.g., 
are they praeticable in sandy soils ? 

55. What is the minimum distance from the canal at which a seepage drain should be 
excavated? 

56. Wl1at infol'lliat.ion is available regarding the success or otherwise of seepage 
drains in your Province ? 

57. How much do you expend per mile on the clearance and repairs of seepage 
drains, and have yon any special agency, such as labour gangs, of dealing with the re
pairs 1 

Surfa.ce-cum-seepage drains. 

58. What is the definition of Surface-cum-seepage dl'<~.in-> 

59. Should sueh drains be considered a temporary expedient to be replaced by sepa
rate seepage drains when funds are available ? 

60. Can a drain be given a suitable slope and section to function both as a surface 
water and a seepage drain .? · -

61. If the drain is doing good by removing seepage in its upper reaches, is it deposit
ing this seepage lower down and thereby causing damage in the lower reaches 1 

62. Can local flooding from storm water be prevented satisfactorily while not 
obstructing seepage flow by the use of non-return flap valves 1 

General. 

63. Are yon troubled with the growth of weeds in drains ? If so, how do you keep 
them down ? What minimum depth and velocity are necessary in drains to prevent growth 
of weeds 1 

64. If conditions are such that weeds cannot be excluded by design, what other 
methods are used 1 

65. What methods are employed for measw-i.ng discharges of drains 1 
66. Is it necessary to maintain a service road along either or both surface and seepage 

water drains 1 
67. Is it fundamentally sound to use the rivers as outfalL'! for drains ? Could 

the water be put to any better use such as flood irrigation or drain-c-um-canal 
irrigation 1 

68. Has experience shown that it is feasible to make a drain in an upper portion of a 
; doab ' work satisfactorily as an irrigation channel for lower areas 1 

69. Should such a scheme be primarily a drainage undertaking with irrigation as a 
subsidiary matter or by-product, or can both be given the same importanee I 

70. What factors detel'lliine the cost of maintenance of :-

{a) Drains to deal with high water-table, 
(b) Drains to deal with surface and storm water, 
(c) Drains to deal with seepage from canals, and 
(d) Surface-cum-seepage drains 1. 

71. (a) Is it desirable from the point of ~ew of waterlogging danger to encourage 
zamindars to connect their field drains with th" drainage system maintained by 
Government 1 

(b) Have any rules been framed according to which the zamind.ar can connect 
his drains with those maintained by Government ? 

The mass of information precludes recapitulations in this general note. 
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POINTS FOR DISCUSSION. 

POINTf; ON WHICH INFORMATION IS REQUIRED OR IS FORTHOOMIN(l WILL BE RAISED AT 
THE :MEETINO BY MEMBERs OF THE RESEARCH CoMMITTEE. 

DISCUSSION BY 9TH RESEARCH COMMITTEE, JUT~ Y 1939. 
1-h•. J. P. JAIN referred to the figures on page 30 for the mollBoon run-off carried by drains in the 

Barobanki and Lueknow DiRtricts of the United Provinces. He said that discharges were taken from 
,:_'!luge discharge curves. 

'MR.'"· N. McLEOD Paid they experienced great difficulty in observing the peak floods in drains. 
liiR. A. R. THOMAS said tl,at, in Bombay, flood dische.rges bad been calculated from H.\\". L. markings 

on culverts assuming free flow downBtream. This method of course did not give the duration of the flood. 
:\[R. S. H. BIGSBY asked if anyone could say how the efficiency of a drain was tested. 
MR. G. E. HAn=EY said that in the United Provinces they based the efficiency of a drain on the time 

taken to remove standing water from the catchment. They allowed 5 days submPr;ion of the deeper parts 
of dopro•sions. 

Mn. L. VENKATAKRISHNA IYEB said that in Madras they allowed a six days submersion of rice areas. 
They allowed for a run-off of 3 inches in 24bours. 

MR. "MEHTA said that the only crops likely to suffer are those that are grown during the Kharif 
~eason or reclaimed waterlogged areas. 

Observations at Chakanwali Reclamation Farm showed that if the raillfall is heavy, and water stands in 
tlw fields on account of the overflooding of draillB, the submersion periods for different crops ,were as follows: 

Maize--The crop dies if water stands for more than 8 to 10 hours in the field. 
Cotton and Toria-The maximurn'submersion period is 24 hours. 
Su!!ar<·an!'-A >ntbm,.~ion exf'eeding 48 hom'S considerably reduces the yield. 
Rice--This crop can stand an-aerobic conditions for longer periods than those given above. If however 

the water-tt•ble, or the water in the field is in motion, the yields of rice are high. 
MR. McLEOD pointed out that the more the water-table rises and land goes out of cultivation, the greater 

$he need for surface drains to deal with the increased run-off. 
:l.fR. BIGSBY said they were allowing-for a run-off of from 1 to 4 cusecs per square mile in the big Punjab 

s,.hnme now in progre~s. This postulates flooding of cotton for 5 days and of rice for. 8 days. 

He asked what diversity factor should be used in a collecting drain of which they had a large number. 
Rueh drains sometimes croAA drainages which are in embankment. So far the choice has been governed by 
financial considerations. -

1\In. BIGSBY said they had some draina which only ran full when there was an exceptional storm such as 
might be called an act of God. 

MB. McLEOD explained that they had to construct collecting drains, whereas in the United Provinces 
natural stream beds served this purpose. 

MR. BIGSBY said that the recorded rmt-off varied immensely. Thus in 1936 a rmt-off of 96 cusecs per 
sq. mile from an area of 9 sq. miles was recorded from a catchment intensively cultivated, the main crop being 
sugarcane. In the sixties of the last century large tracts of the Western Jumna Canal area in 
the Punjab were badly waterlogged. After controversy lasting for several years, the Government 
of India issued orders for tho construction of drains, for changes in the location of channels, and for the reduc
tion of intensity of irrigation. These orders were carried out, and waterlogging was very largely cured. The 
records available were somewhat scanty, and it was not possible to allocate oredit for this success with any 
certainty as between the remedies applied. . 

Dn. E. McKENZIE-TAYLOR said that there were cases of water in draillB causing the land on either 
side to go salt. The first flush ofwaterin a drain in some parts of India was exceedingly salty, and for such 
water a large capacity drain was essential. 

Mn. VENKATA.XBIBHNA IYER referred to question 68 on page 108 6Ild said that at Koradilla in :\ladras 
they use a drain for irrigating areas lower down the catchment. 

The system concerned is 2,000 years old, and they were now tryingto"operate the drains from the cana.ls. 
Mn. McLEoD said that on the Dipalpur Canal in the Punjab they allowed the seepage drains to dis

dmrge back into the canal. 
After further discussion the following Resolution was passed :-
Resolved that the replies received from the PrO'Vinces to the Questionnaire on "The deaign of draina in irrigated 

areas" be circulated to the members of the Research Committee for information, and with a view to the modification 
of the existing quutions, and the inclusion of new questiomJ, in the light of further ea:perience. 

Al-110 resolved that the replies and amendments be brought before the Board at the 10th Anmuzl Meeting to be 
held ;n the autumn, 1939. · 

CONSIDERATION OF THE SUBJECT "DRAINAGE SYSTEMS IN IRRIGATED AREAS" BY 
- THE CENTRAl. BOARD OJ<' lRRTGATlON AT THE ANNUAl. MEETING AT DELHI, !!TH NOVEM
BER 1939. 

Resolved" THAT THE REPLIES TO THE QUESTIONNAIRE* BE REFERR
ED BACK TO THOSE •PROVINCES WHICH HAVE NOT SUBMITTED PRO
VINCIAL REPLIES. THEREAFTER THE QUESTIONNAIRE TO BE PRINTED 
FOR THE INFORMATION OF THE BOARD." 

* Vid• pagAA 1011-)0R. 
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1939-40 Programme of the Central Irrigation and Hydrodynamic Research 
Station, Poona. 

PROtiR .. -Dt:\lf: OF EXPERDIE:-\T .. \L WORK FOR THE YE-\R l!I;J!I-)!1-H: .. 

The following b 11 pnn-i:•ional li:--t nf expt-rinwr.t;; "ith mndt'ls to ht:> •·anit•tl uut:---

I.-SPECIFIC ExPERDtE:->Ts .. 

E.rpnimPiifs 011 bfllalf of tlu' Ruihm.11 Board. 

I. With l 1.3llu St:'ale mtxlt:'l of the (;,mge:> and H<lrdinge Brid~e for inn<ti)!•Hing the 
mo\·ements of the RiYer (t:'ontinued). 

:?. \ rit h mode),: of t hi:' pier;; of the Hardinge Hridgt:> to im·t:>·H igilte !':t'onr and t lw 
heh;n·i,.m· of >:tnne protec-tion (eon tinned). 

E.IJWrimruf;; for lite Ctnfml Go,rrn•nFid .. 

:l. Training of the Rh-l:'r ,J nmwl near Delhi Cate Pumping Stilt ion {com inut'•l). 

-L Protet-tion of thl:' propt~Sed Rwd hetwet'n the Dt•lhi fiatt' Pumpin~ ~t<ltim. and 
tht' Okhh1 weir hy lllt'<Hl" of >:pm-,; etc-. 

E.rpaimnil-~ff•r tl1e l.'nited Pror·inus Goi·Frnmr-nf. 

5. Training tht' Ri,·er Sanh at Banhass;l and prott't:'tion of the Right .-\lllux Bnnd 
(t:'ontinued). 

li. )[ethod::. of JH't'\"enting >:c-onr and prott'eting the tloor dmnl>:tream of tht• Sard:\ 
Rarra~e. 

EJ:periment;s for tile Gor·ernmenf of Sind. 

7. With 1;300 scale model of the Riwr Indus nboye the Sukkur Banage to find the 
t'ffect of rixer cmTatm·t' on silt t:'har~e. and proportion of di>:d1nrge in two gorge;; and 
experiments with the proposed new right h<lllk appro;lt:'h dwnnel designed to exelndt> 
>:ilt from the Right Bank Canal>: (eontinued). 

S. \\ith 1,1150 scale model of the Rh-er Indus aboYe the Su.kkm· Barrage for eomJnl
rison of results with those of the 1'300 scale model and obsenin!! the t'ft"l•et of llltlllt>l 
Sl'nles on results (l'ontinued). 

9. With 1/40 Sl'ale, g:eometrieally similar. part-\"\idth model of the Ri,·er Indn>
u.bon' the Sukkur B;nrage and the propo."ed new Right Bank .\pprnadt l'hanuel to 
compare result;; of the geometrically similar lll()(ll:'l and Yertic-1\ll_\' exaggerated modeb 
in (7) and (8) and to find out seour !lt tht' nO.-.:e of the Di,~ide Rank of the ll)'f'I'o;wh 
c-haimel and at the rai'<t'd sill oft he offtaki.ng c-hannel. 

EJ:periments for fliP. Gorernment of BFngal. 

10. Sc-our round pit>r-s of the propo,>ed hritl.!.!e at Burdn-;ln aero-'s the I>a111odar River 
and stone protec-tion round piers. 

Expe-riments for the Central Prorinces Gorernmenl. 

II. factoi'l>affel'ting stabilit~~ oft he deeking slabs of suhme1-,;ihle hritlg-e.-< (nmtiuued). 

E:~.·paimentsfor tlle Orissa Goranmenf. 

1::!. \rith a model of the )lahanadi Rh·er on tlood t:'ontrol by l'mhankments. 
13. \\"ith a model of the Brahmani River on flood control by emhankment,;. 

E:rp€rimenf.s for flu• Gonrnmenf of Bomba!!· 

14. To prevent jettin~ down:<tream of .\qut'duet X o. 3 of the 
1
Girn<l Canal. 

II.-BA~)(' EXPERD£EXTS. 

).). Inn•stkating bed moYemt>nt>: with ,·ar·iou:< type:< of .-.md aud >:ih. undt>r 
<>ontrc.lled eonditions (t:'oJttinuoo \. 

16. LahoratorY experiment:: to dett-rmine fat:'tOJ-;: nffer-tin)! seep;l!le from Canal~ 
(t:'ontinued). · 

17. I>i:<>:ipatim. of <'ner~- helow fall:-: (eontimred). 
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18. Standardisation of the design of S. W. Flumes. 
10. Rate of abrasion of silt (continued). 
20. Scale effects of rigid structures in geometrically similar and vertically exaggerated 

models (continued) . 
. 21. 'Vith various types ofspurs to see the effect on bed scour and throw-off. 
22. Standardisation of design of high coefficient weirs (continued). 
23. Experiments with Head Regulators to ascertain factors causing loss of head 

(continued). 
24. Divergence experiments for determining optimum conditions ensuring stablt> 

flow (continued). · 
25. Venturi flume experiments-to produce type designs and calibrate them (con. 

tinued). · 
26. Scour round piers and the behaviour of stone protection (continued). 
27. Factors affecting meanders of rivers. 
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1940-41 Programme* of the Punjab Irrigation Research Institute. 
CHEMICAL SECTION. 

I. The Lining of Channels. 
The Chief Engineer has approved the design of an experiment on lining which is to be 

carried out on the Pauliani Distributary with sodium carbonate treated soil. In this 
case the sides will be lined as well as the bed, the method of dealing with the sides having 

' been suggested by Mr. Jesson. 
On certain estates, minors and water-courses have been lined with. sodium carbonate 

treated soil. The treatment in some instances was witho'ut the addition of cement. 
The treated water-courses will be kept under ob:servation. 

A recent development in the production of a kacha lining is the precipitation 
of the sugar contained in molasses by lime in a sodium carbonate treated soil. The 
resultant material sets bard in approximately two days and is much cheaper than the 
plaster already tested in which cement wa.s incorporated. This new material will be 
further investigated. 

2. The Effect of the Soil Crust on the Rise in Water-table. 
An account of the work already carried out has been given in the Annual Report. 
Each month a certain number of well records are examined and the depth 

of the soil crust in the neighbourhood of the wells is determined. The water 
levels in the bores made during the examination of the soil crust are recorded. This work 
will be continued. · 

0Qservation pits have been dug and will be kept under examination. Pipe 
observations are also being made with reference to water-table which are under pressure 
and the determination of the .. true water-table level. 

Laboratory experimen~s on the rise of wat-er from a water-table in soils are being 
conducted. These experiments will be continued with the object of determining factors 
which control the rate of rise. 

3. Movements of Salts and Moisture in the Soil Crust. 
For the past three years a series of plots at the field laboratory have been under 

examination to determine the movement of moisture and salts in the soil crust under 
non-irrigated conditions. The Chief Engineer has sanctioned a small water-supply so 
that these plots can now be irrigated. It has been shown under the non-irrigated con
ditions that over a complete period of the seasons the salt content of the various layers 
of the soil remains the same. The effect of different intensities of irrigation on the salt 
movement will now be studied. 

4. Dispersion of Clay. 
This subject is of considerable importance in both engineering and agricultural 

problems. Examples of its effect in engineering are the failure of the Fall at R. D. 
40,280, Pakpattan Link, the condition of certain canal banks and the breaches in 
these which occur. A study of the nature of this dispersion and its control will be made. 

5. Earth Roads. 
A programme of research on earth roads has been drawn up in collaboration with the 

Consulting Engineer to the Government of India. This programme has already been sent 
to the Chief Engineer by the Consulting Engineer to the Government of India. 

' . 
6. Analytical Methods. 

, With the object of reducing the time required for analytical work, the development 
of new rapid methods of analysis will be continued. 

PHYSICS SECTION. 

1. Seepage from Canals. 
The Officer on Special Duty, Waterlogging Investigation, has used the measurement 

of the seepage into a canal when it is acting as a drain to determine the seepage from a 
canal when it is running full supply. The justification for adopting this method ha.s been 
the model experiments in the Hydraulic Laboratory. These experiments will be extend
ed in the Physical Section with the object of obtaining further information on the 
subject. 

•Subject to approval of the Chief Engineer, Punjab. 
This programme was actually-drawn up after the Ninth Research Committee llleeting. Vick also 

Dr. McKenzie Taylor's remarks on page 123. 
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2. Silt lnve.stigation. 
These will be carried out in' collaboration with the Mathematical and Statistical 

Sectiops. The programme of work of the subject is given in the l\Iathematical Section. 

3. Negative Pressures in an Unsaturated Soil above the TVater-table. 

This subject has been discussed in the Annual Reports of the Physics and the Land 
Reclamation Sections for 1939. Field observations are now being made on wells in which 
the water-table is at varying depths below the ·soil surface. Rainfall records are being 
obtained in the neighbourhood of these well'l and the effects of rain on the well readings 
are being observed. The effect of evaporation on the development of negative pres~ure 
will be studied in the l!tboratory. · 

4. Ca1tities under weirs. 

Two methods for the detection of cavities under weirs have been under examination. 
The vibrometer method was being studied at Rasul during the cold weather of 1938-

39, but it had to be discontinued owing to the rise of the river downstream. • As soon 
as the ·river levels permit this will be continued. · 

The wireless wave method for the determination of cavities is still under development 
in the laboratory. Considerable progress has been made in the construction of the 
apparatus and it is hoped that it will be sufficiently advanced to test in the field during 
the coming cold weather. 

5. The Physics of Soils unsaturated with water. 

In the Punjab under the conditions of a rising water-table, stability of the water
table seems to be reached when it touches the underneath side of the soil crust. The 
suggestion was made in the Annual Report of 1937 that after this stage had been reached. 
the wells instead of recording water level recorded pressures. The transmission o{ this -
pressure through an unsaturated soil will be investigated. The investigations will hav~ 
an important bearing on the pres'lures on retaining walls unqer unsaturated soil conditions, 

MATHEMATICAL SECTION. 

I. Experiments on the Tracti·ve Force of Beds consisting of different Grades of Silt. 
The work on this subject which had already been carried out is discussed on pages 

55-58 of the Annual Report for the year ending April 1939 (manuscript copy). There
sistance offered to flow by the small glass sides and bottom of a flume is being determined 
in terms of the resistance offered by still air. When these results have been obtained, 
the experiments to investigate the resistance offered by different grades of silt will be 
carried out under varying hydraulic conditions. In all these experiments the resistance 
to flow of still air will be taken as standard. An attempt will be made to correlate bed 
resistance with a characteristic of the silt and the usual hydraulic elements. 

2. Observations of Hydraulic Data at Regime Sites on Canals. 
A memoir (Volume II, No. 23) describes the previous research work on this subject 

and gives the conclusions reached. It is now proposed to test the S-Q-m formula at new 
sites and to determine whether the P-Q and the R-Q relationships hold also for non
regime sites.* An attempt will be made to develop a method for estimating the total 
bed and floating silt load with the object of examining the effect of this load on regime 
conditions. · · 

3. Collection of Hydraulic Data for some Steady Sites in Ripers. 
An examination of the application of the Punjl!>b S-Q-m formula to regime conditions 

on the Mississippi river has been made and was reported on pages 51-55 of the Annual 
Report for the year ending April1939 (manuscript copy). Observations will now be made 
in Punjab rivers to obtain evidence as to whether the formula can be further applied. 

4. Collection of Hydraulic Data for Boulder Rivers. 
A site at Mukeswar on the River Ravi is under exb.mination. A note describing the 

site and giving samples of data that had been collected was presented to the Research 
Officers Meeting at Simla in July 1939t. In accordance with the resolution on this 
subject passed at this meeting, a form for recording the data has been drawn up. The 

- analysis of the data will be ~ndertaken on the lines discussed at that meeting. 
5. Falls. 

This subject has been discussed at the Central Board of Irrigation Meetings on a 
number of occasions and has been examined at the Irrigation Research Institute in con
nection with the Haveli Project;. Experiments will be undertaken to investigate 
jetting on the lines resolved at the 9th Meeting of the Research Committee of the Central 
Board of Irrigation. 

*Vide page 13 of this Report. 
tVide page 6> of this Report. 
tV ide page 16 of this Report. 
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6. Rivers and River Training. . 
A resolution in which meandering was defined was passed at the 9th Meeting of the 

Research Committee of the Central Board of Irrigation. • It is proposed to study the 
effect of discharge, silt load and grade, slope and bank resistance on meandering at a site 
on the Ravi River near Lahore. 

7. High Dams. 
The Chief Engineer has suggested that preliminary work should be undertaken to 

study the conditions of stress and strain in dams in preparation for the Bhakra Project. 
A review of the literature is now being made and when completed a detailed programme 
of research will be submitted to the Chief Engineer for approval. 

STATISTICAL SECTION. 

I. Factors affecting the Rise and Fall of Water-Table in various Parts of the Punjab. 
A stndy of the changes of water-table in relation to rainfall has been carried out for a 

part of Rechna Doab. The conclusions derived from th1s study are now under considera
tion in the light of the work done on the subject by the Waterlogging Investigation 
Officer. 

The study was primarily for an area where the rainfall is high. The remaining zones 
of the Doab will be investigated on similar lines, and the work extended to other parts 
of the Province. 
2. Silt and Scour as evidence in Regime and other Channels. 

The statistical examination ofthe data collected on regime channels is being publish
ed ·as a Memoir of the Institute. A number of,old channels have, however, been given up 
a:nd new zones selected in their place. Data from these is being collected. 

As some of the formulae derived from regime data appear to apply equally well to 
non-regime sites, the data from some of the non-regime channels will also be examined in 
order to distinguish between the real regime formulae and the quasi-regime formulae. 
The surface width and mean d.epth of the channel will also be correlated with the discharge 
to see if they yield as good results as the wetted perimeter and hydraulic mean depth 
formulae. · . 

3. An examination of Kutter, Lacy and Manning formulae with special reference to Punjab 
channe.UJ. 
The Research Committee of the Central Board of Irrigation have passed a resolution 

that the hydraulic data be examined in each province to find if Kutter's formula cannot 
be replaced by a simpler formula of the exponential type as formulated by Manning or 
Lacey.t · 

It is proposed to survey some channels in each division, in addition to the regime 
channels under regular observation, to ascertain if they were designed on Kutter and, 
if so, with what value of the Coefficient. The data will next be analysed so as to determine 
firstly if the Kutter formula is less easy of application than manning or Lacey, tE.king into 
consideration the tables and charts already in use, and secondly if an exponential formula 
can fit the data equally weU. In the latter case the indices will be compared with Mann
ing and Lacey and their probable errors determined. 

4. Silt diameter and Lacey's "f ". 
There.has been no attempt yet made in the Punjab to find the connection betwet>n 

these two qualities. It was stated by the U. P. Research Officer at the Central Board 
of Irrigation Research meeting in Jtily 1939 that no such relation could be discovered 
for U. P. datat. 

The connection between the silt diameter and Lacey's' f' will be investigatt>d from 
the available data. 

5. Studies in subsoil flow as applied to problema of weir design. 
A Memoir on the subject is under preparation. The effect of sloping the toe-wall 

has also been fully worked out and will be included in the Memoir. 
The results obtained from the works in the field will he compared with theory and the 

observed effects of silt and temperature will be investigated from the theoretical and 
statistical view points. Several new forms including more than two lines of sheet piles 
will also be investigated. . . 

The empirical formulae derived from a study of experimental data, which will be 
embodied in a separate memoir will be examined statistically to see if the coefficients can 
be improved. 

*Vide page 49 of this Report. 
1 tVide page 94 of this Report. 
~Vide. page 30 of this Report, 
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A collection of the profile'S of all existing Punjab weirs will also be made and the 
theoretical pres,;ures worked out and collected in one place fur future reference. 

6. Silt lnrestigation. 

Bed samples in the Punjab canal::: generally c<:mtain ::-ilt between 0·05 mm. and 0·6 
rum. diameter and the relationship between slope, di.~cbarge and average bed f'ilt diameter 

m-s~ 

is ba,ed on these Led samples. 

It is well known that when the silt is nry fine it introduces some cohesive forces 
and it is expected that for such bed silt a different slope will be required. This will now 
be investigated for the existing data by analysing the bed silt distribution curves and 
later on by choosing some Hites where the bed Hilts have been rendered very fine by silt 
exclusion at the head. 

7. Il.IJdraulic elemenf.g for boulder and grat'el rivers. 

Dr. Bose selected the ~Iuke.sar site for investigation and data are being obtained 
and tabulated. A preliminary note by him on the work done so far has been considered 
by the Research Committee of the Central Board of Irrigation at their July 1939 meeting.* 

The data will be analysed in collaboration with the ::\Iathematical Section. 

8. Seepage losses from Canal.s. 

A note on losses from the L. C. C. has been prepared by the 'Vaterlogginz Investiga
tion Office. The data are being examined in the Statistical Section with a view to elimi
nation of the changes from month to month and year to year, which the above note has 
taken as part of the random variation. 

The elimination of these changes will he c:trried out and an attempt made to frame 
more reliable estimates of the seepage. If successful the method will be extended to 
other systems . · 

9. Silt entry at Ileadworl.:s. 

The data from a number of Head works laboratories is being received and tabulated. 
A detailed examination has been possible in only a few cases. 

The examination will be extended and brought up-to-date. 

10. Rh·er supplies, soil erosion and run-off. 
A preliminary study of changes on supply in the river Ravi at Madhopur was carried 

out in 1936. The relation between plant cover and run-off and erosion has been studied 
for experimental trays at Nurpur and :Madhopur. Data for the trays are still being 
received. 

The slow changes in river supplies will be examined for some other sites, if time per
mits. A memoir on the tray results is planned in collaboration with Land Reclamation 
Officer. 

I. Shape of Glacis profile in u:eirs and falls. 
A note was written examining the Bose and Montagu profiles. It was shuwn that 

these profiles do not reduce the vertical velocity responsible for DJS scour. The mathe
matics of ~Iontagu profile was also shown to be incorrect.t 

• Attempts ~ill be made in conjunction with the Hydraulic Section to develop a 
more satisfactory form of glacis. · 

12. Road conditionand size of material. 
A formula connecting particle size and height of capillary water column has been 

already given to the chemical section, and criteria for good and had roads in regard to 
clay percentages and material size have been evaluated. These are described by Dr. 
Puri in his article in ' Indian Roads '. 

It is hoped to examine the data for more road sites in the coming year to improve the 
formulae and criteria and then ~Tite a note on all the work done by the section so far. 

HYDRAULIC SECTION. 

1. Chief Engineer ha,s ordered the following works to be undertaken:-
1. Ferozepur Weir-to determine the effect of raising the downstream floor on the 

scour and the protection that will be required. 

•Vide page 68 of this Report. 
i Vide page 4 7 of this Report. 
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2. Rasul Weir Undersluices-to determine the alterations that must be made to 
ensure that the standing wave will form at a safe position. 

3. Rupar Weir-to examine the conditions under which the scour takes place aud 
the method to be adopted for its control. 

4. Tughial Rapid of tl1e Upper BaTi Doab Canal-to determine the effect ol raising 
the crest on the scour downstream and the steps to be taken for its control. 

5. The design to be adopted to replace the Needle Regulator on the Upper Gugen1. 
Branch, Lower Chenab Canal. -

6. To determine the steps to be taken to control retrogression downstream of J aha 
Level Crossing, Upper Jhelum Canal. 

The work on the Ferozepur Weir and the Jaba Level Cro!'sing will be completed at 
an early date. Experiments at Rasul Undersluices are now being carried on. The re

··maining work will be commenced during the next yea~. 

2. Investigations of Models of RiveTs with Canal Headworks. 
Experiments on the models of the river Sutlej at Panjnad have been completed. Ex· 

periments on the model of the river Chenab upstream ofKhanki are in progress at Malik
pur. A model of the river Sutlej upstream of Islam Weir will be further examined 

. to determine the effect of the belas in the pocket on the development of the river in 
1938·39, I 

A model of the pocket at 1\fadhopur Headworks on the Ravi is under construction to 
determine the effect of a divide wall in front of the undersluices and a cantilever plat-
form on shingle exclusion. · 

I 

3. River Training Works. 
Work has already been carried out on river training on the Sutlej above Islam and 

downstream of the Panjnad Head works. Experiments are to be undertaken to deter
mine the measures necessary to prevent further erosion of the banks of the Beas river 
in the neighbourhood of Sri_ Gobindpur. ' 

4. Design of Canal Falls. 
The following problems have been under investigation during the past year ;-

I. Determination of a satisfactory glacis slope for the fall. 
2. Determination of the most satisfactory approach to the crest. 
3. Determination of the satisfactory side curves downstream of the crest from the 

point of view of jetting. 
4. Determination of a suitable length of cistern with reference to the depth of 

flow downstream and the head over the crest. 
5. Determination of the effect of lowering the floor on jetting downstream. 

The above work will be continued. 

5. Design of Silt Ejectors. 

This work will be carried out on a model of the head reach of the Upper Bari Doab 
Canal for the control of the silt in that canal system. 

6, Determination of rolling Silt in Channels. 
Experiments on a two feet wide trench in the Hafizabad Distributary are being 

carried out.. Laboratory experiments in flume have already been undertaken and 
photographs were exhibited at the last Research Officers Meeting at Simla. 

It is proposed to investigate trenches of varying width~ to determine the most satis
factory size for measuring the quantity of silt rolling on the bed of the channel. 

7. T'ke Silt Survey of the Lower Chenab C,anal will be continued. 
Observations of shingle and silt entering the Head Regulator of the Upper Bari 

Doab Canal will be continued. 
So far as possible a silt survey of the Upper Bari Doab Canal will be repeated. 

LAND RECLAMATION SEOTION. 

I. The Effect of Irrigation on the Rise of Water-Table and the Movement 1Jf Salts in th~ Soil 
Profile. 

A. Unsaturated Soil Conditions. 

(i) Rise in Water-Table.-A series of cross and longitudinal sections of the sub-soil 
water-table of the Rechna Doab at different periods of irrigation have shown that the 
rate of rise throughout the lower portion of the doab is the same. This indicates that 
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a. factor of unit'orm intensity i.:> tesponsible for the rise of water-table. Ra.lnfall and 
irrigation are the two widespread factors that seem to be responsible for the rise in water
table. 

It is proposed to examine the rainfall plus irrigation load in detail. 

In order to determine the actual contribution to tin \VJ.t3~-t.~obL~ m.~oh by fieldirri
gation a block of land with a water-table situated at 33 feet from the natural surfac has 
been selected in the Lower Bari Doab Colony. It is proposed to divide the area into 
plots with different intensities of irrigation. The bores in the field will be determined 
by measuring the rise in the moisture content of the soil profile and by observing the rise 
in water-table in observation pipes which will be installed. 

Soil profiles in irrigated and un-irrigated fields in deep water-table areas of the 
Sirhind Canal will be examined to determine the maximum depth at which irrigation 
applied at the surface is able to affect the water-table. 

(ii) Movement of Salts i-ri the Soil Profile.-Investigations will be c3.rried out to 
determine the position of the zone of accumulation of salts in the soil crust with reference 
to the total irrigation load and system of cropping, and to determine the limit of irrigation 
at which the· zone of accumulation remains stationary or has a balance of movement 
in a. down war d direction at the end of the Rabi season. 

Experiments will also be carried out to determine the conditions of the formation of 
a zone of salt accumulation which will prove harmful when the zone reaches the soil 
surface. 

B. Saturated Soil Conditions. 

The experiments started at Jaranwala to study the effect of perennial irrigation, 
Kharifirrigation alone, and Rabi irrigation alone, on the water-table and also on the 
direction of the movement of salts will be continued. 

For investigations on the zone of accumulation of salts in a soil where the conditions 
of flow approach those of saturation it is proposed to start experiments on an entirely 
new area near the farm. 

2. Prevention of Land Deterioration. 

Experiments on the use of gypsum for the prevention of land deterioration will be 
continued. 

3. Reclamation of Thur Lands. 

Reclamation is now in progress at the following sites :

(i) Lower Of-enab Oanal--

Chaks 112, 113, 114 and 115 R. B. 

(ii) Lower Jhelum Oanal--

Chaks 188 N. B., 190 N. B. and Sher Mohd. Wala. 

(iii) Lower Bari Doab Oanal,

(a) Renala Estate. 

(b) Military Farm, Okara. 
(c) Shergarh. 
(d) 97/9 L. 

Reclamation on these sites will be continued. 
Any other sites that are sanctioned by the Chief Engineer and for which staff is pro-

vided will be taken up for reclamation. . 

4. Soil Surveys., 
(i) A soil survey of the undeveloped Thal desert has been sanctioned by Government. 

This will be carried out to determine-

(a) The irrigation boundaries. 
(b) The sites for distributary heads. 
(c) The duty of water. 
(d) The suitability of soil for agriculture. 
(e) The possibility of deterioration of the soil due to salts and waterlogging. 
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(ii) Proposals for a soil survey to determine areas liable to deteriorate in the Lower 
part of the Lyallpur colony have been submitted to Government. Work will be under
taken if sanction is received. 

(iii) Special Thur Girdawris will be continued and will be extended to ascertain the 
total area that goes out of cultivation due to the appearance of Thur in the H,eclma Doab. 
5. .Miscellaneous. 

(i) Effect of Release of Negative Pressm·e on the Rise of TV ater-tablc.-Expcriments 
are in progress to determine the in1mediate effect of rain on the rise of water-table in 
areas having water-tables at different depths. An examination of the soil profile is 
made to determine the minimum rainfall that will release the negative pressure and cause 
the apparent rise in the water-table. These investigations will be continued in the year 
1940-41. 

6. Tube-well Irrigation. 
A study of the economics of the zemindars' practice of tube-well irrigation will be 

carried out. 

GENERAL SECTION. 

1. Examination of Soils from Deteriorated Areas with special reference to the Presence of 
Trace Elements and their Effec(s on C1·op Yields. 
An examination of soils from wheat areas has just been concluded. It is proposed 

to extend this investigation to soils under rice. The object of the investigation is to 
bring out factors which affect the yield of rice and to see which of these soil factors are 
affected most as deterioration proceeds. · 

2. To Study the Effect of Manganese and Phosphate contents of Soils 01~ the Crop 
Production under Field Conditions. 
Interesting results had been obtained in the laboratory regarding the effect of 

manganese and phosphate ooJ?.tent of soils on yield of wheat. It is proposed to extend 
this investigation to the. field. · 

3. TheM ovement of Bases in Soils at Low Moisture Content. 
It had been found possible in the laboratory to bring about transference of bases by 

electro-dialysis from soils at low moisture content (i.e., about 8 to 10 per cent.). It is 
proposed to study the comparative movement of different bases present in the exchange 
oomplex of soils. 

4. Examination of Soils and Waters. 
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1939-40 Programme of the Development and Research Division, Sind. 

It is proposed to carry out the following work in the Development and Research 
Division during the cunent year :-

(i) Hydrodynamic work. 
(ii) Field Experiments to determine the value of coefficient ' C 'used in the design 

· of Falls in the broad crested weir formula Q=CLH8/2 

('iii) Experiments in connection with silt survey of channels at-

. (a) Jamra.o Head 
(b) Makhi weir 
(c) 3rd mile Khipro Canal 
(d) 3rd mile Mithrao Canal 
(e) Channels taking off the J amrao Canal at miles 17, 32, 47, 82 and 88. 

The data collected vide items (a) and (b) will be analysed in regard to the comparative 
silt draw-off by the different channels taking off at Jamrao Head and Makhi weir due 
to the modifications introduced on the upstream of J amrao Head for excluding exces
sive charge of heavy silt from the Jamrao. 

Items (c) to (e) will be confined to the determination of quantity .and quality 
of silt passing through different channels ex the J amrao Canal and other allied problems 
connected with the movement of silt. · 

(iv) Experiments to ·determine the requirements of water for various irrigation 
units. 

(v) Investigations to determirie-

(a) The relationship between the central surface velocity and the :tnean velocity 
for the whole cross section. · 

(b) The conect position of mean velocity on each vertical. 
(c) Relationship between velocity and silt charge at any point in a vertical on a. 

cross section. 
(vi) Investigatious into the movements of sub-soil water-table and soil classi

fication. 
(vii) Other miscellaneous work. 
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1939-40 Programme of the Poona Irrigation and Research Division, 
Poona. 

Research work in this Division Concerns :-

1. Economy of Water. 
II. Control of Damage. 
ill. Land Drainage. 
IV. Reclamation. 
V. Effiuent Irrigation. 
VI. Miscellaneous. 

Research during 1939-40 will be carried out ou the following points :
~OTE ;_It.,ms marked with asterisk are continuation of l~•t year'a work. 

I. Economy of U'ater. 

1. Suitability of different drainage waters for irrigation. 
2. Cost of pumping water for irrigation. 

II. Control of Damage. 

*3. ;Evaporation from cropped and uncropped soils with sub-soil water level at 
different depths. 

*4. Measurement Of irrigation water that goes to the s~b-soil water-table. 
*5. Variation of the salinity of Sl'b-soil waters. 

6. Effect of heavy irrigation on sub-soil water-table in deep soils. ' 
*7. Surface and sub-soil water account of an undrained catchment. 

8. 'Efficacy of nala grading in control of damage. 
9. Eradication of Bulrush. 

m. Land Drainage. 

*10. Model experiments on the flow of sub-soil water. 
*II. Effect on Cement Concrete pipes of saline drain water. 

12. Money value of soil preservation resulting from drainage. 

IV. Reclamation. 

13. Reaction of chemicals on soil structure. 
14. Cultural methods for establishing crops in sult land~. 

_ *15. Selection of resistant varieties of crops. 
16. Improvement of soil tilth by-

*(i) Cropping. 
*(ii) Green manuring. 
*(iii) Organic acids. 
*(iv) Chemicals. 
*(v) Bulky manures. 
*(vi) Commercial wastes (molasses, etc.). 
(vii) Combinations of above. · 

· V. EJJluent Irrigation. 

*17. Utility of preparatory doses of eftl.uent. 
*18. Effect of continuing effluent irrigation to ca.ne heyond ten 1i10nt.h~ age, np 

to harvest. 
*19. Effect of increasing doses of eftl.uent. 
*20. Effect of altering seasons in which effiuent is applied to cane. 
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*2i. Advisability of adsali cane plantation in cflluent zone (lt can consume inoi:e 
effiuent in Rabi). 

:!:!. Elfect of effiuent irrigation on ditferent soil ty]Je~> (l'articularly deel' soils). 
:!3. Comparative bene tits of effiuent to different green manure cro]JI:!. 
:!-!. Comparative benefit of eflluent to diflerent fruit crops. 

VI. M iscellanwu.s. 

*25. tiilt load of flood waters in Deccan areao: 
*2li. Eradicaliou of weeds in Canals. 
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i939-40 Programme oi the United Provinces Research Section (irrigation). 

The work of the Research Section will be mainly confined to tho following groups ::_ 

I. Staunching of Canals and G'uls-
(a) Experiments on channel lining will continue. Ma~tic lining which was tried 

on a. ~:~mall gulncar the Research flume in l!J37 and which was kept under observation 
this year will be tried in the field on a large scale, ~ it is quite cheap and effective in 
rc<luei.ng losses. · 

Lining 'with Bitumals (W. R. l\1.) grade carried out on anothe~ gulne11r the 
H-esearch flum~ in March this year will be kept under observation. 

(b) Experiments being carried out at the Lucknow University in developing the 
technique of sodium carbonate lining are proposed to be completed. 

Agra Park l\1inor of which losses have been observed recently once again will ho 
lined with sodium carbonate by dry method if investigation of present los:;es indicates 
that this would be promising. 

Lining of Itam1ja disty. from M. 3-7 toM. Il-l with sodium carbonate which 
was approved by the S. E. and for which an estimate was submitted to the S. E. will 
be carried out this year as soon as a closure of sufficient duration to complete the work 
is available. 

(c) Work on Molasses will be taken up as soon as the experiments with sodium 
·carbonate lining referred to above are finished. 

2. Losse<J on Main Canal and Branche8. 

(a) Losses for Main Canal and Branches will be determined by field measurements 
and also by the method of'l~tandard Irrigation Branch returns as advocated in Tech. 
Memo. 7. This work, however, depends upon the specific enquiries received from 
circles. · 

(b) CalibrationworkofthefallsM.ll5-4Kheri Br. and M. 108-4Lucknow Br. 
which is in hand will be completed. 

3. Losse<J in Guls. 
(a) Experiments on gullosses will continue and infomlation as to the type of ~:~oil 

and clay content will be collected in each case with a view to establish a relation between 
the losses and the type of soil. 

(b) Experiments will also be carried out to test the relative merits of the compart
ment method and discharge method as advocated by the Sind Engineers for observing 
gullosses. 

4. Tube-well Inve<Jtigations. 

(a) Work on the study of sub-soil water in the 'fube-well area and the connected 
problems taken up last year will be continued and the data analysed as soon as observa
tions have been taken in accordance with the proposals contained in the note by A. R. 0. 
on tube-well records, and received in the Research office. 

(b) Work on the analysis of discharge record at Hardwar and Narora and the rain
fall records over the tube-well areas and their correlation for the last fifty years will be 
taken up as soon as the scheme prepared in consultation with Prof. Mahalanobis of Statis
tical Institute, Calcutta, has been approved by the Chief Engineer. 

5. Agricultural Cooperation. 

Proposals contained in the Technical Memo. 7 in this connection having been approv
ed by the Chief Engineer and the Director of Agriculture, work will be taken up shortly 
on the lines indicated in the note. 

6. Silt Observations. 

(a) Work under this head is largely dictated by the numbe1 of enquiries received 
from Divisions. 

(b) Attempts will be made to establish a relationship between the mean diameter 
of silt particles and the Lacey's silt factor by the analysis of data collected so far. 

(c) Hydraulic observations will be taken of stable channels by the Research section 
to prove how far Lacey's theory is applicable in this Province. 

(d) Records will continue to be kept of the temperature of canal water. 
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7. Silt Selective Heads. 
(a) The various designs constructed in the field. willue kept under ou~:>ervu.tiou. 
(b) Work on the silt ~:>amp ling of the Su.rJ.a river will continue. 
(c) Tests on exlliting heads to determine etliciency will be instituted. 

~. Model Work. 
It depends upon the specific problems received ii·om the divlliions u.nJ. circles. lt it:> 

t!Uggestcd Umt divlliions ue a.o.;keJ. to ~:~enJ. up their problmns uy the l~:~t week of July so 
that work on model experiments can be regulated. 

!J • .Measurement of Water. 
(a) Experiments will be carried out to evolve standard methods of discharge oiJ~:~er

vations of known accuracy. 
(b) Experiments will be carried out to evolve ~:~ta.ndard method~:~ of calibrating falls 

and it:>sue type designs of known accuracy. 

10. M~scellane01.l8 and Ad'Visory. 
Work under this head depends on enquiries. One of t~te chief items to Lc taken up 

under thio.; head will be' the development of formulre for determination of factors at heads 
of dllitrilmtaries. 

DISCUSSION BY 9TH RESEARCH COMMITTEE, JULY 193!1. 

At the final session the chair was again taken by MR. S. H. BIGSBY. 

The programmes of 1·esearch at the various centres were discussed. 
DR. E. Mcl{ENZJE-TAYLOR said his programme was the same as last year, and that ho did not submit his 

programme to tho Punjab Government until September 1st. He would like to suggest that drawing up pro
grammes for the Research Committee Meeting was hardly worth while, because Research Officers needed to 
take into account what had been done at the Meeting. • 

The other Research Officers agreed and the following Resolution was passed :-· 
Resolvro that the subject " Discussion of Research Programmes " for th6 Researc!• Committee meeting8 be 

changed to " Cu7Tent Research ActitJitie8." 
Resolved also that a recommendation be made to the Board that the Research Programme8, revised a8 a re8Ult 

of discussions at th Research Committee meeting, be &;ought before the succeroing meeting of the Board. 
Votes of thanks were passed to the Chairmen of the meetings, and to the Secretary. 

CONSIDERATION OF THE SUBJECT TO BE INVESTIGATED DURING THE ENSUING 
YEAR AND QUESTION 01<' REVISED RESEARCH PROGRAMMES BY THE CENTRAL BOARD 
OF IRRIGATION AT THE ANNUAL MEETING AT DELHI, lOTH NOVEMBER 1939. 

·Resolved-THAT THE BOARD ACCEPTS THE RECOMMENDATION OP 
'l'HE 9TH RESEARCH CO~MMITTEE, TH':4T THE RESEARCH PROGRAMMES, 
REVISED AS A RESULT OF DISCUSSIONS AT THE RESEARCH COMMITTEE 
.MEETING, BE BROUGHT BEFORE THE SUCCEEDING MEETING OF THE 
BOARD. , 
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'l'HE DESIGN OF CHANN~LS IN ALLUViUM. 

PRELIMINARY GENERAL NoTE :FOR GuiDANCE oF 10TH BoARD MEE'l'ING. 

The first meeting at which this subject was brought to the notice of the Board was 
the ,6th meeting held in November 1935 when 1\ir. Gerald Lacey delivered a paper on 
" Regime Flow ". 

At the 7th Board Meeting in November 1936 1\Ir. Lacey submitted two notes entitled 
,.. ViseoRity as a Factor in the Flow of Water in Open ChanneL> " and " An Improved 
Regime Slope Formula ". . 

The matter was referred to -the Research Committee for consideration, and the 
Board passed the following resolution : 

" Thi8 Bom·d notes, with great satisfaction, the advance made by Mr. Gerald Lacey 
in the solutiQn of the problem of design of channels in aUuvium, and the cxtr.nt 
to which his theory is supported by independent invest£gation.s. " 

At the 8th Board Meeting in November 1937 a resolution was passed that the United 
Provinces Government be asked to place 1\ir. Lacey on special duty to write up a complete 
note on his researches for publication by the Board. 

The reasons given for this request were: The difficulty experienced by engineers in 
using Mr. Lacey's work owing to its being scattered in several publications ; the great 
advantage of focussing attention to divergences of views. on details of application known 
to exist ·among irrigation engineers ; and the stimulus to further research in this mo::;t 
vital subject which such a publication would produce. 

It was recognised at the 9th Board meeting in November 1938 that further progress 
in discussing the subject of the Design of Channels in Alluvium could not be made until the 
aforementioned publication was available. 

It appeared that generally speaking the Punjab investigations showed agreement 
with those formulre of Mr. Lacey's which did not involve the silt factor' f'. 

Mr. Lacey has since written his paper which he has entitled" Regime Flow in In
coherent Alluvium" and the publication is now in the press. It was hoped to have the 
publication distributed before this lOth Board Meeting. As this has proved impossible 
the conclusions reached by Mr. Lacey are quoted hereunder: 

" In all regime channels in incoherent alluvium the primary fundamental variables 
are the mean velocity, the hydraulic mean depth, the water surface slope, and the bed 
silt grade. 

Of the four variables, V, R, S and f two. only are necessary in order to obtain 
the third and fourth. 

The first equation is 
V = (4/3)\/-fR 

In this equation when the value of the silt factor is unity the grade of sand has a 
.mgosity coefficient Na of· 0225, and standard sand is thus defined. When the hydraulic 
mean depth is equal to on~ metre (3 · 2808, ft.) the value of Na is identical numerically 
with the value of N assigned by the Kutter, Manning or Forchheimer equations for flow. 

The second equation is 

V = 16· 05 (R 2 S)t 
In this general regime equation the rugosity is implicit, and the equation is applic

able to every type of regime alluvial channel from very fine silt to boulders. 
From these two fundamental equations a variety of other equations can be derived. 

lf a flow equation of the Manning or Forchheimer type is sought it must take the form 

1·3458 w st 
V= N 

a 

The value of N a is given by the equation 

Na = ·0225fi 
If it is desired to apply the flow equation to non-regime channels in which shock 

and channel conditions play a part the flow equation takes the form 

1·3458 Rt (S-s)t 
V= . N 

a 

in which' s ' represents the fraction of the gross slope destroyed by shock. 
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In regime channels, free from shock, and of which the silt is of standard incoherence, 
the silt factor and mean bed silt grade are correlated by the equation 

f, = 1·76m,1 

the diameter' m ' being measured in millimeters. 
If shock is pre .... ent. in a regime channel as a variable the silt factor becomes an inverse 

function of the silt grade and 

m, i f, = m 1 f = m' 1 f' etc. 

In the modified Bose relation 
S IX m .> 16 jq I 1:1 

the slope is a funct·ion of bed silt grade ·and the discharge inten'lity' q ', the shQck being 
implicit. 

In the equivalent expression .of the writer 
S IX f, 5/3 (f,/f) s /3 jq 1/3 

the shock is explicit. 
When there is no shock the expressions are identical. ' 
The modified Bose equation applies to silt of a standard coherence. The equation of 

the writer 
SIX f 5/3/ql/3 

when shock is absent is applicable irrespective of the precise coherence, coherence being 
implicit. 

The simplest dimensioned expression for the writer's general regime equation is the 
Lacey-.Malhot.ra equation. 

v 
V.a. (~S/m)i 

in which the kinematic viscosity is implicit. 
Under ideal conditions when all the variables are equally free to vary the wetted 

perimeter and discharge are correlated by the writer's expression 
pIX Qt 

From this equation coupled with the two first fundamenal equations in terms ofV, R, S, 
and f all other regime relations flow. 

The unique determination of channel dimensions postulated by the writer's regime 
equations connotes a fundamental and implicit similarity in all regime channels. If p 
and I represent the wetted perimeter and length of a given channel and q its discharge 
intensity, also if P', 1' and q' are the 'Values for any second channel, the fundamental 
requirement for energy similarity is that the ratio i shall he equal to } and the ratio 
p P' • 
(! equal to q'• 

In large regime channels of the same silt grade the slopes are sensibly proportional to 
the exaggeration in the vertical scale. In all regime channels, large or small, of the same 
silt grade the slopes vary as the ratio ~, if similarity is preserved. If by E is denoted 
the ratio of the wetted perimeter to the water surface width, the exaggeration in the 
vertical scale of a model, with reference to the scale of the cross section, is given hy the 
expression 

( E: )2 ( R' P' ) 
E"' pu-p 

in which E'. R', P' and E", R", P" have reference to the exaggerated model and 
prototype respectively. 

From this equation coupled wit~ the writer's equations for the diameter of the silt . 
particle follow the derived equations necessary to model experiments." 

At every meeting since its inception the Research Committee of the Board has dis
cussed Mr. Lacey's formulre on the basis of data produced by research officers. The 
relevant decisions of the Research Committee as embodied in their various resolutions 
on the subject may be summarized as follows. 

(a) Lacey's Pw-Q relationship may be said to be established. 
(b) That no physical relationship has yet been established between the Lacey silt 

factor ' f' and actual silts. 
The Resea.rch Committee are now devoting their attention to two very important 

points. 
(I) The examination of existing distribution curves to determine the percentage of 

particles below the limit of 0 · 2 mm. which introduce cohel'ion as an additional variable. 
(II) The examination of existing data from canals and rivers with a view to as

certaining the most probable exponential or other relationship. 
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DISCUSSION BY THE lOTH BOARD MEETL~G. ~0\'EMBER 1939. 

MR. A. GoRDON, the President, referred to the brief note in the preceding pages. 

He said he would like to draw attention to the verification of Mr. La~ey's regime 
test formula V = 16·05 (R 2S) i•. 

He enquired whether the Board was prepared t{} accept~Ir. Lacey's theory, as it 
had been accepted in the United Provinces. 

The President invired l\Ir. Lacey to give the Board his views . 
• 

~IR. GERALD LACEY said that he would briefly discuss the equations obtained by the 
Punjab Research Institute, and his own equations-, indicating the very gratifying measure 
of confirmation of his own equations so far obtained and explaining in what respects thl"'y 
differed, and why. 

The following table compared the equations. 

Equation Lacey. 
No. 

p = 2·67Ql 

2 R = 0·47 (Q/f)l 

3 v = 1·155fl&l 

4 s• = ·39lfl/Q l 

NoTF..-S* = slope in pllfls per thousand. 

Punjab. 

p = 2·80Ql 

R = 0·47Qi 

V= 1·12Ri 

s• = 2·09 m· 8 '/Q·" 

The first equation of the Punjab entirely confirmed the Lacey equation. In neither 
equation did the silt factor or the silt diameter enter. The only difference was a slight 
difference in the numerical constant. ~Inch evidently depended on the ratio of the 
average active discharge to the ~naximum or " full-discharge." This equation was the 
first fundamental in all model work. 

Equations (2) and (3) ·were lined together. Equation (2) could be obtained from 
equations (1) and (3), or alrernatively equation (3) could be obtained from equations 
(1) and (2). The superficial resemblance of the Punjab and Lacey equations was most 
striking, and showed a great degree of basic confirmation of the form of the Lacey equa
tions, with the very important proviso that it had not been found possible in the Punjab 
to improve the CQrrelation by the introduction of the silt grade as a variable. The 
average silt grade of the Punjab data corresponded clo..sely t? a silt factor of unity. 

The fourth equation was of the greatest interest because in the one equation the 
silt factor entered, and in the other the silt grade. Further it was very clear that each 
should perform the same function. The power of Q of 0·21 was of no great moment. 
Earlier work in the Punjab gave to thi<> index values of O· 30 and O· 25 re:,"}l6ctively and 
the power might well reduce finally to 1/6 . 

• , ~J-•J. • 

If this slightly modified power was employed it was clear that the silt factor varied 
as the square root of the diameter of the average bed silt sample, as he, l\Ir. Lacey, 
had contended in 1930. 

The fact however remained that the Punjab data., unless some new theory was evolved 
as au el..-planat.iou, failed to confirm the Lacey theory, which was almost self evident, 
that the ratio V 2 jR steadily increased with increase in bed silt grade. The fourth 
equation (Lacey) was merely the equation 

V = 16·05 (R2 S)l 

written in a different manner, and for that equation there was a great mass of data over a 
great range of material. 

The curious feature of the Punjab data was that frequently the silt factor wa-'1 an 
inverse function of the silt grade. This phenomenon was due t{} the introduction of 
" shock " into a regime channel. '"1len shock was present, and ragged banks could 
create shock, au increased slope was demanded and more energy was destroyed which 
was dissipared by increased eddying motion. -

This shock retarded the. velocity but, by virtue of the increased eddies, exposed a 
coarser grade of silt on the bed. In the Punjab equation the degree of shock was faith
fully reflected in the grade of bed silt and shock was therefore implicit in the Punjah 
equation. Although the shock was implicit in the Punjab equation the fact that r;hoc·k 
was pre;;ent was demonstrated by a lou· value of' f' being a..<:sociat.ed with a !ligh valuE" 
of' m ' and this was the basis of the new shock theory. 

• Vide png<' 12!. 
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Brieliy if fr and mr represented values free from ~:~hock, and Bhock were applied, 
the ~:~hock theory was that_ 

m? fr = m1 f 
A~:~ a general mle Bhock wa~:~ present to some extent ami. that accounteu fur the fact 

that it was impos;;ible to derive hitherto from the relatively small range of bed silt 
of the Punjab data any equation correlating f and m. As soon as the shuck theory was 
introduced a correlation was pos~;ible; for silt of average coherence the equation appeared 
to be 

fr = 1•76 m? 
THE l'RESWENT thankeu Mr. Lacey for his valuable remark;;, anu then called on 

Dr. McKenzie-Taylor to favour the Board with hi~:~ views. 
DR. E . .McKENZIE-TAYLOR :;aid that the Punjab Irrigation Be;;earch Institute had 

recently i;;sued a memoir on the ;;ubject* which wa~:~ at pre:;ent in the press. 
He ~:~aid that the l'w1jab eqnutious, listed by l\lr. Lacey al.10ve, applied only to those 

canals which they hud investigated. with the u;;e of a particular form of siltometer. 

MR. LAcEY ~;aid that the verification of his formula V = 16 (R21:;) i , referred to by 
the Pre~:~ident, was obtained by the Punjab workers for boUlder rivers. This equation 
was independent of silt grade. 

THE PRESIDENT enquired from Rai Bahadur Khosla as to what the general opinion 
was in the United States. 

R.AI B.A.HADUR KHosLA said that general opinion in that country was in favour of 
,Lacey's theory. · 

THE PBESIDEN1' said that the Board 'was very grateful to Mr. Lacey and to Dr . 
.McKenzie-Taylor for the work they had done. The formulre arrived at were a great 
advance on anything they had had before, and fewer points were lef~ for investigation. 
What was now required was more knowledge of the lower limits of fineness of silt to 
which these formulre applied. 

DB. l\loKENziE-TAYLOB said that investigations on the lines referred to by the 
President were being carried out in the Punjab. 

1\Ir. Lacey and Dr .. McKenzie-Taylor in collaboration then proposed the following 
re:;olution, which was approved and adopted by the Board. 

Resolved-" THAT ONE OF THE DIFFICULTIES IN THE PAST HAS 
BEEN THE DIRECT CORRELATION OF 'f' 'JIHE LACEY SILT FACTOR, AND 
'rn' THE MEAN DIAMETER OF THE BED SILT PARTICLES. THE INTilO
lJUCTION OF THE CONCEPTION OF SHOCK BY MR. LACEY HAS LED TO A 
SECONDARY INVERSE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN 'f' AND 'm' ON THEO
RETICAL GROUNDS, WHICH IS SUSCEPTIBLE OF EXPERIMENTAL 
STUDIES. THESE SHOULD NOW BE UNDERTAKEN. 

THE FAC1' THAT THE PUNJAB RESEARCH INSTITU1'E HAS CONFIRM
ED THE LACEY BASIC RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE VELOCITY AND 
THE HYDRAULIC MEAN DEPTH,t BUT, DESPITE THE RELATIVELY 
LARGE RANGE OF' m' FOR CANAL SYSTEMS (FROM 0·2 TO 0·4 m.m. AP
PROXIMATELY) HAS NOT BEEN ABLE 1'0 INTRODUCE' m 'AS A VARIABLE 
CAN BE ADEQUATELY AND FULLY EXPLAINED IN TERMS Ol!' THE 
NEW LACEY SHOCK THEORY SHOULD I1' PROVE 1'0BE CORREC1'." 

1\lB. S. H. BIGSBY said he would like to congratulate 1\ir. Lacey and Dr. McKenzie-
'l'aylor for the agreement they had reached.. .. 

In replying DB. McKENZIE-TAYLOR said that the range of silt covered by his (l\ir. 
Lacey's) theory was linlited for Mr. Lacey's purpose;;, but t-he range nevertheless covered 
most of the ~;lopes which were encountered in canal design. 

• " An Investigation of the Inter-Relation of Silt Indices and Discha1·ge Elements for some Regime 
l.:hannels in the Punjab" by Bose and Malhotra; Research Publication, Vol. 11, No. :!3, Punjab Irrigation 
Research Institute. Price: Ra. 1-10-0 or 2s. 5d. 

t The basic relationship connecting the velocity and hydraulic mean depth is 

V = c Ri . 

for channels transporting silt of sensibly the same grade. _The Punjab Research Institute obtained by statis-
tical analysis the equation · 

V-= 1·12 Ri 
for the entire collection of Punjab regime data from 24 channels under observation. The bed silt grade 
encountered varied between 0·20 and 0·40 millimetres in diameter. 'lhe ~ilt was thus all silt of the same 
order, sandy silt, but va1·ied in finene,s. It was not fOssible to impi"Ove the con-elation of the equation 

V = 1·12 Ri 
by the introduction of the precise silt grade as a variable, and this was due to the presence of shock which 
Mets up an inverse relationship between the silt factor and the silt grade, instead of a direct relationship.' When 
the variation in grade is great for example, when a comparison is made between the values of c obtained for 
iine Hand, and gravel respectively, the fact that the silt grade must enter is immediately recognised. G. L. 
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::lUlL lH•:NLWA'L'lON AS AN ADV.EH.SE J;'AUJ'Uit UN IUVI!:L{. ~LH'PLn::-; AND 
AGlUCULTUltE. 

PRELIMINARY GEN~JRAL No·rE I!'OR GumANClll oF lO·rn BoARD MH~>·rma. 

The subject originally appeared under the heading " The Effects of Deforestation 
on Irrigation Projects." -

At the 8th meeting of the Board in 1937 attention was directed to the dangerl:l of 
tl'eforestation as the member for the United Provinces sugge,;ted that this was the primary 
cause of heavy floods. The meeting passed the following resolution : 

"1'he Central Board of Irrigation desire<~ to draw attention to the Proceed,ings of the 
British Empire Forestry Conference, South Africa, 1935, with JHU'ticular 
reference to the possible dangerous effects of deforestation _on irrigation in hulia. 

1'hese effects are :-
(a) the increase_()! intensity of floods, 
(b) the decrease of the dry weather flow in rivers. 1'he former would mean greala 

capital expenditure and more expensive maintenance on canal headu•orf.,s, 
thus possibly making otherwise productive projects unproduct·ive, and difficult 
to finance. The possibility of darnage to existing works should also not be 
overlooked. In addition, and what is most important of all, there is the greater 
tendency to flooding of vast tracts of country. 

A decrease in the dry weather flow of rivers would have most serious effect on those 
cultivators who rely on canal supplie<~ to mature their crops. Even those who 
rely on irrigation from wells might be affected by lowering of the sub-soil water 
table. 

'l'he<~e detrimental efff,Cts have already been noticed in some of the s1naller river basins. 
Although there is no absolute proof of the larger rivers yet having been affected 
by defor~tation, the Board is of the opinion that India cannot afford to neglect 
the experience of other countrie<~. 

1'he problem is not usually a Provincial one, as most of the basins of larger rivers 
lie in more than one Province or State, and defore<~tation in one administra
tion may produce most serious re<~ults in another. 

1'he l!'ore<~t Department has from time to time drawn attention to the dangerous effects 
of defore<~tation on rivers, and the Board de<~ire<~ to endorse those warnings." 

I!'urther discussion took place at the 9th meeting of the Board held last year ( 1938) 
and it was at that meeting that the title " Soil Denudation as an Adverse Factor on 
River Supplies and Agriculture " was adopted. · "" 

It was obvious from the discussion that there was ample evidence that denudation 
was taking place on a large scale in India. The Imperial Council of Agricultural Re
search and the Forest Department were fully aware of the situation, but no national 
concerted action to arrest the evil was either planned or in progress, although local 
efforts were being made on a small scale in the Punjab and United Provinces. 

Individual members advanced pr~posals. The member for Bengal advised the 
formation of a River Commission, Dr. Gorrie suggested that e~ch Province should under:_ 
take surveys on the same lines as were adopted in the Pl!njab and which he briefly 
described. 

The meeting finally adopted the following resolu~ion : 
"1'his Board is convinc~ tliat the evils of denudation in India are so serious and 

wide<~pread that action for its fttrlher prevention should be talcen without 
.further delay. Denudation cause<~ kigh floods in summer and low river 
levels and small supplie<~ in winter, which re.'Jult in--

(i) damage to canal systems through interference with the regularity of canal 
supplie<~. 

(ii) harmful deposits of sand, 
(iii) interference with river navigation, and 
(iv) W'ide spread damage to the country-side. 
ll'I ethods which have been found effective depend on the local conditions. They 

rinclude-

(a) better field cultivation in order to reduce erosion from p0ugh land, 
(b) better live-stock management in order to reduce erosion from grazing lands, 
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(c) afforestati<m of such ·villagr tca.9fe land a.~ can be devoted to the production 
of timber, fuel and fodder tr~es, 

(d) tl1e wnse1·t•afion of gras.9 land, 

(e) the s'/lbstifutinn of organizPd taun~ya for sllift£ng cuWvation. 

The Board considers tltot all Provincial and State Got•ernments should be 
ttrged to develop and extend the most suitable local machinery to deal with 
furtl!Pr drnurlation and the above mentioned alliPd problems." 

This resolution was circulated to the contributing Provinces and States for such 
a<,tion as they might eon;;ider nece><sary. Replies from the Provinces and f3tates are 
still awaited. 

A reply has been received from the Imperial Council of Agricultural Research to whom 
a copy of the resolution was also sent. They state that the question of prev.ention of 
t>rosion and allied mattt>rs wer<:- considered by the Central Fodder and Grazmg Com
mitte~ at their meetingR held in Hl37 and 1938. 

At the first meeting of this Committee in 1937 the improvement of grasslands was 
discussed and experiments thereon suggested. This has a connection with erosion 
prevention. 

No information was forthcoming at the second meeting of the Committee in 1938 as 
to whetht>r these experiments had been undertaken, but the Committee expressed the 
de~Sirability of conducting more experiments on contour-bunding and on contour-trencl1ing 
to reduce run-off in grassland areas. 

DISCUSSION BY THE lOTH BOARD :MEETING, NOVEMBER 1939. 

MR. A. GORDON, the President, referred to the note in the preceding pages. 

THE PRESIDENT requested, Dr. Gorrie to favour the Board with an account of his 
experience in the Punjab. 

DR. GoRRIE then delivered the following Address :
"GENTLEMEN, 
I will first read to you from Lord Hailey's book "An African Survey", pages 

1061-62: , 

' Springs and wells are fed by reserves of water stored in the sub-soil or rock under
ground. If these reserves dwindle, .then wells dry up, springs are reduced to a trickle, 
and rivers that once flowed strongly all the year round fail altogether during dry 
periods and run only during and immediately after periods of rain. The more water 
lost as run-off, the less is available for underground storage : One of the most serious 
effects of increased surface run-off, therefore, is a fall in the level of the ground water
table. Such falls have been observed, and to some extent measured, in many parts of 
the United States1 ; in Africa the same phenomena of falling water-tables and dwind
ling rivers exist, although accurate measurements appear to be lacking. Examples of 
rivers which flowed all the year round twenty or thirty, or even ten years ago, and 
now consist of a chain of water holes in dry weather and a muddy torrent in wet, have 

-been quoted from almost all African territories. Apart from the Saharan examples2, 

the cause of which is a subject of some contention,. there are many others. Dr. Robert 
Laws has listed twenty large streams that have ceased to flow in the Mombera District 
of Nyasaland since he first took up his residence there, nearly fifty years ago. The 
level oflakes in Uganda is steadily falling, especially Lakes George, Edward and Kioga3, 
and in Kenya many once perennial streams have now become seasonal:' 

A corollary to the dwindling of rivers and streams during dry seasons is the increase 
of flooding in wet seasons. Storm waters, no longer checked by forest and bush, flow 
down gullies and hill-sides into the river-beds ; and streams, suddenly swollen, become 
converted from feeble trickles into rushing torrents heavily charged with silt. It is now 
an accepted thesis that such flooding is greatly augmented, and in some cases caused, 
by deforestation of the watershed. In France, for example, the correlation between 
floods and deforestation has been demonstrated in the Savoy region. Between 1738 and 
1912, 21 per cent. of the forests of this region were destroyed ; and whereas dming the 
eighteenth century only eight floods occurred in the area affected, in the nineteenth 

1 W. R. Chapline, 'Range Research in the United States', Herba~re Re,·i<>wR, Vol. V, No. 1, 1937, pp. 
1-13. 

• F.. P. Stebbin!!, 'The Tlm~at of the Sahara', Extra Supplement, Journal of the Royal Afrit-an Society, 
::\lay :!5, 1937, p. 7. · 

3 V. F.. Fucha, Report of Camhridg<' SPientific Expedition to the F.ast African Lakes, 19:10-31. 
• }1. L. Sikee, The Underground 'Vater Re•omcrs of Kenya Colony, 1934, p. 10, 
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<'~ntury t.he number of floods rose to thirty-eight.. 1 lt is at. the time of such flooding 
that irreparable danu~e is done by the removal of soil in the form of silt. Evidenct' 
from manv parts of Africa points to the fact that within the last twenty or thirtv wars 
such sudden floods. which often subside R.f' quickly as they arise, ha~e hecom'e 'more 
numerous and more extreme. 

The question of a falling water-table needs special consideration in view of the 
fact that in many parts of Africa action is being taken, by the sinkin)l of new borehol~, 
and the deepenin_g; of existing wells. to extend the water supplies available to man and 
beast.; and indeed it has been su~ge;;ted that a part of the solution of the overstocking 
problem lies in opening up new areas ~or grazing by the provi;;ion.of well".! It i~ obviou·~ 
that if the demands made on the- unde-rgrmmd watt'r-st<lre incwn,-e. whil(' a>ailahlt' 
supplit"~ continnt" to shrink and l't'Ot"de, wells provided by govt"rnmt"nt:< at considerah](' 
co;:t, 1\ith the idea t1Hlt they will constitutt' pt"rmaJwnt sources of suppl?. will afford 
only temporary I't'liPf. and will indt>ed cwate an t"Ven WOI':'e position. f'atdunent tanh 
and dams might be preferable to wells. as heing cheaper and t-a;:ier to construct and 
maintain.' 

The conviction appears to be ht-ld now by a majority of competf'nt ('ngin('t"J'8 that 
the- dt-crea~:t" of dr~· weather flow is becoming a more recognisable phenomenon than the
incrt"a<'P in intpn;:ity of flood;:. Both pht"nomt"na 1\I't" acceptt'd M e,.;tahli:<he-d though 
only in a very few ca~:es do ri>t"r readings go back far t"nongh to provide accnrat(' data 
which can prove thP:<e as fads. 

The;:e h't'nds fit in so Wt"ll with what we know of dt"nudation and misu:<e of land in 
Indian catdlmt"nts, that it i<; impossible to avoid the conclusion th:1t tht" balance of 

st"epageff - is inevitablv deteriorating. It has alreadv been stres.sed. at mt"t"ting..; of this 
rnn-o · L •• L 

Board that deh•rioration of run-off conditions is due to destruction of plant covt"r, and 
the caust"S of this destruction have been classified undt"r plough land and wa;;.te land. 
The valnt" of tht"S€' two l:int"S of attack depends upon ratio of cultin1tion to itinPrant 
or local grazing. · 

Our expt"rit"nC€' to date in the Punjab foothills shows that the prohlem of waste land 
can be mt"t by conct"ntratirig upon the value of grass as a crop. Tlw gradual substitution 
of grass cutting instead of uncontrolled grazing, brings to the )'lt"asant. a realisation that a 
ft"w fat cattlt" are a better proposition than a lot of thin ont"s. The run-off condition in 
the foothills reacts surprisingly quickly to a restored grassland. Unfortunately we 
hav€' not bt"t"n so successful in handling the plough land prohlem. and tht" only way to 
efft"ct any radical and widt"Spread improv-ement appears to b€' for Gov-t"rnmt"nt to grant 
an appreciablt" reduction in land revenue payment to the peasants wht"rt"ver 1mttbandi 
or efficient terracing is carried out by them. The zone which is particularly badly in nt"ed 
of attention for tmttbandi is the rolling, slightly hummocky and ratht"r sandy uplands 
which lie along the ba...<>e of the Siwaliks. Much of this land grows el.fasli wht"at. and L" 
bare fallow through the summt"r and earl:it"r half of tht" rains. ploughing normally bt"gin
ning in St"ptember after the bare surface has snfft"red excessively from sht"t"t Prosion. Tht"
cure here is comparatively simple and obvious, namely ploughing 2 or 3 times during the 
summer and earl:it"r monsoon storms. and thorough repair of !IYltfbandi at each of these 
ploughings. This would improve the absorptive capacity of the soil t"normously, and 
reduce the sheet erosion, thus correcting tht" prt"sent heav-y load of silt which is taken to 
the rivers from such land. Such land unfortunatt"ly is outside the present actinties of 
the Agriculture Department. 

A point which I think has not been stressed previously in the discussion of denuda
tion and riwr supplit"S, is the amount of serious erosion and gull~ing which takt"S place 
along the lowt"r fringe of the snow ht"lt. The rate of melting and consequent run-off 
from snow beds depends largt"ly upon the condition of the soil surface or plant cover on 
which the snow rests. 1\rt"lting is t"XCeedingly rapid from bare grmmd and slowt"r from 
grassland and scrub jungle. Rmks of wet snow lying on a slope of poorly terraced cul
tivated land have bt"en sel"n to cause deep gullies in the potato fit"lds of the Uhl valley, 
in exactly the same wav- as in the notorious Palom:e hummockv wheat lands of· 
Washingt~:m and Idaho. · · 

Our experiments with c<mtour tnmches in the Siwaliks indicate an immPdiate improve
mt"nt in flood conditions. Out of two small catchments of about 25 acres t"ach at Pollan 
abo>e Jaijon, ont" was more or l~s complt"tt"ly trt"nched with accurately lev<>11Pd trt"nch~. 
each 10 foot trench holding 25 gallons of water. Trencht"S cost 2 annas each and tht" 
cost Pt"r acre of trenching. gully plugging. and planting and sowin!! gras~ and trees wru; 
about Rs. 8. 

Run-off mpasurements were takt"n but onlv ont" sevt"re storm occurred this monsoon. 
In it 2~ incht"s of rain in 8 hours gaw a peak flow of 4· 7 cnsecs and a )it"ld of 7S,?OO 
cubic feet ovt"r a period of 10 hours from tht" untrenched nala. but no mt"asurable y1eld 
whatever from the trenched art"a. Considt"ring that the trenches were new and that 

t A. Magnein, Communication read to the Upstream Engineering Conferen<"e, \\'ashington, D. C., 1936 
P· 2!8. 

1 Sir F. Stockdale, Report on his Vi.'lit to East Africa, C. A. C. 345, 1937, PP· 8Sff. 
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practically no fresh vegetation had yet come in on th~ berms, this result gives a sati.<~
factorv indication of much hetter future figure;;. The Impetus to gra.<~s and bush growth 
given 'by the moi,htre held up by such contour tre~J.C~es is most. valuable and results in 
a much more luf-lh and luxuriant plant cover. Similar work m the Wasatch plateau 
of Utah has givcn enormously valuable results in stopping detritus deposits from being 
cut from the hills and dumped upon orchard land on the Salt Lake plains below. 

Measurements from Bani in the Pabbi Hills show that 6,000 lb::~. of soil per acre was 
lost from poorly covered grass land from a storm of about 2" in 3! hours. The ratio of 
loss of soil varies from I j6th to I /30th for individual storms petween clipped cover and 
C'onsPrved gra!"s growth. The effectiveness of cover is greater in the Eastern than in the 
\YpstPrn Punjab experiments for heavy- individual storms. as one would expect from the 
knowledge that the grassland cover is so much thicker in better distributed rainfall. 

I suggest as a resolution (A) that some form of central executive control of inter
provincial catchments should supplement the purely advisory work now being taken 
hy Imperial Council of AgricLlltural Research. 

(R) That the two main lines of attack are (l) improvement of grassland or scrub 
jungle lind (2) improvement of field cultivation by wattbandi and contour ridging. For 
the latt('r the help of the revenue authorities is essential in. order to obtain executive 
action to improve the layout and levelling of fields on sloping land." 

THE PRESIDENT enquired as to the annual rainfall in the areas dealt with by Dr. 
Gorrie. 

DR. GoRRIE Faid that the rainfalls recorded by the nearest registered stations, 
which were not very reliable. were : Jhelum and Kharian 23 inches, but fall is less in the 
Pahbi Hills betwl:'eil these ; . Hoshiarpur 40 inches. 

MR. S: H. BIGSBY said that some 30 years ago he measured a fall of 4 inches in 3/4 
hours in the Pabbi Hills. 

THE PRESIDENT enquired what the minimum rainfall should be to enable conser
vation by grass growth to be attempted; 

DR. GoRRIE said somewhere in the neighbourhood of 20 inches. With very suitable 
soil and good conservation it might be done with an annual rainfall as low as 12 inches. 

l\IR. E. 0. Cox enquired the cost of such work. -
DR. GoRRIE said that it costs Rs. 8 per acre for two-thirds trenching and one-third 

gully plugging, together with sowing and planting. 
J\lR. W. G. CAME asked if the upkeep was expensive. 
DR. GoRRIE said that very litt.le upkeep was required once trenches had been dug.and 

plants established. The sylviculturists had disapproved of the claims made that such 
work in Bihar altered the climate of the neighbourhood because the meteorological 
data from Bihar was insufficient. 

MR. BIGSBY asked if there was any local advantage from the expenditure of Rs. 8 
per acre. 

DR. GORRIE said that after the first year ther~ was an appreciable income from grass 
cutting, and in some places bhabar grass was grown for paper making. This grass 
fetched ten annas per rnaund* as compared with eight annas for fodder grasses. ·Twenty
five maunds was the general yield per acre, a very good revenue. It was therefore 
an economic proposition where grass could be sold for paper making in addition to fodder. 
Where grass could only be used for fodder, the revenue obtainable depended on local 
conditions. 

MR. E. 0. Cox asked if a district once closed to .. grazing could ever be reopened. 
DR. GoRRIE said they were trying opening for grazing by rotation, allowing 3 to 8 

acres per cow, according to the district. The results were, that in the end the number 
of cows per acre might be higher than before the area was closed but they were better 
fed. , 

l\IR. E. 0. Cox said that the catchment areas of the proposed Bhakra and Balehu 
Dams were mainly composed of bare slopes. As a result these reservoirs would loose 
capacity by silting. Mr. Parker, late Chief Conservator of Forests, Punjab, had said 
that silt. would be reduced to one-tenth if the catchment-s were closed to grazing. 

11r. A VIP AN asked if there was much trouble from fire. 
DR. GoRRIE said that jungles are deliberately fired, with disastrous results. In 

Chil pine areas departmental protective burning is done to reduce the damage. 
MR. A. 0RAM enquired how the people were compensated against closure to grazing. 
DR. GoRRIE said that the Chota Nagpur Government offered the bigger land owners 

a share in the profits accruing from closure. . 
DR. GoRRIE then handed round photographs, four of which, with explanatory notes 

are reproduced. , 

• l mntmd = SO pounds. 
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An open type of contour trench which has given good results in water-catching and 
encouragement of vegetation. Dimensions :-

12 feet lengths between cross-partitions which are lou·er than the main berm ; lifeet 
deep and li feet wide at bottom, but sloped off on both sides and with berm 
built to form gentle slope on dou'n hill side. 

Contour trenches at Dholbaha in head of Paphial Cho, with their first catch of rain 
water. Planted bhabbar grass cannot be seen but vestiges of original anjan and daulu grass• 
es are already profiting by moisture. 
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This shows that contour trenches are not straight lin es , b1t1 must be laid out rtccura/( /y 
level so as to catch maximum of v.:ater. Squad below is building a ch eckdam in the naf,, 
bottom. 

A good catch of rain in the contour trenches continuu to seep into the gr0'1111d for sn-era l 
days after the storm and long after untrenched slopes are again bone-dry. 
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.\let. OtH.l\l elt<!lliL"e•l whether Llw pit•>tu~I".Lph>~ we1·i.i of fc>L·o,;t t·u~et·v'o,;. 

DR. GORRIE said tho land was not forc;;t rcseL"ve, but pL"ivate land, suhjed to the 
Chos Act. Under this Act, the breaking of fL"csh cultivation could be ;;topped, l>ut 
l'Xisting cultivation could not be intl'L"fcrcd with. Dr. Corrie stmngly t"ecommewlC!l 
a study of the Ch~s Act. 

1\IR. F. A. FARQUHARSON asked if the value of bhabat· gras;; did not depend on a 
supply of wood pulp in addition. 

Dn. CoRRIE said that newspaper was \Vood pulp, but tha,t bamboo ot· l>habar gm;;.,; 
was generally used without wood pulp foL" manufacturing writing paper. 

~IR. E. 0. Cox asked whether people were interested in reclaiming their own land. 

DR. UoRRIE said that the propaganda basis of stopping erosion was not good enough 
if one hundred per cent. control of land use was needed by the Irrigation Departments. 

~ln: T. ~1. LYLE, "I understand you are of opinion that the contwl of et"osion in 
the upper parts of a catchment does not cause any risk of ~amage in the lower reaches 
of the river." 

DR. GoRRIE, "The risk is extremely small compared with the benefit." 
!IIR. LYLE, " Are the owners of the local areas in which· control measures are exer

eised, reeompensed for handing over their land by the benefits that accrue to their land 1" 

DR. CoRRIE, "Yes." 
MR. LYLE, "Bengal wants silt but does not want floods. How is this to be arrang

ed 1" 
DR. GoRRIE, "I do not think it is feasible to expect silt without floods." 
MR. BIGSBY pointed out th~t Rs. 8 per acre was equivalent to about 50 lakhs of 

rupees for a thousand square miles catchment. He said the proposition was not an eco-_ 
nomic one from the point of view of the Irrigation Departments. 

DR. CoRRIE said he did not suggest doing this work over thousands of square miles. 
lt should be restricted to demonstration areas or small but vitally important catch
ments. 

THE PRESIDENT said that. the problem was both provincial, and inter-provincial.· 
It was necessary to impress on the Government of India the necessity of pursuing a 
strong policy for preserving catchment areas. 

MR. LYLE said that this had been done by .means of the resolution passed at the 
t:lth meeting of the Board in 1937. * 

THE PRESIDENT expressed the opinion that something more definite was required. 
THE PRESIDENT moved: "That the best thanks of the Board be accorded to Dr. 

Gon·ie for his Address, and for the valuable assistance he had given us in the discus
sion." He was sure that the discussions on this subject would have an ultimate effect, 
even if immediate results were not forthcoming. 

The motion was earried by acclamation. . 
!IIR. 0RAM proposed the following resolution which was duly accepted by the Board: 
Resolved-" THAT THE BOARD REQUEST THE CENTRAL GOVERNMENT 

TO REFER TO THE BOARD'S RESOLUTIONS PASSED AT THE 1937 AND 1938 
ANNUAL MEETINGS,t AND AGAIN WISH.:TO EMPHASIZE THE IMPORT
ANCE OF THE SUBJECT. 

THE .MA'l'TER IS NOT PROVINCIAL, BECAUSE THE VITAL INTERESTS 
OF MORETHANONEPROVINCEORSTATEAREBOUND UP IN THE WATER 
YIELD FROM ANY ONE OF THE LARGE NATURAL DRAINAGE SYSTEMS 
OF INDIA. 

IN AREAS WHERE SOIL DENUDATION CAN BE PREVENTED, THERE 
SHOULD BE BENEFITS TO LOCAL INHABITANTS, AND TO THE PROVIN
CIAL GOVERNMENTS WITHIN WHOSE TERRITORIES SUCH AREAS ARE 
SITUATED. 

THE BOARD CONSIDER THAT LOCAL BENEFITS SHOULD BE SECON
DARY OR SUBORDINATE TO THE MAIN OBJECTIVE, WHICH IS THE CON
SERYATION OF THE WATER YIELD IN THE INTERESTS OF THE INHABI
L1NTS OF ALL PROVINCES WHOSE EXISTENCE DEPENDS ON THE SUP-

- PLY OF IRRIGATION WATER BEING MAINTAINED, FROM CATCHMENT 
.4REAS WHICH, IN .MANY CASES, EXTEND BEYOND THE LIMITS OF 
v"ONTROL OF ANY PROYI!WIAL GOYERN.MENT. 

• Vi.U page 1:!8. 

t V id<l page 128. 
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BY THE COURTESY OF THE FOREST DEPARTJIENT iNFORMATiOi·i 
iiAS BEEN PLACED BEFORE THE BOARD, AT ITS lOTH ANNUAL .MEE'l'
ING, OF WORK UNDERTAKEN, IN THE PUNJAB, ON THE PREVEN'l'I01\' 
OF SOIL DENUDATION. THE RESULTS, SO FAR OBTAINED, ARE EN
COURAGING, AND 1'1' SEEMS THAT A J,JEASURE OF PREVENTION OF SOIL 
DENUDATION, AND CONSEQUENT CONSERVA'l'ION 01' WATER YIELD, 
IS PRACTICABLE. 

AN APPRECIABLE PART Oli' THE ANNUAL RAINFALL, AFFECTING 
THIS QUESTION, IS PRECIPI'l'A'l'ED WI'l'HIN AREAS UNDER THE CON'l'ROL 
OF THE CENTRAL GOVERNMENT. THE BOARD ARE OF THE OPINION 
THAT IF NEASURESTOPREVENT SOILDENUDATION COULD BE EXTEND
ED TO ALL DETERIORATED AREAS, WITHIN THESE LlltflTS, A DEGREE 
OF INSURANCE FOR THE FUTURE WOULD BE OBTAINED. 

IN ORDER TO ACHIEVE THIS, ESPECIALLY IN ITEllfS 0]!' COST, ASSESS-
111ENT OF LOCAL AND GENERAL BENEFI'l'S BJiJ'l'WEEN. PROVINCES, 
ETC., THE ACTIVE PARTICIPATION OF 'l'HE CENTRAL OOVERN111EN'l' 
APPEARS TO THE BOARD TO BE NECESSARY." 
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THE :FAIR INCIDENCE OF THE CO::lT O.F IRRIGATION WATER ON Dl.F.FEREN1' 
CLASSES OF CROPS. 

PRELIMINARY GENERAL NoTE FOR GuiDANCE OF lOTH BoARD MEETING. 
' ' 

The subject first came before the Board at their 7th Annual Meeting in November 
1936. 

Of primary importance in this connection is the water requirements of crops ; a 
subject that has assumed first place in the discussions under "Means to l:lecure the 
Equitable Distribution of Irrigation Water". There has therefore been considerable 
repetition in the discussion. 

An introductory note was written by :Mr. T.l\I. Lyle in 1936. Mr. Lyle gave reasons 
for the_impracticability of a flat rate and-of volumetric charge. He favoured the acre
age rate but modified to avoid the anomalies which at present exist. In his opinion the 
fairest way of fixing the acreage rates would be to make them a certain percentage of 
the increased values of the crops due to irrigation only. He went on to show that in 
the United Provinces approximately l/3rd the gross value of an irrigated crop was due 
to irrigation and claimed that 1j6th the gross value of an irrigated crop could therefore 
fairly be claimed as payment for irrigation facilities. Existing rates in the United Pro
vinces were in all cases lower than l/6th the gross value of the irrigated crop. 

The meeting passed the following Resolution :-

" 1'he Board is of the opinion that there appears to be a necessity for introducing a 
more satisfactory method of a,ssesB'ing water ·rates for crops, which will afford 
encouragement to the zemindar to cultivate in a more scientific manner, and 
the rates should bear more 1·elation to the value of the crops, and their water 
requirements. In regard to the latter, further investigations are desirable 
by the I n·igation and Agricultural Departments to ascertain more precisely 
the water requirements of particular crops." 

At the 8th Board Meeting in November 1937 the discussion dealt mainly With the 
adjustment of assessment to encourage better methods of cultivation, and the sale of 
water by contract. 

It was felt that little progress could be made until more information was forthcom
ing on the water requirements of crops, but that the subject should be discussed by the 
Board every year as it was one of considerable importance. · . 

From the discussion at the 9th Annual Board Meeting in November 1938 it appears 
that there was a proposal before the Sind Government to introduce a sliding scale with. 
tl~e present rates as a minimum. 

The provision of a sliding scale was also being investigated in the Punjab in con
nection with the revision of the Irrigation Act in that Province. 

Further reference was made at this Meeting to the contract system of water supply. 
Since the last Board Meeting the Imperial Council of Agricultural Research has 

published a "Bibliography of the Water Requirements of Plants." Omitting any 
references from abroad an outline is given hereunder on the water requirements of wheat. 
In making this outline we have also consulted the bibliography prepared by the Bureau 
of Information for Irrigation. · · -: 
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Water Requirements of Wheat . 

. 
:KurnbeJ• :Kurnber Average Depth of Total 

Average of of water per irriga- Yield of 
Name of Province. I.ocality within Province. rainfall preli- waterings Duty. irrigation tion grain per T~·pe of Soil. Remarks. 

in inches. minary after watering in depth in acre. 
waterings. sowing. feet. inches. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
--------------------

Baluchistan Quetta 10·15 1 l!iil .. .. -.. .. 17· 75 . . I Better yield than is obtained 
mds. with the usual six or seven 

" 
irrigations. 

.L-----
Punjab Various 20 1 2 .. I st watering 0·268 9 16 mds., Old culth·a- Further watering decreases yield •. 

2nd watering 0·251 11 seers. tion. 
3rd watering 0·217 - --- -- ------

Punjab UpperBariDoabCanal, Sirhind 20 1 2 .. .... .. .. Very old 
Canal, W. J umna Canal. Mature cui-

tivation . 
-- .. _ - -------

d Various 4 1 Nil 200 

~ 
12·8 18 mds., Sweet Land. Subsequent waterings after the 

~- ---- Ni 21 seers. preliminary !:!'terings do not 
......... mer . " - KaJar Land. 18 -

United Provinces 
e------ -------- ------- Reduction. below this depth not Cawnpore and Saharan pur 38 1 1 .. 0•25 .. -- ·-. condudYP i., hest yields . 

Rof. Ace. No. 3500,69,6028 (a), 4229, Current Science 6 Dec.1937, Vol. VI, P. F. III. 



CENTRAL BOARD OF ffiRIGATION. 

Correction slip No. 1. 

Central Board of Irrigation Publication No. 22 " Annual Report (Technical) of the Central Board of Irrigation, India, for 193~-:m ·:. 

Page J:J7.-" \Vater Requirements of \Vheat ". Dtlete entries against Sind and insert the following data in columns 2 to q instead:-

2 3 4 5 (j 

-~- r--
.Sakrand . . . 4 Early 'l'hree 200 

sown crop (:!00 is 
two the 

watoringA water-
of 4" course 
each. head 

Late sown duty 
crop one assumed - water- for de-

ing of sign in 
6". tho 

Barrage 
Pro-

ject). 

-
Simla, 

Date(ll7lh April1942. 

7 8 9 

Preliminary water- 15" to 17" Yiold at 
ing 6"- s·. 'l'hre€ (See note Sakrand 1140 
subsequent water- in colwnn lbs. per Mro. 
ings of 3•. ll). 

10 

J.oamy. 

ll 

Thoso ~ rosults wero obt11inod i 
small plot oxpori111onts und 

n 
er 
no 
el 
It 
if 

icleal conditions i.e. with 
water-em.trse lo~so .. and le\· 
plot,;. They do not ropros(•r 
field condition.~. Furthor, 
tho a subsequent waturirs.g 
nre reduced yields de<·r~,..,.,. · 

A: R. THOMAS, 

8Pcretary, Central Board of lrrigaticm. 



Reverting to the question of increased yield due to irrigation it should be noted 
that the yield of irrigated and unirrigated crops for all the Provinces of Briti:>h India 
appear in the "Agricultural 1-'tatisties of India," a publication which has appeared 
unnually since 1886. 

DISCl'SSION BY THE IOTa BOARD MEETING, NOVE~fBER 1939. 

TBE PRESIDENT referred the meeting to the note on the subject (on the preceding 
pages), and to the note on, "l\Ieans to Seeure the Equitable Distribution of Irrigation 
\Vater," on pages 141 to 146. He added, "You will share my satisfaction in noticing 
the increased co-operation between the Agricultural and liTigation Departn1ents, parti
cularly on the United Provinces tube wells. This is a direct outcome of the Board's 
recommendations, and the interest displayed by Dr. Burns, Agricultural Commissioner 
with the Government of India, Imperial Council of Agricultural Research ". 

liliAN BAHADUR ABDUL Aziz said that in the United Provinces they had started 
a five-yetu plan for the collection of data from tube wells. This year they were collect
ing data relative to sugarcane. 

~l.R: S. H_ BIGSBY said that the Punjab Government were launching a big experi
ment at the Lyallpur College which would be spread over ten years. The engineering 
lar out, in the forn1 of pumping equipment, overhead tanks, etc., was costing Rs. 60,000. 

THE PRESIDENT enquired whether Mr. Farquharson had anything to say on the 
subject of a sliding seale of charges. 

)rn. F. A. FARQUHARSON informed the meeting that the Punjab Canal Act Com
mittee had decided against the sliding seale. The present sliding scale, varying with 
priees, was only applied to land revenue in the Punjab, and its applieation had greatly 
reduced revenue. 

l\IR. BIGSBY furnished partieulars of remissions, etc. 
THE PRESIDENT read the following letter, recently received from the Chief 

Engineer of Gwalior State :-

FROJ\1 

To 

THE CHIEF ENGINEER, 
PUBLIC WORKS DEP ART.MENT, 

GWALIOR GOVERNMENT, 
GWALIOR. 

TB:E SECRETARY, 
CENTRAL BOARD OF IRRIGATION, 

SIMLA, W.C. 
No. 9665 of 1939, dated 30th October 1939. 

DEAR Sm, 
With reference to yt~ur letter No. 4825-J.-151, dated the 19th September, 1939, 

I beg to state that the system of charging eight annas per bigha for each watering, was 
in force in 1921, but it has been discontinued from the year 1924 on account of the difficulty 
encountered in recording correctly, the number of times that water was given to each 
ficld. ' 

Moreover, this system gave rise to complaints by the cultivators about the number 
of waterings taken by them. In investigating these complaints no reliable evidence 
could be secured as to the number of waterings given. 

Since the Rabi season of 1924 we are eharging full rates for each kind of crop, irres
pective of the number of waterings given. 

It is considered that the system of charging proportionate rate per bigha per wate 
ing is not practieable or desirable in the interest of the State. 

Yours faithfully, 

(Sd.) S. N. BHADURI, 
30-10-39. 

Chief Engineer, 
P. Tr. D., Gu·alior Government. 

Commenting on this letter MR. BIGSBY said that in some areas in Rajputana and 
probably in Gwalior there was frequently not enough water stored to permit the full 
number of waterings. In some loealities a smaller eharge was then n'lade. This system 
was unsatisfaetory as it led to conuption whieh was difficult to detec·t. 
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KHAN .BAHADUR ABDUL Az1z said that they had sold water by volume on tube wells. 
Cultivators on tube wells opposed the crop rate, and were in favour of a charge per 
watering, even at an enhanced rate. • 

MR. BIGSBY then proceeded to describe the contract system of charges in the Punjab. 
The cultivators on this system are charged according to outlet capacity, iiTespective 
of the volume of water they actually utilize. The system works reasonably well, except 
in cases where there are a large number of holders on an outlet. 

KHAN BAHADUR ABDUL Az1z said the contract system was tried on the Eastern 
Jumna Canal in t.he 60's of last century. It failed for the same reason mentioned bv 
Mr. Bigsby. · · 

MR. A. 0RAM said that in the North-West Frontier Province they had tried the 
contract system. Five-year contracts are in force, for the irrigation of three estates, 
under whicl1 the owners pay a lump sum per crop which is the average of what they 
paid per crop during the five r.rops previous to the ·beginning of the contract. 

'THE PRESIDENT said that if a good system of assessment could be discovered, the 
ndvantage would be great. 

Resolved "THAT SUGGESTIONS HAVE BEEN ADVANCED TJJA1' PAr
MENT BHOULD BE MADE PER TV ATERING, BU1' 1'IlliJ BOARD COl\'STDltR8 
THAT THIS JYIETHOD OF ASSESSMENT IS IMPRACTICABLE FOR A PEREN
NIAL CANAL SYSTEM. 

IT IS ESSENTIAL, FOR THE FURTHER CONSIDERATION OF THIS 
QUESTION, THAT THERE SHOULD BE CLOSE CO-OPERATION BETWEEN 

·THE REVENUE, AGRICULTURAL, AND IRRIGATION DEPARTMENTS, 
AND IT IS PLEASING TO OBSERVE THAT SUBSTANTIAL DEVELOPJlfliJNT 
IS TAIUN() PLACE ON. THESE LINES." 

After passing the above resolution, the meeting discussed the methods of assessing 
water charges. . .. ' · 

MR. F. A. F.ARQUH.A.RSON said that in parts of the Punjab water was sold on the 
Contract System, but so far only to individual outlet o~ers. 1 

The opinions of all the Non-Official Members of the recent Canal Act Committee 
was that, unless a Contract System could be devised which would be acceptable by all 
outlet share-holders, the present system for individual outlet owners should be abolished 
as it constituted a loss to Government, the System being adopted only where the irri
gators stood to gain thereby. 

Continuing Mr. Farquharson said that a New Panchayat Bill was before the Punjab 
Legislative Assembly whereby it was proposed to introduce the Panchayat System 
.throughout the Province. It would be part of the duties of the Panchayat to distribute 
the water supplies to outlet owners, and it might then be possible to introduce the Con
tract System for the sale of water to all irrigation outlets. 

MR. E. 0. Cox enquired if a note on the system could be sent to all Provinces. 
'l'HE PRESIDENT said that the Sind Government had laid down that the Canal Act 

should not apply to cases where one land owner cultivated the whole area served by an 
outlet. He had not received figures to see whether there was a loss to the Government 
as a result of this. 

MR. Cox said that under the contract system, a contract is binding for 3 yea:s. 
Rates are based on the average value of the cusec in the division concerned. Remis
sions were not ordinarily given, but the cultivators received calamity remissions. 

MR. BIGSBY said that many of the large estates on the contract system had reduced 
their iiTigated crop areas. This was rather an extraordinary effect. 

MR. 0RAM presumed that the contract system was only applicable to established 
canals, and was informed that such was the case. 

MR. GoRDON said that in the case of Government waste land the cultivators were 
given a certain amount of water to cover such waste land. 

MR. FARQUHARSON promised to prepare a note on the contract system for the in-
formation of the Board

1 
, · 
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THE DESIGN OF DISTRIBUTARY HEADS. 

PRELIMINARY GENERAL NoTE FOR GuiDANCE OF lOTH BoARD MEETING. 

At the 9th Research Committee Meeting held in .July 1939, arising out of the !lis
cussions of the United Provinces Research Report, it was resolved that :-

" This Committee recommends that the item ' DeBign of Di.stributary Head~. ' fJp, 

inrluded in fut·ut·e discussions of the Central Board." 

The main point is the design of heads from the point of view of silt contl'OI. 

IHSCUSSJON BY THE l!Trn BOARD 1\lEETNG, ~OVEI\fBER 1939. 

TRE P~ESinENT referred to the resolution of the 9th Research Committee.* 
He said that in Sind they make alterations to heads on the results obtained 

from models, and the method was extraordinarily successful. Without fail the proto
type had agreed with the model, and the President gave details of the Nara experi
ment. 

The President said that as a result of the work done in Sind, that province might 
be ahle to suggest certain rules for the design of distributary heads. 

}lR. F. A. FARQUHARSON said that in the Punjab considerable remodellings and 
alterations to the design of , distributary heads had been carried .out in the past, but. 
due to proper hiAtories of channels not having been maintained it was not possible 
now to study the effect of those changes due to the information required not being forth-
coming. · 

MR. T. M. LYLE said that histories of channels had been started som,e years ago in 
the United Provinces. 

Resolved" THAT THIS BOARD ACCEPTS THE RECOMMENDATIONS OF 
1'JIE 9TH MEETING OF THE RESEARCH COMMITTEE TO INCLUDE 1'HE 
IMPOR1'ANT SUBJECT OF THE DESIGN OF DISTRIBUTARY HEADS IN 
1'HE BOARD'S FUTURE AGENDA. 

THE SECRETARY SHOULD COMMUNICATE WITH THE PROVINCES 
WI1'H A VIEW TO ASCERTAINING WHETHER THEY AREABLETOSUPPLY 
INFORMATION FOR THE COMPILATION OF A GENERAL NOTE ON THE 
SUBJECT FOR EXAMINATION BY THE RESEARCH OFFICERS." 
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MEANS TO SECURE THE EQUITABLE DISTRIBUTION OF IRRIGATION 
WATER. 

PRELIMINARY GENERAL NoTE FOR GuiDANCE oF lOTH BoARD MEETING. 

At the Fourth Annual Meeting of the Central Board of Irrigation, held in Novem
ber 1933, the publication of a paper entitled "Distribution of Irrigation Water" was 
discussed. A draft of the paper was subsequently distributed, and a great deal of in
formation collected from the Provinces, but a final draft has not yet been compiled 
owing to the complexity of the problem. 

Omitting the above discussion, the subject " Means to Secure the Equitable Dis
tribution of Irrigation Water" first appeared as a result of a discussion on water Rights 
at the Fifth Board· Meeting in November 1934. 

The Board at that time was considerably concerned over the position of watH 
rights under the new .constitution, as between :@Ovinces and states. It was affirmed 
by certain members that the cultivator had no definite legal right to his supply of ii·ri
gation water enforceable in the civil courts. This was felt to be a highly unsatisfactory 
state of affairs, but no definite solution to the problem was forthcoming. A tentative 
suggestion was marle by one member that the formation of a Water Rights Boarrl might 
afford a solution. 

The Board pa~sed the following resolution :-

" Resolved that this Board is exercised as to the means to secure the equilable distri
bution of irrigation. water in thi future ; that members should consider means 
suitable to thei1· 'own Provinces, with a view to discussion at the next meeting 
of the Board.' 1 

The origin of this item as a subject for discussion is of great importance as it will 
be observed that subsequent discussions have strayed from the strict intention thereof 
and the discussion has latterly become one more concerned with the water requii·ements 
of crops. This is undoubtedly a factor of importance but by no means the only factor. 
It would appear that the water requirements of different regions should be laid down 
taking into consideration primarily the local rainfall, and the nature of the soil. On 
such a basis the total surface and subsurface water supplies utilized and unutilized could 
theoretically be apportioned amongst all the districts of India irrespective of whether 
such supplies could be delivered to ·or utilized by a particular district immediately or 
in the future. In this way no abstraction of surface or subsurface water would be 
permitted until the theoretical requirements of all the districts linked to that particular 
source of supply had been considered and only rejected if supply was completely and for 
ever outside the bounds of practicality. 

At the next, the sixth, Board Meeting in November 1935 the main object of the 
subject was lost sight of and discussion devolved into an argument between the prota
gonists of volumetric sale of water and the. sale of water on th~ basis of mat.ured acre
age. 

The following Resolution was passed :-· 

" The Board are of the opinion that means to promote the equitable distribution of 
irrigation water should be considered by the Research Committee, and that in 
this connection the aspects of the method of charging for such wnter on its 
equitable distribution should be considered.'' 

The Research Committee duly considered the question of charging for irrigation 
water and passed a resolution to the effect that the volumetric method was neither 
practical nor could it afford greater protection to the cultivator without additional cost 
to hiln. 

At the seventh Board Meeting held in November 1936 the Board ratified ~he 
Research Committee's reply and enlarged on it as will be seen from the followmg 
resolution .:-

"It is resolved that at present the sale of water by volume is not a practical proposi
tion for general application in this country though the method has been found 
practicable in some cases of large holdings. No device for the me_a,surement 
of water for small holdings u>hich meets all the requirements of tlus cou1tfry, 
a.nd which could be used for the sale of water by volume .. on ordinary cnnal 
systems, has been brGught to the notice of the Board. 
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1'/te .lioard is of Lite opinion that t!tt· c.ri;stiny sy.Ylcm uj distribution of water based_ on 
r:rop requiremen/.y is mu.sl 8Uit"ble, but that further bwwlcAye on the subJeCt 
uf water requirements of crops is desirable." 

Vi~eu:.;:-;ion wa~ based on second paragraph of the above re~olution when the ~ubject 
"l\Irans to ~ecure the Equitable DiHtribution of Irrigation Water" wa~ di,;cu~~ed by 
the Board at it~ ~th Annual Meeting in November 1937 thus completely maskmg the 
original intent of the !!ubject. 

The entire di:;l'U:4tdon eentred around the canal and well water requirement!! of er·ops, 
and the quel'ltion of the fertility of !:lilt even obtruded itself. The re~olution framed 
took the following form :-

" 'l'ltis Board is of the opinion that the question of water requirements of crops and 
manurial value of silt is of great importance, and should be one of the first 
i nrcstigations tmdertal.:en at a Central Research Station for Irrigation, if 
and when established." 

At latit year's (193~) meeting of the Board discutision centred on the water require
mentti of crops and the part played in this respect by the Agriculture Department. 
The general opinion was that the Irrigation Departments and the Agriculture Depart
ment viewed the problem from different angles. Additional specific cases which from 
the irrigation viewpoint needed investigation by the Agriculture Department were 
mentioned such a~ the maximum outturn per cusec of water ; the rotation which would 
give the best results in an intensity of 35 acres out of 100 acres in the cold weather ; 
and the relative "alues of different numbers of waterings. 

It was contiidered that the quantities of water utilized from tube welm might 
yield information of value. 

The part which would be played by a Central Research Station for Irrigation 
appeared to be rather that of a central clearing station for information rather than actual 
experimentation which would be of limited value owing to the tremendous variety in 
dimates found in different parts of India. 

The need for consultation between Agriculture and Irrigation Officers was empha
sized and although certain suggestions were made nothing de finite was decided upon. 

As a result of these discussions a scheme for determining the relation between 
water duty and yield of sugarcane and wheat crops i-ll the Western United Provinces 
ha:; been prepared and submitted for approval ot the Local Government. The Irri
gation and Agriculture Departments will co-operate and data will be collected from 
tube wells. Details of the scheme and connected correspondence are reproduced on 
page~ 143 to 146. \ 

Preliminary cons.truction work in com1ection with a scheme for research on the 
water requu·ement~ of crops is being carried out by the Department of Agriculture, 
runjab, in conjunction with the Imperial Council of Agricultural Research. No final 
results of the inve~t igations are likely to be available for several years. 

Th~ following schemes financed by the Imperial Council of Agricultural Research 
for the study of water requirements of crops are in progress :-

(I) Rice Research Scheme, Central Provin')'es, Raipur. 

(2) Rice Research Scheme, Bengal, Chinsurah and Bank.ura. 

(3) Rice Research Scheme, Bihar, Sabour. 

(4) Rice Research Scheme, United Provinces, Nagina. 

(5) Water requirements. of Crop in the Punjab, Risalewala. 

(6) Oiltieed Research Scheme, Punjab, Lyallpur. 

(7) Sugarcane Research Scheme, Bombay-Deccan, Padegaon. 

(8) Sugarcane Research Scheme, Madras, Anakapalle. 

(9) Sugarcane Research Scheme, :Madras, Gudiyattam. 

(10) Sugarcane Research Scheme, Punjab (Risalewala, Lyallpur and Jullundur). 

(ll) Sugarcane Research Scheme, Bihar, Pusa. 

(12) Sugarcane Research Scheme, United Provinces (Shahjahanpur and l\luzaffar
nagar). 
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Progress l'eports ti·om these stations have been abstracted and will appear in the 
Board's Quarterly Bulletin No. 15. All future progress reports will be similarly treated. 

The Central Board has sent proposals to the Imperial Council of Agricultural Re
search with respect to this subject.. The proposals were submitted to the Board by thl' 
United Provinces, Sind and Bombay. 

In order to strengthen the liaison between the Agricultural and Irrigation Depart
ments the Vice-Chairman of the Imperial Council of Agricultural Researeh has deeided 
that the Secretary, Central Board of Irrigation will in future be invited as a viRitor 
to attend the meetings of the Advisory Board and its committees discussing matters 
of common interest. 

CoPY oF A LE'l'TER No. 15234-J. H.flU4-B-355W/193!J oF 193!J, nA·mo 'l'Hg 30TH 
AUGUST, 1939, FROM KHAN BAHADnR M. Ann'::'L Azrz SAHIB, C.I.E., I.~.E., CHIEF 
ENGINEER, UNITED ·pROVINuES, PrnLic 'VoRhS DErARTMENT, IRRIGATION BRANCH 
LucxNow, To THE SEcRJ<,TARY To GovERNMENT UNITED PRoVINCEs, PL·BLIC "\Vo&xs 
DEPARTlllENT, LL'CKNOW. 

" I have the honour to state thltt the Central Board of Irrigation at its meeting 
held on October 29 to November 4, 1938, drew attention to the experiments on the 
water reqll.irements of some crops conducted by the Irrigation Department, United 
Provinces, and desired that the available data should be eJmmined by the Statistician 
to the Imperial Council of Agricultural Research. On January 21, 1939, Rao Bahadur 
Vidyanathan, the statistician' to the Council visited the tube well No. '1'. l. A in the 
Irrigation Development Division (West) and examined the tube well and crop yield 
figures available. It was f~und that these figures were not likely to give any useful 
information on the water requirements of sugarcane. The Technical Adviser to the 
Imperial Council of Agricultural Research therefore advised that a small scheme on the 
desired investigation should be dl·awn up by the joint delib~rations of the Agriculture 
and the Irrigation Departments. 

2. Accordingly a meeting represented by officers of the two departments was held 
- at Lucknow on May 7, 1939, and it was decided to lay out the experiment on crop yield 

figures for sugarcane crop in five localities namely the State tube well zones of Bijnor, 
Moradabad, Budaun, Meerut-Mnzaffarnagar, and Bulandslvahr and the expe1·imental 
results available from similar experiments conducted by the Agricultural Department 
in the past at Nagina, Shahjahanpur, and Muzaffarnagar should also be utilised in fix
ing the irrigation treatments to be examined in the proposed experiments under culti
vator's field conditions. A copy of the Director of Agriculture letter No. 29569/1-135C., 
dated June 26, 1939, together with a copy of the scheme is sent herewith for perusal. 

3. So far as the Irrigation Branch is concerned the following help in the shape of 
extra establishment or waiving of water dues will be necessary :-

(i) Five tube wells in each of the five districts of Bijnor, Moradabad, Budaun, 
Meerut-Muzaffarnagar, and Bulandshahr will have to be selected for these 
tests and also ten fields of nearly uniform soil conditions will have 
to be selected for the laying down of the selected sugarcane crop to be 
treated with the five variations of irrigation. The cultivators of these 
selected plots will have to be persuaded to agree to these experiments and 
an experienced ziladar's services for this preliminary work will be neces
sary. He should be able to complete the work in all the five districts in 
three months, e.g., October-December in each year. The help of the 
local revenue staff should of course be available to him in addition. 

(ii) The tube well operators should be able to regulate the irrigations under the 
supervision of the local ziladars and no extra staff for this work is necessary. 

(iii) For the harvesting of the samples and their weighment and record the 
Director of Agriculture suggests that one ziladar with two kamdars 
should be appointed for each tube well and for all the 25 tube wells, 25 
such units will be necessary. The period for which each unit will work is 
expected to be five days. As it is not possible to have so many ziladars 
for such a short period, one ziladar per district assisted by five amins and 
ten patrols ought to be able to complete the work satisfactorily. The staff 
will also require training in the selection of the sample plots, the proper 
methods of cutting and weighment, etc., and the engagement of the staff 
for two weeks for the whole operation should be sufficient. 
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(iv) ~l'he following will tiH.·refore· lJe the expenditure in irrigation Branch on the 
establiBhment proposed:-

1 Ziladar 4th grade for 3 months at R•. 76 pl118 Rs. 50 for Travelling Allowance . 375 

o Ziladars 4tl• gnuJo for 14 day~ at Hs. 75 plus RR. 30 for tmvellin~ allowan<.-e each 2-l.:i 

2o Amins for 14 days at Rs. 25 each 292 

50 patrols for 14 days at Rs. 12 each 280 

I<'or 5 years 

Hay Hs. 

1,19:.! 

5,960 

6,000 

(!') The Director of Agriculture has also proposed a free supply of water for any 
irrigations beyond four in order to induce cultivators to agree to give 
more water than what is considered necessary by them at present. Out 
of a maximum 1,500 waterings for the 250 plo(s selected for the tests at the 
most 450 waterings may have to be given free. Assuming that the area 
of the plots would be 1· 5 acres on average, the cost will be Rs. 1· 5 + 3 · 5 = 
Rs. 2,362-8-0. · 

As some waterings will have to be skipped owing to timely rainfall in some localities, 
it may be assumed that about Rs. 2,000 per year or Rs. 10,000 for the full five years 
may have to be foregone on this account. 

4. I have therefore to request that the approval of Government may be 
accorded to the incurring of the expenditure in this Department for this scheme which 
has been sponsored by the Director of Agriculture and described in detail in the letter 
a copy of which has been enclosed herewith. The collection of t\le data and the statis
tical examination thereof will be conducted by the Director of Agriculture and he will no 
doubt come up separately for the approval of the expenditure in his department and \he 
sanctioning of the scheme in its entirety." -

CoPY oF LETTER FRoM B1sro.u SAHAY, EsQ., I.C.S., DIR:E:CTOR oF AGRICULTURE, U. 1'., 
LuCXNow, TO THE CmEF ENGINEER, U. P., P. W. D., IRRIGATION BRANOH (WESTERN 
CANALS), LuoKNow, No. 29569/1-135-C., DATED JuNE 26, 1939. 

" I have the honour to forward herewith a copy of the scheme for determining the 
interaction between water duty and yield of sugarcane and wheat crops in the Western 
part of the United Provinces for information and comments if any." 

Scheme for deter1nining tl~~ interaction between wat~r duty and yield of suqarcane and wheat 
Crops in the Western U. P. 

lNTRODUOTION. 

The Central Board of Irrigation at its meeting held on October 29th to 4th November 
1 !J38, drew attention to the experiments on the water requirements of some crops con
ducted by the Irrigation Department in the U. P., and it was desired that the available 
data should be examined by the Statistician to the Imperial Council of Agricultural 
Research. 

After scrutiny of the data, it was felt that although records on quantity of water 
supplied to the crops could be utilised for giving vague indications of the water require· 
ments, no data pertaining to the yield of the crops in question was maintained. The 
available data, therefore, did not permit of any correlation -studies of water supply with 
yield which is a very important aspect of the problem. 

It was later realized that a suitable scheme on the desired investigation should be 
drawn up by the joint deliberations of the Agricultural Department and the Irrigation 
Department in the U. P. Accordingly, at the meeting, represented by officers of the two 
Departments, held on 7th May, 1939, it was decided to layout the experiment in five 
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iocaiities namely, the State Tube Zones of Bijnor, )loradabad, Badaun, 1\ieerut-.:llnzaffar• 
na .... ar, and Bulandshahr, and the experimental results available from similar experiment:> 
co~ducted by the _\gricultural Department in the past at Nagina, Shahjahanpur and 
l\Iuzaffarnagar should be utilized in fixing the irrigation treatments to be examined 
in the proposed experiments under cultivator's field conditions. The results of the 
experiments conducted on Government l~arms although more reliable and preeise coultl 
not be safely applicable to crops grown under cultivators' conditions. 

Pre.sent Pro-posals, 

The object. of the present scheme is:-

(I) to find out the optimum water requirements of sugareane and wheat crops 
in the western parts of U, P. 

(11) ttl determine the extent of correlation bet\\;een water duty nnd yield of the 
two crops. 

Centml Procedure of Work. 

It. is proposed that only a few of those districts.in which ~:~ugareane and wheat crop:-: 
are of major importance should be selected for experimentation to start with. In each 
of the selected districts, five villages are to be selected at random and ten fields of almost 
uniform soil conditions to be selected in each village. Villages will be selected at random 
within the Tube Well Zone provided they are known to be sugarcane or wheat (as the 
case may be) growing Tillages in whic~ the crop is of not less than average importance. 
For minimising loss of water through seepage in the guls, the selection of the fields will 
be restricted to areas near the Tube "\\7ells. The experimental fields should receive as far 
as practicable uniform cultw:al (barring irrigational) and manurial treatments. 

S,ugarcane. 

In the ea~e of sugarcane, i1~anuring may be done at the rate of say-23U mds. of 
farm-yard manure to a.n <tcre. Sowing of the experimented fields should Le taken up 
in the 3rd week of :February and completed within as short a period as possible but not 
exeeeding one week. - -

The irrigation treatments may be 3 + 1, 4 + 1, 5 + 1, 5 + 2, and 6 + 1 ; tlw 
first figure in each ea-se representing premonsoon and second figure post-monsoon 
number of irrigations at 88,000 gallons of water (-lw) per acre per irrigation. 

Out of the ten fields in each village, two will be selected at random for each treat· 
tuent. Thus in any one particular village there will be two fields for each treatment and 
the five villages in each locality 'viii provide ten replicates in each experiment. 

It is proposed to sow one variety of cane in all the fields in a locality but should Ute 
interaction between water duty and different varieties of cane be also desired ttl bl· 
estimated, a split-plot de~ign of layout will have to be adopted. 

The proposed irrig.ation treatments should be timed as tabulated below:-

.Xo. of irrigation. 

Serial nata. 
No. Pre- Post-

monsoon. monsoon. 

a 3rd \\"('t>k 3rd week :!uti "eck Kud Octo-
.February. March. May. ber. 

II 4 Do. Do. ht Wt•t•k 1st Wet~k End Octo· 
~lay. June. ber. 

HI a llo. llo. ani WC'Ck ~nd Wt..'t'k L;t. Wet'k !;uti Odo· 
April. llay. June. Ot·r. 

]\' {j 2 Do. llo. Do. ))o. Do. Do. Mid J)f• .. 

celllbcr. 

v 6 Do. Do. .2nd Wt.:fk bt week 4th Wt-"t..'k :!nd week Hnrl Odo-
. \pril. lliy . :.\lay. JtuiC. bcr. 

At each Tube \Yell comtuanding the experimental plots, a rain gauge will be main
tained for obtaining accurate rainfall data. 'Any amount of rainfall received within the 
interval period of each irrigat-ion treatment will be deducted from the proposed quantity 
of subsequent irrigation (i.e., 88,000 gallon or 4w per acre). ' 

Sa111pling of the plots for !field delermhzatious. 

The yield per acre of th~ experimental fidds will be estimated by such :;tandard 
sampling method as may be suggested by the Statistician to the Imperial 
Council of Agricultural Re;;earch. This will necessitate harvesting of a number of 
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samples of uniform size and sharw by the approved method and their weighment and 
record separately. The Pxpcriment in any particular locality should be harn•sted within 
ns !'hort. a pPriod ns por;,..jble but not excPeding one week. 

Some compemmtion \\ill he nPce""tu·y to ensure the reacly co-operation of the grower8 
in allowing the experinwnts to he laid out in th(•ir field,:, sampling of their crops or for 
delaying their harvest. It is suggpr;tcd that where the premonf!oon irrigation treatments , 
are four or below, a compemmtion at tlw rate of 0-2-0 per maund of cane sampled out be 
aiven and whPre the premonsoon treatments are above fonr, the grower will be considered 
~s compensated in the shape of fn·e supply of water given to him for any irrigations 
beyond four. This higher rate of compensation per maund on cane sampled out is 
suggested as the growers receiving lower irrigational treatments are likely to obtain 
comparatively lower yields. 

Staff and other provision. 

It is proposed that the irrigational treatments will be conducted and supervised by 
the Tube Well Operator and the harvef'ting of ,;amples froll) each field for yi<>ld deterini
nations will be supervised-by the Ziladars of the Irrigation Department. In addition 
to this, it will also be ncces.sary that some responsible officer either a Renior Ziladar or 
a Sub-divisional Officer should direct and exercise general supervision over the conduct 
of the experiment in each locality (district). · 

The extent of supervision, labour and time required for harvesting can not be ac
curately estimated without any knowledge of the approved method of sampliLlg to he 
adopted. It may be assumed, however, that a unit of one Ziladar and two kamdars will 
normally be able to sample two fields per day. The time taken for ten field" in each 
village will, therefore, be five days. To deal, at one time with the proposed total of 
50 fields per locality, five such units of workers will be needed. The same strength will 
be required for the experiments in the remaining four localities (districts). 

It will also be necessary to provide for the statistical examination of the experimental 
d,tta, and a certain amount for compem<ation and contingencies. The expenditure 
may be roughly detailed as tmder :-

R~rring-

One Statistienl Assistant nt Rs 150 per men~em for 4 months 

Compensation to cultivators' 

Other contingencies 

Non-recurring-

.. 

Hal'\'eilting and weighing equipment.s, chains, poles, pegs, 50 weighing balances, and 

Rs. 

600 

1,000 

400 

2,000 

50 measuring tapes one for each unit of workers, etc. . . . • 2,500 

Total 4,500 

Total expenditure required for 5 years of wo~k = Rs. 22,500. 

The experiment will be repeated over a period of at least 5 years and it is proposed 
that the Statistical part of the work may be carried out by the Statistical Section of 
Imperial Council of Agricultural Research by employing temporarily, each year, the 
officer provided for above. , 

A similar scheme of work can be" drafted out for the wheat crop as well. 

DISCUSSION BY THE lOT:a BOARD MEETING, NOVEMBER 1939. 

THE PRESIDENT referred to the preceding note, and said that the discussions at the 
various Board meetings appeared to have wandered from the original intent of the 
subject. 

Resolved. "THAT THE OPINION OF THE BOARD IS THAT THE IN
TER-PROVINCIAL DISTRIBUTION OF WATER IS NOT TO BE CONSIDER-' 
ED, AND THAT THE TITLE, "MEANS TO SECURE THE EQUITABLE DIS
TRIBUTION OF IRRIGATION WATER", BE CHANGED TO, "THE EQUIT
ABLE DISTRIBUTION OF IRRIGATION WATER ON A CAKAL SYSTEM," 
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APPENDIX I. 

VISIT oF THE CENTRAL BoARD To 1·HE IMPERIAL AGRICULTeRAL RESEARCH INsTITuTE, 
NEW DELHI. 

The party composed of Board Members and Officers attending the lOth Board 
Meeting arrived at the Imperial Agricultural Research Institute, New Delhi, at 8 A.M., 
on 9th November 1939, and were received by Rao Bahadur Viswa Nath, the Director. 

After inspecting the Institute's liprary the party was taken to inspect the experi
mental plots. 

At the top block they were shown the layout of the fields and arrangements for 
irrigation. The water was .not measured but applied to the fields as required. 

A standing crop of berseem was viewed. Experiments on this crop had extended 
over two years and the results obtained were as follows : 

Average yield per acre in maunds* of berseem fodder for the different intervals of 
irrigation. 

8 "days' interval 

10 

12 

16 

20 

Description of treatmentR. 

Average yield per acre in 
Maunde. 

1937·38. 19;38.39. 

896·08 770·49 

884·77 654·57 

807·09 7ii1·01 

568·07 64ii·37 

673·86 587·46 

OoncZusions.-In both the years, the yield of green fodder with 12 days' irrigation inten·al does not differ 
Rignificantly from that obtained from 8 days' and 10 days' irrigation interYals. 

The party was then taken to plots Nos. 1, 2 and 3, where they saw a germinating 
crop of oats, and irrigation arrangements. The Institute was moved to Delhi from 
Pusa some four years ago, and a great deal of levelling had to be done with scrapers. The 
plots viewed occupied ground which had been scraped. After scraping, oats were sown 
in rabi 1936, followed by jowar for green fodder in kharif 1937; oats were grown in rabi 
1938 and the crop viewed by the party was again oats, sown after a green manure crop. 

~e yie!ds obtained were as follows :-

Plot No. Oats 1936-37. Green jowar 1937-38. Oat.s 1938-39. 

Mds. per acre. Mds. per acre. Mus. per acre. 

1 18·78 126·20' 27·34 

2 23·94 134·66 29·07 

~ 20·30 84·28 27·79 

The party was then conducted along the first watercourse to the experiment area 
(middle block), when they were shown experiments with different rabi fodder crops as 
alternative to berseem. These experiments were design~d to see whether any alterna
tives to berseem could be found, as berseem is very costly in irrigation as well as in seed. 

Last year's results were as follows:-

-------------

Bersoem . . . 
8enji (Melilotua parvijlora) 
Methra (TrigoneUa ep.) . 
Kerao (Piaum arvenae) . 
Kheaari (Latkyrua sativua) 
Barley and Kerao . 

Yield of 
green foddtw No. of cu1H 

per aero. 

(Mds.) 
730·64 
185·37 
Hi6·60 
!{27·17 
:!58·80 
3:10·04 

ll 
:! 
~ 

No. of 
irrigat,ionR 

given. 

~I 
1:! 
Ill 

(j 

fl 
7 

----------------------------~--------L---------~-------
• 1 maund = 80 lbs. 
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The party was informed that this year, in addition to the number of in·igati~ns 
required to grow these crops, records of the volumeR of wat{:'r used were alRo kept. 'I he 
volume of watrr URed up tQ date was HR follow~'~ :-

]:-~t irrigntion 

2nd irrigntion 
3rd irrigation 
4th irr·igutinn 

Gallons 
per nero. 

76,942 
54,635 
50,473 
46,176 

Adjacent tQ this experiment, was the manurial experiment. The results obtained 
with a crop of maize grown in this experiment in the preceding kharif* are given below. 
When viewed, barley had just been sown to see the residual effect. 

Treatments per acre. 

I. No rna.nure 
2. Farmyard mnnure 40 lb. N. 
3. Activated sludge 40 lb. N. 
4. Rape cake 40 lb. N .. 
5. Farmyard manure 40 lb. N. + 50 lb. P 10 1 + 50 lb. K 10 
6. Activated sludge Do. + Do. + Do. 
7. Rape t>ake Do.+ Do.+ Do. 
8. Compost 40 lb. N. 
9. Compost 20 lb. N. + 20 lb. N as Amm. Sulph. 

10. Farmyard manure 20 lb. N. + 20 lb. N, as Amm. Sulph. 
l I. Farmyard manure 120 lb. N., once in 3 years 
12. Complete art.iflcials (40 lb. N, + 50 lb. P10 1 +50 lb. K 10) 

Average yield 
per acre 

inmaunds. 

13•559 
13·753 
15·597 
15·791 
13·692 
15·026 
15·281 
15·417 
15·791 
17·889 

'15·573 
16•.300 

The Officer conducting the party described the wheat varietal yield trials. He 
quoted the following varieties and yields :-

Variety. 

P.4 
P. 80-5 
P.ll4 
P. 125 
Local . 
c. 518. 
P. 12 . 
P.ll1 
P.l20 
P.I65 
BA 
c. 591. 

Mean yield per 
acre in malUldB 

1938-39. 

24·34 
22·56 
21·96 
22·02 
24·91 
24·63 
28·18 
26·48 
23·78 
25·58 
26•07 
25·12 

Sugarcane varieties growing under irrigation were inspected. These had been 
planted in March 1939, and had received, on an average, one irrigation per month. 

In discussing what had been seen, lVIR. A. GoRDON said that in Sind he preferred 
plots of 1 acres, whereas those they had been shown were in some cases If 40th acre. 

In reply to a question from 1\'lR. T. M. LYLE, the conducting Officer informed the 
party that lucerne was not good for milch cattle. Berseem was proving more favourable 
und, provided there was adequate water, was the best rabi fodder crop. Berseem was 
much superior to Napier grass. He said they fed cattle on the various crops and tested 
the milk yield. 

RAo BAHADlffi VISWA NATH explained that the fann had never been under irriga
tion before they occupied it, and they were studying the effect of irrigation on the sub-soil 
water. 

The party were then conducted to the Botanical Laboratory where Dr. Pal, the 
Economic Botanist. showed photographs and gave figures for yields which, he claimed, 
showed the beneficial effect of scraping off the top soil. This caused the party some 
surprise as they had recently been discussing the evils of denudation. 

* In India the year iR split into two seasons or" fasls "; nam<'ly the "rnhi" from lst Odober to 31st 
March and the'' kharif" from lst April to 30th September 'VhE~at, barley, peas and gram are the f'hief 
rabi t·rops, and ri<'e 1111<1 1nai1.e the chief khl\rif Cl'ops, while sugarcane grows tluoughout the year, 
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MR. LYLE asked whether it was beneficial to plough in' sun'.* 
He was informed that. it was henpficial. hut. t.he ' sun ' must he plonglwd in at the 

right time which was just bPforc ffowering. Thi" was most important, and it. must Le 
ploughed in at least two months before the following crop is sown. ' ~1m ' ean be 
grown at any time, and should he ploughed in before the first rains. 

MR. LYLE said that in the United Provinces, the new Director of Agriculture was 
not satisfied that ' sun ' was best for green manure. 

The party then proceeded to the Soil Laboratory. Here the Director, Rao Bnhadnr. 
Viswa Nath, and Dr. Dasg explained soil Rurvey work which was being curl'ied out in 
InJia. A preliminary soil map of Indiat was exhibited showing the location of the 

, eight types of soil, i.e. 

(I) Alluvial 
(2) Coarse Alluvial 
(3) Red Soils Lying on Metamorphic Rocks. 
(4) Laterites. 
(5) Black Soils. 
(6) Deep Black Soils or Regur. 
(7) Light Soils on Trap. 
(8} Deep Black Alluvial Soils. 

In an interesting discussion on whether climatic or geological factors prPdomina,ted in 
. determining the soil types, Rao Bahadur Viswa Nath exhibited a map:~ showing how 
India was divided into four zones by lines running approximately north to ::;outh. On 
the extreme west was the arid zone, followed by the semi-arid zone, the humid zo1w, 
and finally the wet zone including parts of Bengal and Assam to the extreme east. On 
the map, dots indicate places from which soil samples have been taken for obtaining soil 
data. · · · 

These divisions agree approximately with the geographical diRtl'ibution of the three 
basic crops ; rice, wheat, and millets. The geographical distribution of the:se crops was 
shown on maps.§ 

Other maps and diagrams exhibited were : 

:1(1) Sugar Map of India showing areas under sugar and a list of sugar factories. 
1!(2) Graphs showing percolation and capillary rise. 
!!(3) Map of India showing salt content and rainfall. 

*Hemp. 
t Copy on record in the Bureau of Information for Irrigation. Ace. No. 571. 
t' Copy on record in the Bureau of Information for Irrigation, Ace. No. 572. 
§ Copy on record in the Bureau ofinfonnation for Irrigation, AN·. No. P.l<'. l rr. 
II Not available in t.he Bmeau of Info1mntion for Inigntiou. 
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APP~NDlX it 

VISI'l' oF TilE CENTltAL BoARD To THE ~L\LAHIA b:>'l'ITiJTE OF lNJJIA, VBLiii. 

The party, eompo;;ed of Boanl .MemiJeJ's and Officers attending the lOth Board 
Meeting, visit~·d the Institute on the morning of N ovemiJcr l~th, 19:3!}, and were con
ducted bv Licutcnant-Colond Gordon Covell, C.LE., LM.S., .01rector. 

The "party were shown various type:; of ?il spr_a~s, and paris green blowers, and given 
details of the various mixtures used : Allmsecticldes must have pyrethrum as a base, 1 

tho party w11:; informed. A chamber for testing the efficiency of in:;ecticides was seen. 
Methods of transporting live mosquitoes for test ~urpose~ were exhibited. In a 

special type of box exhibited, it it< possible to keep mosqwtoes ahve for two weeks. 
Tests of the vcllow fever carrying power of the common mosquito were explained. 

It is fairly well p;·ovNl that the mosq~ito can carry this disease, and the Malaria Institute 
of India is guarding aga-inllt the contmgency. 

A model of a mo;;quito proof house was inllpected. The need of electricity and fans, 
and of wi~ing in verandahs, was stressed by the D,irector. ~e said_ the best gauze to 
Ullc W!ls 14 mesh to the inch, composed of 28 to 30 S.. W. G. bronze Wire. 

Photo{Tmpl;s were exhibited showing engineering features in the design of drains, 
and con:;t~ction of borrow pits, to prevent the breeding of mosquitoes; and of the effect~ 
of irrigation on mosquito breeding. 

It was explained that the main trouble occurred on the Western Jumna Canal, 
which tails off at Delhi, when there were closures .. To prevent the larvre being carried 
down stream, a filter boom with oil behind it wM used. 

1\Iosquitoe:; were dusted to be identified, and hence the distanoe they travelled deter
mined. At Delhi they travel about t mile, but the distance varies with the species. 

The Lido method of littoral work for preventing mosquito breeding was explained. 
Other things viewed included larvre eating fish ; mosquito proof water tanks ; and a 

mechanical insecticide mixer. 
The party was informed that cinchona was introduced into Spain in 1640, and the 

quinine isolated from it in 1820. The cultivation of cinchona was started in India in 
1860, but a slump followed, and the Dutch East Indies now produce over 90 per cent. 
of the world's quinine. · 

Lt.-Col. Covell, explaining the stages of growth of a mosquito, said they remain in' 
the larva stage for three weeks. Females only drink blood, and are not fertile if they 
do not. The males feed on fruit and sweet things. Of the 44 anopheles only 7 were 
important propagators of malaria, and a map of India was exhibited showing the dis
tribution of anopheles. It was important not to clear jungle in swampy places without 
first ascertaining the type of mosquito in the locality, as shade was obnoxious to certain 
types. Stagnant swamps were harmless. 

Lt.-Col. Covell observed that, in planning anti-malarial measures in Delhi, it Wati 
essential that the liability of that part of India to periodical visitations of the disease in 
what was known as its regional, or fulminant, epidemic form be constantly kept in mind. 
Failure to do so was· to court disaster. 

In certain years, and in certain areas in particular years, the usual increase in malaria 
prevalence which occurred every autumn ·was enormously exaggerated. The total 
number of deaths occurring in areas coming within the epidemic zone might then be from 
10 to 20, or even 30, times the normal. Fortunately, t;.pidemics o£ such terrible intensity 
were rare, and no major epidemic had visited Delhi since 1908. There were, however, 
minor epidemics, which occurred at intervals of about from 5 to 7 years, in which the 
prevalence of malaria was very markedly increased, and became a public-health problem 
of considerable gravity. In an epidemic year, nop only was there a great increase in the 
number of malaria cases, but the actual virulence of the infection was much enhanced, 
so that attacks of fever were much more severe than in other years. Furthermore, there 
was a great increase, not only in the number of mosquitoes, but also in the percentage of 
mosquitoes which were infected with malaria parasites. Epidemics tended to occur 
especially in years of excessive monsoon rainfall following a series of years in which the 
rainfall had been in defect, provided also that the level of the general immunity of the 
population against mala-ria wa;; low. For that last reason, they did not occur in the 
same locality at intervals of 1ess than 5 years, even in years of high rainfall. After the 
btpse of 5 or more years since the last epidemic a large number of children were present 
in the community who had never been exposed to malarial infection, whilst those who 
had been infected during the last epidemic had lost practically all their immunity. Con
ditions were therefore suitable for the advent of another fulminant outbreak. In Delhi 
the last two epidemics occurred in 1926 and 1933. The monsoon rainfall in 1937 and 1938 
was abnormally low, so that an epidemic of malaria was very likely to occur in the next 
year in which there was a copious monsoon rainfall. 
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~falaria-controi IDI.'asures could be divided into two eia;;ses : namely, pl'rruanent 
works designed to £-liminate breeding places; and recurring mea,:ures, such ns the applicn
tion of larY"icides and minor leY"elling and draining opt>rations, which had to be continm·d 
yt>ar after yt>ar, just as strt't'ts had to be scavengffi, or fruit-trt>es sprayt>d to kill in,.:pef 
pests. It was primarily for tlw mitigation of t>pidemic malaria that tlw programme of 
pt>rmanent anti-malaria works in Delhi was planned in 193ti. It was hoped that when 
they were completed the incidence of the disease would be kl'pt in check by rt•cmTing 
nwasures, en'n in an epidemic year. Ahout l1alf of the programme had been ext>cutcd, 
but until it had been compll.'ted it could not be said that the probll.'m of malaria-control 
in Delhi had bren adequately tackled. It had been hoped that the entire programme 
would have ht't'n completed before the advent of the ne>..-t l'pideinic year, but unfortuna
tely financial stringency had held it up, and it was practically certain that Dt>lhi would 
experience another epideinic before the remaining works were taken in hand. The com
pletion of the programme was of more than local interest, :;ince it would provide an 
indication of the extent to which permanent engineeiing works could inflm'nce t'pidemic 
malaria. 

In conclusion, Lt.-C'ol. C',ovt>ll said the ~Ialaria In:<titute of India we-n· COIL'<tantly 
issuing publications which, as a body, represented the best text book available. H"c 
said that no fixed text book was possible. 
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APPEi'.TDL~ lll. 

STATE Tt'nE-WELL scnE:YE L" THE W.EsT.ERx DrsTmcTs oF THE u~--rTEn PRovrscEs. 

Address delh·ered by ]Jr. Ram Chandra Salwi, I.S.E. Executire Engineer, to the Central 
Board of Irrigation, during the Board's in8pection of tube-!l'ells on the 7th Xonmber 
1939, tcitlt conw1ents by Mr. F. H. Hutchinson, I.S.E., Superintending Engineer, 
United Produces. 

The seven falls on the Ganges Canal harnessed for generation of hydro-electric power 
and one steam-power station at Chandausi develop between them :!8,000 kilowatts or 
40,000 H. P. The peak-load last \\inter and in summer mounted to 23,000 kilowatts 
and approximately 16,000 kilowatts or a little more than half was used for irrigation· 
pumping by means of (a) river pumps on the Ramganga (Bijnor District) and the Kali 
Kadi (in Buland,;hahr and Etah districts) and (b) some 1,478 State Tube-wells and about 
:.WO prkately-owned zamindari Tube-wells. Of the remaining> 5,000 ltilowat~s is_ used 
for minor industries in towns and villages and 2,000 for dom~sttc purposes, mainly m tht> 
80 odd towns which are electrified under the Scheme in the ten western districts. 

2. Scope of the Project.-The 1,478 State Tube-wells have been sunk in the districts 
of Saharanpur, ~Iuzaffarnagar, :Meerut, Bulandshahr, Aligarh, Bijnor, ~Ioradabad, 
Budaon and Bareilly in dry tracts which had hitherto remained without canal ini!!ation 
due to the seasonal shortage of water in the rivers feeding the canal systems of the Ganges, 
Jumna and Ramganga. .Between them these wells protect one and a half million aet·es. 
Another 100 wells have been recently surveyj.>d and GO are being bored. 

3. E.rtent of the Dirision.-The "\\-..est Division takes up the area on the west of the 
Ganges river and 512 wells have already been completed in the Ganges-Jumna doab and 
4G are being sunk. These 558 "Wells take up a culturable command of 5,40,000 acres or 
840 sq. miles and the system has enabled the reservoir underlying these areas at a depth 
varying from 15' to 45' to be utilised for the widespread system of inigation. 

4. Types of u·ells adopted and strainers used.-"\\rells on this side have been sunk "With 
an average 1· 3 cusecs discharge. Borings go down 250' to 330' and 100 feet of 6 .. strainers 
have been lowered in good "Water-bearing strata of coarse or good med!um sands. Each 
"Well commands I,OOO acres or I· 5 sq. miles on an average. The subsoil extraction has, 
therefore, been one cusec per sq. mile. The types of strainers experienced mth "Were 
Ashford, Tej and Agricultural. The former "Were used on about I2 "Wells but "Were found 
expensive in comp~rison and their use was consequently abandoned. 

The Tej strail;lers were used in 3", 5" and 7' sizes. For shallow wells sunk up to 200 
feet, 40 feet of.~" and I6 feet of 5" diameter strainers yielded on the average I8,000 
G. P. H •. with a 9-epression oflO to I2 feet. The 3" size strainers sunk in such "Wells showed 
a tendency to iliminishing yields and their use "Was discontinued. ~Ioreover the capital 
cost of installing a larger number of small capacity wells over a given area '\ith the 
additional outlay in electrifying a larger number of points militated against the em
ployment of the smaller type. The operating costs also proved higher in proportion. 
The 5" strainer well "ith 70' length of strainer pipe gradually developed into the I· 5 

, cusec standard well which has now been generally adopted. 
The Tej strainer has been the monopoly of the Reliable Water Supply Service of 

India Ltd., and is made out of brass sheets I/8" thick bent round to form a 6" tube, 
the vertical joints being brazed. These are in 8 feet lengths and have a particular ad
vantage in extraction and resinking in case if a tub.e-well fails for any reason. 

The other type is known as " Agricultural ". It consists of a copper mesh cloth 
wound over a perforated 'nought iron tube and aperture of the mesh val)ing between 
·008" to ·Oll5" to suit the different grades of sand tnet in the area. 

The Tej strainers bought in large quantities have c·ost Rs. 1~ per foot although in 
~he initial :-;tages as much as Rs. 20 per foot were paid for a 5" size. . 

The Agricultural type ti" strainers cost Rs. 5 to 5-8-0 per foot including the 6" per
forated pipe (96 holes 14/16" dia. per foot). 

The only objection against this type is its use in strata having a high acid or alkaline 
content and its liability to electrolytic action due to the presence of two metals, iron and 
copper. The soils in the Gangetic doab of these Provinces are generally free from alka· 
line or exce;;:::ive acidic contents and hence this disadvantage does not come into action. 
This type has been prcfened to all others on grounds of economy and facility of local 
manufacture. Out of 512 wells operating at present, 400 have the Agricultural type 

· strainers lowered into positions. 
Ca1~ity u·ells.-Towards the southern portion of Bulandshar district and in Atrauli 

Tehsil of Aligarh distric-t, t~e borings revealed the predominance of clay strata in the 
subsoil as also finer texture of sands. The ·success of strainer wells in this tract seemed 
problematical and the discharges actually obtained were disappointing. It has been 
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endeavoured to abstract water from the fine medium sand strata underiyina the thicht 
and adhesive clay beds by means of cavity wells. It has been observed that cavitiea 

· developed below 100' gave better results as regards their yield. These wells have given 
between 27,000 and 35,000 G. P. H. with 12·5 H. P. centrifugal pumpsets and in order 
to preserve the cavities, the depression has been restricted to 10ft. 

Twelve such wells have been sunk. The life of such wells will depend to a larae 
extent on the care bestowed in wm·king them. o 

5. Rainfall.-For the last two years rainfall in the Western districts has been in 
defect of the normal and this has naturally led to the lowering of spring-levels. In 1936-
37, it amounted to 24 · 3", 1937-38 had only 22 · 8" while during 1!!38-39 there was only 
13 · 8 inches on the average compared to 28 inches normal. The drop in spring-level has 
averaged 3 to 5 feet in the various Canal and Tube-well areas. In Kharif 1939, the rain
fall averaged 16 · 4 inches but it was unevenly distributed. It will be seen that this part 
of these Provinces has consequently passed through 3 successive years of scanty rainfall 
and the pressure on Tube-wells was great both as regards crop requirements as also the 
draw-downs. Before the effects of deficient rainfall are discussed, it would be 
interesting to mention the results achieved during the dry years. For this purpose I 
will take up years 1937-'38, 1938-'39 and the last Kharif. 

6. Review of results achieved. Kharif 1937.-465 wells worked. Average rainfal 
was 19·8 inches. 

Sugarcane area irrigated was 

Cotton area irrigated was 

Maize area irrigated was . 

Miscellaneous area irrigated' was 

Total 

Acres. 
35,623 

10,399 

14,174 

8,098 

68,294 

Sugarcane took 2 · 9 waterings and consumed 103,257 gallons per acre-watering corres
ponding to a field dep'th of 4· 6 inches or 1·12' for the fasl. Tile rate worked out to 
Rs. 3-10-0 per acre-watering and Rs. 10-7-0 for the fasl. 

Cotton took 1· 4 waterings and consumed 85,293 gallons per acre-watering or a field 
depth of 3! inches per watering and 5 · 2" in the fasl. The rate worked out to Rs. 3-2-0 
per acre-waterill.g or Rs. 4-5-0 for the fasl. 

Rabi 1937-38.-489 wells were running. September '37 had heavy rainfall-4·2 
inches to 6·5 inches and there was no demand for Rabi paleo. Between October and 
March '38, the winter rainfall averaged 3 inches. 

Rab.i area irrigated from Tube-wells was 75,866 acres which took 98,300 acre-water
ings or the number of waterings was 1·3 only. Each acre-watering consumed 91,798 
gallons or 4·1" in field. The total volume used for crop maturity was 1,20,000 gallons 
or the equivalent 5·4" in the field. The assessment came toRs. 2-10-0 per acre-watering 
or Rs. 3-6-0 for the fasl. This was pretty low as compared to the Canal rate of Rs. 5 
per acre. As has been mentioned above, the number of waterings was only 1· 3 for the 
fasl on account of good winter rainfall and the absence of demand for paleo. 

Kharif 1938.-Wells in commission were 496. Average rainfall in the fasl was only 
11· 4 inches compared to 19· 8 inches of the preceding fasl and was unevenly distributed. 
Monsoon had set late in June an'd withdrew early in August. The month of September 
was wholly dry. Area sown under cane decreased to 31,165 acres on account of the 
slump in price of" gur" during the winter of 1938 and the crop-pests that had ravaged 
the standing crop and reduced its sucrose content. Total area irrigated was 90,901 
acres. Particulars· of areas and crops were :-

( i) Sugarcane
Area 

. Acre-watering 

No. of waterings 

Gallons used per acre-watering 

Gallons used per acre 

Rate per acre-watering 

Rate per acre 

153 

• 31,165 acres. 

.1,23,859 

3·9 

• 104,228 or 4•8' field depth. 

336,920 or 14 · 7" 

Rs • .a.. P. 

3 14 0 

lti 3 0 



These details for sugarcane include 
and late irrigation in Rabi 1938-39. 

(ii) Cotton-

Ar<'a irrigated 
Aero wntoring~ 
No. of wnteringR 

Gallons Uri<'d per aero watering 

Gallons used pnr aero 

Rato por acre wattJJ'ing 

Rat" por aPro 

(iii) Other Kharif-

Area irrigated 
Acre wateringR 

No. of waterings 
G•llions used per acre watering 
Gallons used per acre 

Rato p<'l' ucre watering 
Rato per acre 

paleo in Rabi 1937-38, Kharif irrigation in 1938 

IIJ,461 acres. 
34,758 

1·8 
81,217 or 3·5"depth. 

142,376 01' 6·25". 
Rs. A. r. 
2 6 0 
4 3 () 

4·J,U45 acres. 
74,!J04 

1·7 
!!8,61J4 or 3 · 8". 

1 no;u lli or 6 ·58". 
Hs. A. p, 

2 5 0 
4 3 0 

Lighter waterings were given in view of drought and the mutual anxiety to save sugar
cane. 

Rabi 1938-39.-504 wells worked. Average rainfall late ;n Februal'y was 2·3 nches 
and total irrigation covered I, 7 5,000 acl'es. 

(i) Wheat--

Area irrigated 
Acre waterings 
No. of waterings 

Gallons used per acre watering 

Gallons u•<•d per aoro 

Rate per acre watering 
Rate per acre 

(ii) Other Rabi-

Area 

Acre waterings 

No. of waterings 

Gallons used per acre watering 
Gallons used per acre 

Rate per acre watering 

107,445 acres. 

257,288 

2·4 

!J7,303 or 4" depth. 
212,088 or 10". 

l\Iore water was used as soil was 
dry. 

Rs. A. r. 
2 8 0 
5 15 0 

52,459 acres. 

130,571 

2·3 
81,766 or 3·8". 

183,619 or 10*. 
Rs. A. P. 

2 4 0 
Rate per acre 5 10 0 

Kharif 1939.-510 wells ran. Rainfall, again has been on the low side and its dis
tribution was not even. The month of August was dry 'but September rainfall has been 
timely and better distributed. Aver?-ge rainfall has been 16·4 inches. Total area irri
gated was 91,621 acres. Cropwise areas were:-

Sugarcane-
Area irrigated 
Acre waterings 
No. of waterings 
Gallons used per acre watering 
GalloiJII used per acre 

Rate per acre wat<Jring 
Rate per acre 

Cotton-
Area irrigated 
Acre waterings 
No. of waterings 
Gallons used per acre watering 
Gallons used per acre 

Rate per acre watering 
Rate per acre 

15! 

31,786 acres. 
127,623 

4•0 
118,800 or 5 • 2*. 

472,000 or 20·8*. 
Rs. A. P. 

4 6 0 
17 8 0 

14,107 acres. 
22,292 

1·6 
94,000 or 4 ·1'. 

150.400 or li. s•. 
Rs. A. P. 

2 8 0 
• 0 0 



Other Kha.rif

Area irrigated 
Acre watorings 
No. of watorings 
Gallons used per acre watering 
Gallons used per aore 

Rat.e por acre watering 
Rate per acre 

45,728 acres. 
82,658 

1·8 
!)6,500 or 4 · 2• .. 

174,000 or 7 • 5•. 

Rs. A. P. 

2 !) 0: 
4 8 0 

7. Irrgation factors.-In working out the financial forecast of the Tube-well Projeet 
when it had fully developed by the year 1941-42, it was hoped that each individual we\! 
would be able to inigate :-

Rabi 
Sugareano 
Rabi + Sugnrcuuo . 
Other Kharif . 
Total annual . 

240 aeros 
125 acres 

365 acres 

60 acres 
425 acres 

·24 per cont. of the cultnrnble colllmHml. 
12· 5 por cent. of the en! tumble cmnmHntl. 
36· 5 per cent. of the culturable cmnm11ntl. 
16 per cont. of the culturablo commnnrl. 

52· 5 per cent. of the culturablo cmnmand. 

When compared to the canal irrigated areas in four of the intensely irrigated wcstem 
districts, i.e. Muzaffarnagar, Meerut, Bulandshahr and Aligarh, the latter percentages 
obtaining now after 80 years of the running of canals are :-

Rabi • 

Sugarcane . 
Rabi + Sugarcane 
Other Kha.rif 
Annual Total 

40 por cent. 

25 per cent. 
65 per cent. 
17 per cent. 
S:l per cent. 

It woll.ld interest the members of the Board to know the percentages actually achieved 
for the seasons enumerated ea:r;lier. 

Kharif 1937.-Rabi plUs sugarcane irrigated was 111,489 acres and Other Kharif 
32,671 acres. Culturable command was 424,772 acres. 

Rabi + Sugarcane was, therefore, 26 per cent. and other Kharif 8 per cent. Annua I 
total 34 per cent. 

1938-39-

Rabi crops irrigated covered . 
Spgarcane irrigated covered 
Other Kharif irrigated cov.ererl 

Rabi was, therefore. 

Sugarcane. 
Other.Kbarif. 
Annual Total 

1,57,282 acres. 
31,165 acres. 
63,506 acres, 

37 · 2 per cent.. 

7 · 5 per cent. 
15·0 percent. 

59· 7 per cent. 

It would be seen that the percentages allowed in the forecast were modest and the 
development even in the initial stages has been quicker than anticipated and areas 
are rapidly coming up to those obtained on Canals. 

The total discharge obtained from wells in Kharif 1938 was 595 cusecs, in Rabi 1938-
'39-605 cusecs and in Kharif 1939-6fl cusecs. Duty worked out to:-

1938-39-

Kharif 153 
Rabi 260 

1939-

Kharif 1G2 

More volume has also been applied to fields in either fasl than was hoped for. 
8; Consumption of water and stability of water-table.-In working out the probable 

areas and allowing for percolation losses in the distribution channels, 88,000 gallons per 
acre-watering for wheat and llO,OOO.for sugarcane corresponding roughly to depths of 
4 and 5 inche::; res}Jectively were taken as the crop requirements. 

In a year of normal rainfall, the wells were expected to run 3,:ooo hours but in actual 
practice they have run far more. This was due to the preceding two years of partial 
drought but anyway pumping from the subsoil has been more than hoped for and the 
replenishment of the subsoil water-table as a result of the seasonal rainfall has been less. 
The wells in 1938-39 ran 4,755 hours average and have already run 1,950 hours during 
Kharif 1939. This would show that the estimate of 3,000 hours running was on the low 
side for the areas on this side of the Ganges and it would be useful to investigate the 
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effed of this incfi•a...;;ed pumping on the und('r-ground reserroir. The statistics main
tainro of !"pring-kn·ls in Tube-well area,; .-how that the water-::.urfac-e went down by 
::!·j to 4 feet Jx>tween September 1936 and September 1939. As, howenr, the year 
HI3S-39 had sean tv rainfall of 13 • 23 inches against 2s• to ao• awrage, these drops cannot 
be accepted as an "c'\"idenct" of tht" water-table depre;.."ing due to the extra pnmping on 
Tube-wells.. The:::e ob;.t·n·ations would n-quire to be taken from season to .sea.-;on for a 
~·riod extending to 7 ~-t·ars at lea.,.t to determi?e uith_any degree _of acc~~y the ~fleet 
on :::pring-le\"eL>. Dr. ~lackenzie Taylor exammed this problem m detatl m 193J and 
after examinin<Y the relatioM between reeo•<lro rainfall and obserred :::pring-lewl, his 
conclu.,.ion.s we~ that the anrage d('pth of the water-table owr the area is practically 
con.:;tant as taken owr a number of vears, indicating stability. In two years out of t.li.ree, 
the ralle"e of monmcnt of the table· about the mean is to the extent of I· 5 feet. 

In '\"iew of the two drT years then'fore, the fluctuations in the water-table ~pond
ing to scanty rainfall, though insiiruflcant should not by allj" means be taken as alarming. 

9. P1Jmpin9 sd.<J.-Centrifugal pump:;. din:"'Ctly coupled to induction motors ha¥e 
Ln.'u u,ually employed and are of three types:-

(a) ~orizontal shaft centrifugal pump coupled to 10 and 1.2· 5 H. P. motors. 

(b) Y' ertical spindle pumps. 
(<") Borehole deepu-ell turbine centrifugal. 

The adoption of these types has been gowmed by conditions of spring-level. Where 
the latter ranged between 12 to 30 feet, horizontal pumpsets have been installed in the 
sumps .2·5 feet abore the normal October spring-leveL This type has pro¥ed most. 
popular in as much as it admit~ of easy erecticm, dismantling and inspection of parts. 
Its ~ible demerit is the liability to hunt when suction goes beyond 25 feet or so. This 
oecurs when flow Jx>comes irregular due to water flowing in sectiODJ3. ..\s with 1· 5 ClL«.ee 

wells suctions are limited to 20 or 22 feet! this di..~dvantage does not arise. 
In are~ where the :::pring-leveh are subject to sudden and high ri...--e with rainfall 

and there is the danger of motor drowning in the sump due to a leaking sump or cement 
plug. the vertical spiudle pumprets haw been tried successfully. The details of their 
eoru,truction are the same as of horizoutals exct'pt that the spindle is vertical and coupled 
to a wrtically-driwn motor properly lewlloo and supported on girders s.ome d.i:;tance 
above the pump. This installation abo¥e the sump plug protect'"' the motor against 
dampneos and getting burnt in ca..<:.e the sump is flooded. 

The third type i.e. Borehole deepwell turbine pumps ha¥e been installed, as their 
appellation indicates. where spring-le-rel is below 35 feet and the coustruction or ank:ing 
of sumps so low below ground offers practical difficulties and would be expensive. On 
such wells 10" or 12" diameter wrought iron casing pipe is sunk to a depth of 45 to 55 
feet below Epring-level and the annular space between the tube-well suction pipe and the 
c&ring is sealed with a cemen$ plug. The ¥ertical motor is fixed in a k:ios.k at ground 
leYel and the pump, usually 5-t;taged. goes below the water. 62 such wells have been 
sunk in this Dil"ffion in the Trans-Hindan tract where spring-level varies between 40 and 
45 feet below ground. The motors are of 17 to 21 H. P. and the pumprets are of Har
lands, Byron-Jackson, and Cook's manufacture. 

The other pumpseld lL<:ed have been manufactured by Mes::,--.rs.. Worthington-Simpson. 
Ltd., Mather and Platt, The Harland Engineering Co •• C.ook's. Byron Jackson, .A..C.E.C .• 

' and Ruston. 
' 10. Drarc-do~rns and efficiencies of pumpsds,-It had ~n ~rrinally intendoo that 

the depres:rion.s in water-level should be limited fo between 18 and 20 feet in all ea..<:es to 
pump I· 5 cu..<:ee d.i:;charge from a 6• Tube-well. This limit has been adhered to except 
in Bulandshahr and Aligarh districts where strata encountered to locate strainers were 
not as good as in other d.i:;tricts in their water-hearing properties and in order to obtain 
even 25,000 G. P. H.. dep~ons ha¥e had to Le increa....~ to 22 feet. This increa...--e in 
the draw-down has not much affected the normal course of . .recuperation during closure 
or ces.."Stion of. pumping, as observations of spring-le'\"el show that the water surface 
returned very near it:; prerious depth in the U5ual course. 

The O'\"erall efficiency of the pump;;ets has varied with different makes, local con
dition.s of spring level and depresaons as al.»> with the amount of care ~towed by the 
mechanical staff. The makers stipulated that the horizontal shaft eentrifugals will 
giYe an onrall efficiency of 6S to 70 per cent. and as a re:,-ult of the Ja;,t 3 years' 
working the a'\"erage oYerall efficiency has been 60 per cent. This is not surprising 
in new of the partial drought and the consequent large number of pnmping hours 
practically on all wells. . 

With the deepwell borehole seta, the n'lakers specified it at 70 per cent. and actuals 
have Ya.ried between 61 and 65 per cent. This is cousidered quite satisfactory under the 
exceptional circll]ll:,-tant:es. The slight lowering of effi.cienci~ has been due more to the 
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drop in ,;:pring-Jevel and it i~ hflr:eil still that with a season of normal rainfall, the under
ground supplies will reCUJJerattl and the pumpsets may work to their normal characteris-
ti~. ' 

II. Lined cnamzels.-The Tube-wells on this sid£' ha>e been provided with an aver
age 2! miles length of channels, of which 6 furlongs to 1 mile has been lined with masonry 
in a trapezoidal section and the unlined portions after construction have been left to the 
care of the cultivators for maintenance. For the lining work, ordinary 3• thick bricks 
have been largely used in I: 4 cement mortar and the work has been done after running 
the kacha channels for two seasons to give time for earthwork to consolidate. The 
lined lengths have generally stood very well and the cultivators appreciate them greatly. 
I..osses by percolation have been considerably reduced and the cultivators obtain their 
supply far more quickly where the fields adjoin them on eit.her side. The expenditure 
involved has been Rs. 1,700 per mile length .on the average on lining work. They are 
aligned on watersheds in a way .to provide flow irrigation in the whole commanded chak. 

12. Piped supply.-It is now contemplated to experiment with piped supply on 
new wells and thus follow the practice obtaining in California. The supply from the 
Tube-well will in that case be pumped direct into 12• cement concrete pipes embedded 
I· 0 to 2· 0' below ground, and at outlet sites these pipes will have sumps high enough 
to account for the head. The outlets will be provided in these sumps for irrigation pur
poses. The 12• pipes will be cast locally at central places and will consist of 1 : 2 : 4 
cement concrete without any galvanised wire or rabbit reinforcement. The pipes will 
be in 3·0' length pieces with collars cast similarly for the joints. The experiments made 
so far point to the possibility of their substitution and the rate for their mass manufac
ture is likely to be 0-4-0 per r. ft. The substitution of this system will result in economy 
in that no land will need to be acquired for the channels ; there will be no culverts and no 
syphons except those on the cultivators' guls and Barbas. The enterprise needs to be 
given a fair chance. The maintenance costs of the distribution system will be very 
greatly reduced. Standard designs for sumps and alignments of the pipe-lines are being 
worked out and it is hoped to try this alternative system on new wells in the course of the 
next few months. 

13. Revenue procedure.-Water on Tube-wells is sold on a volumetric basis in terms 
of electric units consumed in pumping as indicated on the meter. The discharge is 
varied on a seasonal basis. In Kharif fasl, the sugarcane crop is charged for 50 per cent. 
more while all others have the same unit rates both in Kharif and Rabi. As the water
depths or pumping head varies between areas and from well to well and it being desir
able to standardise the rate per thousand gallons of water pmnped, the price of an electric 
unit needs to be varied according to the different lifts obtaining in the area. 

As at present notified, the schedule of rates takes into account the gallons per unit. 
The higher the unit discharge, the higher is the unit rate in order to obtain the rate per 
acre-watering dS mliform as possible for the cultivator. These rates are:-

Kharif. 

-- Rabi. 
Other 

Sugarcane. Kharif. 

- . 
Rs. A. P. Ra. A. P. Rs. A. P . 

. 
Over 4,400 gallons 0 2 9 0 1 10 0 1 10 

Over 4,000 gallons 0 2 6 0 1 8 0 l 8 

Over 3,600 gallons 0 2 3 0 1 6 0 1 6 

Over 3,200 gall~ 0 2 0 0 1 4 0 1 4 

Over 2,800 gallons 0 1 10 0 1 3 0 1 3 . 
Over 2,400 gallons 0 1 8 0 1 2 0 1 :! 

below 2,<l00 gallons 0 1 6 0 1 1 0 1 I 

~;The mites· on each well are fixed at the beginning of each fasl after carefully ohservin_g the 
,: 'disc.bargr o~~~h~.right-angled 12• V-notch and the consumption on the revolviug dtse. 
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IRRIGATION DEVELOPMENT DIVISION ('VEST). 

Statement showing crop-acre rates-1935 to 1939-for different blocks. 

Sugar cane. Cotton. Other Kharif. Wheat. Other Rabi. 

Blocks. No. Remark&. 
of 1935- 1936- 1937- 1938- 1936. 1937. 1938. 1939. 1936. 1937. 1938. I939. I935· I936- 1937- 1938· I935- 1936· 1937- 1938-

wells. 36. 37. 38. 39. 36. 37. 38. 39. 36. 37. 38. 39. 

~ 1---

Rs. A. Rs. A. Rs. A. Rs. A. Rs. A· Rs. A. Rs. A. Rjf;A. Rs. A. R8. A. Rs. A. Rs. A. Rs. A. Rs. A. Rs. A. :Rs. A. Rs. A. Rs. A. Rs. A. Rs. A. 

Roorkee 4 II 0 9 2 5 IO .. .. 2 8 3 3 .. 8 4 5 14 4 7 .. 

I 

3 13 1 12 2 (j .. 3 9 2 4 2ll .. 

Kakra 13 .. 8 I5 I3 ]5 .. .. 2 13! 3 0 .. .. 1 14 3 0 .. .. .. 2 2 .. .. .. 2 6 .. 
I ' 

North Loi 39 .. 7 I2 16 14 .. .. 214 311 .. .. 3 1 3 12 .. .. .. 2 5 .. .. .. 3 6 .. 

SouthLoi 24 .. 13 15 IS 0 .. .. 3II 4 5 .. .. 3 7 3 2 .. .. I 15 211 .. .. 2 1 4 9 .. 

Deba 24 II 0 20 15 25 1 .. 2 I2 4 5 6 0 .. 2 I4 4 I2 5 2 .. .. 3 8 3 I3 .. .. 4 9 7 2 .. 
Lobara . 24 I7 0 I8 12 22 2 .. 4 4 5 1 8 2 .. 3 9 5ll 6 2 .. 5 15 3 II 3 11 .. 5 I2 6 3 6 3 .. 
Sardhana 20 II 0 13 15 13 2 .. 3 8 4 0 4 0 .. 5 0 4 9 4 10 .. 3 12 2 15 3 1 .. 3 13 4 7 3 6 . . 
Meerut 10 .. 13 3 17 5 .. .. 4 1 4 0 .. .. 5 I4 5 7 .. .. .. 3 5 .. .. .. 4 2 .. 

North Bbatipura 38 10 6 11 1 15 1 .. 3 7 4 8 3 12 .. 3 14 5 8 5 2 .. 3 12 2 12 3 4" .. 3 8 2 5 4 6 .. 

South Bbatipura 25 .. .. 13 I3 .. .. .. 4 13 .. .. .. 5 3 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 
Upebra 17 12 7 20 13 19 0 .. 3 14 4 2 5 0 .. 3 1 5 7 5 3 .. 4 12 3 0 3 15 .. 4 0 4 0 5 3 .. 
NorthHapur . 39 14 10 23 15 20 6 .. 3 13 5 6 5 4 .. - 6 0 5 I5 5 4 .. 4 9 211 3 3 .. 3 14 4 I 4 I3 .. 
SouthHapur . 29 .. .. I9 10 .. .. .. 5 12 .. .. .. 5 4 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 
Gbaziabad. . 11 .. 17 1 19 II .. .. 6 12 7 1 .. .. 5 15 6 9 .. .. 2 4 3 15 .. .. 2 0 4 Ill . . 
Eut K utche,sar 2I 10 8 I3. IO I6 0 .. 3 I4 4 I 4 IO .. 6 8 4 3 4 12 .. 3 4 2 13 3 8 .. 3 7 3 9 6 0 .. 
West Kutchesar • 29 .. .. I6 0 .. .. .. 5 5 .. .. .. 4 7 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 
Jehangirabad . 43 IO 0 ll 8 12 II .. 5 0 4 I3 3 4 .. 8 12 4 2 3 I4 .. 3 0 3 2 3 7 .. 2 I3 2 IO 5 0 .. 
North Shikarpur 25 10 4 12 6 14 7 .. 4 0 4 6 4 6 .. 4 4 3 14 3 5 .. 2 4 2 12 3 10 .. I 10 3 1 4 14 .. 
South Shikarpur • 26 .. .. 13 7 .. .. .. 3 I4 .. .. .. 3 5 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 

Debai 16 .. 7 8 12 I4 .. .. 4 I 4 6 .. . . 4 4 3 9 .. .. 3 0 4 I4 .. .. 3 10 411 .. 
Atrauli 24 .. 514 9 13 .. .. 3 3 3 2 .. .. 3 I 2 9 .. .. 2 0 4 4 .. .. 2 I 4 :h -

.. Il 13 I4 8 I6 7 15 3 3 I4 4 2 4 5 4 3 5 4 4 JO 4 8 4 3 4 0 2 I2 3 6 5 15 3 10 3 6 4 
...J ~--~ 

...JI 

~ 

Rs. 13-0 Rs. 4·3 Rs.~·lO Rs. 4·0 Rs. 4·5 

-···- , ... 
·~· . 

~-o[;J( .... ,. 



14. Usual irrigation rafe.Y.-R~cords are maintained on each well showinrr irrirration 
by crops as it progresses from day to day and the units consumed in each ease~ Ab:tracts 
are made out for each man in the Jamabandi register giving the ddails of as:'l'5sment 
for each occasion. The average acre rates ha\'e been worked out for different crops in 
each block. As a result of 4 years working, tlwse come to:-

p<'r aero crop. 
Hs. A. P. 

Sugarcane 13 0 0 
Cotton . • 4 10 0 
Other Kharif . 4 10 0 
Wheat . 4 0 0 
Other Rabi • 4 5 0 

It will be seen that these rates are fairly reasOJHlble. Ouly for :;ngarcane, the rat<> seems 
to exceed that on Canals but considering that the waterings arc more and the intc-rvals 
shorter, the rate is fair enough. 

The advantage accruing to the cultivator in normal years in volumetric system is 
considerable. In the event of rainfall occurring after one watering during the wheat 
season, he is saved from buying a second, whereas in a flat-rate system, he derives no 
advantage through reduction of demand on account of rains. In dry years, however, 
the quantitative system involves higher assessment. On the averag<>, in the Rabi season 
at any rate, the economic advantage lies with the volumetric system and in Kharif when 
demand is more regular during April to June, both cla.sses of cultivators take as much 
water as their crops require. During breaks in the monsoon and in a year of early cessa
tion, the volumetric system enables the cultivators to balance savings tlH'Y may choose 
to etiect in the purchase of water against a possible increased yield in -tlw crop due to 
extra waterings. - ' 

The crop experiments conducted in l\Iarch-Aptil 1938 by the Agricultural Depart
ment in average zones, demonstrated that the yields in Tube-well areas are appreciably 
more under normal conditioJ?-s b_oth for sugarcane and wheat. 

15. Conversion Sclzen~e.Y,_::__The possibility of developing agriculture in the Southern 
districts of these provinces, where neither river water is available for pumping for irriga
tion nor suitable subsoil strata existed, has been studied. In l\Iuttra and Agra 
districts where Tube-wells cannot be sunk, relief has been given by increasing the avail
able supplies of Ganges Canal water by supplementing the Canal system in the upper 
districts where Tube-wellis have been sunk succPssfully. Tllis has been done on three 
channel systems. 

(a) The Daurala Distributary with a culturable command of 19,846 acres and hPad 
discharge at 99 cusecs has been converted into a Tube-well fed channel. The average 
Rabi -plus sugarcane area irrigated (5 years average) prior to its conversion was :-

Rabi 
Sugarcane 

Total 

acres. 
6,194 

4,708 

10,90:! 

and the channel ran generally. to the roster of 4 in 5. The equivalent head discharge was, 
therefore, 79 cusecs. This system was selected for a change-over as the water thus 
released was passed down for the l\Iat Branch extension. . 5 batteries consi:;ting of 32 
tube-wells and giving a total discharge of 62 · 5 cusecs constant were con,tructed to 
feed the channel in its different stages. Tht>se wells were projected after taking into 
account the culturable areas for each portion. The project was completed early in 1936 
and the result of its 3 years' working shows that the average areas irrigated in the old 
canal command are :-

' Rabi 4,924 

SugarC'anc 5,084 
R + S . .10,0118 

Besides this 10,008 acres in the old command of 19,846 acres, the conversion took over 
the protection of 7,154 acres contiguous to the command and R + Sin that portion has 
been 4,010 acres. 

Thus 62·5 cusecs constant Tube-wPll supply has done 10,008 -+- 4,010 01' 14,018 
acres R + S, giYing a duty of 224· 3 against 10,!102 · 79 or 138 prior to convcr«ion. These 
results are certainly most encouraging but take into account the thrl'e exccptioBnlly dry 
years we have had. 

True, there have been serious complaints from the cultivators in the command re
garding short supplies, but that wns due to tlwir desire to incrcaf;e the ~<ug., rcane area 
out of all proportion. The increase in cane area means in itself an incren~Prl <'1':1ply to 
satisfy the P..aLi + Sugarcane pl'rccntagp,;, 
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(b) ~Verrut Distributary tail system.-The tail portion below mile 6-.M:eerut Dis
tributary iR now fC"d by 3 Tuhe-wPlls giving an average discharge of IO· 7 cusecs. The 
canal culturablc command for this portion was 2,0134 acres and 2,445 acres have been 
added to it bringing the total command to 5,400 acres. Area statistics for this portion 
are:-

• 

C'ulturublo R + S before R + S after R+S 
Area. area ns el<>ctrifica- e!ectrifica- in 

projectt>d. tion. tion. project. 

Fonner 2,9li4 

~ 
1,430 1,706 

New 2,440 954 1,222 

Total 5,409 6 2,394 2,928 

The discharge previously allowed for 2,064 culturable command was 10 cusecs and irriga
tion factor for R + S was 170 · 6. 

The system is run in two weeks extending to three when demand is very keen. 

('ulturable R +S Area 
Week. commanded prnjected. irrigated. 

area. 

----
A 2,868 1,605 1,544 

I 

e. 2,541 1,323 840 

Total 5,409 2,928 2,384 

Area done in ' B ' week is 540 acres only. ' A ' week is helped by 4 cusecs from the tail 
of the unelectrified portion; The average discharge is; therefore, 10'7 + 4/2 or 12·7 
cusecs. Irrigation factor works out to 2384/12· 7 or 188 and is an improvement. 

(c) Another method was tried on the Right Akbarpur Distributary that takes off 
from the Anupshahr Branch of the Ganges Canal. Its lower reach has been put on the 
volumetric Tube-well supply and the wells have been sited for the command so as to take 
up individual chaks. 10 wells have been sunk and the released canal water was passed 
down Anupshahr Branch for the precarious tracts. 

16. Ganges Canal Feeder TVells.-Another method of succouring the southern dis
tricts has been by supplementing the Ganges Canal supply during the period of low river 
discharge by sinking feeder wells 1 furlong from the Canal and sited at 4 furlongs inter
vals. 30 such wells have been constructed which pump 85 cusecs in the Canal and are 
operated for 18 hours of the day during the off-peak load period of the grid and the 
energy consumed is paid for at If pies pl:'r unit during off-peak period. 

17. Behaviour of transmission lines.-The tot~l length of transmission lines is 
4,500 miles and 2,500 substations have been put up so far. The lines have stood very 
well. Improvements such as substituting the new design of cross-arms and replacement 
of the sal ballas by iron rails on rural feeders have been in general progress. The lossea 
during transmission come to about 17 per cent. and the drop in voltage at the end oflong 
feeder lines has in some cases been significant. Voltmeters have now been fixed at tail 
ends to determine these drops and it may be possible to remedy it to some extent. 

18. Industrial loads.-The main industries connected so far include the Vegetable 
Ghee Factory at Begumabad, Oil-crushing and Spinning Mills at Aligarh, Steel-rolling 
l\Iills near Shahdara and the Card-board factory under construction near Meerut. Be
sides these, a large number of small connections have been given for brass industry and 
flour mills. The latter are over 500 and increased so rapidly that it has now been decided -
not to give any more connections within 4 miles of an established plant. 

19. River pumping.-The dry weath~r discharges of Ramganga river 'in 
Moradabad district and ofKali Nadi in Bulandshahr and Etah districts were found 
aqequate enough to be utilised for a system of gravity canals on the former and to 
supplement the supply in the Upper and Lower Ganges Canals. Pumping stations 

have been constructed on these streams a.t suitable sites. 
The Ramganga.-The dry weather supply available varied from 500 cusecs in No>

ember to 200 in April and 200 to 300 cusecs are pumped at two stations for Canal rabi 
supply. 
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The Kali Nadi.-The average discharge is 100 to 150 cusecs depending on the inten
sity of the preceding monsoon and had flowed to waste before. A pumping station was 
installed at Sumera in 1930. 100 to l!"O cus!:'cs are lift!:'d 20 feet. into a 6 miles long feeder
channel that tails into the Ganges Canal at Sum!:'ra-mile Hi3. Three horizontal pumps 
of 40 cus!:'cs each and one vertical have b!:'!:'n er!:'cted and the maximum peak load 
from them is 300 kilowatts. 

Lower down the same Nadi, another pumping station has been constructed at 
Nadrai wh!:'re a fresh supply accumulates in the Nadrai as a result of subsoil seepage and 
was found to be 50 cusecs minimum during dry weather. This quantity is raised 32 
feet into the Canal by a vertical spindle Sulzer pump driven by a 200 kilowatt motor 
instaHed on a hollow extension of the aqueduct pier. This 150 to 200 cusecs supply 
added to the canals has been allotted for protecting additional areas by means of new 
chann!:'ls constructed on the Gangl's Canal. 

20. Future possibilities.-Betw!:'en them, the present wells on the west of the Ganges 
command and protect 5,40,000 acres or 840 sq. miles and barring 30 wells sunk in Saha
ranpur and Aligarh districts, all the rest have been allotted to three districts-Muzaffar
nagar, Meerut and Bulandshahr. This has been only touching the fringe of the problem 
so far. There are large tracts of culturable land in another six districts where subsoil 
a,nd spring-level conditions coupled with the incidence of rainfall offer scope for tube
well construction and consequent development of agriculture. Preliminary recon
naissance has been carried out recently and reveals that a total of 2,400 sq. ::niles or 11 
million acres additional area is in need of protection and could profitably be prospected 
for possible extensions. 

More areas on the east side are similarly conditioned. If power could be made 
available for abstracting subsoil water in all such areas, it will open up possibilities for 
small cottage enterprises as well by making energy available at a large number of rural 
substations. 

There are also several !\treams whence dry weather flow could be lifted into gravity 
canals with advantage to the countryside. The data collected so far is inadequate yet 
for tentative proposals which could be mentioned. 

In the discussion that followed J\Ir. F. H. Hutchinston, I.S.E., Superintending En
gineer, Development Circle, United Provinces, said, " I should like to supplement the 
remarks which have been made by J\Ir. Sahai. · 

l. Charges for tcater.-I find that by the present method of charging for water the 
cost to the cultivator ranges from 23,000 to 28,800 gallons per Re. 1 for Sugarcane and 
33,000 to 43,000 gallons per Re. 1 for Rabi and other Kharif. All cultivators are not 
therefore paying the same price for water. In addition if the rate is reduced by 1 pie 
per unit on a well running for 5,000 hours the loss of revenue is Rs. 234. The drop in 
spring level has resulted in lowering the rate per unit in numerous cases, in one case it 
was as much as 4 pies per unit. I propose to recommend that rates should in future 
be:-

26,000 gallons per Re. 1 for Sugarcane. 
38,000 gallons per Re. 1 for Rabi and other kharif. 

Tube Well Operators will be supplie<! with tables from which they can record the 
assPssment. 

2. Piped distribution.-The present masonry channels are far from satisfactory and 
are constantly breaching. In future wells I am proposing to substitute unreinforced 
concrete pipes 12 inches diameter. This system of distribution is I understand exten
sively med in California and I am confident that it will be succpssful on Tube Wells in 
the United Provinces. I am proposing to lay the pipe in trenches two feet deep. Xo 
land need be acquired and no bridges or syphons will be necessary. Outlets will be from 
sumps and will consist of either three 5~ diameter pipes or two 6" diameter ones into which 
tapered woodPn plugs will be driven. It should be possible to convey 1 · 5 cusees in 
a 12" diameter pipe for 4 furlongs with a head of 3' -6", sumps near the well will therefore 
have to be 4 ft. above G. L. This means pumping against a slightly greater head than 
we are doing at the existing wells but I anticipate that these pipe lines will not cost. 
more than masonry channels and maintenance charges should be negligible. 

3. Dethridqe JJJ eters.-A.t present there are a few wells at which the discharge ex• 
ceeds 2 · 0 cu~f'cs. This discharge is excessive for the present volumetric system and we 
are charging either on an acreage basiQ or a rate per acre•w~<tering, neithcr system iii 
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saHsfactoty as the consumption of water is excessive. In these cases I am proposing to 
improve mutters Ly subdividing the commanded areas into approximately 500 acres 
chucks and to provide a Dcthridge l\Ieter for each, the volumetric scheme can then be 
applied. If this method proves succc,;sful it might be advisable in fut~re to de,;ign a 
well to give the dischar<Ye required for the area commanded instead of adjusting com
mands to suit the discha~ge of the well as is done at present. By the present method it 
is exceedingly difficult to give every cultivator his fair share of underground water 
supplies. 

4. Duties.-Mr. Sahai has referred to the duties obtained west of the Ganges, a 
comparison between these figures and those obtained East of the Ganges is interesting. 
The figures which are in acres per cusec are :-

Duty per cuseo. 

Crop. 
West. East. Budaun. 

Sugarcane 49 47 21 

Other Kharif 106 3·9 6·5 

Rabi . . . 259 193 205 

All crops . . . . . 140 242 233 

5. Financial results.-The following figures will I think interest the Board :

During 1937-38 Gross Revenue was 12· 79 lakhs and working expenses 17 · 91 
lakhs. 

There was therefore a loss of Rs. 5·12lakhs. This was mainly due to idle capital during 
the construction period. For 1938-39 the final figures have not yet been received from 
the Accountant General. During the current year I estimate that revei;Lue will be in the 
neighbourhood of 36·00 lakhs and that working expenses will not exceed 22·00 lakhs. 
The estimated profit is therefore 14•00 lakhs whereas the forecast for 1939-40 in the 
original project was a net profit of 7 · 02 lakhs. 

6. Average hours run.-The successful ~esults which are being obtained are mainly 
due to pumps West of the Ganges running for far longer hours than was anticipated iii the 
project. The forecast was based on 3,000 hours per annum the :figures actually obtained 
during 1938-39 were :-

West 
East 
Budaun 

Hours. 
7,455 
1,920 
2,100 

7. Future Developments.-A map is hanging on the wall on which I have shown the 
areas, within reach of the present Hydel Grid, in which an extension of the Tube Well 
Scheme appears possible. I estimate that from 1,000 to 1,500 more 1l cusec wells are 
possible. Unfortunately we have had 3 poor monsoons in succession and it will not be 
safe to carry out extensions on a large scale until .it has been proved that underground 
reservoirs will be adequately replenished. I have-· seen literature concerning tube wells 
in California. There they appear to think nothing of subjecting a well to a depression 
of as much as 169ft. I understand, however, that there are places in California where 
spring level has dropped by as much as 100ft. and vast sums are now being spent on new 
forms of irrigation. In the U. P. it is hoped that by liiniting depressions to approxi
mately 20ft. and extraction to 1 cusec per sq. mile we shall not take more from the sub-

, soil supplies than will be put back in a year of normal rainfall. 
8. Artificial rain.-Finally, gentleman, there is one form of irrigation which has 

not as far as I know been attempted in India so far. You will, I think, all agree that by 
far the most efficient form of irrigation is rain. The question in which I am greatly 
interested is whether artificial rain can be produced at a sufficiently low cost to enable 
it to be used by the Irrigation Department in India. I referred the question to :Mr. 
Edgecombe some time ago and have obtained from him a considerable amount of interest
ing literature on the subject. Unfortunately however none of these publications give 
any figures to show that this form of irrigation has proved economical. There is how
ever ample evidence to show that rain making units are by no means new in other 
parts of the world. For example the California Citrograph for September 1929 describes 
the irrigation system on Douglas Fairbanks Ranche of 3,000 acres. The article is an 
interesting one, it describes how 80 acres of valencia oranges, nurseries of 40,000 orange 
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seedlings and part of 25 acres of alfalfa are lmder overhead irrigation and 125 acres of 
oranges are under surface irrigation. The final paragraph of the article does however 
make me wonder what the financial results have been, it reads as follows :-

"The water system and supply is owned by the ranch. A lake of 125 acre feet 
capacity was completed in January, 1927 for storage purposes. Four 

·deep well pumps in San Dieguito valley one mile away keep this filled to 
capacity. This lake has been stocked with black bass. Booster pumps 
at the lake supply the small reservoirs for the areas under surface irriga· 
tion and a 75 h. p. two stage centrifugal pump supplies the pressure direct 
for the overhead irrigation system." 

The system appears to be a very ext:avagant one. 
A 75 H. P. pnmp for an area of about 100 acres could not be contemplated in the 

U. P. Possibly the main object of the plant is to keep the black bass alive. 
There appear to be two methods by which artificial rain can be produced :-

(a) By means of portable laterals from a fixed main. 
(b)· By means of a system of fixed overhead pipes. In either case revolving sprink

lers on nozzles are used, in the latter case the range can be as much as 
330 ft. 

In the neighbourhood of Hapur and Ghaziabad both of which are within easy reach 
of the Delhi market, we have large market garden areas where as many as 13 or 14 water 
ings are taken per fasl. I am hoping that the U. P. Government will be persuaded to 
find the funds for an experiment in connexion with a rainmaking uuit in one of these 
areas." 
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----------:----------, Design of drains, 109. 

----------------------dis· tributary heads, 31. 
--~-----------------:falls, 4?. 

---------------"""'-:----, Discharge observations, 95.· 

-------------------,, Flow in rivers and canals, 94. 
-------------------,,Meandering of rivers, 49. 

-------------------, Observations on boulder rivers and streams. 73. 
----------------'----, Research programmes, 123. 
-------------------,Results obtained from models, 43, 4~. 

-----------------.,--, Silt and cohesion, 31. 
---------'~-""7"-------, Silt excluders and ejectom, 66. 
-------------------, Silting of reservoirs, 56. 
-----------------,Waterlogging, 105. 
Retardation works on tributary streams, ·Bhakra Dam Project, costs of, 56. 
Reynolds , 42, 43. 

Number, division of, for models, 43. 

Rice and reclamation, i6, 25, 26. 
River action and control, time factor in, 35. 
--- Auranga, training of, 10. 
-- Brahmaputra, model of, near proposed bridge at Amingaon, 8, 34. 
--.. - Cauvery, Madras silting of Grand Anicut Canal, 10. 
--- Chenab, model of, 13, 14, 16. 

-- Colorado, 58, 64. 
--- Ganges, model of above Hardinge bridge, 8, 34, 36, 39. 
-- gauging sites in India, map of, 75. 
-- Indus Commission, form for silt sampling data, 54. 

---- , and Lloyd Barrage at Sukkur, model of, 7, 11, 16, 34, 36, 37, 5i-. 
• oscillations of, 35. 

------ , silt sampling and discharge sites on, 53. 
, silt surveys on offtaking channels, 21. 

Jumna, model of, 8. 

, training of, near Palla villagt>, Delhi, 10. 
J.a Grange, size of material transported by, 67. 
Mersey modo!, 42. 

-- Mississippi, hydraulic data examined, 13, 16. 
--------, model experiments, 43. 
-- Ramganga, rugosity of boulder portion, 73. 
-- Ravi at Mukeswar , information on ratio of bed load to suspended silt, li6. 

, discharge and silt observations, 70, 71, 73. 
------------, observation on boulder bed portion, 68. 
-- Sardo. , rugosity of bo~der portion, 73. 
------, training of, 7, 38. 
--- training, influence on silt entry, 58. 
-- Watrack, model of, 8, 43. 
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Rj,·ers and canaL!, flow in, examination of data to evolve exponential or other relatioM'•ip, 9 !. 

---,boulder, collection of hydraulic data of, 67. 

---, factors at1<:eting tortuo3ity of, 49. 

---in the Lnited l'ro\·ineeil contributing to tloo<l< in l,;. P. and Bihar, 76. 
---, meandering of , definition of, -19. 

, Board Re;olution, 50. 

-----------, Re;olution of Heo;earch C<munittee, 4~. 

--- of Xorth~rn India fa,·ourable to silt dcpo3ition in re.;en·oiN, 56.) 
---,Silt O~n·ation.; on, Xote by H. S. Kahai, 53. 
----, tortuooity of, factors affecting, 49. 
Roads, earth , 12. 
------, etTect of c..Uciwn chloride on, 12. 
-----------soru·um dtloride on, 12. 
--------------sulphate on, 12. 

Rod.<, velocity, aecuracy of, for discharge rnea.surementrl, 79, 82, 95. 
Rohri canal, Tando Ma.-;ti Khan Fall, agreem<'nt of model and prototype, 41. 

Roodevelt Dam, silting of re5en·oir of, 56. 

Rugo,;ity coetlic.:ient~ , 63, 64, 65, 72, 90, 91, 92. 

---------, Kuttcr'i! and :llanning'3 compared, 90, 91. 

Run·off and rlraina,;e, 15, 30, 109. 
------ero,;ion, control measures, 130. 
---------, in relation to plant cover, small scale experimenti!, 13. 
----from forest area,, 76. 
------:rainfall, and underground storage, 129. 

Rupar Head works, river training influence on silt entry, 58. 

s 
S, Q and m relatio=hip used in the Punjab Irrigation Research !Mtitute, 31. 
Sahai, R. C., 5, 152. 
Salampur feeder, verification of model of, 42. 

Salinty of subwil and drainage water, 26. 
Salt, appearance of, and waterlogging, 101, 105. 
Salts , accwnulation of in wil crust under irrigation, 14, 15. 
----, dbtribution in soil crust, 12, 14, 17. 
--, leaching of, 15, 25, 28, 100. 
--,movement of, in soil crust, 15, 17, 28. 
San Gabriel investigations on Kutter's X, 67. 
Sands and soils, capillary power of, 12. 

-_--, traii.iiiili.ssion constants of, 12. 

Santa Anna, investigations of materials transported by floods, 67. 
Sarda Canal. design of head regulator, 58. 

---River, rugosity of boulder portion, 73. 
-----,,training of, 7, 38. 
Saturated zone in soils, 103. 
Scales, discharge, for models, 11, 16, 17. 

---,model, 11 16, 17, 32, 33. 

---,time, for models, 11, 16. 

Scour , modeLs in relation to, 11, 16, 23, 36, 43. 
---,reproduction in models, 16, 36, 43. 
Seepage drains, 107, 109. 

----from canals • and channels, 10, 13, 22, 23, 79, 80, 81, 8i, 83, 84, 92, 93, 9tl, 99, 107. 
---------, determination by direct discharge method, 86. 
---------------drainage method, 84. 

----------------point method, 86, 87. 
----------------statistical method, 83, 84. 
----------------tank method, 86, 87. 
------------------water account method, 87. 

-----·----.,drains to deal with, questionnaire on, 107. 
---------,, effect of drains on, 13. 
---------,, effect of temperature, 80. 
----- -----,, variation with soils, 80. 
---- losses from canals, observations of, 13. 
-----------,, Report on. by T. Blench, 83. 
----, prevention of, from Canals, 80. 
Shaw, J, 5, 49, 50. 

Shingle Gravel and Boulders, Xote on the Deterimnation of Average Diameter of the Active Bed SJt of. by 
G. Lacey, 72. 

---, moyement of, in streams, 67. 
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Shock in relation to flow in open channels, I.acey's theory, 124, 12o, 126, 127. 

---theory, Lacey's ,Board Resolution, 127. 
Silt abrader, 10. 
-, analysis of, 23, 30. 
-, average diameter in relation to scouring velocities, 31. 
-channels, experimental, divergence from Lacey's regime Theory, 10. 
- charge, effects of, 57. 
-----,,in canals and rivers, 21, 22, 30, 56, 57. 
----- , in models, 34, 36. 
--control at heads of canals and distributaries, 7, 16, 30, 37, 38, 39, 40, 58. 
---. effect of cohesion, 31, 63, 64. 

----<shock, 63, 64, 124, 125, 126, 127. 
~jectors, 58, 64, 65, 66. 
--entry into canals, factors influencing, 13, 14, 19, 20, 21, 37, 38, 39, 40, 58. 
--excluders, 58, 60, 64, 65, 66. 
------<and ejectors, Resolution of Research Committee, 66. 
----------, use of J,acey's formulae in connection with, 64, 65. 
------, comparison of advantages of different types, 60. 
" Silt Exclusion Arrangements Provided at Trimmu Headworks and proposed for Kalabagh Headworks " 

note by F. F Haigh, 60. 
Silt exclusion, effect of, on canal regime, 59, 66. 
--extractors, 61, 65, 66. 
--extraction, advantages of multiple extraction, 61, 66. 
------,mechanical, 59, 64. 
--facto~ ' f ', Lacey's, 21, 30, 31, 63, 64, 65, 66, 72, 124, 125, 126, 127. 
------,. in relation to average diameter of silt, 31. 
·--grade • m ', 13, 63, 64, 72, 73, 125, 126, 127. 
--, manurial value of, 142. 
--movement in models, 10, 11, 16, 36. 
------,, in tilting flume, 13. 
--,Note on the In11uence of Very Fine Silt and Cohesion as a Factor in Channel Performance, by G. Lacey, 

6L · ' 
-- observation on rivers, 53,. 56, 67, 68, 70, 71, 72, 73, 
--particles, diameter of, 63, 64. 
------,, rate of settlement of, 64. 
-ampler, 53, 68. 
-sampling, 17, 30, 53, 56, 68, 73, 77. 
--------,, at reservoir sites, 78. 

----,, data needed, and calculated, 54, 56. 
------ of rivers, form adopted by Indus River Collllllisilion, 54. 
----- sites on the River Indus, 53. 

-selective heads, 30, 31. 
--, settling velocities of, 64. 
--surveys on canal systems, 14, 18, 21. 
--, suspended, relatiOn of, to silt deposit in reservoir, 51. 
--theory, Lacey's ,17, 18, 21, 31, 60, 63, 64, 65, 72, 73, 90, 91, 92, 124, 125, 126, 127. 
--traps, 56, 58, 66. 
Silting of reservoirs , 51, 52, 54, 56, 76, 77, 78, 131. 
-~-------, absence of, at Lake Fife, 56. 
--------,, application to Bhakra Dam, 54• 
---------, Board Resolution, 57. 
---------, in the United Provinces, 56, 76. 
--------, precautions taken in Mettur Dam, 56. 
---troubles, Grand Anicut Canal, Cauvery River, 10. 
Siltometer, Puri's, 17, 30, 31. 
----, Vaidhia.na.than's, 17, 31. 
Silty water, density of, 26. 
Siphon, Leaburg, model of, 31. 
-spillway for Lake Arthur Hill, Bombay, 10. 
-spillways, models of, 40, 41. 
Siphons, cavitation in models of, 36, 43. 
Sind, canal losses in, 92. 
----- slopes in, 57. 
--,Development and Research Division, programme for 1939-40, U2. 
----------------., summe.izedreport, for 1938-39,18-23. 
--,salts in soil crust, 17. 
--, sub-soil water in, 17. 
Slope-Discharge-Silt Formula, of Punjab Irrigation Research Institute, 13, 16. 

Slopes, and transport of materials by ~tree.ms, 67, 70, 71. 
-, canal, in Sind, 57. 
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Slope•, canal, effect of silt eitraction on, 65, 66. 
---, movement of, in models, 10, II, 16, 36. 
Sluice, model of double acting, 18. 
Suicee, barrage, operation of, for silt control, 58. 
--- of Assuan Dam, model experiments, 34, 36. 
Sodium carbonate lining of canals, deterioration with age, 29, 30, 8:!, 94 , 96. 

------lining for canals, 29, 30, 81, 82, 94, 96. 
------- plaster lining for watercourses, 96, 97. · 
---chloride, effect on earth roads, 12. 
---clay, reclamation of, 94. 
---sulphate in Punjab soils, 16. 
-------,,disintegrating effect of, on roads, 12. 
Sodiumization of soil, testing of, 27. 
Soil conditions in the design of falls, 43, 48. 
- conservation and the Chos Act, 132. 
----'----,by control of grazing, 131, 134. 
---------grass growth, 131. 
-crust in relation to water table, 12, 14, 16, 17. 
--denudation, 128, 129, 130, 131, 134, 135. 
---·---,as an adverse fartor on river supplies, 128, 129, 130. 

-------------Board Resolution, 134. 
-erosion, 13, li6, 78, 128, 129, 130, 131, 134, 135. 
----,preservation of, 129, 132. 
-1\Jap of India, 149. 
-moisture gradient, 101. 
-Research at the Imperial Agricultural Research Institute, 149. 
- samples, chemical analysis of, 23. 
- sodiumization tests, 27. 
-surveys, 15. 
-types, and variation of seepage losses, 80. 
Soils, alkaline, cure of, 105. 
--, and seepage from canals, 88. 
--, capillary power of, 12. 
--,dispersion of, 15. 
--, drainage capacity of, 24. 
--,moisture content of, 101, 103, 104. 
--,permeability of, 26, 104. 
--,pressure transmission in, 102, 103, 104. 
--,saturated zone in, 103, 104. 
Spillway siphon for Lake Arthur Hill, Bombay, 10. 
Spillways, siphon, models of, 40, 41. 
----, models of, 34, 36. 
Spurs, T., spacing of, 14. 
Stabilizer blocks, 9, II, 19, 23. 
Standing wave flume, calibration of, 10. 
--------meter falls, 9, 41. 
State Tube Well Scheme in the United Provinces, Address by R. C. Sahai, 152. 
Stone protection round piers, 9, II. 
Strickler-Gauckler for'Inula, 90. 
Subjects discussed by the Board, 4. 

---------- Research Committee, 2. 
Subsoil water, 102, 103, 104. 
------levels, recording of, 101. 

-, salinity of, 26. 
-----gradient. 26. 
Sugarcane, 24, 25, 26, 27, 142, 143, 144, 145. 
----,and effluent irrigation, 27, 28. 
------reclamation, 15. 
----,relation between duty of water and yield, U. P. S~heme for study of. 142. 141·146. 
----,suitable varieties for reclaimed lands, 26. 
Sukkur, model of Indus and Lloyd Barrage at, 7, II, 16, 34, 36, 37, 58. 

T 

Tando 1\Iastikhan fall, agreement of model and prototype, 41. 
Tank method of determining canal losses, 86, 87. ' 
Tar for painting steelwork, 30. :· 
Temperature, effect on canal losses, 80. 82, 84, 87, !.13. 
----- of canal water, 30, 84. 
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Temperature of water in pipe drains, 27. 
Thai project, silt extraction arrangements, 62, 64, 65, 66. 
-----, lined channels, 65, 95, 96. 
Thomas, 'A. R., 2, 10, 11, 16, 17, 23, 28, 31, 35, 42, 43, 47, 56, 65, 66, 104, lO!J. 
Thur, 14, 15, 16, 17. -

-- maps, Punjab, 17. 
Time factor in river action and control, 35. 
Tolman, 104. 
Torrents in gravel, shingle and boulders, hydraulic data of, 67, 69, 70, 71, 72. 

----------------, Note on the Determination of the Average Diameter of Active Bed 
of, by Lacey, 72. 

Transmission constants of sands, 12. 
Transpiration, 15. 
Trimmu Headworks, silt exclusion at, 60. 

---Weir, verification of model, 32. 
Tube well investigations, 29. 
----irrigation, effect on subsoil water levels in U. P., 155, 156. 
--------,future d;welopments in U. P., 162. 
=----Scheme in the Western Districts of the United Provinces, Board's Visit, 5. 
----------------------------,irrigation results, 153, 162. 

------------------water rates, 158, 159. 
----::'------------------------,lined channels, 1!17 .. 

------------------,proposed piped supply, 1!17, 161. 
------------------,pumping sets, 156. 

----------------------------,sale of water, 157, 161. 
----------------------------,strainers, 152. 
----------------------------,type of wells, 152. 
---- yields, statistical investigation, 13. 
Tube wells, design of, 12. _ 
-----,for increasing canal supplies, 159, 160. 
-----, shrouding of, 12." 
-----,strainers' for, 12, 13, 152. 

-----, yield of, 12. 
Tunnel, Mohawk, model, 34. 
Turbine models, 43. 
Turbulence, record of, by hot wire and oscillograph, 9. 
-----, reproduction of, in models, 42. 
Turbulent flow, rough, 42. 
-----.,.-, smooth, 42, 43. 

u 
United Provinces, floods in, and rivers cont!ibuting thereto, 76. 
-------., Fyzabad and Gogra Pumping Scheme, 10. 
-------,Irrigation Research Section, programme for 1939-40, 1:?2. 
-------,Research Report of, 1938-39, 29-30. 

-------, silting of reservoirs in, 56. 
-------, training of River Sarda, 7, 38. 
-------,Tube Well Scheme, 152. 
Uplift pressure in models of weirs, 16, 35. 
Uppal, H. L., "Verification of Model Results on the Prototype", 42. 
Upper Bari Doab Canal, effect of silt extraction on, 59. 
--Chenab Canal, study of losses on, 83, 84, 85. l :;. 

-- Jhelum Canal, silt ejectors on, 65, 66. 

V=l6·05 (R 2 S) l confirmation of Lacey's equa\[.". 7 • 

v•[R a criterion of regime flow, 72. 
--- ratio, use of, 64. 
V Ri-17. 
Vaidhianathan siltometer, 17, 31. 
Vane, large radius, in river, 7, 38, 58. 
Vanes, King, 58. 
Velocity distribution in smooth channels, 13. 
--- rods, 79, 95. 
Venkatakrishnaiyar, L., 2, 28, 56, 76, 77, 94, 109. 
Venturi flumes, 10, 31. 
Tertical exaggeration, 10, 32, 36. 
Vicksburg data examined, 13. 
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Vipan, A., 2, 131. 

Viscosity effect in models, 36. 
---- in relation to seepage, 84, 93 
Viscous stream line flow, 42. 
Viswanath, Rao Bahadur B., 5, 147, 149. 
Vogel," Hydraulic Laboratory Results and their Verification in Nature", 43. 
Vogel's experiments on models of the Mississippi River 49. 

Water courses, lining of, 12, 29, 96, 97. 
------, losses in, 18, 22, 23, 29. 
Water in pipe drains, temperature of, 27. 
Waterlogging, 12, 83, 84, 93, 98, 101, 105. 

w 

------ and land reclamation, Board Resolution, l \ 5 
--------losses from canals, 83, 84, 93. 
-------- soil fertility, 105. • 
-------- the appearance of salt, 101, 105. 
---------- watertable, 101, 105. 
------, Central Board resolution on, 98. 
------, defining of, 101. 
------, questionnaire on, 98. 
------,Research Committee's resolution on, 98, lOii. 
Water analyses in tube well areas, 15. 
--- requirements of irrigation unit areas, 18, 22. -
---, sale of, on volumetric basis, 24. 
--- samples, chemical analysis of, 23. 
Watertable and alkalinity, 101, 105. 
---- and appearance of salt on soil surface, 105. 

evaporation, 101, 102, 104. 
------- thur, 12, 14. 
----- as related to canal losses, 83, 84, 85, 92, 93. 

-----, definition of, 102, 103, 104. 
-----, depth of, in relation to water requirements and growth 01. cro s 
---------true, 13, 101, 102,103, 104. 
-----, effect of irrigation on, 26. 
---------rainfall, 13, 17, 96,104. 
-----, in relation to soil crust, 12, 17. 
-----levels, indication by open wells, 13, 15, 16, 17, 103, 104. 
-----,measurement of, 101, 102, 103, 104. 
-----, rise of, in relation to seepage from canals, 96, 98. 
-----, subsoil, in relation to seepage from watercourses, 22. 
Watrack River, model, 8, 43. 
Wave, standing, fall, 9, 41. 
-------,flume, 10. 
Weed growth in canals stopped by sodium carbonate plaster, 97. 
Weeds, 10, 24, 26, 28. 
----,Water, and Their Eradication from Canals, by Inglis, 28. 
Weir, broad crested, formula, 18, 22. -
--experiments, Bhagar New Cut, 19, 23. 
--, high co-efficient, for Bhandardara Dam, 36. 
--, Khanki, experiments on, 44. 
--, Panjnad, model of river near, 14, 16. 
---------- verification, 42. 
Weirs, cavities under, detection of, 13, 16. 
"--, Design of, on Permeable Foundations", Central Board of Irrigatiu. Publication No. 12, 35. 
---, sharp crested, 45, 89. 
---, for determining losses in water courses, 23. 
---,uplift pressure in models of, 16. 
---, use of, in determining canal losses, 85, 89. 
Well records, interpretation of, 13. 
-- strainers, effect of calcium carbonate on; 15. 
Wells, cavity, in Tube Well"areas in U. P., 152. 
---, effect of negative pressures, 13, 15, 16. 
---, open, and the water table, 13, 15, 16, 17, 103, 104. 
-----, irrigation from, 15. 
---, rise of water levels in relation to rainfall, 15, 17. 
-, tube, design of, 12. 
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Wells, tube, investigations of effect.! on subsoil res<>rvoir in U. P., 29. 
-----, shrouding of, 12. 
-----, strainers for, 12, 13. 
-----, yield of, 12, 13. 
Wheat, relation between duty of water and yield of, U. P. scheme for study of, 14:!, 143-1!6. 
---soils, surv('ly of, 15. 
---,varietal yield trials of, 148. 

--- yield and phosphate in soils, 15. 
------- maganese in soils, 15. 
Wire, hot, record of turbulence, 9. 
Wooler Lake, no data of silting, 56. 

Yield of tube wells, 12, 13. 
---wheat in relation to manganese in soils, 15. 

y 

Yields of crops and irrigation, experiments at the Imperial Agricultural Research Inati~ute, U 7. 
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Serial 
No. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

li 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

List of Sub-Committees provided by the Central Board of Irrigation. 

Name. Date. 

Sub-committee convened to examine the Nayaunggyat Dam Project, 
Burma 12th December 1927. 

Sub-committee convened to enquire into the causes of floods in Orissa 
and possible remedies 22nd August 1928. 

Sub-committee convened to report on the practicability of the proposal 
of the Engineer-in-Chief, Cauvery Metur Project to utilize cement 
concrete in place of cyclopean masonry in surkhi mortar· in the con-
struction of the Metur Dam . lith Aprill929. 

Sub-committee convened to examine the causes of failure of the Islam 
Weir, Sutlej Valley Project, on the 19th September 1929 • lOth December 1929. 

Sub-committee convened to report on the organization of the Irriga
tion Department, Bengal and the practicability of separating the 
Department and forming a separate Board of Waterways • • . 13th March 1930. 

Sub-committee convened to enquire into the desirability of remodelling 
the headworks and canal system of the Son Canals in Bihar and 
Orissa . 16th January 1931. 

Sub-committee convened by the Government of India to report upon 
the Quetta Drainage Scheme, Baluchistan . • . • . 24th February 1934. 

Sub-committee convened by the Government of India to report on the 
conversion of the l'aharpur Canal (North-West Frontier Province) 
into a perennial canal 15th September 1g34. 

Sub-committee convened by the Government of India to report on Dis-
tribution of the Waters of the Indus and its Tributaries 1934-35. 

Sub-committee convened to suggest protective measures against damage 
caused by floods in 1935 to "Anderson Weir" of the Damodar 
Canal, Bengal 1935-36. 

Sub-committee convened to examine the Haveli (Punjab) Project, 1935 • lOth August 1g36. 

Sub-committee convened by the Government of India to examine the 
Khairpur State Lloyd Barrage Project, 1935-36 13th December 1937. 

Sub-committee convened by the Governmel).t of India to examine the 
Spin Karez Dam Project in Baluchistan . 26th December 1938. 
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Lt".st of Publications issued by the Central Board of IrrigaUon 

Publi-
cation Title. 

No. 

1 Digest of Techniaal Notes 1931 (Reprint) 

A summary of views of Chief Engineers on the 
following subject,q :-

I.-Waterlogging and Reclamation. 

!I.-Effect of deforestation and afforestation 
on rh•er floods. 

ill.-Design of works on sand foundations. 

IV.-Fluming of canal works. 

V.-Regulation at canal headworks. 

VI.-Design of canal falla. 

2 Digest of Technical Notes 1932 . 

A summary of views of Chief Engineers on the 
following subjects :-

I.-Waterlogging. 

!I.-Design of works on ~d· foundations. 

ill.-Design of canal falls. 

IV.-Staunching of canala. 

Date. 

24th October 1!131 

15th October 1932 

3 Catalogue of Books in the Library of the Central 
Board of Irrigation, Simla 2nd January 1934 

First Supplement to the Catalogue of Books 

Second Supplement to the Catalogue of Books 

2nd January 1935 

2nd January 1936 

4 Hydraulic Diagrams : Energy-of-Flow, Pres
sure-plu&-Momentum Diagrams for the simple 
graphia solution of problems involving a change 
of section in a stream of water 31st July 1934 

5 Glossary of Technical and Vernacular Terms in 
connection with Irrigation in India together 
with Standard Notations 15th October 1934 

6 Fluming : A series of examples illustrating the 
use of Hydraulic Diagrams-Central Board of 
Irrigation Publication No.4 31st November 1934 

7 Standing Wave or Hydraulic Jump 1st December 1934 

8 Observations and Record of Pressures below 
Works on Permeable Foundations 15th December 1935 

9 Stabilization of Soila by the use of Bitumen 
Emulsion 1st February 1935 

10 Irrigation Canal Falla 15th February 1935 

11 Annual Report (Technical) of the work of the 
Central Board of Irrigation, India, 1934-35 · 1st lllay 1936 

12 Design of Weirs on Permeable Foundations 1st September 1936 

•13 Annual Report (Administrative) of the work of 
the Central Board of Irrigation, India, 1935-
1936 1st October 1936 • 

l4 Annual Report (Technical) of the work of the 
Central Board of Irrigation, India, 1935-36 • 1st April 1937 

•15 Annual Report (Administrative) of the work of 
the Central Board of Irrigation India, 1936-
1937 15th September 1937 

• For official use only, 
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Number in 
stock on 

1st Ja11uary 1940. 

17 

Nil. 

Nil. 

Nil. 

180 

Nil. 

Nil. 

Nil. 

Nil. 

Nil 

Nil. 

Nil. 

147 

132 

22 

190 

21 



PoLii- Xumber in 
cation Title. Date. stock on 

No. 1st January 19-iO. 

16 Annual Report (Technical) of the work of the 
Board of Irrigation India, 1936-37 . 1st April 193B 1lfl 

17 Notes on Waterlogging and Land Reclamation 
in the form of a ()uestionnaire 15th September 1938 220 

•Is Annual Report (Adminhtrative) of the Central 
Board of Irrigation India, 1937-38 15th September 1938 21 

19 Annual RPport (Technical) of the Central Board 1st April1939 129 
of Irrigation hodia, 1937 -3S. 

-I 
20 Regime Flow in Incoherent Allu,·ium 18th July 1939 In preBI!. 

•21 Annual Report (Administrative) .of the :entra_l I ·I Board of Irrigation. India, 1938-39 15th September 1939 22 

• Fo' offkial use only. 
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